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INTRODUCTION

a -
The National Commission on Librdries Ond Information Science, in

-------
of its,'responsibility for planning "libra(y and information services adequate

. to rr et the needs of the people of the United States" has held a series of

. / _ _

'anal hearings to Atom the views of hftterested_persons. One of these,
g

for the New' England area, was held at the J.f.X.-Fedexal!Building in Bostorron#

Octkber 3, 1973. Believing that the statements submitted and the discussions

/ held will be of interest and value to many who could not attend, the New

England Library Board has undertaken to publish them in this form.*

In inviting the submission of written testimony prior to the heari-ng,

. . .
NCLIS suggested that partitipants might-iwtsh-te-fee-u-s-ther_omments on one

or more of the following topics:

1. Nati.dnal networking of 1 ibrari its nodes and linkages,
membership-, purpo.s.es, xe-spon-ti-es, go-verrte-n-

2. Priorities for service. Development of service to the unseryed
vis-a-vis those who need access to-definitive or comprehensive

collections.

- I

3. Criteria for designation of proposed national and Tional.
resource centers.

4. Means and methods of providing service'in sparsely populated
areas.

5. Utilization of new technology to promiote Improved 1ILia,-

service and interlibrary cooperation.

Cfly-of-tongress as The Natenal library; its respon-
s

Much of the 'discussion reported in thi volume therefore deals with the-and

related subjects.

*The Illinois State Library published the written testimony submitted to the
Chicago hearing of September 27, 1972 (In Our 6pinion,*,1979) and the records of

all the hearings are being produced by IKiC in microfilm T5h4-drint=out tom--
---------
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E ted participants were also requested to assist NCLIS in developing

a national planning document by answering the following questions:

.1. Why is new Federal legislation for libraries needed?

2.

-
Are there inequities present in today's system?

What-r -eesons -comTi-cl--the-ciernmentto consider interconnecting
the libraries and information centersor-ther-mal-4mcaccordimil
to a national.plan?

. what should the Federal investment policy in libraries be?

5. What responsibilities would the Federal Governthdht-have-
toward the development of a national network?

. What are the state government' s---r sponsibilities toward a
national network?

----7,-__Wby_should a state want to belong-to the-nati 1,network?

The firtt draft of the Rroposed'national program was released and circulated

bus . the hearing. Since frequent reference to it occurred during the

proceedings, it is reproduced here as an Annex.
\

The material in the pre\sent volume follows the order of the hearing itself,

but in cases whdre written testimony was available in advance, that statement

has been inserted, in italics, immediately preceding the related oral testimony.
4 ,

The record of proceedings is based on the shorthand reporters' official tran-

script, as corrected by the testifiers themselves (who were r : ted not to

change or add to the substance of their remarks). The edi

himself to deleting conference formalities and repetitions, correcting

some grammatical slipg' and infelicities. An alphabetical inde names

of testifiers appears at the end of the volume.

The following members-of -the Netional Commission on Libraries and
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Information Science partipated:in the hearing, and their comments and ques--
tions are included and identi the'} text. I t was not
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PROCEEDINGS

Chairman BURKHARDT: I would like to welcome you all and say it is very

good of you to come out on a dreadful morning, like this. Let us have the first

witness then, who is Mr. Stevens W. Hilyard, Librarian of New England College,

Henniker, New Hampshire.

I should say that we try to keep these hearings as informal as we can. I

don't think you need read the testimony that you sent in because the members of

the Commissjon'wil,l have read it and tFley will' have their questions, but if you

have anything you want to add.to what you said, please do that now and then we

can ask-our questions.

STEVENS W. HILYARD
'Chairman, New Hampshire Libpry Council

Librarian, New England College
Henniker, New Hampshire

WRITTEN TESTIMONY

I ampleased to be able to submit an opiniOn tc the NCLI,3 on one of the
unmet needs of the people of New Hampshire for information, services. I believe

but cannot verify, that these needs are also felt in Maine and Vermont.

Frollem: The statewide public library community lacks operatinr systems to-share
cut tc all users and potential users the resources available within the state,
because of the dearth of talent and financial incentives to create such systems.

---
The statewide academic library community. (numerically very wellreprelented

by the New Hampshire College and university Council - founded .;.796C1 lacks

finances (and therefore staffing) to proceed beyond mode e levelsOf co-
operation.

Components of the problem: Only 13 ou the 250-odd public librories have a
professional librarian on the s Though by no_means uniformlu true, tke
great majority of non-profssetbnally staffed libraries -operate t a most moist
level. Thus they area,--1-Ow-priority budget item locally, resu Ling in, their

continued inabi%ty-to upgrade services or materials.

A nor:problem component is my belief that sufficient variety, extensive-
ness.,-and recency exists in information sources in the state answer all
reasonable requests made on them, with the exception ofa var:14y of graduate

academic programs.
14Z.)
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A major part of the prob6em 4stthe paucity of identification sources. -
union catalogs, union serials lists, directories, registers, etc. It recipro-
cal problem is that what does exist understood and not widely used.

Stated simply the problem is to identify what the user and non-user-really j
want; to be able to find out where the desired material is and then access
it for him/her.

Granted: Sharing of materials and non-duplication of materials offers the best
hope to.. beat the nightmare vision of BOO small public libraries and 20 medium
academic libraries all replicating each others mediocre collections. Shar4ng'
requires incentives - cash or services in lieu.of cash. Revenue sharing does

n not work for libraiiies as a funding source for a galaxy °Treasons, all tied to
the library's low profile and resultant _low priority.

Proposed solutions: Any monies coming into the state for libraries should
channel through the State Library Commission, the State Library's Advisory
Council on Libraries,, i the New Hampshire Library Council. It will be alloca-
ted to demonstrated o-operative activities with greatest weight given in
descending order to:

A. __L'o-operation between dissimilar types of libraries - money for servicing
the sharing network, not for materials.

B. Co-operation between similar types of libraries - money for 'servicing
the sharing networt,' not for materials.

i
C. Co-operation between dissimilar libraries - monies pr materials not
presently within the system.

D. Co-operation between simiLod,Libraries - monies for materials not
presently within the system.

Examples of A. and B. - free interlibrary loan mailing privileges; free tele-
phone calls (cxedit card or collect service); creation of more union lists,
directories (see enclosed Special Collections and Subject Area Strengths in
New Hampshire Libraries, 2nd ed.*); free reference service by mail or phone to
other than State LibrRry; duplication and iispersal of N. H. State Library',6
Union Catalog.

Examples of C. and D. - microfilm peribdical collections; creation of ethnic
Language and literature collections (French Canadian in Maine, N. H., and
Vermont); upgrading and coalescence of existing collections so that there ex-
ists at least one strong collection in every reasonable subject area within the
state.

Afterthoughts-"I Othersvery real problems preven the people of,N. li. from re-
ceiving the Zibrary services which they deserve. I do not mention them because
I do not believe them to be amenable to external solutions or aid. Other
problems which are amenable to.a federal commission's suggestions for aid nd
solution I am certain, will be dissected well by my many colleagues and f vends
in the region. Thank in for this opportunity.

* Not reproduced here.
4
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Mr. HILYARD: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I read with great

interest the document which came in Monday, a draft of a new national program,

and was rather pleased to see that the thoughts in this dmeft regarding the

necessity of systems rather than materials were in line with some of my'own.

It is nice to have one's biases supported.

I have one question regarding the draft. The word "access" is, used

sometimes as a verb and sometimes as a noun; when it is used as a verb, does

it literally mean to produce at the point for the patron the material that

may exist in a distant location?

Chairman BURKHARDT: Well, I believe it is used in a technical way and

perhaps yourcan

Mr. STEVENS: It may, yes.

Mr. HILYARD: Depending upon the context, Mr. Stevens?

Mr. STEANS: Yes.

Chairman BURKHARDT: 1, have objected to using it'both ways, of coarse,

but f don't got any place. I am only the,Chairman.

Mr. HILYARD: I have nothing else that I think I would like to get into

now. I see the sound is coming up.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Well, now your paper gave a pretty good picture of

o

the state of 8ffairs in New Hampshire and you have mentioned various problems

for cooperation between different kinds of libraries, but now perhaps.some of

the members of the Commission have a question.

Mr. LERNER: I notice that in one of the paragraphs of your paper, Mr.

Hilyard, you mention that only '13 out of 250-odd public libraries i.n New

Hampshire have any professional staff.

Mr. HILYARD: I Iiielieve that is a correct figure, even though I am speak-,

ing out of some admitted ignorance, not being on the state library Staff or a

public library staff: JIL e4
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N.
Mr. LERNER: But it is approximately true then, I am sure. Let me ask

you this question: Do you think that this Commission should addresstitself

more to the problem of training non-professional staff, and what function do

you think that we could fulfill, on a tr=aining and personnel basil with this
. . i

/ \\

-kind of problem? You areinotgoing to end up with professional librarians

in 250 libraries. C:

P,'

Mr. HILYARD: Not at all not at all, and I don't know that any specific

change would be brought about by a federal program. The communities get what
...

they pay for, and theripay for what they are willing to pay for. The moderate

or mediocre or non-existent library services in the community,mith three or

four hours opening a week and a very pleasant lady who does her very best, do

not bulk large enough in'the public's mind to generate any thrust toward a

better service or more money. Therefore, t ere being large pools of unemployed

libraribns now says nothing to that very re lem for.us.

Mr. WELDE: Would it help at all if the mmission would let a state know

what being done in other states? I know some of your problems and r think .

they have been experienced by other states that have .taken a little more

definite action to try to correct it with financial support and actual grants

from the state on a per capita or on a square mile basis. Those plans vary,

glI wonder if in any way the Commission could helR_varous successful plans

be known .

Mr. HILYARD: Yes, I think a broad publicization of successful programs

would be helpful, but only to a limited extent, because I would be insulting

our great State Librarian, Bill Allen, if I said that he did not know what

was ving on in the nation. He experiences frustration and sorrow that he

does not make any greater impact an the state-wide library services than he
*

and his staff do.

41Y

13
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New Hampshire is, I hope, not peculiar but it certainly hag not seen fit

to fund the level of the huMan services. As you may know, it is the only

state in the country without a broad-based tax. Some people think that is a

good thing. The borrowers and users-do not.

Ms. WU: I am very sympathetic with your situation because I came from

the Los Angeles Cit schools system, which is almost as obsolete as your

state with respect to 1 rary servicQ. I have a couple of questions.

First of all, with ard to what Mr. Lerner just asked, does your state

have any stipulation in the e cational code concerning your library service

or library standards?

Mr. HILYARD: We.do not have a job certification and career 'adder.

Does that partially answer your question?

Ms. WU: That is provided in the state code, the education code, right?

Mr. HILYARD: That is absent from the state education code. Therefore,

we find school librarians with no librarian training.

Ms. WU: That's right.

Mr.cTLYARD: They-are library sitters, obviously. I don't mean to paint

the grimmest picture. There is at present a road show of the State Librarian

and the State Commissioner of Education and it will be finished at the end

of this month. There are public hearings being held throughout the. length of

the state, trying to ascertain if there is public support which would exercise

itself at'the polls and in a referendum to raise the money to upgrade the

system. But no, We do not have the legislation, even if we had the money.

Ms. WU: I see. What about your professional association? Do they have

any standards?

Mr. HILYARD: The New Hampshire Library Association does not have any

standards and they don't have a Committee on Certification and Career adder.
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I am chairman of the New Hampshire Library Council, which is,the umbrella

organization of eight library organizations in the State of New Hampshire, and,

we do have a committee, but it does little more than talk to other members of

41111khe library community at this juncture.

As. WU: One more brief question: How do yob classify dissimilar libraries

and similar libraries?

Mr. HILYARD :` 1 would classify them as cooperation between academic fi-
braries and school libraries and public libraries and special libraries.

Chairman BURKHARDT: I believe you said something about the tax base for

the libraries. How libraries actually financed, by local taxation?

Mr. HILYARD: Ye, sir. The bulk of financing is dope on the property

tax, on the real estate tax, and that, as you could guess, makes it very dif-

ficult at the local level for the school boards and the library board of

'trustees to produce a warrant for the town meeting. We are at that level

still in New Hampshire. That requires an expenditure of more money.

Mr. AINES:4' I read your paper with enjoyment and
I find some rather in-

teresting comments, but more interesting is something I read between the lines

or do not read. For example, you talk about the problems of the librarians,

the problems of the libraries, you have some suggestions for improvement and

you have a statement in here, however; ,that
I think is a key question. 'it is

in your afterthoughts area - the first sentence where you say, "Othor very

real problems prevent the people of New Hampshire fromreceiv+ng-ii-brayy _

services they deserve." It is this latter clause that I am concerned with,

"the services that they deserve."

Some ere in here you talk,about providing union lists, directories, free,

telephone calls, mailing services, What I would like to know is: What do the

people of NewHampshire need and really want?
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Mr, HILYARD: save to be speaking in some sort of a knowledge
/

vacuum, if you wil s that eXpresslon, beCause I am an academic librarian

and I therefore hav aptive audience. The library services that-are de-

served by the citizeof the Stateof New Hampshire are those that are de-

served by akpeqple,
/.

and that is access to the information and physical too/is

in which the information is housed that exist in the state regardless oT the
.

/
political affiliation of the borrower; that is, a public library patgon should

be able to have access to the books in a college library, even though he is

not a student perhaps, regardjess of the political affiliation a the phrSical

location.

The problem in the state is, 1 thi-nk, simply one'of the-re being s ficient

informational sources at verything but the upper educational ieval b t no pro-

or capability to'share those'o*t; and the mere pro lem of di tance or

ignorance of the existence of infi?ffiation precludes, I uld suspect, a good

deal of very real use which would be of inestimable benefit.

Did that answer your question or did I talk aro d it, sir?

Mr. AINES: ,Yes, a little bit'around,but Rer you can handle it this

way. am hung up with the words "require, deserve, need arid want."

Mr. HILYARD: All right. I notice that thh, draft pr posal speaks on theI

second or third page as'
/

if everything that an one wanted Mould be forthcoming

to him. I am not perhaps as generaui as thit. The ability to give everybody

what they want may just be something we 't pay for. However, we should

support legitimate needs, where one dr, s aline between legitimate needs and

- _
frivolous needs or needs generated by curiosity -- they may be the same thing.

I am Wafflin around here and I apologiie. I am uncomfortable dealing with

these wo = , too.

Mr. LORENZ: Is there state aid for public libraries in New Hampshire?
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Mr. HILYARD: There has been state aid for public libraries coming out of

- _
the state library, Mr. Lorenz. To my knowledge that has been. terminated because

it was federal money that/Was being shgred out by the state library.

Mr. LORENZ: So the state does not raid any tax money for public libraries

then as far as you know?

Mr. HILYARD: No, it does. not, Mr. Lorenz.

Mr. LORENZ: Have there been'egforts tkat have failed?

HILYARD: WOuld "you specify that? What type of fund-raising efforts?

r. LORENZ: as there been legislation proposed for state aid that has

not been successful in the past?

Mr. HILYARD: No, on't bekieve so. There have been political campaigns

run on the;basis of a broad-ba0d tax. Those individuals are not in the

Governor's mansion now. Therefore, legislation is at this point a moot_

question.

Mr. LORENZ: Do yOu have some general information as to what has happened ,

to the revenue-sharing funds that have come?

Mr. HILYARD: Yes. I look in the Concord Monitor', Concord being the'state
. 410,

capitol, with great interest every time that little photocopied, b4owup is pub-

lished aod I see that we _are buying fire engine's arid refurbishin4 community

centers and paying off the sewage debt, but.we are not sUpporting9ibraries;
i f .

and if is not a valid way of su orting libraries. It is a lotte6, in which

the library does not ticket.

Mr. LORENZ: Are the*Un versity of Ne am, pshire and Dartmouth libraries

used as resource libraries in the state?

Mr. HILYARD: Very helpful; and in the past they have both been paid cash

grants 'by the state libriry to'heip defray their being more a lender than a

borrower.

Mr. LORENZ: Is that continuing?

1.7



Mr. HILYARDr To my understanding, no, it is not.

9

Mr. BECKER: Mr. Hilyard, in your paper you indicate that if federal aid

were forthcoming, it should be chanheled to run to three different organiza-

tions in the state. What.are the pros and cons of each of those three? \

Mr. HILYARD: The New HampS'hire Library Council is an organizatioh of

organizations and perhaps,ds memhership, which is the president and vice-__
presideht of all of t e constituent organyations, most broadly represents

the librarycommynity in the state. It corksists of kr,iends and trustees as

well as practicing librarians in the variou area's. The state llbra'ry ob-

//
viously has both the manpower and the expert nce in doing this and yet they

are ndi as broadly representative as the New mpshire Lib racy Council.

'iff
/ Mr. BECKER: Is the Council a government body?

k

--Mr. HILYARD: No. The Council is a Self-generative body, Mr. Becker,

which has no le_ standing, is not incorporated, probably could Rot receive

qnd disburseMOnies. That is a mec an . .The third group is

the. State Library Commission, which is chartered and charged by_legislation

to be responsible for the library system in the State-O:New Hampshire. A

___-pare'Rthesis should be put halfway through that sentenge)ind say "public

library." They, however, are state librarians' bosses'and could more

gerTe-ra-11 as having the responsibility.

1-was-tTy4ng to_get.at the problem that we HaVe-ft44,-,j-nfttj1251shlre

and I am sure other states have felt as well for years. That is, the

criteria 'that come in from W ngton are very often irrelevant to us. Grants

for minori omething we can't touch because our French-Canadian popu-

lation is not considered an ethnic minority; we don't have Puerto Ricans. and_

AP

we do not have blacks. We do have a very real problem with the French-

speaking, French-Canadian population. And'we are, if I may say, a little

suspicious of criteria developed and channels developed outside which are So

a
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,comments and tes tmony, ti hick I submitte on
lion in Washingto , in October 197 stiZZ
ervice to the Com tssion to rite at those e-
`ihe guidelines s to/me by the Co em-
ttcular applicati to /the New England library

n:providing =op ative services fro that communi
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afically reiges ed t t respon nts should, in
seven questions con erned with the relationship

Federal governme t. These questions are re-stated
ents.

eraZ, egislation for Z braries needed?

lation as embodied in
8.0 for cooperative li
monies in this area
statellibrary agencie
rimarny/for in-state

and de 6Opment. In N
beeri esignated for

strators, and n
erstandable whe
develop approp

SCA Title III and HEA Title II duthori-
rary development under fairly specific .

ve been channelled for administrative
and have"been, therefore, allocated by
ooperative programs rather than inter-

w England, a precious smaZZ amount of
pport of the New England Board* by state
ne has been allocated directly to NELINET.
one realizes that the 'mission of each of

fate services within state borders.

The HEA monies on the other 1l. nd, have been devoted primarily to collec-
tion development ong developing nstitutions,,rather than toward Zong-term
network planning a depeZopment. WELINET members have not used NEBHE for ac-
cess to thfse funds for several ears because the guidelines for their use do
not fit NELINET's mission.

It is, t erefore, my feeli
isting Zeg toz- n, must provi

are comm%-ted to the deveZopm
long been the fo efront of A'
aZZy-sponsored rogram of pZa
Federal agencie . qach proj

I must seek its own deveZopme
local libraries and state agencies., NEBH

that new Z isZation, 'r amendments to ex-
e ear-marked upport to hose agencies whit
.t of interst te library services. NEBHE has
s approach, u supported p,y a continuing feder-

ned and cont 'truing commitment on the part of ,

ct developed y NEBHE and other regional agencies
funds from everal sources, in competition with

has done very well in this milieu

*It is my understanding that the NEER members intend to submit their ywntestimony which should be viewed as another part of.the regional library NI,picture in New England.
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'.1-.* c. iopt-4-"10 'n'j4tYa( have Alt yet been'tdequat e-iy rt.gOarched. An oi) el'..4*- ,
st ifica taiion of 'these questions could be, "What is the bes,t way to redUCe
redundant labor - intensive ,work within and ,, £ng libraries, which, would at
tlie" same time preserve rational local variatio and provide relevant services
to the users of the nation's library and info ation reso s. If the re-
sult of a series of short, concurrent and artic. A research projectS re-,-

_co rends that intercomilection of libraries and information centers makes sense
ecorwmically, then the obvious context in which such intercommr.ication should
be develos- withi7t. federal or quasi-federal agency with full- me human
and financial resourc bring it off. In any went, the pr.zne.zp e o con-
sensus and pa . ory deVe enst should be adhered to, not only to ensure.,
maximur, personal ar i 7 ti037121 coop` on,fbut also to ensure tha4local
long-term support can be gene to sustain s system, Otherwise the
program may be viewed as Federal med external to real needs and
desires of both the regional centers and their

One last petint. A p iod of haphazard grath 'of cooperative eork,.
building is row vigorously underway. The aoa2;dination of these 46 tivit1:gz,:.:.,,_
cannot be haphazard or undbrtaken by persons nqualified for the task because
of time, conflict of inte4st, or inappropriate experience. The C07777?iSSiati
is the ideal agency to carry out this, objective, since it is composed of pro-
fessionally responsible imtividuals who are not primarily associated with
carrying out Federal policAi quite the contrary, the.,,Commission is-viewed as
the maker of such policy.... e,

1
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shouldbe awarded primarily upon a local matching :basis for
:'a4604/,,/4virri,Aay, $25,000. Multi-insti4itional or multi -state enterprises

4,,,t shou. Oeceive'priority consideration, with the exception of deve -ng----- --_____
/5 80vig:-14nreached segments of the user, population. If the latter ap-

pa'',sPfdertaken by an existing regional or state agency, so much the
. ''',he' overall concept carrying ta greatest ).,eight among funding,

. oWeria squid be evidence of sharing of human,; fiscal and physical
,

,

opurces. o
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5 What responsielpilities should the Federal Government have toward
the development of a national network?

' Z'he responsibilities, as I View them, should be carefully phased Phase
should-be-the setting of goals and objectives; what the Commission is, in
6t doing new. Phase II should be the commissioning of user oriented

g stidies directed toward obtaining a base of reliable information upon which
4j, public debate can be buiZt, both within the-library community and among those
I. professions and crafts which librarianship needs in order to underpin its our

Al, developTent, e.g.; technologist and user groups. Pha4e III should be a series
Ve "specification papers," comprehensible within the%Vocabulary of most Zi-

z and information specialists. Phase IV shouie.mo(f)e info developing
governance structures, technical specifications and' li-FP's From specialists. ,

Thesephases should Zast 2-5 years, after which a legislative program fOr
'national implementation should be involved (having been built concurrqnt/y

the earlier phases), and pilot systems installed. these pilot' systems
,mayi-in fact; already exist and merely their interconnection be undertaken as
el,major technolbOcal and governance problem to be solved.

A major caveat which should be observed by the Commission is not to build
such a dependency upon Federal support that its withholding would cripple a N
national system. Luckily, during recent Federal retrenchment of library funds
into revenue-sharing, the "national system" was largely unaffected because it
had not yet developed. Such Federal reallocation should not be permitted to
undermine a vast network of federally-dependent libraries.

6. ,That are the state governments responsibilities toward a
ntiona,Z network?

Since earmarked funds from the Federal Government are passed through
state agencies into the library community, the danger that such funding may
be "de-earmarked" always exists. In preparation for that contingency, state
governments should be deeply involved in underwritingfcertain operating monies
to support on-gcing relevant services which could conceivably be cut off from
Federal support. A "habit of state support" must be, IpAilt, as in some cases
in New England where state 'legislatures have been enlightened enough to cover
the Zoss of Federal monies.

NEBHE's preference in these matters is to have some state monies chan-
neled into a regional agency, such as NEBHE, because rcre return on The dollar
is possible. Dollars are pooled thereby, and the region as a,whole benefits
from regional approaches to answering specific classes of problems. It should
also be noted in passing that some classes of"problems should not be approached
regionally for a great variety of reasons.

;(4.1.t.



nciple is begin ng td develop within the New England Li-
brary which NEBHE has be a strong supporter, thereby tapping
atternatz e so ces for regional library development.

The rea on abilities of: the states toward a national network is en-
lightened sel nterest, whereby in-state goals are met, in so fa as pos-
sible; by Meana,;of regional and national networks.

7. Why should a state want to belong to the national network? f

To open the access of its population to. nationally availab e resources
on a quid pro quo basis; to pool financial resources toward the attainment of
common goals; to break down parochial barriers between states hichicould en-
hance cooperation at other governmental levels; to ensure doll ctive politi-
cal strength and leverage upon Federal and state li rary polio and support.

In summary, what I think is needed is an qUalizraion of libr4ry access
and services whether characterized as rural, u ban or sub-urb n;.w ether
academic, public or private. Very specialize services shou e preserved,
but built around a standard core.

13

Some concluding' comments about areas of conc New Eng 5oar4
of Higher Education and its regional programs of 1 information.

services:
1

,.......2Z.t4a
-...--*-------"....,----

1. The Commission should be,prepared to `advocate the allocation of--------ts:

Federal support through the New England Board of Higher'' dation, in the
same sense that the National Science Foundation has done. HE is neutral
ground, unaffiliated with any one state or any' particular p'blitical interest.

It already has good support from the several New England states,by itself,
and this regional commitment should be matched by F era dollars since_the
region itself hasPr..-n its commitment. If Cher nterwtate Zibr agencies
can provide similar comm ent, they too shol4:ld be eligible for sim
support. ,-....-

2. NEBHE' has firma.
.011 tted ,it

VON

f to open cooperation with other
re nal library programs, and, for fa thnple, has devoted a good portion of
its en toward the establishment the New England Library Board. One

agency can t do all that needs tc done, howev , nd I feel we have
built-d-fi se of,co erative:

k

3. An area of research needi g s ort which is applicable nation wide,
is the provision cf cooperative services the private commercial sector of
library and information service Both NELIN and NASIC have shied away
from this question, but we recommend that the Commission seek IRS counsel in
this area, if all libraries are to be involved '\fliz the natibnal network.

4. Another'area requiring FederaV h4 is the detailing of a unified ,

communications s stem at the lowest cpst...for providing non-profit cooperative
library service, through electronic networks The hodge-podge of GSA Telpak,
state Telpak ar angements and interstate tari is bewildering and complex. 0.
The FCC should be involved in this investigation. I

. . 5. It is my view that the Council'of Region:S ssociated with the Ohio

264'

,
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College Library Center) and the CoundiZ of Library Resources are already
concerned with a variety of inter-network problems, namely standards,

financial support, and governande.4 It is time for the Commission to in-
volve itself in hese activities c rectly as a prelude to definin its own
role in these ad ivities:.

6. I thin it should be stated explicitly that NEBHE and its NELINET
rem s stand r adY to participate'directly in the Commission's field in-
vestig& ns, p rticularZy in the area of user studies and network impact
studies upo h practide of librarianship. In that way, we may well be
in'a position t participate in the drafting of legislation winch is
directed to ini, our own goals as well as those of the Commission.

Mr. MILLER: Good porning, M. Chairman, members of the Commission.
t

had thought to some preliminary comments into three areas, but I.

see there is a lush e of quest --o-A-ap_going to truncate that

sirate merely make a few statements a

myself open. I must say itha e a grateful t

nnih!iiinTttremk_leave

t you are

reason:(-- You are alre us somethiWri- _is r say a forum,

through which we ourselves can see how we look to others'; and we -I3

therefore, made it a point to have staff here all day to see if we can get

a sense of what the regional problems are ourselves.

I reviewed the reports which described your hearings in C icago and

San Francisco and a rubricated statement of Mr. Citizoin

some of those hearings, I hope, has fixed this

you are going to have lay people here in response tolyour

the middle of the day.

absent at

t sure whether

lic hearings in

One or two comments about my written testimony!, and thkn I would like

to make an observation concerning your draft of the new national program on

libraries and information science, and then I wil be open for questions.

The two assumptions that I make, or at leas which evidence my bias,

re that information services should not be an' e itist enterprise for a

small defined group of people but will include 11 membersof the population
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in some way. I think the CommissiOn has given evidence cf its view on this.

In additior, I have a heavy concern, as you know, toward solving some of

these problems of service and -access through regional, interstate coopera-

tion. We will have further stateMents to make this afternoon through Dr.

Alan Ferguson, who is the Director of the parent organization under which

NELINET functions, the New England, Board of Higher Education.

In your questions mailed out to us sometime back and replied to pre-

vious to our submission of written testimony, you asked, "Why is Federal

Legislation Needed?" It appeared to me that.the provision, of money to

local libraries from federal sources should carry some further caveats

11

than ever existed in previous legislation, and t at is so that resources

purchased with,federamoney may be available through open access or inter-

library loan as-a precondition.

I
do put-.an intermediate step in there or a qualifier w ich maybe

clo-Ser to _reality th the gendral goal of open access to ev ryone: Hsers"

should mean the user population, which should be carefully defined or each

library so that we know the extent to which public access or open Ccess is

possible. Furthermore, interstate organizations which have firmly com-

mitted goals toward resource-sharing beyond the capability of any single

state ould receive high priority in support formulae.

There are two such organizations in New England with varyin missions.

One is the England Board of Higher Education NELINET progra , and the

other is the New England Library Board, which I think you will hear more

about tod

Evidence of commitment to national standards within the coptexts

for instance; bibliographic standards should be an a priori condition,for

such funding for two reasons, I feel. The first is obviously that it will

facilitate national network development and coordination, i ti and when it

4-p4,*
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comes, and I am onvinced it will come. Also,'by extrapolation it imposes

sithilar standards within the interstate region itself.

As to the inequities in today's systems, my initial response is one of

sidestepping the issue by saying that I really don't know what the system is

today, but I will` go out on the further limb and say in general that access

. -is discriminatory "access" here meaning the ability of a member of the

gneral population to get whatever he wants, wherever, whenever he vents.

It is quixotic ant,, therefore, not really predictOle by users whether

or not they can get the same kind of service in one city or one school public

library, etcetera, as th could in another. This is particularly a_problem

because of population mo ility and the expectations that are built as people

move. -

With respect-to th question of user distanCe, which has been raised in

another context, too, notably, in your draft document, the assertion that

4
such access or use of library sources should be distance-independent is a

principle under which il ELINET operates at least as far as the sharing of

telecommunications cores are 4bncerned, and it has been received without

question. The payment for making such activities distance-independent has

not been questioned, even though on the surface of it, it appears to be

inequitable.

With regard to the question of what reasons compel the government to

consider interconnecting the libraries and information centers of the nation

according to a national plan, the obvious answer occurs quickly to me; which

is that for optimizing the sharing of resources in more than just an arbit-

rary political area, but it does relate to tying together of such regions.

I think it has to be carefully protected. I think recent history in such con-

nection is: Federally funded or supported or controlled, the connecting

systems should require political candid guidance and advocacy.so that!'such

44.)
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legislation aid funding relating thereto cannot be arbitrarily withdrawn:

thereby leaving such a national system in a b't of a quandary. ,

As to the'fesponsibilities of the federa government toward develop-

ing a national 'network, I think the analogy of information highways, that

is, telecommunications switching protocols and such things which occur

necessarily between electronically connected networks, is an -area that must

be addressed at. that level. There are groups beginning; there is one

called the Council of Regions, which is nationwide but very restricted in

its membership at this point; it is made up of groups tbat have same kind

of alliance with the Ohio College Center Library Systems and, therefore,

its pyrview is limited.

I am concerned about the work'of this group because the context In

which'itoperates is not agreed upon even by the participants in that group.

If you want to know more about it, I will be glad to answer questions.

0) Cbairmh BURKHARDT: You make the point th t in building a federal or

a national system, the federal component ouglkf not to be such that the

regions or the states become dependent upon it, and not, rf it were with-

drawn, it would cripple the system. Well, I find it pretty hard to imagine

a system with federal input which wouldn't be crippled if federal assistance

were withheld, because the federal part is likely to be functional as well

as'just in amounts of money. There are going to be services and functions

that .depend upon the federal level. With the withdrawal, it is likely to

cripple the system. I don't know that you can avoid it.

Mr..MILLER: Well, then it should be clearly understood by the par-

ticipants that that is a likelihood. What that does is increase costs in

the short and continuing run becaue people will necessarily want to have

backup systems which are local in nature, I assume. We can see this in,

NELINET now: if a system goes down, for instance, and they cannot provide

;tat) O



service011br a particular length of time; they are affected and could be

crippled.

4110;

Chairman BURKHARD So you think that safeguards should be provided?

Mr. MILLER: Yes, sir.

Chairman BURKHARDT: I am afraid you cannot always avoid the possibil-

ity of that haMtening

x
Mr. LERNER: l want to ask you what essentially is a negative questioh.

You are involved in a great deal of interstate cooperation and institutional

cooperation, while what, we are looking at is possibly a mandate to work more

in cooperation aelPoss state 'lines., What are the pitfalls that we have to

and where wil the basic resistance come from?

(11-51;

watch out or

Mr. MILLER :C You'are ing this in the context of interstate coopera-

tion?

Mr. LERNER: That's right, bi-,an inter-institutional cooperation.

Mr. MILLER: It is a complex question but a very important one. The

pitfalls'are in a sense revealed in the'draft document that you distributed.

I think, the Commission is viewing its patterri of support through the federal

service and state service and there is no intermediary level. At least

there has been no mention of such political entities being a named or viable

source for this kind of'activity. This makes us a little uneasy, I must say.

The pitfalls, I think, are attitudinal and in the area of governance -t

attitudinal in the'sense of local autonomy being viewed as lost to some

degree'. I think it is a mistake assume that local autonomy is not lost.

Secondly, if financial resources'are allocated to a facility outside a'

local institution, that reduces to some degree the idcal autonomy or ability

to use that money for their purposes. There:js; I think, a feeling of this.

4n other.cpses, I think dlore is P general fear of change or uneasi-
.

A
ness about charige when the future is so uncertain. These uncertainties are

6
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by far, I think, the'greatest barriers that we have encountered.

The governance area addresses itself tUthe,question: If [join a net-

work or consortium or group, what say do I have In what that group does to

me or dOes to other people? How much of a commitment do I have'to make?

When a rommitment gets beypnd the level where it can't be hidden in an ex-

, t
isting budget item,4'that is when the problems begin with respect to the in-

ternal institution, because all of a sudden it appears as a line item and,

therefore, it can be dropped poisibly.

In general, I think that special liberies, research libraries, view

'44 their problems as different orders of magnitude and, therefore, there is

the pooling of cooperative enterprises between vastly dissimilar libraries.

,It is said that this is really not what our enterprise is all about.and
I

think that goes counter to the general thrust of what r believe and what

the Commission feeJt its mission is as well. There are other points,-yet

those.occur to me quickly.

Mr. AINES: I would.li'ke to get your guidance on this question and I

hope you -can,illuminate it.

As I look into the future on networking, I spe a difficulty arising

where, in order to create the kind of function we are searching for, we are

creating a political or a politically-oriented community throughout the

states-that in turn would be monitored by a federal group. Since funds

would be involved, there wobld'have to be this kind of organization.' So we

see the establishment of an overhead requirement in order to achieve our

goals, and you rightfully have pointed out that there are some dangers in-

volved along this line. Nevertheless if we want to reach sliaring of re-

sources and\Ntercbnnections, something must be done.

How far would You go therrIn superimposition of a political.s.uper-
.

structure in order to,atcomplish this end?
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Mr. MILLER: 'I only know one end of the continuum, to answer the ques-

tion of how far. I know nothing is zero, but what the other end is I

assume merger of all states -- or where the other end of the scale is i

terms of the political state or overlay, I don't know. I think your first

instinct to work through existing political entities is a reasonable way to

go. The thing I am concerned about is that at the state level there Are
r

different orders of investment in library operations or li.brary support,

and when,the draft paper/asserts that responsibility for local, in the sense

of state, financial support must be forthcoming to match the federal con-

:tribution on some kind of formula

b
asis, I think,you will probably,run into

the same kind of problems that have occurred. ith other programs where such

monies were allocated in different ways, because they we not earmarked a's

I do say, though, that there is good reason to interpose yet another

overhead level, namely, the regional area, and I have already said this and

think you know my position on it. It does take overhead,/but at this

point the relationship of our regional organization to the state library

agencies who would administer money is;,-not clear at all., We do not pass

money to them; they do not pass"money to us directly.

What they have done in some cases, and I think this is a notable pattern

which has grown, is that this permits the local regional libraries to do

cer Ahings, and the thitigs that those local regional libraries would, want

to do involve participation in the network, so in,that sense we get it

directly. I don't see it as a widespread pattern, but it is not One that

does not threaten some political autonomy from existing political

tidns.

Mr. CASEY: Mr. Miller, for a number of years you have,had experience

in receiving Library Construction Act funds in New England. How have you

29



been spending the LCA funds?.

Mr. MILLER: Do you mean the region? A

Mr. CASEY: Yes.
I

Mr. MILLER: I think that is a question that should bdsti6e addressed

to the representatives of the Interstate Library Compact ad inistrators -,

the New England Library Board - as opposed to myself. Wp
//
are not adminis-

/
trators of that money.

Mr. CASEY: Do you, have some experiences t you can relate from the

various statesNthoug/h?

//
Mr. MILLER: Well, I can give some examples as to where some of these

monies have b n allocated. It will only be partial, however:

For example, there is the funding of teletype networks which, when

withdrawn, may or may'not be-assumed as a cost of the participating li-

brars. This has occurred, know, in at least three states; others have

gone to intrastate regions for purposes of promoting cooperation. I am

talking how ibbilfTitle 3 primarily. But very little has gone to support

interstate activity, even though that was one of the uses to which this

money could .be put, and there is a good reason for this.

The state library agency Oimari y, principally is the state, and that

is legislatively mandated; and if they can do anything more thkp that, it

has got to be shown that the states derive some benefit from it. That iS

an incomplete answerv"and I think there are others who will be able to give

you a much clearer answer than I have.on this.
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MURIEL TONGE
President, Maine Library Trustees Association

Waterville, Maine

WRITTEN TESTIMONY

As President of the Maine Library Trustees Association, I shaZZ direct
my testimony to the general problems libraries face in this state, with
reference to the solutions currently underway asewellilas to those possible
presently beyond the scope of our library programs.

Many of Maine's problems/ reflect its individual population distribution
and geography. A relatively, small total population, less than one million
people, is unevenly distributed over a relatively Large geographic area.
There is a decid concentration of population and industry along a corridor
in the south colptal area. Future industrial growth is predicted to take
place,alpng this :arridar, which roughly corresponds to the Maine turnpike.
This will mean that population growth will continue to concentrakhere.
These facts must be taken into consideration when planning for future li-
brary service, since many of the present inequities steir from them.

I will discuss four areas inhere federal support is needed, and will dis-
cuss them separately. These four are:

1. Financial.

2. Aid in establishing cooperation between libraries and/
library systems, ZocaZZy, statewide, and nationally.

,

Evaluation of service to users, current and future.

4. Improvement of the library image and increased visibility.

First: the present local support to libraries, Largely based on local
real estate taxes, has been responsible for inequities in service and. op-

portunities. Twenty percent of the people living'in this state have no li-
brary service, and another large percentage is served by libraries which
are open only a few hours a week. The library bill passed by the state
legislature will partially alleviate this problem by administering direct
aid on a per capita basis, thereby enabling these libraries to upgrade
standards and resources. Federal aid is mandatory in this area, if aZZ the

people in the state are to have access to library service. The present state

financial support is at best, a step.in the direction of equal service to

all the people, users and non-users.

Programs available at present tbrough the state Library, such as aid to
the handicapped and bookmobile service to rural areas need federal support
to maintain the present ZeveZs of service during a period of increasing costs,
and to expand these valuable services statewide. Federal financial support

should be given, the directly to existing libraries, probably on a per

capita basis, and to the State Library.

Second: cooperation betweencibraries must initiate Locally, due to

the prevailing fears of (1) Zoss ofutonomy and (2) interfgrence from the
4
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State Library. Informal surveys show that these fears exist andany coopera-

tive ventures must consider them. The priorities of small libraries are
(1) professional advice, (2) access to supplemental resources, and (3) in-

creased awareness of 'local community needs and how thty may be met. These

small libraries, and larger ones, too, resent direction imposed on them from
state and federal agencies, and must be helped to ,generate coopeative ven-
tures at a grass-roots level. This aid can be both financial and in the form
of good consultant service, probably shared among libraries in the area.

M444Larger libraries need help PI is rh-egrnarTer li-

braries. Direct federal aid to the two larger ybrarses--in=P&Ptland and

Bangor, and tc several smaller libraries now serving areas outside their own

communities is necessary. These federally supported resource centers would
meet demands already being made by smalle/tibraries. -Bangor and Portland
taxpayers currently absorb this financial burden but it is unrealistic to ex-
pect adequate support from them as services are expanded. Federal aid to

interlibrary loan and common borrowers card would assist the establishment of
the new library system in Maine. The s'chool and academic library ie should

participate but currently the providtp for such cooperation arelninimal.
A federal commission should offer reso u ions to the financial, organizational

and legal problems of school and pub 'Library cooperation.

Third: a more adequate meanl f evaluating current service and poten-
tial service should be deviled. /B ards of trustees and school boards must

have some means of determining h adequamoalid/or inadequacies of their li-

brary service in order -that th may be sti>jrulated to expand and improve

service.

Fourth: libraries suf er from a Zack 'of visibility. Again, the fault;

lies with local boards whi have become complacent about the service they are

providing. Now an effort must be made on 'a national level to encourage the'

impact the library has i the community. The public must be made aware ofithe

role of the library in ointinuing education. Only when this has happened can

libraries.compete effe twely for funds on local, state and federal levels.

I have not discus ed the problems of personnel, technology.and standards

becwe I feel that ese will be more adequately presented to gou by pro-

fessional li'br, an In the area, but will be glad to communicate further

with you on ese- bjects if you wish.

TONGEt Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, as I said, the

problems in ine, as you heard in.New Hampshire, reflect its own population

And geographic situation. Only eighty percent of the people are now served

by public libraries. We have recently passed new legislation creating a

regilonal )ibrary sys'tem; this)has not been implemented yet. In fact'', it

just becomes effective today.
V."

But I think our goal is the same as is presented in your draft for

/national legislation: equal access. Ourjorogram seems to mesh very well.
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The means of setting up a national program seem a little forbidding at this

time, but 1 think we are ready for it.
...-

Chairman BURKHARDT: Ms. Tonge, I noticed in your paper you indicate

that federal support is needed in Maine for service to the handicapped for

bookmobiles and that kil,d of service.

Ms. TONGE: Yes.
\

Chairman BURKHARDT: Why ay-Ku think that the need is particularly for

federal support rather than regional or interstate support? Is there any

reason why you would ascribe that as proper as a need for federal money?

Ms. TONGE: Well, because of our rUralpopulation, we rely heavily on

bookmobile service. Now half of our bo kobiles are federally,supported and

half of the service would have been te minated with the loss of federal

funds, and I do not think they could-haV been picked'up with state money or

would have been.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Are not those services in fact going to be

terminated? 7-- /
Ms TONGE: I hope nut. But yes, hal.fof_t,h ookmobile service.

Mr. LERNER: I am particularly interestedin one. tem which I think

that you believe is of some importance, regarding the/coope?acion between

shool and_ Rublic_libraries From hitter_ -personal experience where I -am in-
,

volved in libraries, the cooperation is Otis or_minus zero_pei-ceht. How, do

you think that _a federal commisSion coin resolve such a problem where, on

a local level, the cooperation in Most areas today is minimal?

Ms. TONGE: 'I dory "t know. We have not had much success with it so far

and I just hope that/you might be able to come up with something.. The div-
/

ision seems to be getting greater.

Mr. LERNER: What I am really,asking is: _51KALIki-mein-f-pressure on,-the/

hoot_ s and_the'f-brae ies and say, " You must cooperate to this and that ex-,

r



tent?" That is, the curriculum mus go io the libraries and they have to

get the books. What would you have us do?

//

Ms. TONGE: I do not think u can ever say,"must" to them because they

. PI

do not react well to that. I do not know. Under this national agency that

you are proposing, would you iclude school librariest for instance? We are

ration under our, w
/
library legis ati i hop-,:i

/
,/ ,

ing that it will start on really a local leve at would be first
I

/
,

point of cooperation, locally, between the s ool and.the publi
1 //

brary,

/

we hope.
/

I /

1(

4
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Ms. TONGE: No. They received a small amount f /tate aid; it amounts

$20,000, I think, throughout the state. There was, no pr capita direct
/ .

state aye.
/

/
/

IORE yoomenon e Use of rev.n...te-sharing funds im

Mai 7'

M

nt at/all.

. VELDE

of ti e librar lo

can /be helped

Ms. TONGE
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publicize th p o

LEliNER:
,

status of /i ibr rt

Ms4

/

110N:4

helpful in Ott'

thei bvn "ib

to ,triad by y

I Mr'. STE : Can y

TONGE: 'think they ve been us

//
enti6ned th- nati nal effort t encourage the impact

./Do you ave ny s Ocial way that you feel that you

1 y/to get re e_ locally?

ving he ibrary image.

,with p licit but with a program of some kind?

pr gram; should go together. You should

ams y u are presenting.

re libr.ry trustees doing. in Maine 06 improve the

nancial(y and otherwise?
-/

, they./were active in supporting this legislation and

t passed. They now are wprking locally to encourage

s to join the system. Joining the system is a deci ion

for ) i brar i es to any ex-

g locei bards in each case. /
tell me what the status is of\Rrofessional lii

V
f.sle hard w at the general situation is in NEw Hampshi e

. /

ted in Mai and know that-, as in\\ many states, there is a wide

.

_

betty en t e libraries in the rural community and those in some of

s and' Own
i i

ne pdbllic ibra les do not have profesSional_libraty. workerSTDo

f

e ally know edge of that that would help the Commission?

V
_r

us. TON_G: Many of them do not have professional librarians.and could
---1---!._

,

r / 1

a

ondered if that is reflected too in the fact that

,1
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not under their present financial setups; the new le

,

islation merely asks

them to move in the direction of meeting standards. We did not feel that

there was ever a possiblity of many of these libraries,/which are open

mainly maybe four hours a week, ever meeting .standards. In fact, only two

libraries in the state do now meet standards, and this is because'of lack

of professiona4 help.

Mr. STEVENS: I was called by a librarian in New Jersey recently who

asked if we could provide information that world show that a library in a

"community raises the level of the property tax value, brli-ngs industry to

town, aenerally creates more revenue than it would spend. I wonder, if the

Cimmission were to develop the data that would show that a library in.a town

or city brings in more revenue than it could possibly spend, could the towns

in Maine then bring their libraries up .to standard?

° Ms. TONGE: They-wauid-C-&-tainly move in the direction of raising

standardssy I thinks this has been shown itlieducaiibTr, has it not?

Mr. STEVENS: Yes,, it has.

Ms. TONGE: There has been more interest in local'tax support. The

/

base has been raised._

, )
MARY L. BLECHARCZYK

Assi tant Mayor, City., of East Ptbvidence

East Providence, Rhode Island

WRITTEN TETTIMONY
/

n you fo the invitation and oppo

ground obaervati ns on the ,constituency, c

braries._ Tspe k as,daonstant-user_af
woman, a part provider of such services.

Q.,

27

ity to share with you some back-

enges and pdtentiaZities of 1i-

*ouvcee.and., as a council-

The evaluative'crux of an effective public library ("library" in the,

broadest, contemporary sense of books, visuals, outreach programs, etc.) is

iti-, in meetiflg the needs of its constituency.. And who is iSs con-

. stituency? I uN.:+ convi4ion that prisent,iusual library services are

2;
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not geared to serve the average, grassroots person.' Generally, an incredible
opportunity for recreational and educational enrichm n is provided for:

1. The "natural" reader to whom, truly, the Zibrar \hreshold
is the doorway to life because of his'own natural,\intellec-
tual interest;

2. The "school- ompelled" reader who is forced to use Zib ies
8 by educatio Z demands from elementary to post-graduate

levels; and

3. Pie "sedentary" reader who, because of 2ysicaZ handicaps,
age, Zack /of mobility (including criminal confinements),
finds broader horizons through library services.

Most of the echnoZogicaZ breakthrough, ERIC, computerizations, innova-\
tive straining programs, cooperative system, etc., while tremendously worth-
while, are geared to improving the quality and efficiency of service to the
constant user, the above-named captive customer.

Is the goa of a library and information science service to reach more
people? Or wit , instead, automatically, more be provided for the same
people?

1

.

In East I ovidence, with a population of over 48,000, we have a captive
customer cor roup of about Z5,000 library users. Our system dates back
to 1772 ',he group of friends met with Dr. Budgham.in Rumford and paid
12 chilling or a library subscription. Our system has been operative
since then nd obviously has filled past needs. Yet the majority of people

a)
in the cit re unaware of the dynamism of modern libraries. The library
e not p of their life style. Should it be? In our community, with a

median comp etedlevel of 11.8 school grades, can the library bring further
-education o the majority? Should it?

-I mit gest that the Commission consider authorizing a series of
scattered/market surveys of what the non-involved person wants from a library.
The resulting information could broaden the library constituency.

1

I suggest that the Canmission'evaluate traditional library hours to see
whether these hours correlate with the times people are not working and are
freer to go to the library facility.

I suggest that school and special libraries be opened to non-students
as a continuing education opportunity.

I 'suggest that in many areas libraries could he community centers if
they combined space facilities with another civic agency, such as health
clinics, social security offices, etc.

These are simple, known suggeitions. Yet the objective weight of a re-
port by the Commission could influence reluctant communities towards the
anomaly of "proven innovations."

Federal funding and support by the state is an obvious, essential
factor in the capitaZ.growth of local publte library systems. Because of
'sshared library construction funding, we replaced-a. 1912 branch library in

I ,
.:.,

^
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the center of our city and provided an addition to a .high-,use branch li-
brary in the northern area. Yet block grants to be allocated by the city
administration are preferable to categorical grants. The local goverment
has experienced knowledge of valid priority needs.

Federal and state funding anddiredtion should be mandated by the
Commission to conserve, preserve, and she "living history" documents. East
Providence, now in the state of Rhode Islana, was originally part of the
Yassachusetts Bay Cclony; and early records are lodged in :he towns of
Fehoboth and Leekonk in the noble state of Massachusetts. Joint state co-
operation in preserving and sharing facsimiles of common records would be
commendable.

A national thrust to record 17oirg, oraZ historiea of regions, occupa-
tions, and war experiences wound be an irreplacable heritage far future
generation.?.

Commission members will lave befbre them expert advice On4 suggestticY.s
from exceptionally qualified professionals. Yet your over-riding charge
to provide goals for libraries and information sciences for the people -
the average constituency. ,Yours is a tremendous challenge.

Ms. BLECHARCZYK: I am the Assistant Mayor of the City of East

Providence, the first woman elected to the Council, Council-woman at-large.

My area of expertise is not specifically libraries, but 1 think I would

qualify as a "grass roots representative," a user of libraries, and a funder.

In listening to the testimony, I found some of the questions and the

answers were especially interesting because I was concerne,1 about the policy

paper' which had been sent recently. I was appalled actually because the

entire thrust of the policy paper seemed to be directed toward amplifying

technical expertise, which I object to.

Libraries, as I said in my written testimony, serve at tremendous func-

tion as an educational opportunity for enrichment; but again I did refer to

"a captive audience." People pre compelled by business and education to use

these facilities. This again goes for the academic libraries for' which I

have great respect. We have some tremendous facilities in Rhode Island and

I have used them personally; but the thrust of the policy paper indicated

that this was where the federal funding, the impact and impetus would go.
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I feel very strongly -,-

Chairman BURKHARDT: I am sure we didn't mean to create that imOrttsion,
4

but if the paper gives that impression, we ought to fix it.

Ms. BLECHARCZYK:
I would appreciate that very much. It could make

Coming 0) here worthwhile, but I was especially interested in the lack - not

only in the policy paper but also here - of representation from the average,

ordinary, user, because basically every bit of money you are going to spend

does come from the rest of us; so rather than see the federal fundipg come

down to a narrow group, I would rather have it go up, funnel up.

This makes basic, co ion sense to me. What you are doing with yod-

needed technical materials yaur network systems, your computerization,.

the interrelationships, the regionalization -- this kind of thing is tre-

mendoUs, but it is limited.

The effective use of this kind of technical information in the future

is still going to have to come from the grads roots people who may not be

reached now.

Let me give'a specific example. Est Providence is the sixth largest,

city in Rhode tsLand. We,have a very/diverse ethnic grouping. One of

problems is that of our 52,000 population, aSout 15,000 are regis d li-

brary users. We hive a good-system. We fund it. Our circulation is iv

creasing. We receive adequate financial support. However, in going door-

to-door campaigning, I found very few people,4the average, ordinary person,

aware of and using our five local libraries. This did disturb me since I

am education-oriented.

I also realized from my personal experience and observation that many

of these are the people who need the library from the /standpoint of educa-

tional enrichment. I am thinking specifically of one family of seven.,

.Both parents are Portugese-speaking. The father speaks.English fairly well.

3 tj
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Of their five children, three of these, through the use otthe library, I

assume, and the public school system, have gone on to do tremendously well

on the National Merit Boards. They won scholarships to Wellesley, to

Brown, and the'third chose to go to State University.

1 This core of the grass roots population eventually will funnel up IQ

your technical expertise, but I would be very disturbed if it works the

other way down. This is of special concern.,

Mr. BECKER: I think there is an emphasis in the document, as you point

out, on such things as inter - connection with the establishment of new

national services and in the expansion of old national services. But I think

r
it represents a differeqt philosophy of federal investment in libTaries.

In the,past we have had categorical, aid going to the states, the states

doing with the money what they could at the grass roots level, and the

federal government merely providing that cannel.
A

What is suggested here is,the creation of a hierarEhy of national ser-

vices that could benefit everyone, viith the state assuming responsibility
w-

in some Measurc -- undefined in the document at the present Lima, since it

, ,4
is such a'useful one, but millr the states providing support for a great

amount of local services the object being that you'd find things grow -r`'

ing from the bottom up as well as from the top-down.
4

Ms. BLECHARCZYK: Why would you prefer doing it through the state level

rather than directly to the ,focal level as pqrt of the federal revenue-

sharing?.

Mr. BECKER: Welt, I think the way in'which the federal-state partner-

ship has operated up to now is that there is a relationship between the .

federal government and the state, whether it is for convenience or because

of existing governmental relationships,ileaving it to the state to work with

the'rocal level, a sort of pyramid arrangement. That happens with all kinds

A

40



32 I
ederal funding, in highways and so forth.

.1

1

. BLECHARCZYK: But again you are thinking, of it as two-lavel, federal

and stat , rather than three-level, local, state and federal.

. BECKER: No. , I think there is a fourth level, whichRon Miller

mentioned before, not clearly expressed -in the document at the present time.

It is federal, it is regional, it is state and it is local, and somehow or

other there has to be some kind of relationstOp between those four levels

that would provide some homogeneous growth, and that is. really whet we are AP

.

after, I think.

Mr. LORENZ: I think there is another philosophy at work here. Just as

with education and schools, libraries are basically a.state responsibility,
)

and if you are going to get statewide planning for library development, you

need to establish your strength et the ,state level to get that planning and

.
.

funding responsibility. .4nd, as Mr. Becker. has irklicated, there has been-e

traditional, relationship between the federal and the state level funneling

funds down to, the local communities to get the statewide planning and
,

development.

Mr. LERNER: H9w much revenue-sharing did the City of East Providence

4 ,
1

receive last year? .

...

Ms. BLECHARCZYK: We received just short of a million dollars for 1972

and just short of the same amount for 1973

*Mr. LERNER: How much of that went into libraries?
.

Ms. BLECHARCZYK: $25,000 from the.1972 funds.

Mr. LERNER: Certainly not a significant amount.

Ms. BLECHARCZYK: Significant in comparison with our user population

of 15,000.. We are one of the few communities in the State of Rhode Island'

who did allocate money for the libraries.

Kr. LERNER: Why in fact didn't th 'I) et maybe a certain perent-

.

.:,
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age greater than that? Do you think that libraries should be more active

and vocal in the political marketplace?

Ms. BLECHARCZYK: Mr., Lerner, this is the crux of my feeling, yes. At

one of the initial meetings in Rhode Island on federal revenue-sharing, the

expression, and feeling of Rhode Island was that physically libraries are not

. visible, that they are not reaching people beyond the "captive consumer,"

that there is no Mitical clout for libraries. When you have political

c4ut because people care enough, you get this kind of feedback, you will

get this kind of_effectik/e presure.

Now, in East Providence also we had allocated this $25,000 for a new

roof; you know this kind of situation it went for maintenance expenses.

When our budget discussion came up, $20,000 was, cut. We have allocated, and

we have increasedievery year, to approximately $230,000' for the support of

our library units. Of this, the bulk of it, over $180,000 was salaries,'

Blue/Cross, Social Security, (Itions. What w.)s cut from this proposed

. , budget was $20,000 for books.

'Now, to me what good is having a staff if they don't have something to

work with/- In the future we hopeto 'cut down on staff work by rocs

records throigh our municipal cooperative data processing operations so that

staff can have an outreach <ind of situation. But don't be concer we

are shifting, our school budget proportionalely. They had received a al-

location of $30,000 for school books which do not filter into the pu lic

library system. We are providing or hope to put back the $20,000 t was

cut because it,is a Minimum amount.

Mr. AINES: I notic'on the last page of our document you talk about

/7
the "noble state off6ssachuseffic" and as a person who was born and brought

sup here, I appreciate that. / .t..-

Ms. BLECHARCZYK: Well, we do share many a Wlyres and have much his-

33
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torical background in common.

9
. .

Mr. AINES: I am delighted, to hear that you conducted a march through

the'district to find out how people reall/ feel about our libraries and what

they know. You make the point that the library services are not geared to

serve the average grass roots persons but really a selected group of natural

readers'and others, and youteconcern is that the average person sofnehow,

participates in the library world but not library activities.

Ms. BLECHARCZYK: Yes.

,MrAINES: Assu g that you have all the money that you want and all

the facilities that you sie

munity in to useYour librar es.?

ISO

e you going to be able to bring that com-
- - ,

Ms: BLECHARCZYK: Mr. wel.would shake up the traditional - and
...

'-
this is not a dirty word, "traditional" - but weAelsk'So shake up the

traditional system in East Erpvteihee that we would be able to bring the

non,usarinto it.

One of the other points I mentioned is the, market survey to actually

find out what the user and non-user want, which is arvery fundamental thing,
1

because you here have areas of expertise.
. I have.been very,interested in

the testimony which has been given, but, you-know, you can become very one

sided in this field. You think you know the\people using the libraries, but

I would think in terms of just some "druthers": If I had all the money, I

would druther think in terms of disposable library materratsra

of thirig. -No,-one can convince me that people don't want to read. When you

see the paperback books in every supermarket and: in drugstores,,well, there

is where the people are and this is the place to go. Where do people con-

, gregate? Schools could be a pride iource. This is another area.
/1.

You know, with respet to providing physical facilities to make people
"ItiI

combine school and public libraries, this is one possiblity: disposable or

I. 4d
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single-use material which is inexpensive, and they can get in the habit, and

people need it, so why not in shopping centers?

Again, in our particular context,, where it is an educational opportunity

for our ethnic groupings, there is one big flaw: You can read all the words

you want, but if you don't know how these words are pronounced, you are go-

-7--65--S-tle quite often:- think there should be more,coordination be-

tween the visual and the oral.

This_would beof special help for we do have the language barrier.

There are people who can read the words, know what they mean, but have never,

said them aloud. This is a very litfli.thing but-very important to the

/ individual.

Again we have a slight problem in that, until mass transit is really

developed, we need to have the library facilities not necessarily in a prime

building but withi walking distance. If you limit the library to an area

or if you regions ize it where you need transportation, you immediately

eliminate families, because no matter how many two-car families there ire,

there more one-car families,,and the car is used during the, day by the male

gentleman and it eliminates from activities the family use of a library.

These are very simple things.

Ms. WU: I would like to make a comment on what you. just suggested. I

think it is a matter of techniques that your local libraries could create.

They coAId_sr_eale_a_lot,of-lmteresti-ng-pragraMt-f6 suit the public interest

for different levels of people, such as the senior citizens program, the

children's program and programs for young adults, to sort of motivate the

public's reading interest. Also I would suggest that you could get up a

_ 1-

very good public relations program Ito publicize your library program and

.

.
t'''

...- '.__.-- -

services. Do you think that will 4lp?

I

Ms. BLECHARCZYK: Well, Mrs. Wy, we_had-thls past year,over 156 prograMs

144 . -
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and these were very-well attended. Over 3:000 men in'the com-

munity did participate in one way or the other. We do have a

very active llbrary group. ilt is one we are prow %TY

\
proud of,_ so, we ,have-many of approach 's. It is just

_a

:q3:5:-.51-Tmore-en.d'flay-i-n-g-t-h-e-imo-b4.41-ty -a,K47.the._fluidity financI-
7,...

. .

ally to accomplis.h-this.

,

/

.Mr. DUN P: In your s temen yrni call attention-to the

fact-thaV some of the colonial re rds in Rhode island are in

the noble .state of Massachusetts. I, am not trying /to put-you

olf, but there is another' agency to deal with stich.Matters,

National Historical P bl ations ComMission But regardless o

that I would thin the Rhode Island Historical Society located in

Providence woul be interested in this and would want to have

copies made .imply to preserve-them, even though they are well-

1.

housed no0. Have you explored this?

Ms.A
.

LECHARCZYK: I have not personal ly. However, w,e have

established a .bicentennial commission in E %st Providence and area

\ /
working with- commissions from- Seekonk and Rehoboth.. Here agilin,/

we come- -I -6 the area of lack of funds.

Easit Providence we are-prepared to provide the matching

funds for fede-ral grants, state grants, but in Massachusetts you
.

have a different concept;\they do not have matching funds. This

is n area that I consider Crirpoistant for state 4rd-fed-el.elfund-

\
1

ing-because You can overlap, and it is.soMething that the in-

divi ual communities cannot do. We have,ex2lOred it in- that

sens . Work is being done,tolireserve state records;.there is

progr ss In this direCtion. In this spedific area our State

ADirec or of Library Sei-Vices could be more responsive.

45
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which is\inexpens/ve, and they can get in the hbit, and
.y

Reopre,need it, sowhy not in shopping centers?

Agajni,,,in. Our 0-iFiraTia-Tconte;,W11erei;7s an educational opportunity

for our ethnic grouping's, there is.one big flaw: You can read all the wor

you wand, but if you don't know how these words are pronounced, you are go-

/

ing to stumble quite often. I think there should be more coordination be-

tween the vrsual and the oFal.

This would be of special help for we do have the language barrier.

"\ There are people who can read the words, know what they mean, but have neve't

said the aloud. This is a very little thing but very important
.

to the

individual.

Again we have a slight problem in that, until mass t,pansit is really

developed, we need to have the/library facilities not necessarily in a prime

building but within walking distance. If you limit the library to,an area

or if you regionalize it where you need, transportation, you immediately

eliminate families, because no matter hog many two-car families there are,

there more one-car families, and the car is used during-the day by-the male

gentleman and it eliminates from activities the family use of a library.

These are very simple things.

Ms. WU: I woul-d like to make a comment on wh.pt you just gested.

think it is a matter of techniques that your local libraries cou

They could create a lot of interesting programs to'suit the public interest

for different levels o eople: such as the senior citizens programs the

children's program and progr for young adults, to sort of motivate the

public's reading interest. Also Imo Id suggest that you could get up a

very good public relations program to public

services. Do you think that will help?

_ .

Ms. BLECHARCZYK: Well, Mrs. Wu, we had this past year over-I50 programs

library program and

. 4(1
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aorl-t-h-e-s-e-/tvere Very-well attended. Over 3,000 men in th- com-
_

, munt/ did participate in one way or the other- We do have a

very aCtj\ rve libary group. It is one we are proud of, very-
I \

protid of, o we have...maw./ ofth-ese---arrTroaches. It is just a
-/-

ca4e of more nd having the rft.bility and the fluidity financi-

al' to accomplish this.

Mr. DUNLAP: In your statement you call attention to the

fact that some of the colonial records in Rhode Island are in

the noble state of Massachusetts.
I am not___tx*Ing-- you

off, bu_t_:t;K-er--iotr---:T--_sarlr...ragency to deal with such matters, --the----__

-------_,

National Historical Publ. ations Commission. But regardless of

that, I would think the ''Rhode lOansl Historical Society located in

Providence-would be interested in this aii-d wotild*want to have

copies made simply to preserve them, even thoUg'h they are well-
. ----
housed now. Have you'explored this? '__ ,.,------ ,.// --___

Ms. BLECHA-MK: I haveivo-tirely. However, we have__
-,,,,

established a bicentennial co'mmjs'sion'tn East Providence and are

working with commissions from Seekonk and Rehoboth. Here again
. /

we come into the area of lack of funds.

\
/In East Providence we are p4p'ared to provide\t'ihe !Matching

.
, ,- \

4 ' \-

funds for federal grants, state grants, but In Massachusetts you
----- 1

have a different concept; they do not have matching funds. This

is an area that I consider import'ant for state,and -federal fund-
/

.

ing because you can. overlap, and it is,s.omething that the in-

dividual communities cannot do. We have explored it in that

sense. WoAk is being done to preserve state records; there

\

progress in this direction. in this speETTIc-area&om_r State \

Diregtor of Libr ry Services. could be. more responsive.

4'?
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Now: I presume you brought this to ou e t on feJ Asri 4

1'
, q

t the federal government should furthe timu'late this matter

of bringing books to the average griss rots p rson. Iftyou

want federal assistance, federal fundini what' is your feeling

in terms of federal guidelines, .federaV chtrols? If you will

/

address that, would you say if you wanted us to provide the funds,

you will-have bookmobiles and you will have books' by mail?

Ms. BLECHARCZYK: I
thinkl Mr.,Casey, my thrust is. to in:

dicate_that commu_n_i_t_ies will vary/ I would hesitate to go with

categorical grants. It should be block type of grants, left to

the discretVn of the local communities, because needs vary, I

agree completely withyou on this.

/ itz

Local communities are so/ /diverse that vihat is good,for one
1

.

.

may be absolutely horrendou4 for another; so money, fine, get'i.t
/

back to us; but don't tell' us specifically it should be used for
A

`this, this or this. There has to be e otigh reliance eon the
!

local situation and local officials anti the local public li-

brartanis, t,is needed in

LI3

a area.
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-t . DOUGLAS,W. 6-0ANT .

/,, 0)irbetor, Harvard' University Library
, Cambridge,/ -Massachusetts

I :

I \

BIOANt:i I wish to thank'Mr. Burkhardt and thetCommissionI
oppor1tunity to appear before you. While__l_of course recognize that the charge

I

..of- the Commission is necessarily almost limitless in scope, I nat ally ap-

proach the qUiii15417tf-nat4onal library development from a partillar point

of view: that of the very large, -encysacipaedid library of record whode-pri-

mary mission is to suppo

I hope that we may all assume that some sort of national netw

arch an'd scholarship.

,
bra'ries and information centers is not only a.vital necesaity t a prospect

that May be envisaged as a practical possibility. Proceeding 'fro this assump-

-----

tion, I should like this morning to,devote my remarks to this subjectat-h-

4 emphasis on the singular place of the. large research libraries in American pat-

a

terns. of scholar/ship and research. '

The designation.and support of what, might be.called "national network

/ -

collections" as a federal government responsibility is a fundamental, indeetff

essential, element in any nationwide library program. Yet the practical and

political problems inherent i,n this proposition aig=pbciously of the utmost

. -

difficulty. It seems clear that within some general 1 ibrar-yi-n-s-t-i-ttrti-ons-there

are special collections that contribute uniquely to the national purpose (e.g.,

'Bancroft at Berkeley and Clements at Ann. Arbor) and which ought themseTve-t- to

be designated as national collections But I am also firmly of theOpinion that

some entire libraries should also be so designated -- libraries like those of
.

Yale and Harvard and the New York*Public Library that serve in truth as nbtional

libraries and whole national contribution derives prdcisely from the encyclopaedic

character of the totality of their cojlections.

r-1
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Such libraries contain v_as-t.,--q,stem ly arrakged world-wid

of puillis_beci-ogfeT-ials of every, kind, including boOks, periodlca
/

ientific and hUmanistic institutions and soiletiesofficiet government

publications, netskippers, sound recordings, vlideo.JAPes., microfilms', and

bibliographic and textual information in compu /.datadata banks. These

59

/colleCtions'

journals'

libraries also hold thousands of coliections of manuscripts extending through

the whole of -the History of man rom- -his earliest writings t raii-07m-attaaral---

Illuminated manuscripts to the correspondence, manuscripts, archives, and other

papers of statesmen,, literary figures, scholars, corporations, and every kind

of individual and organization. Quite apart from their coilectiOns,these

libraries, in their various cetailogs, have great bibliographical instruments
.

_731-i-mpo-r-f.ancet_osniden-t-s-.------and-seholars throughout the country. The continuous'

growth of these li-bgaries-and_tba consolidated development of 01-61-r-SIbl io

graphic apparatus are matters of paramount concern_to_the future of research

and scholarffip in-America. Ways mu t_ to make the'hold-r-Figs-

.....

of these libraries more,readil-y accessible to researchers throughout the_
.-_.

country. In this effort reliance will have to be placed on ,the easy availability

of bibliographic information for locating specific materials, as well as_on the

_
-continuing breadth and depth of the collections themselves,

---4-t---irTay at I is S y e_trac-

tive.for much of the feagTe-1 funding for a national library network torbe

channeled through state governments. Within any such scheme, tare is a rather

on that should be most carefully considered. It is a notable

American phenomenon that man a largest and finest libraries have been

built over the centuries under non-government ausf5ices-,-__These private institutions

include such general collections as Or New York Public Library and the libraries

of the great private universities, as well as outstanding independent special
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collections

,several sta
1
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t.'
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* -
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/

sing,IshoUldliketo-under sore the Concern I have expressed,

I\believe we 011 must share ',or maintaining the strength of the
NN

e earclibraries, many nip vate institutiOns, as we work ,

<rJe'twork of Libraries and Information

i/
, /

thF creep

rs. k

I
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...-

It seems to me that some sort of central 'collection - and I

4

say a central collection rather than a series of regional col-

lections ought to be 4eV16-1-d.mli:on form, or nother to pro-

vide ready access either directly to ma TA.als or opies of.

materials, 'par,ticularly current public - 'ons. I am di-S-rillipitst___L__,

ing he between active co ctions whoselprimary responsibil-

ities are t 'cuter clienteles (such as the Library of

C ress). and agencies (such as the Center fo Research Li-
,

braries) whose primary purpose is to provide just this kind of

'service. Materials in every resou ce library have al_s_o-g-o-r- ,

somehow or othe\r to get into the movimg- stream of information.

Mr.

---
. -

'.--1
_--

DUNLAP: Mr. Bryant, we cert_a_i_nl-yWould agree with you

that we have responsible and; indeed, identifiable source col-
.

---lections and we must assist in their support, but then this im-

plies wider use. I want to put to yom the difficult question:

As head of the largest university library in the country, can

you face up to larger use and can you face inevitable destruc-

rt

tion of your collections?

The New York Public Library, with which I am intimately

familiar, was the prospect here. .Do you anticipate or'do you..

need enough funds to provide duplicates? Do you need more funds?

How can yOu backstop --

Mrs. BRYANT: Are you thinking of physical deteriorates

materials, orof the personal traffic on the emi-i-es, so to

____,.,---
\-speak?,
t

Mr. DUNLAP: Both, yes-, from correspondence, eople coming

to you for colectiolps and physical' deterioration,.

cMr. BRYANT: Let's take physical deterioration. You touched

a 53
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there, of ccuese, one of the most sensitiv.e and. diff.icult prob-

lems with which the whale research establishmett is involved.

There have been, as you knm*,, a number of proposals, and un;

doubtedly there will 'be more, looking toward establishing at?

effective means, of dealing with the problem of preservation of

deteriorating materials in libraries. We know that practically

everything in the world printed in the last 'century or century

and a half is on poor paper of deteriorating'character, and majOr

-developments have been taking place in the last two or three

years looking toward schemes'of arresting deterioration of

materials' mow in existence.

It is incumbent upon everypne.concerned with the existence

of litorariesand research to bring to bear all the pressure that

we can on publishers to insure that current palidati.ons are

printed lon those.existing papers whicH/are'strong and durable

and which will retard deterioration very cansiderably. Clearly,

the preservation of our existing collectiOns is a major concern

Of the nation, and, i should hope, of the federal' estaPlishment,

I see no other practical way of gettinTat this business of 't he

preservation of materials without massive Worts of this sort.

Now, all of the major research libraries I know anythi.pg about,

certainly including Harvard, are doing what they can, I:Cut this

is simply a drop in the bucket. and a national scheme has got to
M

be put in'to force. The excellent' program,proposed-by the Associ-N
ation of Resear4 Libraries, with some modificAtion, ought; I

think, to be most.carefully considered by this Commission.

e
With respect to the traffic - the lending or copying - I

think this is a matter that is largely one? of additional person-
.
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nel to handle' the clerical and bibliographic" work involved, and

"-perhap of larger laboratory facilities to make copies of mater-
,

ials iequired elsewhere in the country. A don't see this as any

majof stumbling blocV in a library like Harvard, where we con-

stantly
.

previde materials for scholars across the nation. With
t 6

respect to larger use by people onthe premises, this does, create
.

a separate problem, but one wonders really how much increase

£here would be ib.that kind of use. You see,. in a place like

Cambridge, with scholars from all over the country, indeed all

over the world, there is already extensive ust by viiiitors, and

I wonder if one ought necessarily to envisage a large increase

in that.kin'd of traffic. If it were large, it would certainly

beta problem.
,A

MP'. DUNLAP: You think it Would just naturally follow?

Mr. RYANT: Yes:

Mr. DUNLAP: In summers?
1'

,Mr. BRYANT: OW, yes, in summers we already have large',

numbers of visiting scholars.

Ms. WU: You were talking about making theLibrary of Congress
A

a bibliographic center. Would you suggest that the Library of

Congress should duplicett the collections in ihe,other national

.librariess, such as the National Library of Medicin,, thetArt-

cultui'al Library? Would you suggest that the/tibrarx_of Congress

uld have-a corriplet&collection, even though die other' national

,

lib aies have their speclal
/
eollections?

Mr. BRYANT: No, I would surely not advocate any such dup-
. (

would
.lication.' That seem to me quite-undei,irable,--

/ ,

. , MIL

,Mr. AINES; Falling in line with the last que..stion, is it,

0%3

4
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your view that the large encyclopedic libraries can infinitely

:.

increase the'ir collecti ns.,.that the regional approach that we

are moving toward is an answer to that question?

Mr. BRYANT: In some degree .1 Am leery of, the regional ap-

45- "

proach, because think the locations of the major libraries in

4

this country have developed in a most unsystematic manner -

wholly as a result of historical accident, of'course. -4 think

that the large encyclopedic collections- vrt-l-riioT continue to

quire proport'onately as much current publication as in the past.

Such large libraries are at this very period in history acquir-

ing peoportionately less of the ,potentially impor.tant research

materials than they did 50 or 60 years ago. C rtainly, this is

true at Harvard.
4P )

It is, I
think, though various kinds of collectin artner-

ships, consortle of a variety of kids which now exis d which

are being developed, i believe, that we can manage to cope with

ever expanding publication. The important thing is to be sure

the maCeria,ls are in fact acquired some place, that the location

and identity are easily established in a'proper bibliographic

scheme, amd that they are available broadly a ,nd generally, no
.**c

matter where they are. I would be hesitant about establishing,

a system of regional libraries bedause I thin,k4we would have an

enormous amount of duplication of materLals tha4t would, be so .

seldom used that it would be a waste of every kind- of effort.

. ,



RUSH L. WELTER
Professor of History, Bennington College

Benningtbn, Vermont

WRITTEN STATEMENT

I received your questionnaire about the needs of library users too late
to be able to do anything more than send you some hasty and unsystematic
observations.

1. As a serious user of major scholarly collections pertinent to the
history of,the United States during the nineteenth century, I find the re.
spurces available to me in New England and New York State extraordinary. At
the same time, ,I find the disparity of Kies and regulations among major re-
search libraries,a nuisance, and I have been seriously inconvenienced by the
refusal of some researchlibraries elsewhere to provide microform copies of
materials they u ely hold. Without pressing these various libraries-to
adhere.absolut, o a common set of rules, the Commission might well consider
developing s. ....,rsort of library code that all might voluntarily adhere to.

2. is a truism that one cannot use a library well unless its collec-
tion is we catalogued. Although no American collection is as inaccessible
as some we known European collections, there are great gaps in the informa-
tion s9me o hem can make available about their holdings. I know this to be
the ease with/the American Antiquarian SocietyV -- to a lesser extent 7-
with the_Bew'York State Library, the Astor, Leno and Tilden Library in New
York City, and the New -York Historical Society. The defedts of their catalogs
are such that even the new national union catalog is visibly inadequate. It
seems tome that public support for systematic cataloguing of such resources
is indispensable.

3,' Any provision of public funds for libraries is probably likely to
carry with it a mandate to ea h beneficiary to admit the general public to
the use of its collections. This development has wprked a severe hardship on
the Astor, Lenox, and Til.en Library, not only in the sense of burdening its
staff with routine lab. c better.carri'ed,on in lesser libraries, but disc, in
the Oplse of destroy parts of its collection. Perhaps the Commission could
develop.a code int ed to help iabh libraries preserve irreplaceable materials,
or 'facilitate th= r 4 4191 tion for lay users.

4. In general, I find most the attention library experts devote to
"information retrieval" qieestionable on,both a practical and a theoretical
level. To. the extent that tiv.concepi ollnformation retrieval presupposes
that libraries are storehouses of. ready -made knowledge, it ignores the fact
that schemes of knowledge must change over the couiee of time, thus making
immediately obsolescent any systematic ordering of the materials they have on
file. It also ignores the proposition that books and other printed materials
cre only avenues to knowledge, and best understood as assets to a process.of
inquiry rather, than as objects that answer questione, *The manner in whi6h the
Commission has stated its objectives causes me to ask whether it.'sufficiently
recognizei this fact in its conception of its' tasks.
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5: All of these remarks obviously reflect my experiArce as

a professional scholar. Hence they may serve only to _colt my
judgments ih4o question, inasmuch as the Commission 4ppara4ntly

intends to concern itself most seriously with the .eeds (6r

the, tacks) on non - scholarly and perhaps even non -̀ literate, l lay-

men. If this be the effect of my remarks, I sh'Ould add that I

have long been a staunch advocate of popular, education, and
that nothing I say here is intended to deprecate it. I am con-
cerned, however, with any theory of pop tar education that seeks

to accomodate the information process o the deficiencies of
existing modes of inquiry, rather than works to elevate those
modes to the point at which the o dinary man can achieve a
serious and indeed quasi-professi al grasp of subjects he is
interested in. In some sense, I s ose, my perspective is
"Jeffersonjan" rather than "Jacksonian" -- but I would tend to
label it "Deweyan" instead, save far the fact that hardly anyone

seems to realize how demanding John Dewey's quest for a demo-
cratic "intelligence" was. I trust that the Commission will not
permit the mechanical problems of libraries,and library users
to obscure the very,nature and ubes of learning.

0

Mr. WELTER: I
recognize there are technical problems that

I
don't know, much about, and also that there,are potential poll-

/
tical considerations that enter into any discussion of a na-

tional library service or system, but I think I would stress ip

.response to the statement (the draft): one, what is wanted is a

network of access, not simply a network of reference as to pub-

lications.

Second, I
would, come down very heavily on the proposition

that what we need js improv catalogs and improved indexes of

different kinds. It is-a tr ism, but if you don't know that

something exists or if it isn't cataloged in a suitable way, you

just don't know about it unless you go through open shelves,

which you cannot do in most libraries. Indeed, as I suggested

in my written remarks, there are a number of major research 11-

braries that don't even know what they have; in some cases I

know more han they do about some small aspect of their collec-
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. ,

tion, At-any rate. /

And, finali/4' speaking as,an4merican intellectual historian
7--

,..

particular) interesteyn the nineteenth century and par icu-
/

larly ntereSted *.rr'liopular-ittitudes,.not elite attit des I ..v) . %

--------
..-cannot stres-s -heavlly enough. the need to preserve

---- 7
eatla5.,

----
that are-oli/iously ephemer_a1_-:-Tha-t--i-sT6iaY; no ,i.eholar of

, .---:--,----- .
.

.
,

.philosophy would be Interested in them; they re ephemeral in

_ -;.! .---- .

that sense. Also in the Olysical sehse j the re popular they

7
are, obviously the worse the paper they were printed on. News-,

tracts and things of that sort are s/imply disappear-

ing the sense ,that they cannot be used any more. They_are

lso, I should add, exceedingly expensive to preserve.

C. irman BURKHARDT: Do you find when you are trying to do

As.earch'at Bennington, which does not have a research library,

//that your W;7-7(--recrs-s4-t-at-es your traveling to various other

centers?

/4I'r. WELTER: Yes, it does. I am very lucky. The American

Antiquarian Society is especially strong in things that I am

_interestec:in and the New York State Library also, so that I

don't have to travel very far, blit there are limi_tattOns on time

and limitations on the kinds of use that I can put those mater-

ials to,. For instance, 'it is a smallmattee, probably not be-
.

fitting areal scholar, but it would be nice its l could borrow

things sometimes. Because I am.not a resident of New Yo.r* State,

I must arrange to do all the work there or-arrange an inter-

library loan.

Chairman BURKHARDT: But the interlibrarlY loan could ac-

complish that?



;-------1,6:ELTLR: Yes, I ave access to interlibrary loans.
,

--These, of course, woul, not include exceedingly r /are books or

that kind of publica ion. 4-lso, a small library like Bennington

College has some effidence in asking for volume upon volume of

anythi altho h the kind of thing I do inviplves reat many

materials.
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NER: You are the second or third person who has

testified te one problem, and that is the refusal of some

braries to provide microforms or copies of materials that are

liniqbe. I personally ,am appalled by that. Would yob give us

that rationale and how it affects you and other scholars?

.Mr. WELTER: My sense is that, for reasons that anyone can

derstand, many of these excellent collections, or excellent

collections with respect to. a particular state or particulay

region, began as private hobbies, and when they were made

publicly available they'were still made available more or less
...

in terms of a prjvate club. When one goes to almost any one of

these coil 'ons, ate in effect acquires membership in the

club; but if one doesn't physically go there, one is out of luck.*

In one case, for example, I remember that thee proprietor, if

pan call him that - the head of the library - apparentlyt sus -
1

pected me of wanting to produce an anthology or something like

that and was very Concerned that the physical exclusiveness of

the material remain at the library rather than that I be able

to reproduce it.' Well, I didn't intend to eproduoe) t. 'I was

somehow orperfectly milling to agree to not reproduce i

other I didn't make the club. I prote *sted,actlually to Mr.

McCOrison at the Antiquarian Society and aske him to write a
Go

sr
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letter in my behalf. .Then the reaso for not g.iving me the
/..,

'microfilm materials cha'n -g-ed, b-ut I still did not get tk('e films.

Mr. LORENZ: \What has been yo,Lr experience in g tiny copies,

, --7-

photocopies, of the materials that you want fro other Libraries?

1 . .

Mr. WELTER: Reasonably good, except for tjie difficulties
i i .

like this, and in this particular case, for e a\mple I don't

know whether you want me to use names or not Doe
/s

it ,matter

to. you?

Chairman'BURKHARDT: You decide.

Mr. WELTER: W.e1-1, a librarian in

----6-01wdsh to make availablee its material

arge metropolis did

The librarian ap-
k

parently talkedto -t-he librarian ofrhe state historical ...1 i,t4i-ary __,/ti.,,,...

/ , k

uniquely, but many of the copies they didn't Id uniquely were

held otherwie by the library in the metropd/lis, with the re-

r/
an,&-the state librarian agreed to give me matters theyHe

sult that they had two copies but I didnVt see either.

Mr. LORENZ: 1 was getting at a different aspect of the

question. That is, whether you find the cost of getting copies

prohibitive.

Mr. WELTER: No. It can become very costly, of course.

For ins-tance,,the kinds of things that I am talking about were

imprints Jisted in state listings of imprints; those are rela-

tively inexpensive. If I wanted to have anything to,do with

newspapers, however, the cost would be prohibitive.

Mr. AINES.: I would like to read a statement that you made

and as* you to amplify a bit on it. You said, "I am concerned,

however, with any area of popular eduction that seeks to ac-

commodate.the information process to the deficiencies of exist-
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ing modes/of-inquiry rather than works to a 0/ate those modes

leto; the poiiiit at which the,ordinary man ca

and, indeed, quasi-professional grasp of

terested, in."

Th niyou go on to taili about the Jeff

erious

in-

1

her than

the Jacksonian approach. Would you eluci
1

e a bit ion that?
/

4.1r, WELTER: I must say it is not eas to do. That tsc one

///1/can/write a book about its as I have. tiy prObliem is that

suggestd,to you when I sent my hasty mem

tONm that much of the conversation that

reads about, say, in the New York Times Jr

In August), it `seems

ne ;hears about or

g to do with li-

brary matters presUpposes that there is a set of bodies of

knowledge resting on shelves somewhere and that the functional

prob em is to get those bodies of knowledge into the hands of

ers. I think that the manner in which one conceives know -

lecige has a good deal to do with the kind of structure or refer-

ence or bibliographical materials that one would. set up and that

the object is not simply to be abi'e to account physically for

every title that anybody may have,heard about or, for that

matter, to provide specifically formed information, but to pro-

vide an arena or a place where a persOn can go and range around,

make inquiry, find his way to points of viewand interpretations

that he didn't, initially anticipate. Beyond this we get into a

whole theory of learning and education. which, as I say, is a

very'large topic.

you.

I don't know whether 4 have responded at all to what bothers

If"

Mr. AINES: If I understand you, you say you are concerned

6
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a little less abot,,,bibliographic materia and more about the

knowledge that you meanto acquire.

Mr. WELTER:, Well, I am le-§s concerned about the mechanics

of ac-oessibility an ibliographic listing, which may get in the

1
,

, wAy of the notion that publications are raw materials for the
\

I

, \,.

I use of the imaginative mind rather than quantitative pieces of

information which, once made available, provide all that is

needed.

Chairman BURKHARDT: You speak of many libraries having large

gaps in the information they are able to provide you. You pearl

something more than just the bibliographical inforMation?

Mr. WELTER: In this particular case, no. Again, to take

the Antiquarian Society, which' is probably the preeminent li-

brary for the period up to about 1875 in American writings, I

have recently been back there checking quotes and other kinds .of

things in a manuscript that I have completed. I am now in a

position in which I have said to them "I am pretty sure you have

a given item somewhere." They have wracked their brains as to

where it might be because the catalog doesn't show it, and yet

I obviously have seen it, so that literally they don't know what

they have. This is why I say that the new union catalog, or

whatever it is called, is deficient.

The sameis true'of other libraries. Just to give an ex-

ample, -- I don't know how I found out about it, initially I

know that the Harvard Law School Library has a book from 1850;

the Union Catalog at Harvard doesn't know it and, therefore,

the new Union National Catalog does not know it. This is what

Imtalking -about in this instance -- the mere physifcal



I

.:.

listing; if I can cal4,7117-t-hat.
_

,

I
1 --

/ Mr. BECKER: Your phrse, "the process o0n- uiry," i

1 ''

/ me in yotp.. lett' r. From the ProfessiOnal i rar an'sivie
I

l
i; ,

,' the process of inquiry consists of the or6-JLtio,h-ol-aia

/ ,

on the shelv the preparat\i-6676-f catalog , the -e471-15-ffie of

,
,---0-thj tools e use of tw dimens onal cla sifi-

rIgued.

oint,

erials

cation systeMs &o that we ca find'things/by subj ct, by author

and by title.

The process of inquiry on a part of the schi&ikr is the use

of this apparatus and many other thin-gis, such as serendipity-and

otIrer kinds of things to enable him to cat what he wants, and

it is a detailed kind of thi.ng.

What do you suggest can be done for improving thing

scholar's viewpoint?

from a

N'
.

Mr. WELTER: I would be happy to ponder that and try to

write some minutes on that. I can't answer;,right now i n wo

minutes because I think.it is part of our scholarly conception,

but it is a most difficult kind of problem to contend with.,

Mr. BECKER: If you don't mind using your'aperience and

giving us the benefit of your suggestions, we would certainly

appreciate it.

Mr. WELTER: Well, I will see what I can do. Of course: I

have been teaching for 20 years or so, and I try to do the things

in teaching that forward the process of inquiry, so maybe I can

say something of relevance to librarians.

Mr. DUNLAP: What difficulties have you encountered in try-

Ing to find photocopies pertaining to particular collections?

Mr. WELTER: In my case it is imprints that I would like to

14.
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see in some cas s, $nd t e answer/h be n no; in

AYabama State A chi es, there .30/pare tly'is a I r on

/--
c/Ilf pamphlets mad fore ,Oe ci 0 War by '..1.1 ulry

\ ;

\ \

that is in such h pe'that microc pies cannot /

1Ms. MOORE: I am intri ued with y, ur statemen that in
/ / 1

general you find O 'of the attention paid by library experts_

'2\to. information re rival qUestionable.\ You hay spent little

1

time writing on that, but I would like yOujo

/

expand further

if you would care o.

Mr, WELTER: Well, I am not an expert inithis. I. can only

report what, my reactions are when I read the New York Times,

which mayor may not accurately reflect what the library people

are talking about in their conventions or wherever attitudes like

this are expressed, but for me at least, even the phrase '!infor-

mation retrieval" raises certain hackles for the kinds of reasons

that I have suggested in responding to other people.

It is true, of course, that a librarian must necessarily,

think in terms of organization, accessibility, physical place-
,

'ment. Maybe I am just an obsdlescent man; my sense is that in,-

Creasingly, as the technical, problems of evarlabilety grow and

the amount of publicati'on increase's, librar ians are necessarily

hl-aing only in these mechanical terms or, _pather, that they

can thirik--only in terms of mechanical solutions. Once you begin

thinking in -te'rais o f mechanical solutions, you tend to think all

the proGrew( are indeed mechanical. I think that is what most

humanists say about computers, and it is the same kind of pp4W,,'-

test. Again, all I can do is say that these are my prejudices

as I read the accounts in the Times.



J
.,,

,Nowt, I may wron you /

Mr. AINES: Ma0 re ss/ ure you tha
1

the\re arc many people
i , f

n variOps groups, inc1 d ng the fede/rai government, who feel'

I.

very much as you do, An 'that the i ealis i:5 provide the know-
/

I
,

sh
I\

ledge required /6) acco pl i certa n end\, whether they be j
\

ermsiof schofaFthlp
/

lutNort 0 human pro lems, solution.of
i

ttechnlological/ proble/ms and vi t ally every ther kind of
\

effort that/ requ res irtellig ce, not given you ecessari ly

1111110
always in/bibliographic fors.

/

But be reassured that here are Many people who feel

same way.
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Mr. WELTER: Well, as I say, 1/ entered that ill my nitial

comments. L am not :ure what is really going on, bu I am

suspicious.

JOSE?PH M. CRONIN /

Secretary of Educational Affairs, Commombealth of Massachusetts
Bost6n, Masachusets

Mr. CRONIN: Members of the\Commission, may I present three

major p Inti:

/

I. The Federal goVernment iiasstimulated major advarIes in

the. ex tension of library services to forgotten 'opulations

inmates of /Orisons and of hospitals, immIgra, s and bi-

cul tura 1%; ci zens.

The withering away of Pederal suppor at this ,time, how-
,

sever, is/fatal. Many of these groups cannot or do not

vote. Aost'qoannot come to hearings -- the incarcerated,

the handicapped, the speaker of another language. The 'pro-

Go;
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grams areenewand not in the front rank of the scramble

/ for revenue-sharing,funds, whether state or

_ Thus we need-Federal c "rteal aid - fo-r planning

a projects, for seed grants, for renovation, for

start7up costs, for evaluating and updating a compre-

hensive state plan. The aid should come to the state

library and media'agency best equipped to stimul6te

local, regional, an-d -institutional initiatives.

2. The CoMmissfon should provide encouragement and

technical assistance to states which want to improve

their capacity to respond to new clienteles and tech-

nological developmInts in the libraries and information

sciences.

Massachusetts has done remarkably well 'given a very

fragmented organizational structure. We have a Bo rd of

Library Commissioners to help local and school libraries
o

and :regulate entry into the profession. We have a Board

for the State Library, our official state government li-

brary. We have five higher education governing boards,

all with different job, titles and procedures for, organi-

zing library and media services. A sixth board in higher

education helps- by distributing money ancr,by centrally

processing the books for state college libraries, A

seventh board does it for private colleges and public

colleges elsewhere in New England. Two other councils

make policy for instructional television and telecom-

munication while a new Cable TV Commission handles

regulatory aspects.

61
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Recently GOvernor Sargen,proposed one board for

higher'education and lone'llbrary and media board, the

latter to pull together the two library boards and the

two telecommunications counci 1 s ointo one. The Cable

Regulatory Commission will remain a consumer affairs

agency but wants to cooperate with these of,us in ed ca-

tional anesultural affairs.

The federal Commission can help us by recommending ways

of organizing aystate for effective coordination of in-

formation collectfo and retrreval ;and information srr-
s.

vices broad.y def,ined. Just. as Hyp /or DOT gives grants
.

develop comprehensive plans for organizing and deliver-

ing services, so should your Commission seek parallel re-

sources for helping us organize library and related

technologies.

3. The third admonition is to pursue aggressively the new

technologies that may revolutionize the concept Of li-

brary services. Your program reports and other publica-

tions indicate that you know what a library is and-are

watching new developments with caution. 1 0

Give the nation leadership in telling us how cable TV,

the computer, and the local library work together to

improve the services to every home and'faMily.

Tell us how thenew-alliance between 1 cal libraries

and the open university is working out so' hat we can,

adjust our higher education policies to inciu e local

libraries.

Educate the President, the Congress and the nation

63
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about. the potential' of video cassettes, computer time-

sharing', xerography,,and the other developments beyond

the multiple media services now offered by our libraries.

Our Librarians tell me they are ready for the exciting

future where the several technologies and the p inted

word will complement each other and not'compete fo t-

tentiOn. Help us define that vision and help us trans-

late it into Federal and state policies that preserve

our library treasures while extending knowledge and

I!enjoyrintttIh.e.--t-otll citizenry.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Your remark that the incarcerated can-

.
not came to public hearings; reminded me that in our Atlanta_

tm

*
hearings we did.have a prisoner in one 'of the state prisons come.

He.was serving, A think, three or four life terms consecutively,
,

and the prison library was one of his major inter.ests. Ile made

a very geod wYtness, incidentlly.
* 4 r/

Well, if I may as1,1 the first,question: Does your office
/ .

.
.

keep trktk of how revenue-sharing is woricing? Would you know
.,-

fairly specifically howmuch reVenue-sharing.Money is actually

going into 1 i.brar support?

Mr. .CRON11:, Y Our Board, of LibraryComm ssiaper's has

4
asked eaci localkgommUnity: each local 41ibragy, to "report on

haw much money they have received, and they have been keeping
.

$,

a running account fothe past six or. seven months
.

. Chairman BLAKHARDT: In enera-k-what is theOlfricture?

, Mr. cRONIN: 14411, spotty, but the overall.- picture,

would'say, is bleaies There hkve'been 'some break-throughs,

and I know Okere have been reports at the end of the first six

G:.)



months, but we had only received,p4Out ten or ,twelve reports of

where revenue-Oari,ng funds

earmarked.

At the state leve%e abut ni-nety per of the gentral

local communities had been

revenue-sharing money went into reimb moments to local cities

and towns for educational services t 'to say that
CP

very little of that went to libra.rvservic s.
40

Mr. AINES: I think I have asked many questions but yOU

are a delightful- target. Let me as you this qUestion: In your

testimony you talk about fedeita categorical aid, among other

things, for evaluating and dating a compvhensive state plan.

It would seem to

tration of intell

that Massachusetts', with its concen-

s scattered roughout the universities and

elSeWhere, mi ver thout feckerliVaid, at least begin

to get the udiments ch a plan.

Why would you ex o encourage this with the use of

federal %funds' when, if th- needs are so great and the .opportuni-

ties so rampant, why this not be done, let us say, in

doctoral°theses at MIT or HARVARD and a variety of other places?

How much effort have you made to get some internal guidance of

this .type which in turn would be useful fpr t cle rest of the

. country?

Mr. CRONIN: Well, right now, of course, using the LSCA'

. funds, we each year have been developing a five-year plan and

there is periodic.elalation of it.
- .

4

What' i am saying is that thi's'is a terribly important thing \

to 4aYes, we may.:have more than our'share of brain-power and

library talent in this,region, New England and in Massachusetts..

Y.441
/PO

1.
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However, most of it, ,probably ninety-eight percent df it, is con-
-

centrated in an( individual institution or an individual library.

What We need is'help to achieve some of `the goals that I

know this Commission etpouses, thdt of networking and. linking

'together, making sure that we,e-fe-mat'bui di,n4 libraries with

similar, collections one mile apart o qYJLrLlr.e.o__o-r--e--frTn-d-red miles

1

apart, if we don't need to, if we can spread the ,resources
0'

farther.

Now, That iegoing to take a lo mot= than a doctoral dis-
.

sertation'or an occasional scholar' in l= ibrary science sounding

the alarm about some of the mistakes. We..need sustained and per-

sistent attention paid to it.

I 'call to mind the work we. are asked to do by the federal

government. in vocational a,nd technical ethication, where we are /

asked to link that to ma'npower training and we are asked annyall

to evaluate and update our plan. A prerequisite for sop4t),Ca-
,

ted and advanced systems of information science and of s ring

resources requires some stimulatian, and it is more an that

which the graduate students or some scholars ,can,develop from

time to time on an ad hoc basis.

. Mr. CASEY: Mr Cronin, in preparin/q/ the statement, what mode

Of agency have you used? Are these 'pl-sonal thoughts that you

have gained as State Secretary of Educational Affairs, or .3re--
of

you reflecting local publfc'sentiment?

Is there a public move'for the things tharyou wish and that

is translated to the Senatqrs and the, tongfi-ssmen/ Of course,

then we might respond to these things in terms of"financing now

and we might come up with suggestions and recommendations; but
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unless they are financed and become public pol.i.cy, we will not be

able to implement them. Do you believe there is public sen)ment

for the kind of thing you are advocating?

Chairman BURKHARDT: Could I repeat the question for the

benefit of those who may not have heard? Mr. Casey wants to know

()

to what extent Mr. Cronin's position that he takes in is paper

is his own personal one or as an expert in these mat ers, and to

what extent it reflects public sentiment and needs and demands

at the present time.'

Mr.CRONIN: Well, -my work as Secretary of Educational

Affairs involves reviewing the budgets and coordinati g the ac-
,

tivities of all these boards and councils, 'in higher eucation,

secondary education, arts and humanities. This work takes me

throughout Massachusetts. I have met with library officials on

4

three or four' occasions; I have visited some of our prison 11-

braries as well as our regional library centers and other li-

bra.ries, including the Boston Public Library, with its fantaitic

new addition.

So I have had a chance to talk with librarians and with

.
trustees and from time to time with consumers to find out how

.

they feel.. What I find is that there is just the very beginning,

of an awareness of what a technology like c ble TV can'do for ed-
.

ucation,sand inforlmation sciences broadly d f ned, just the be-

ginning of it. That is why the Commission, r ther than wait for

the flow of public support, has got to define what the potential ,

I
found individual librarians and boards are committed to

extending library services to the handicapped, to those in cor-
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rectional instLtutions; however, the general public probably.is

not as aware of that as a priority,as those of us who have th.e

rare privilege of being in public service and having a statewide

point of view on these services.

I am really giving you the informed opinion of those in lead-

ership positions, that these are areat that must be highlighted

and where support must be generated!

Ms. WU,: On yo r first point, you pointed out that the

1/)fedel-al governmeg, should give categorical aid in order to serve .

the immigrants? bi-cultural citizens, minority groups. Would you

_ suggest that the aid should be indicated separately from the

general funds which will be allotted to the library services?

Mr. CRONIN: Let me 'respond by,giving an example: W.e in

ssachusetts last year passed a bilingual and bi.-cultural educa-

Lion acI-wher-6 w\specifically say we will reimburse communities,

local'school systems, for the additional cast of providing ser-
N\ ...,

vices to populations such as Puerto Ricans, portugese-speaking,

Chinese-speaking arid many other groups that ewe have in Massa-
/ 0

chusetts. You know,1\this is a clear caseof specified categori-

cal aid. I think it is Title 7 of the Elementary and S condary

Education Acts, which was put. in to provide bilingual edu anon

to states with large concentrations.

So I think there are several precedents for it. The alter-

native would be to include'it in a list of specific (iT:ds of
4

services that would. be paid far'by some Title inpa piece.of
'

federal legislation, but 1 kndw this that MY awareness of a

brary fo the Portugese-speaking,people in New ford, a library

iK47the so of Bostoh for Spanish-speaking p p e indicate that

4
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/
this is

/
a very important need and we nee/d stimulation and assist-

ance. -) /

//'
Mr. LORENZ:, Mr. Cronin, in making your, retommendat ion!! that

,,'
the Commission provide _grants for certain purposes, were you in

effect recommending that the Commission become more ofle an operat-

ing agency than the pr:esent law foresees for the Commissioh?

Mr. CRONIN: Well, I see yoU being in the dilemma, that we

are ,phasing out certain kinds of federal aid for libe ry services,

library cons ion. The Commission, I gather, has already been

transformed once from a nd.,of short-range advisory group now to

a Commission with somewhat larger asponsibilities. I don't pre-

tend to know what the next step is, whether it should be a comb

mission or some other agency that you recommend or some unit with-

i4Q HIV, -- whatever experts on federal government structures think

best --_but _I do see the need for sustained support. I like some

of the phraseolO4y49 your new draft document that talks about
,

assuming a role similar to--interstate highway cooperation. I

..

don''t know if you know it, but in Massachusetts we are cutting
4'

back on our commitment to the building of interstate highways and

cutting up our cities; we will be happy to use some of those funds

for library and technology.

Ms. MOORE: I think that is a very admirable statement from

a public offil. Wour part of the country,, roads are para-

mount to everything, and I .am so gl.ad to have your, testimony in

that regard.

You have indicated fiere that you think the state should take

primary responsibility in planning, d since I agree with that

point of view, I would like to get y u to expand a little bit

7.i
,

,....\
,
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mre on it.

How you gone about coordinating the work of these

boards? I see that you are moving toward eliminating two and

perhaps giving a broader charge to those that remaitn.

Mr. CRONIN: Yes, I believe the state is an appropriate

unit for helping cities and towns and institutions develop as a.

network. Naturally there are some things that ought to be done

on a national level, other things, that ought to be done on a New

England regional basis; but I see the bulk of the responsibili es

going to the states, and we think our state board has done a very

effective job by making priority decisions on where should some of

the federal funds go, where should our state funds go.

We are interested in getting the regions within the state to

cooperate and to provide services; we think we should get federal

funds in the future, in addition to state funds, to put our house

in order, not to have so many different boards making library

policy that may go insa different direction.

One recommendation or request I have is: Tell us and give

us your impression of some of the states which are doing a par-

ticularly good job of orchestrating and planning for library, ser-

vices and related information technologies.

WALTER BRAHM
Connecticut State Librarian

Hartford, Connecticut

WRITTEN TESTIMONY

In response to your invitation of July 2; 19 '73, brief testi-
mony is herewith presented in preparation. for the hearing of the
Commission sche uled October 3, 1973 in Boston, Massachusetts.
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Also in response to the invitation tnis testimony will focus on the Library
of Congress as the national library; its responsibilities and authority -
specifically on assigning the library responsibility and authority for the
administration of all categorical federal library aid programs as thepost
effective means of developing and coordinating libraries and information
service on a national scale. '

"Put your. money where your mouth is" is the common rejoinder 10 those who

advocate a policy or procedure. To the National Commission to Libraribs
and Information Science, whatever course of library service vt may advocate,
we say the Federal government should put its money where its ooks are -

ii the Library of Congress.

For many years we have felt that the distribution of federal unds for

libraries should be administered by that agency of the Federa government

which has the greatest collection of library materials, the L brary of
Congress, rather than by an agency which is not in the'library business.
The Library of Congresses its great collection of materials efficiently
to supplement public, academid,and school library needs of the states and

communities; yet grants-in-aid ecisely the same purposes are adminis-

tered by a variety of buteaus in the Education and Welfare Depart-

ment, and awarded by decision-makers whose prymk interests and pressures

derive from other aspects of 'education. The amount of the several library

subsidies is such a very small percentage of the total subsidy for health,
education and, welfare that it cannot command from these officials the atten-
tion and respect necessary to provide the stability essential for continuous
and long-term library development. Grants-in-aid, advisory service, reference
service, interloans, library research and development programs are so inter-
related, that divided, the Federal government reduces its ability to coor-
dinate library services.

It is worthy of note that_those state library agencies which have authority
for the distribution of, grants and the acquisition and serviifing of library

materials are an overwhelming majority. One hesitates to consider how much
less effective the programs of state aid - a phenomenon of the last 40 years -
would have been if these funds had been distributed by other stateagencies
without coordination with library materials at the State level, as now

practiced by the Federal government.

The above proposal can be immediately dismissed from consideration with the

ar nt that the Library of Congress is in the legislative branch of govern-

ment why nts -in -aid are an tine function. However, this belies

the fact that t ary of Congress and has been functioning as an

executive institution. Itb chief officer is appointed-by the President. It

serves the executive branch as well as-the legislative. For years it has

produCed and sold catalog cards to libraries of the nation, an executive

function. Currently it is producing and distributing Mark II automation

tapes, an executive function. It "administers" libraries for the blind and
handicapped in each state through distribution of books and other materials
to them, a service which has not even the remotest relationship' to Congress

or its work. It administers the Copyright offide. If these aren't execut

ctions then as the song says; "it don't.rain in Indianapolis in the

Summertime°.

'
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If the Library of Congress devenps and administers. programs of library
service throughout.ehe nation, sells and distributes materials directliy

t
to libraries, should it n also administer and distribute funds appro-
priated for the saute purp e? If it executes statutory policy on book
distribution, copyright and other services, should it not do the same with

- grants'?

'Organization of the Library of Congress as a unit of the legislative branch
of government is unique among libraries, providing certain advantages for
the library which permitted it perhaps forced it, to become the great
institution it is. Presidents and the Congress haveheld it free from
partisan politics and separation-of-powers protocol. The Library of
Congress' primary concern is lib service. It is the agency best
equipped with experience, know -how a rj.tinuity to use money and mate-
rials for the c loon purpose of coordinating library service in the
nation.

4

Chairman BURKHARDT: Brahm, the State Librarian from Hartford,

Connecticut is here now. We had passed him over. L would take it that

you were obviously delayed by the weather:

Mr. BRAHM: Well,.good morning, ladies and gentlemen of the Commission.

I wasn't delayed by the weather, but I hope I don't talk in circles this
.

morning because I have been going around and around in the parking garage
4

over here and I finally landed up on the ninth floor. So maybe byathis

time the cobwebs are out of my mind.

In the brief testimony that I previously submitted to the Commiss4on,

I advocated transferring the categorical library grants and serK grants.

from the U. S. Office of Education to the Library of Congress, citing 'Ithe.
jr

inability of these grants and programs to command sufficient attention and

competition with otherp.r.R,grams involving vastly greater sums of mondy.

I wantiOkfurther support this testimony by reporting how the library

program has been-shifted arou d in HEW like the 0Overbial orphan. it is

not meant as criticism of the Dep tment but is-rirtended to show what

difficulties plague'a small program in a huge federal departMent.

I

72
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'Although current national funding for libraries is in doubt, it is still

important that the Commission appraise the effectiveness of HEW's administra-

tion of suchunding. Responsibility for administering new funding formulas

"7171Z-service proposalssmade by the Commission will have to be assigned to a

federal agency. I think it is very important which agency it is assigned to.

Sinte 1968 -- only five years ago -- there have been at least six U.S.c'

Commissioners of Education. The appointment of a seventh, is now pending.

'Tlie Office of Education is, of course, the unit in HEW to which the library

programs have been assigned. The organizational status of the ibrary in HEWS

has been changed frequently. As of January 1968, there was a Director of the

Division of Library Services and.Educational'Facilities under an Associate

Commissioner for the Bureau of Adult, Vocational and Library Programs.

In 1969, the Division was reorganized as the Division of Libraries and

Educational Technology. Currently it is assigned to an Associate Commissioner

for Libaries and_Learning Resources.

During these five years there have been four different Associate Com-

omissioners in charge of the library program, and a period during which the

position was v ant.= I.subm't this is no way to administer any program.

As'the witness ified when asked what he thought when he saw two

trains approaching a head-on colli ion, he said, "What a hell of a way to

. run a railroad," and I think this is kie:in terms of past administration of

library programs.
. p

Now, in contrast to Oese frequent c nges in pe sonnel and organization,l

there have been only eleven Librarians of cp g s since s establishment in

i

1800, 173 years ago. Continuity with growth has been the record of this

institution. It is the most dedicated of all federal agentiJs to libraries

and information service.

40
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The Commission's draft of "a new national program of library and infor-

mation service" dated October 1973 cites the la6k of a central authority to

set information policy and it questions where such authority should be placed.

A National Library Authority, in theory, Appears to be an improvement,X

and could be; but such an authority operating outside of an existing library

frwould lack the power to control any part of its basic raw materials and the

'tools of its trade, which are books and materials. It always would be in the

position of gate-crashing a stockholders' meeting -- not owning a share of

stock -- advising your company (libraries) what is best for business.

However, if such authority is the Libr"ary of Congress, it then holds

majority control of substantial library resources in the country Tor use in

combination with money to effect the networks and systems of library service

the Commission envisions in its proposal.
"\H

So, I would hope that whatever authority is set up, that you seriously

consider the Library of Congress as being that authority.

Mr. LORENZ: Well, the Library of Congress will do, of cgurse, what the

iCongress of the United States asks it to do, which represents the will of the

people. We do recognize, however, the problem that you have indicated; that

it is in the legislative branch, which historically has not assumed executive.

functions. But we also recognize the possibility that change is in the

nature of things and, therefore, we are not turning a deaf ear or blind eyes

to such a possibility, but we do feel that this is something that the Congress

directly would have to express itsWill on.

I might say that the strongest indication of moving in this dit'eCtion has

been in terms of the Library eX4anding upon its present services to the blikd
vg.

and physically handicapped, which presently is in the natUre'6f materials and,

equipment, and replacing with m9neY'grants the present funds that have been
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in the Library Services and Construction Act (which funds may disappear with

the other LSCA 'grants)? making this up by having grarit funds appropriated to
Rbo

the .Library of Congress to continue to support services to the blind and

physically handicapped.:

So this would be, you might say, the beginning of the kind of money

,grants that I think Nitliu are suggesting would emanate from the Library of

'Congress.

Chairman BURKHARDT: For those of you who may not have heard what Mr.

Lorenz said in resppnse to the testimony, it is that the Library of Congress

has been doing some things in the direction thaWr. recommends,

particularly in the blind and handicapped area, but that anv real increment

in that wo)1d,depend entirely upon Congresi. The.Libr ry is ready to do

whatever Congress says it should do, but traditionally the Library has not

gone into, grant-making.

Mr. BECKER: Walter, I think it may be useful if we e plain our reasoning

behind suggesting.a new federal investment policy in libraries. Essentially

it may appear as if we are abandoning our approach to the categorical aid,

although I don't think we have gone that far. But basically there is a general

trend toward the administration of decentralized funding in,the states and

.
giving them more responsibility for doing things locally.

Secondly, categorical 'aid seems to have promotedba haphazard system in the

country, as good as it has been for certain purpDS'es. While I think the

Commission would like to see some continuation of categorical aid, implied

in this draft document is that, if that occurs, it then should be clone in such

a way that it stimulates interdependent growth among the states fdr national

benefits.
\

.

How do you evaluate the past, categorical aid, and to what extent do you

think It should be continuedin the future? 83
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Mr. BR : I-Would agree that many of the programs that have developed

across thecoun y from categorical grants have not been the successes that

perhaps have been h d for, but it still seems. to me that there were suffi-

cient of those programs that were suc sses, and did accomplish things, that

certainly the categorical g\ a program ought not to be phased out.

-As Ms:--"-M re referred to earlier, that she was glad to come to some place

.

--wh re riiad-s-wergnota..11-important, just seems to me that unless you have

some categor' ,a1 aid grants, you affect libraries which do not have'the heft

to compete-v-1 s the hig w departments and welfare departments and so on in

the state government, and local o unless you have mo earmtrked for 4

some of these programs, I am afraid'those libraries are going to lose out.

,If you are suggesting, as I gather from the,tenor of your remals, that
fit- _

you Were not cutting out funding of libraries but cutting out categorical aid

programs, it seems tome that whateyer purposesyou would tend to use money

for, administration of it is important, and the continuity of that adminisCra-
1'

tion. I still think in those terms that the Library o1 Congress would- be a

valid device as The agency to handle that money.

R/s. MOORE: I would like to ask Mr.. Brahm, since he has had rich experience

asfla State Librarian in two states\-7

Mr. BRAHM: It wasn't so rich. \
o.

Ms.. MOORE: Well, maybe monetar ly not but experience-wise
I am sure it was.

I would like to ask you to comment on the role of the state library as

you would recommend it for coordinating and planning purposes for libraries
.

within a state and.within a network.
:41

. BRAHM: Well,' I would say that the state library is the kp agency that.

library e in the state. I think it is on a tightrope in terms of satisfy-

it has always been projected to be in terms of distributing and planry)ng for

ing the library interests in each state. You never can be sure whether you-are
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providing too much leadership or too little. Yipu always find

that there are dissident groups. The state library is the (pi

apple tree that has a lot of sticks and stones thro it. 'If

you are going to get rid of that apple tr if you are going

direct from national level dow<mt-OCompletely local, --

I guess, is the point of your question -- it seems to me you

create a worse situation.'

Chairman BURKHARDT: Are .-e-e;ing a record of just. what

the effect of revenue-sharing is in y state?

Mr. BRAHM: In.Connecticut we are keeping a r- as far as

we can gather .the records. I wouhcsay that from the local level

it has been good in a few spotty cases and not so good jn the

majority of areas of the state, evL though there aekl lot of

libraries that have received revenue-shari4ng funa. It has no

continuity to it. I mean they get money for a one-shot affair,

build up their book collection for thi year only, or the mine

is held for some'capital improftement, additiOnal library

building, which again is not a "recurring expenditure. I am

afraid that revenue-shari2g will have no continuity or perman

ence for succeeding years.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Have there been any programs that h ve,

had to be terminated because of the stop/in the funds?

Mr. BRAHM: Oh, yes, we have cut out in'Connecticut all of

our grant money to local libraries. We have been able to on-

tinue only the services that were going to local libraries from

the state library -- teletype, interloan and,that tyPe.of thing

-- which the state government funded to replace loss of feder,al
a

funds.
O
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- 111,e categorical grant loans that we were Idistributing4to

`local librarJ,eT for special projects and the OperatiOK of the

system offices and programi were entirely ut out last year be-
.... , p -.,

cause of the uncertainty as:to how much were' going to get,

and.for this coming year, Unless Congress' appropriation prevaChs.,

Mr. STEVENS.I: .Thieafternoon-1 know you will be going to 'the

dedication of the'ocument Conservation Center in New England,
a

and we heard the distinguished drrictor Of the Harvard Univer-

sity .Libraries talking about the importance of preservation atr 4

Harvard UnitefsIty and el%%sewheFe.

' I yonder if ydu could say Something about the preservation
V

.book materLals 4 en& other materials from the point of view of

ate library apd puillicjibraries genirally, as differentiated
: p

from tVe academic libraris generally, and what, this new center

. .will means- the preservation of materials fri New England.!

Mr' BRAHMr .Let's see 'if '1 can answer the middle part of your

several questions first, that is the diffeliknce in preserv.ation

fpr acadeMic lib.r.aries, public 14braries and other institutions.

In, setti g .the Conservation Center -- and I can speak'for

.qt, because it set up by the Compact agreement of the six New
:

England Vtates through "heir state librarians and state lifirary
v

s

, .
.

agenty directors.; who are. its'administratoTs'-- we do rot pen-
.:

.-ceive any difference between the libraries,.the inIslkitutions and
411P'

the ublcsunits of.government indludiI mg town governments in
, P 46!

JNew Eng4n.d, and their materials, needing preservat on.
).

[. .
,

ki

there wagk

I

a great ne d-'for this Center' because it is only in the
(

.

i(

i

Thq.Center is intended to treat the problems of all public
.10 ' . ,

institutionsherever their materials need preServation. We felt

. .. . '. of

8 3

e

AP.
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past ten years that preservatioW'really has come into the con-
.

ousness of our 1,ibraTi-ans a-nd our trustees and our public

officials .who had to do with p4blic documents,,just as suddenly
-

we are realizing that a fuel crisis has burst upon us in the past

two years. And all of a sudden the materials that we were not

preserving butStoring since the origin of this country, our pol-

lution and the way we wee treating them, our lack of responsibi-

lity-for preservation, has caught up to us. We ar1 all now reali-

zing this; that our efforts h o be more than normal' to try

and take re o-C, ft. , This ,is why, we set up the Conservation

'Center.

ARTHUR J. KISSNER
Chief Librarian, Fitchburg'Public

Fitchburgeasaachusetts

WRITTEN TESTIMONY

Library

, ,
.Ne

'I am grateful for this oppbrtunity to submit written testimony to the
National Cbmission on Libraries prior to your New England hearing, I wish to
provide you with some of my observations and suggestions on matters relating
to the networking of .libraries and your 'responsibility to develop plans for

"the coordinatton, of library adtivities.

For the past. twelve years I haVe bee the Chief Librarian of the blic
Library in FitchSg, Massachusetts, an i strial community of 43, 0 and 'a

business center'fbr approximately 180,000 ersons in north central. swat
.chusetts. The city is bell known in the ibrary field for its Youth Library,
'a unique and very modern tibtlany facility for children opened in 1950; a new

y-

)main library now adjoins this facility known as, the Wallace Library and .

serves adults In 1962 the Fitchburg Public Library becdme the first regional
library center under the regional library'plan for Massachusetts. Thus, I
was involved 41 the planning oT the regional system for central Massachusetts
and I have observed the improvementq i'n Fitchburg's ability to serve as a
resource center for the city a1 the region and the ability of smaller local
libraries to improve service i7..their communities. .

gigk'

Thedevelogment ofythe regional public librfil system in central Massa-

4
chusetts, where Worcester serves as the headquarters for the system and"
Fttchb g as a sub-regional center primarily far the northern area of the
regi has brought dbp).t several significant imprOVements in the library

e
0
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service for our area. From the out-set the regio Z plan recognized the need
for residents of the region to have free access the Larger collections
and more special materials and services in Wo' ester and Fitchburg. Th4re.ore,

the regional plan provided-for unrestricted se of the city libraries b all
adult regional residents. This provided immediate and significan unprove-

ment in library service for the resident. in many of the smaller s who

required materials and/or services av ' able at the Larger libr es and were

willing to travel to obtaih them. ng the past eleven year in Fitchburg

we have experienced a steady incre e in non-resident use of the library and
.this trend is continuing as more eople become aware of this option available
to them. In the last fiscal ye the period July 1, 1972 through June

30, 1973 we issued more adult library c to non-residents than to residefits.

Thus, slightly more than 50% of our new adul brary card holders live out-
side the city Of Fitchburg. Ten years ago this percentage was approximately
20%. During the past yea24, the introduction of borrowing privileges f*
children living outside Fitchburg has further increased regional services
offered. Children come to Fitchburg to take advantage of the Larger book
collection, and for services not offered by their Local libraries such as the
art loan collection, the children's record collection and listening facili-
ties, filmstrips, audio cassettes and other audiovisual Nprials. They also

come to participate in special programs.

Fortunately, the regional plan recognized the importance of.improving
the book and other collections of the regional centers, and significant state
and federal fiolds were provided to the Fitchburg Public Library for this

purpose since 1962. Thepe state allocations and federal grants came at a
most opportune times for soon after the initiation of the regional program,
ptans were formulated to build a new main library in Fitchburg three times
the size of the original 1884 building. Thus, The Wallace Library, which was

planned as a regional center and built with a private gift of $650,0001 an -

LSCA grant of $380,000 and $275,000 in city funds opened in 1967 with
thousands of recently purchased books: Although the library has>hot as yet
achieved its objective of 100,000 currehtly useable adult non-fiction titles,
generally recognized as a minimum standard,for a regional resource center,
more than one-half of the approximately 70,000 non-fiction adult titles avail-
able were purchased during the past eleven years; about one-third of these
were purchased with state and federal funds provided by the regfOnal program.

,,,These are but a few indications of improvements in the quality of
brary service from a regional resource center 'that has been brought about by

the regional prograM. It is,unfortunate.that federal funding of the regional

program should be reduced (or perhaps eliminated) at a time when the success
of this feature of the program has been so clearly demonstrated. It is ob-
vious that regional resource librariql, such as the ise.in Fitchburg, must
continue to rely upon state and federal funds to mainTain and increase its
collections to serve a growing number of cifyl'and area residents.

%,....avaddition to improving the collections of materials at the regional
centers, the regional plan created a poor d011ection of books to be shared by the

town libraries. This has, significantly increased the number and variety of
books available to th'e residents of the towns at their local librarievr Al-
thoughrI work in Fitchburg, I live in the neighboring small town of Ash-
burnham and have pbserved the growing number of regi.onal books that. are avail-
able to the town library, not only in the 'shelving section set aside for new
botoks but also generously interspersed in the nonfiction stacks throughout

S,1
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the library. As a result, I have found that it is often easier to obtain
recent and popular books from the Asn5urnham library than from Fitchburg.
Through workshops and other meetings the regional program has provided a cer-
tain amount of in-service training for librarians and greatly increased the
contacts between librarians in this somebhat rural section of the state. It
has also developed an interlibrary loan service and a comprehensive_16mm. film .

collection, which can be better explained by those working more directly L,:ith
) the regional program.

Federal specaial purpose grants, such as the ones awarded to the Fitchburg
Public Library, have also served 42 extend library service to city and area
residents. They have also enabled a library such as ours to experiment with
new programs and new materials, which are unlikely to be funded by the city.
A $25,000 LSCA Title I grant in fiscal 1972 enabled the library to further
develop its outreach program and create a multi-media coMmunity learning re-
source center in the Fitchburg Youth Library. This new center is providing
area residents with non-print materials, such as filmstrips, audio cassettes,
slide sets, transparencies Ad other learning materials. It is also provid-
ing an opportunity for libraries of the region to learn fromywr experience
in this new field of service. Pre ews of these new non-print learning
material were held in Fitchburg, and librarians attending these sessions were
able to e aluate the potqntial of these new materials and related equipment
for public library use. In addition, the materials and equipment are being
made available for loan to the town libraries.

Other services and programs of a somewhat special nature that are planned
and made available.on a regional basis include Sunday service, a concert
series held on the first Sunday of each month (partly funded by a Massachusetts
Arts and Humanities Grant), feature film showings, an art loan service and LP'
rAcord collections. Afg.

Aus, the Fitchburg Public Library - in addition to serving as a regional
film and interlibrary loan center for the libraries of the Central Massachu-
setts Regional Library System - also serves as,a reference center, a print and
non-print resource center and a cultural center for the residents of the ,

greater Fitchburg business area. Although regional funds support only certain
aspects of the library's program, all the library's services are made avail-
able on a regional basis.. it is our belief that this approach to library plan-
ning assures better service not only far out-of-town regional users, but for
those who live within the city of Fitchburg as well.

The continued success of this program depends upon our ability to obtain
both state and federarfUndS-to support these activities. The city of

uFitchburg does not pose financial resources to provide Such a var:ety
'of library serviced to its own residents, let alone for those who Ube outside
its political and tax boundary. Therefore, it is crucial for us that a con-
tinuing program of state and federal subvention be provided for regional
public library service.

The public does not.apd should not restrict its use of publ c libraries
because.of municipal or even 1tate boundaries. (In Fitchburg we erience

considerbble use of the library by resident's of several southern ew.Hampohire
towns ,which are only 10-20 miles away and are a part of the Montachusett busi-
nessregion.) F4rthermore, a public library cannot limit is service to a
special group of individuals.. For 'these reasons, no other.tgpe of library

. .

11:5"6
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service can make a stronger case for state antd federal support. In Massachu-
setts we have .a state program, somewhat limited, that supports the regional
public library systems. The reed for fedelial did exists as weZZ, primarily
to supplement the state funds. by_supporting the somewhat more specialSer-
vices - such as film service, and interregional and interstate functions.

Thes9,4ederaZ funds need to be provided not in the sporadic fashion of the
past but on a continuing basis from year to year so as to enable us to make
long range plans for more effectively using the funds available.

Although I believelhat the regional concept has enabled us to mak great
strides in improving library service, I also recognize that this approac by
itself cannot adequately meet the needs of aZZ of our publics. In some re-
spects the emphasis, placed upon the networj<ing of public libraries during the

past decade. may have prevented,us from confronting some basic issues that can
only be dealt with at the bocal eZ. Tk is matter was the subjqct of con-
siderable debate when.the Mi tandards For Public Library
adopted in 1966; the minori contended that

stems were
pe ndards based so eZy on the

systems concept provided li Ze guidance and tv for the local library.
4PArthermore, the systems have been primarily co erned with developing more,

efficient ways of providing library service for larger areas as opposed to
determining and meeting specific needs of indiv .' als at the local levels.

I 4.

In-most cases the programs developed - such as interlibrary Zoan,,shared
collections, resource centers, and cooperativevcataloging - represent tradi-
tional types of service for our_ traditional clients. A real concern for
serving aZZ public is a somewhat recent development and one that has expressed
itself at the locaTZevel rather than at the system level. Also the coordina-
tion of different types-of-library,serbice - public, school, academic anV .

special - can be better handled at the local ZeveZ. Therefore, I believe that
in the years ahead we must move beyond the regional systems to develop pro-
grams that will encourage coordinated efforts by different types of'Zibrarie
and other agencies at the community ZeveZ. The iMportance of this concept
has been recognized in two recent publications which should provide some I<
guidance for us: Total Community Library Service and.A Strategy For Public
Library Change.

Theconferiee on Total Community Library Service pZaced great emphasis
l'

on consi4i9cg,new lays for public libraries to work more effectively with
iehools and school libraries. Some of the reports and recommendations relate
to concerns we have isn Fitchburg and may be of value t(the.Commission in
considering new directions for federal aid programs. TN Conference recog-
nized that students require both public iibrary and school libraryser.vices
and caZZed attention to trends that are bringing public libraries, school li-
braries, schools and other agencies closer together. In Massachusetts the
recent development of school Zibraries, the improvement of state coZZege Zi-
br ies and the appearance of new community agency are making the need for
a ordinated effort at the local ZeveZ more obviou . The situation in
Fitchburg g in this respect is not unique. Up until t e early 1960's t' e Public
Library w&s the principal source of library service for aZZ segments of this
community. Elementary and junior high school libraries were non-existent; a
roam the size of a large classroom served as the high school library; an old
gymansium housed a small coZZection of books at the Stdte Teacher's College(
Within recent years we have witnessed the rapid development of the Fitchburg
College Library, which wiZZ soon move in a new $6,000,000 facility; initia-
tion of library service at the city's twl'

ip

junior high schools and several I

;)
(

3
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elementary schools; the biith of a regional vocational technical school and
a community college. Furthermore, the growing use of audiovisual materials
and television in the schools at a time when the public library is making
such materials and equil3ment available presents opportunities for interagency
programs in this comparatively new field of education: For example, the
director of audiovisual service's for the Fitchburg School System, has discussed
with us the desirabirity of cataloguing non-print materials for several
agencies on a cooperative basis to produce a union catalog of these materials
for the public and various agencies of our area.

Despite the obvious need for interagency ventures at al level,
little is being accomplished for several reasons. Som argue that 's the

professional's responsibility to initiatg and devel such cooperative pro--
grams and that outside funding and/or new organizational structures are not
required to achieve these goals. If this be the case the problem could be
handled by the profession at large, which appears to be the current situa-
tion. Howevef, the Commission might help by recommending ways in {'hick

members of different-professions might work together to develop new strate-
gies.far cleating withommon concerns with the hope that the results of such
meetings will make their way down to the local level.

Unfortunate ly, the chances of such cross fertilization occurring between
professionp without outside help is not bright. Although there are several
trends that may change this situation, there are still too few examples of
successful and significant programs involving public librvies and schools.
Many teachers continue to place a low value on the role. the library can play
in education, and many public librarians exhibit negative attitudes toward
teachers because of their experience with what they consider unrealistic li-
brary assignments, unwarranted requests for special9services, such as film
service, etc. At the state level in Massachusetts attempts in recent )gears
to create an umbrella, organization for public, school and academic librarians
within the Massachusetts Library Association have failed and a proposal to .

merge the Massachusetts School Library Association and the Massachusetts
'Audiovisual Association was voted down.

A case can be made for doing something move about coordinating library
service at the community level. In the 'Conference on Total Community Library
Service J. Lloyd Trump called for a completely new-approach. He,claiJw that
"until somebody co es up with community coordination in the form of a com-
munity director a board of learning resources, conferences-ofthis type
will be a pleasant e ence and nothing more.", No doubt others.have recom-
mended this concept, 7.nci ding EMerson Greenaway in an article that appeared
a few years ago concerni school and public library service. Certainly I
do not presume to su t a ready answer to this problem. I do want to call
your attention to the need for this type of coordination and suggest that' its
desirability and feasibility may differ greatly depending-upon the size of
the community. More prototypes such as the Philadelphia Action Plan and the
Olney Project are needed to answer some of our questions/ and therefore, 'the
Commission might consider recommending a federal program that would fund

such experirlental projects,

7
Mr. KISSNER: I am not going to go over my written testimony, but I
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would like to point out that what I attempted to do there was to give you

my experience as the Chief Librarian of the Fitchburg Public Library which

serve's a city of 43,000, and since 1962 has served as,a regional resource

center as part of the regional system program in Massachusetts. I have in-

dicated what has happened to us as a result of that program and the benefits

that the users have found.

4

My second concern had to do with a coordinated program at the local

level, and I would like to react very briefly to your draft statement which

I received on Monday, and specifically limit my remarks to the second con-
,

cern that 1 have.

It seems to me one of our most important concerns is the development

of a coordinated program of the natiollrbraries, information centers,and"

other knowledge resources to make sure that they evolve as part of an integ-

rated national plan. It seems to me that among the results of this develop-
_

ment should be a coordinated library program at the local leve). lim not

quite sure that this is a great concern of yours, as I read your, statement.

It seems to me that this is essential if we are to achieve the pal which

you state in your draft, "Each citizen be alile to gairr access to the per-

tinent part of the total information resources which interest him," and I

, am looking at the user at the very-local level. I.would like tq suggest a

feW points that seem important to me.

Number One, this integrated program must be built from the ground up

as
(
well as from the top down. I think you make that point in your statement:

"That the national plan must encourage better articulation of services at

therlocal level," and somenoiw encourage us at the local level to develop a

clearer definition of the roles of the different agencies at the local

level, generally speaking, and with respect to specific services.

Also, it seems,to me, the national plan must encourage us to carry out
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a needs analysis at the local level'ith respect to our local publics to in-

sure that the system will provide meaningful and useful information to the

people we serve.

As I see it from my somewhat imited pointjbf view in Massachusetts,

we seem to have three systems developing: the public lib ary system, the

school library system,'and academic and research library programs. There

seems to be no coordination to any extent of 'these programs at a place like

Fitchburg. The user makes contact with any one of the three, but he cannot

,

be assured of getting service from the totality if he makes contact with

one of the three.

I would like to illustrate one rather small point that is of current

concern to us, and /hat has to do with film service; I would like td make a

few statements about film service and express my concern in this way.

First of all, 16 millimeter film service is a somewhat special and ex-

pensive yet increasingly important library service. During the past decade

we have experienced the reappealance of older film classics and the use of

these films for significant purposes in the community and in the schools.

For the past calendar year our 'ibrary repolted a greater number of individu-
,

* al viewing films borrowed from the library than the total number of books

borrowed, and I don't think this is unusual where a library provides rod

Alis;
film service. The ihree regional systems in Massachusetts that provide

this service.find it necessary to impose restrictions on the use of films

At
( in schools. This is not unusual, and I believe that the American Library

Association policy in this regard recommendi a rather separate public li-

brary film service to the community with no atte me.t to meet the needs of

04 schoo's.

'the argument for this, .I think, is justified and points out that if we

permit the schdols to dominate the use of a service planned fo4 the com-

a'

at
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r munity, we infringe upon the opportunity of the community to obtain this

service. The schools must develop their own resources of 16 millimeter films.

. It seems to me that there is an alternative that might be considered and

relates to my concern that we somehow find new ways of.coor mating our ef-

forts at the local level,

z
1 would like to suggest that we try to find a way in'whichlthe schools

can be encouraged to contribute to the supp\one of the regional public library

film service, especially for special types of films that can be effectively

shared by these two agencies, such as feature film classics, film on con-

temporary issues and so on. I am not suggesting that we attempt to take over

the responsibilily.of the schools for providing specific curriculum-related

materials in this area. I just illustrate it as a very.specific service

-
that I think is a problem and as an example of a problem that may be re-

,

solved by providiNg coordinated service at the local level.

Ms. WU: I am quite interested in your suggestion to coordinate the

film service between the school district and the public library syStem,

think it has something to do with tax structure, because when the tax goes
OK

to the school district, the school district is supposed to provide materials

for the use of the schools, for the teachers; and when the tax goes to the

(

public li, brary system, the public library has another fund for its own

collection.

How would you advise the Commission to go aboqt this? An other words, 1

can we coordinate the film service or collections between the two systems?

Mr. KiSSKER: Well, one way would be to consider providing some kind

of incentive funding whereby the schools might be reimbursed to some extent

...

for..their contribution to what is now a public library program. For example,

/

one suggestion of the director o lo-visual services oftheiLity of

Fitchburg is that his teachers be allowed to continue to use the film service



but that time a use is made, an assessment be
N.

system of the city of Fitchburg. The credit

time on the basis of use by the school syste
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to the public school

umulated over a period of

- - -

Id in turn purchase films

to add to the collection to providtioduplicate copies of that ark

creating problems for us now. It could be that a federal progr

state program might match' whatever the schools contribute.

r even a

Right now we are getting funds from the state through the regional

program for the film service. We had been obtaining additional support from

the federal government, which to some extent created this problem because

we did get significant support for about four or five years. The film ser-

vice was increased to the point here it became valuable to the schools,

and now we have a very valuable resource, but I am not quite sure that it

is being used as effectively as it could be. Perhaps with some kind of

shared funding from the schoo-ls for this service in certain areas -- 1 am

not suggesting that it take the place of/the basic film service that the

schools require; Ipt in ceTin areas, such as the provision Of 16-millimeter

feature films and certain other kinds_ of it might be advisable to

share responsibility for funding.

Once again, I really don't want., to get into this in any detail unless /

you feel very strongly about it, because I 'am not a film specialist, be-

cause there are ocher people in the state who know much more about it than

I do; but I want to state that it is a problem and something we can overcome

by some kind of coordinated effort at the local level.

Mr. LERNER: You say, Mr. Kissner, in one part of your testimony that

the public does 9bi restrictitt use of public libraries because of municipal

or even state boundaries. We had testimony once in Atlanta by a librarian

from Mobile, Alabama, who said that they draw from Florida' and Mississippi

and they entouraged it, On the other hand, we have had testimony from a li-'

eta
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NI/

, brarian from Detroit sayine'"Well, we don't want ',those-,people' coming in

to use our library." It was a suburban library.

Cah\you give us your experiences regarding the reciprocal borrowing

obviously on an interstate service, and also, if you can, expand that into

the areas of large metropolitan areas in relationsh4 between suburban and

inner city reciprocal borrowing?

Mr. KISSNER: Well, I don't think I am prepared to speak for large

urban and suburban metropolitan areas, having had very little experience in

that. In our own situation, where we are a small factory community of

43,00D, but a business area for 180,000 people in north central Massachusetts,

which includes about five or six towns in southern New Hampshire, we have

encour g d this primarily because the state encourages us to do so by provid-

ing us with reimbursement for extending our services to people outside the

.city of Fitchburg. Even before the state program in 1962, many of your

braries were permitting individuals working in the community but'who lived

outside to use the librany; but since 1962 we have permitted anyone within

the state to use the library. Beginning now, this fall, we are permitting

people in the southern New Hampshrie arep to use the library as well, justi-

fying it on the basis that it is to the advantage of the city of Fitchburg

to entice people from southern New iampshire to come down to the city to shop.

I was surprised myself, as I indiated in my testimony, that.whereas

about ten years ago abobt twenty percent'of our registered cardholder's were

not residents of the city of Fitchburg, last year we found that more than

fifty percent of people requesting new cards lived outside of the city of

,Fitchburg.

Ms. WU: Do the have to pay.a fee?

Mr. KISSNER: There is no fee, no.,

Ms. W . That is the reciprocal agreement?

4
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Mr. KISSNER: Yes. Within our program, as you probably know, at least

within central Massachusetts, I should say, we have a reciprocal borrowing

plan that is honored by, I believe, all o(the seventy libraries in ur region.

Mr. LORENZ: Will the Worcester regional and the Fitchburg subregi n 1

continue to prosper with state, regional and local funds, even

A funds may be discontinued?

Mr. KISSNER: I don't think loio for certain kinds of ser

ugh f ral

and one of

them that I mentioned is the film services. We just don't g gh funding

for that, even though we get support from the state.. It will continue to

exist, but I am not sure that it will continue to prosper unless we get this

additional support for certain kinds of special services, such as the film

service. I know we did get some support in terms of intercommunication be-s

tween the regions.

The e are m y ways in which federal funds could help us, but right

now, for exa e, getting back to film service, although we have extensive

inter-library loans on print materials (there is no problem there within

the three regions), we do not share the film collections partly because of

the terrific demand on these films and the fact that each region cannot ex-

tend its collection beyond the region itself. I think this is one way in

which the federal funds can be used to pro ide greater coordination of and
I

withinsharing' in all of our services within the

Ms. MOORE: Mr. Kissner, (wanted to u a question about the in-
4

service training which you are able to, give under your regional program to
116

libraries affiliated with you. Will you be able to continue that without

the federal funds?

Mr. KISSNER: I really cannot speak to that point. I just mentioned

-that, as one benefit to the member libraries, Barbara Weaver, the regional

administrator, and,Joseph Hopkins, the head librarian in the Worcester

94 4

I

L
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Public Library and the-contracting agent for the program, are directly.

responsible for this kind of service to the member libraries. My role is

that of director of a resource ce ter in the northern part of the region:, we

not assume any responsibilities fbr this kind of activity, so I reblly

can ot answer that question.
I

. MOORE:. I take t that these are non-professional librarians Who

serve some smaller libraries? .

.Mr. KLSSNER: 'Some of them are, althoug some of them are graduates

from library schools. But this is true of a good share of them because

these are very small communities for the most part and the staff do not.have

full professional education.

Ms. MOORE1 I relate to this because the other sophisticated members

of this Commission do not feel, I am afraid, sympathy with these kinds of

problems at the local level where you Kaye this sort of- situation.

While I am talking, I am sure the Chairman would concur, and all of

the members of this Commission would, that you take our warm greetings. to

Mrs. Wallace, who was a member of our Commission who preceded this one.. Of

coutse, she has long been recognized for her fine work for libraries and I

am sure we,would like to be remembered to her, if you would be so kind.

Mr. KISSNER: I know she wovld greatly appreciate that because she has
1 T

followed this Commission and she appreciates receiving the information that

she has received about your work; I know because I ave discussed thisnNith

her only recently. Thank you very much,Mrs. Moore.
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WRITTEN STATEMENT

The greatest need of libraries in America today is to make more effec-
tive utilization of their collective resources. It is true that gains have
been made toward this end throitgh the use of new procedures and electronic

ni

technology. Most of these gains, however, have not seriously affect the
.relationships among libraries, and thus do little toward broad the.re -

sources available at any one library by allowing improved access by its users
to other libraries. The effective utilization of library resources means that
there must be attempts made to increase the sharing of materiels and informa-
tion among libraries, that new channels, of information must be opened not oily
to and from libraries, but between libraries. The challenge that awaits us
now is to create functioning and useful networks of information agencies.

If libraries were to be subjected to an impartial but comprehensive in-
vestigation of their use of public plonies, the resulting scandal would blacken
the'positive image of the library in America for years to come., Such an in-
vestigation would show that, despite a century of concern about duplication of
effort and years of warnings about the folly of libraries trying(still) to
become individually self-sufficient in their holdings, most libraries continue
to operate in relativ6sisolation from others.

of 'course there is inte library cooperation, and 'library consortia and
networks do exist. NPAC CLC, 3Rs, ILL, NELINET, MINITEX, HILL, and FAVL are
well-known examples of different kinds of interlibrary cooperation. Some have
been quite successful. Yet, on the whole, it appears that the vast upwelling
of cooperative spirit and activity that has been the sub' of so much of the ,

recent libraryfliterature is in good part talk and pio .ntention, or perhaps
just talk. Relatively few solid, continuing achievements ave been made.

Cooperation is almost always difficult. It invariably involves a celin
loss of autonomy for the participating parties, and autonomy, particularly
fiscaZ autonomy, is jealously guarded by most library administrators and over-
seers. Even if a librarian desires to engage his library, in cooperative ac-
tivities with other libraries, he often cannot justify to his board or admin-
istration the expenditure of library monies on projects over which neither he
nor they have absolute or even overriding control. Countless inteNibrary

. projects have failed because of inadequate funding. Very substantial bene-
fits must be shown before such funding is likely to come from libraries them-
selves, leaving us with a chicken and egg situation.

As wg have found in Worcester, howev r, even modest outside funding is
sufficient to lower this barrier to coop ration. The entire support of-the
Coordin or's office, after 2 172 years of primary dependence upon outside
sources, is now being undertaken by the member institutions. Such support
cot& never have been obtained Ott the.outset before benefits-had been
'adequately demonstrated.

Funds, must be made available on a consistent, national basis "to encourage

the development of new library consortia and other interlibrary activitie,

.) A
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and to allow existing` consortia to experiment with new cooperative programs.
Local consortium membership_in Larger, regional consortia should also be n-

4'.-

couraged. The Worcester Area Cooperating Libraries has joined NELIN in a

natural alliance -- NELINET, with the greater resources, is prOving c. uter-
based information-handling capability.; while WACL, composed of libraries in
close phygical proximity to one another, is concentrating on the exchange of
actual library materials. The(fbrmer is essential in order for the Latter to
be carried out. This model deserves exploration in a variety of contexts.

Sharing of resources is in part dependent upon the adaptation of new tech-
nologies to the library arena. Thus there should also be funding for research
in thisareg. Money has been spent in library research on the application of
computers, video, and the like to library situations. Such support should
continue, with particular relevance, however, to cooperative users of,them.

,

.Sharing of resources is dependent also upon the ability and willingness
of people to use the new technology cooperdriDely. Very Uttle research has.
been carried out in this area. It is badly needed.

. .

Facilitating the sharing of informational resources is a meaningless ex-

ercise if the resources that people need are not in the library. The library

cannot be a universal information source. It can, however, adapt-to needs of
those it serves: Too little is known'about how people go about obtaining'the
information they need, whether they do in fact obtain it, or what,the nature
of that information is., We should be trying to find out systbmatically, at
all levels of social conduct: '

, k
I

ir

It all means money, of co se. I 'would suggest, however, that much of
the moneyis already available and going to libraries, but for the wrong
purposes. The HEA Title IIa program, for example, encourages duplication of
materials. More of those moni4b ,should, go to consortia. A larger proportion
of LSCA funds should go to Title III, which would do more than anything also
to.encourage More multi-type i4tertibrary cooperation. NIH, NSF, NEH, and
OE funding of library research should be better coordinated, and more em-
phasis placed upon developing viable mechanisms for sharing of resources .
among libraries and other information agencies:

Information is an increasingly valuable commodity in our culture. If
libraries cannot effectively provide it,,they may well be by-passed as vital

parts of the vast information exchange which society is becoming, and recede
to a status more in keeping with the common stereotype of the library.

LOCAL AND'REGiONAL LIBRARY CONSORTIA

A Discussion Paper Prepared for the NELINET
Executive Committee, February 21, 1973,

Wtthin New England there aretwo dozen or more sub-regional library co-
operative organizations, including various kinds of consortia. public library
systems, and more limited purpose, informal cooperative groups. NELINET has

formal ties with two of these organizations, e Worcester Area Cooperating
Libraries and the Boston Thdological Institutes, both ofg.,hid72 are members

of NELINET. In addition, it has an informal rel ionship with the New
Hampshire College and University Council.

Questions have been raised as to how these and other similar organizations '



should relate to NELINET and, perhaps more importantly, how the local and
regional efforts affect one another. Most cooperative library organizations

have essentially the same general purpose: to provide more effective 'li-

brary service through the sharing of resources -- money, materials, and

people. Specific goals vary considerably, however. The primary goal of

NELJNET is to reduce the rate of increase in the costs of processing library
information. 'he major goal of WACL, on the other hared, is to ma7<e more

effective use of the library resources of its membership.

Functional Differences

This difference in major objective should not be taken as an indica-
tion of a wholesale difference between the two consortia -- both hold the
other's main goal as a secondary objective. Yet there is stiZZ a difference:

the local consortium is generaZly more directly concerned with service to

-the library user. ne local consortium usually consists of a geographically
"natural" grouping of libraries (subject library consortia often excepted),
among'whichrmaterials sharing is usually easier than with libraries Zocated

at a greater distance. Thus the local consortium would seert to fill an
"ecological niche" that may be unsuited to the regional consortium. The Zi-

braries of Worcester would hardly expect NELINET to provide some of the
services that WACL does, such as twice-daily interlibrary book delivery.

The regional consortium, because of the distance factor, must almost
of necessity con4entrate on handting data rather than materials. Centrali--

zed processing of new materials is a possible exception to this "rule ",

but the amount of axtonomy that individual libraries and'local library con-

sortia must relinuf,sh to the regional center in such an arrangement is a
serious stumbling block to the success of that kind of cooperative effort.
Witness the fate of the Colorado centralized processing project. The

Massachusetts BCL effort has succeeded so weZZ because the central authority,

in this case the state, hack the fiscal control.

Thus the regional consortium usually attempts to provide regional com-

oputing facilities for the technical services. Corirputers can be made to act

'efficiently upon certain kinds of library data at a distance. This ef-

ficiency increases as the number of libraries using the facility tncreas

up to a limit.

87

Economy of scale, then, provides strong reason for local consor is to

participate in ,regional network data processing. To do such proce ing

locally may be much more costly, particularly if it means that a arge,

general-purpose computing system serving, a variety of users mus be utili-

zed. If, however, a dedicated mini-computer can be used, the aZance may tip

toward the local effort for some library functions. This seers not to be

true of cataloguing which, as accomplished with the OCLC sy em, provides

economies through the widespread sharing of data. It requ res a fai,ply large

CPU for the complex functions required by shared cataZogu ng. Serials

control may also, benefit from a sharing of data, althoug tjze argument Seems

less strong. The regional system would appear to be,Ze, ikely to hold

advantages in the area of ordering. This would be particularly so, if ease

of resource sharing among libraries is in part,..g function of the distance

between the libraries in question, making success in acquisitions c ordina- .

tion (and subsequent sharing of acquired matert ) more probable On a local.

level. A local cooperative ordering system probably be better adapted

to the conditions presented by a specific coordination scheme.
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Circulation control also, because of inter-institutional sharing and
a relatively high volume of transactions, may be better accomplished on the
local &Operative level.

These considerations assume, of course, that most libraries are geo-
graphically located in relatively close proximity to other libraries with
which theselkinde of cooperation are possible. There are probably few
New England libraries for which this would not obtain. *J. am ignoring here
the political problems inherent in the creation.of viable Local consortia,
hdwever.

Would widespread Local cooperative activity weaken the regional con-
sortilm? On the contrary, in some ways it may in fact strengthen the Larger
effor ,Libraries would affiliate' with it in blocks, as has happened with
WACL and BTI in NELINET. The mere existence of a Local consortipm apparently
aids in dispOsing reluctant librarians to join in a regional effort. Local
consortium staff can assist in the development and implementation of regional
systems perhaps to a greater extent than can the staffs of individual li-
braries. In addition, local processing systems could in fact be developed

'by,the Larger network and then 1,nstalled within the individual consortia
throughout:, the-region, much as replication of the OCLC system is being plan-
ned in various Parts of the country. Such a scheme would facilitate inter-
facing of the local and regional computer systems.

In considering alternatives such as these we must not reject out of
.hand the possibility that the OCLC dream of cataloguing, ordering, serials,
and circulation processing all on one large, central. computer may not prove
effective and economical. Conversely, we must not accept the entire dream
without questioning its practicality for each of the functions mentioned.

Problems

There are dangers in creating formal relcitiOnships tweeN, local.and

regional library consortia. One is that a multi-state egional development
effort is almost certainly more difficult to fund fro within the region
than is a project that does not traverse state lines. Funding from a
national source would obviate this problem, but sue ,p4nding is becoming
more scarce, particrelaky for haMware-oriented pro sals such as a computer
system.

Another potential danger is that the regional activities could con-
ceivably undermine purely local cooperatioh. If the regional activities
offer greater cost benefits than the complementary local activities, and if
each library is a node in the regional computer network, the primary focus
may be given tb the regional effort, and worth-while local activities could
languish. This situation could be hastened if the regional consortium be-
Came quite powerful and its staff did not perceive the advantages and the
often tenuous nature of Local cooperation.

There is another aspect of this as well. I have looked at library
cooperation particularly as it facilitates processing. There are, of course,
other areas in which cooperation is being carried out: reference services,

direct cross-bo24rowing, development of media centers, central storage, docu-
ment delivery, micro-filming, and document preservation, to, cite some of the
more common examples. Only a few of these hat)e been alluded to above, and

k.f
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none has been dealt with in any d5tail. My discussion thus reflects what

seems generally to be the emphasj.s in most deliberations dbout regibnal co,

operation: the computer-based rocessing capability precedes all else. /

Perhaps this is necessary, theft there would be no regional deliberation if

it were not for this concept. I have suggested as much here. Yet, t li-

brary may be in danger of becoming an efficient but umffective prov'der of

the kinds.and forms of information needed by our changing society, d corn;

puter -based anachronism. Perhaps we should be'looking more at 4.rvot in-

formation services, at cooperative means of developing multi-media capa7 -----'---,

bilities, or at new forms of library service, such as utilization of CATV

and other means of delivering information beyond the library wails. Some

of these things are now being attempted on a local level. Such efforts

should be encouraged. Regional and even national networks are of value only

as they can keep costs down and enhance service. If there is less service

to enhance, because informai5W is being obtained elsewhere than from the

library, will we have gained anything for our labors?

One of the reasons for forming library consortia has been to reduce

duplication of effort. We are now faced with the spectacle of having moved

from duplication among indivaidual libraries to duplication among library

networks. Actual or threatened competition between various library network

is not at all unusual. Consider the proposed Harvard- Yale - Columbia -New York

Public cataloguing system. Consider the UMass system. What if several /

local consortia in New England decide to install Bibnet (if that becomes/

possible)? Economics of scale are going to evaporate if extensive dup /ica-

tion does develop. Ultimately, one or two systems may succeed and th s

keep otkers from being implemented. If several are implemented, how, ver,

some may ,have to fail. `I

It does not appear that there is any easy way to inhibit dupi/icatiofi

at this state. Some mechanism for bringing together represents ves of li-

brary consortia, including public library systems, in New Eng on a

regular basis may have some effect. Perhaps one of the profeeSional

associations could be induced to sponsor a conference out of which such a

mechanism might'pmerge.

Conclusion
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Mr. DEBUSE: I would just like to comment todaybriefly on your draft

proposal for a national program or a national library service.

I 4 !,t.

.

A number of functional relationships, actual and gpothetical, among

different levels of interlib cooperative organiza 'ons have been touched

upon. Organizational relationships will in some measure be determined by

whatever form of functional relationships ultimately" develop, tempered by

political considerations. We will eventually have/to face up to the prob-

lems in these areas as well. For now, however, io is important that we

understand what can be done at each of the various levels of library or-

ganization. Until we can see what RUNK, the New England Library Board,

WACL, BTI, state library networks, and all of the other cooperative organi-

zations in New England can and should each be doing, we are not going to be

able to obtain the optimum benefits possible from cooperation.
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Chairman BURKHARDT: Before you do, I bight say, for the benefit of the

rest 'of the audience that we sent Out to all of the witnesses who were listed

a draft proposal of anew federal program which is very, tentative and is the

'first step in what we think the Commission' really ought to be concerned with,

and that is the draf'ti'ng ora national program, and the witnesses have had

copies of that. i believe there are some copies available fo'r those of you

who would like to*pick one up. Our purpose in disseminating this is to get

as much response to' it as we can at this stage so that we can refine-and

build it into something,that is really, substantial and accurate and reflects

r1
t needs and the suggestions of both the experts,and.the general user of li-

bries and information.
1

1

',So_now, Mr. DeBuse, will you make your comment- please.

Mr. DEBUSE: As someone who has worked actively in the a ga of inter

lib ary cooperation, I certainly endorse the apprOa4 that is pres nted here,

but I would like'to voice a word of caution.

In your proposal, .and in my written testimony that I,haVe given 'to you

as well, I see something of a tendency toward seeing the networ or networking

as a panacea for lAbfarian information problems, and; think this is a mistake.

DiTtance and access are not the only problems that Have to be solved. Indeed,

I think there are ,some other problems that come bef re these.

Let us go baok.to the interstate highways aga n. In your proposal you

make the analogy "between an interstate highway syst m and a national intorma-

tion network, and this is,' I think, 'a .val id analog ; but keep in mind that
470

with the interstate highway system there haVe been vast social and physical

.

and environmental readjustments caused by the development by specialists of

this elaborate network. I would suggest that wha we ought to be considering

before we propose a national network is some sor of social- informational-

environmental impact study. Specifically, "I thi k we ought to look at the

It
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first,two assumptions in your list of priorities and objectives In planning

librarianlinformation services for the nation.

Number one is'users - to identify the various types of users and to de-

termine their information needs.

The second one is to determine the adequacy and efficiencies'of current

library,and information services. I don't think that your proposal takes

these,,into adequate account.

Anational bibliographic network modeled after the OCLC network is go-

ing to be,useful to a very small proportion of the population. I /th -irrk we

have to look more carefully at the vehicle of information, not the roadway
/
/ . .

.

or the pathway -- the network -- but the means by which information is con-
.

tatned -- the book, the film, the video tape, whatever -- and determine how

these are being used, how effectively these are being used and what alterna-

tives there are to them.

'How do people obtain the Information they need for everyday living, for

business, for research, for scholarly work? i don't think that this question

has been satisfactorily answered. The social implications of any,network are

going to be immense, and i think that we should take a good long look at these

basic questionlefore we start designing the network. I would suggest that

it is up,to the ComMission and other national agencies to try to determine

what the social impact of various kinds of informational networks might be.

Mr. LORENZ: Can you tell us specifically whether your Cooperative is

made up of all types of libraries, and then specifically how are you using

NECINET?

Mr. DEBUSE: The Cooperative is made up of fifteen libraries: academic,

in,Ouding university, college and junior college; public library and special

research library. The medical library and the Worcester Foundation for Ex-

perimental Technology, the Art Museum Library and)the Antiquarian Society
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would be special libraries. We have not involved ourselves formally with

school libraries at this point, although I certainly anticipate being able

te4s.rticulate In the future with those as well.

Mr. LORENZ: Those member libraries are givio9 you financial support,

cash support?

0" Mr. DEBUSEt Yes, and I might point out that we have had funding from

federal sources through the state, that is, LSCA. We have had other funding

from local private sources. This year for the first time they fifteen li-

braries are paying the entire cost of the development offiA which I head; it

is a very small office, but it is a significant step. I don't think there is

any pOssibility that three .or four years ago they would have considered

spending this amount of money to Set up this office when they had no know-

ledge of what good might come of it.

Mr. LORENZ: Could you give us a rough estimate of what degree. of 11-

brary use your Cooperative represents in your region?

Mr. DEBUSE: I am not exactly certain how you mean that

Mr. LORENZ: Well, of all of the libraries serviced in qt area, how

much would be represented by the libraries that suppOft this R ogram?

Mr. DEBUSE: I see. The school libraries are thL major group that is

not represented. I am not quite certain what proportion they might represent,

but outside of the school libraries, close to ninety or ninety-five percent

the librariei'are involved with our cooperative tn one way or'enother.

Mr. LORENZ: Then going on to theisecond part of my question now, are

you using NELINET?
\

Mr. DEBUSE: Let me point out that the Worcestet COoperative Libraries
;

is itself a member of NELINET and as such we are installing termlnOs on the

shared cataloging system now in operation with OCLC throbgh NELINET. We are

already,operating in\two libraries and anticipate expandi g soon to two more,

,11!, 103
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and I, hope to be able to continue until all are involved. ,When I ways brought

into this Cooperative, the stated objective was to devejopcomputer-based

cooperative processing capability, and it seemed to me foolish to do thi.s

when it was being done elsewhere, so we are now developing these capabilities

through the,larger network which is likely a more cost'axneficiaryay of go-

ing about ith

WI might comment further on your draft proposal, you state that you

want to maintain the same degree of autonomy for lgCal libraries that

been traditrtnally the case. I don't see any sort ornetwork cooperative

that is g9ing to maintain the same degree of autonomy for the individual li-
.

brary. Cooperation necessitates giving up some'Clegree of autonomy.

Mr. LERNER: Mr. DeBuse, you referred to the InformaVon delivery capa-

bility of CATV in your paper. Let the ask a couple of questions on that.

Number one, within your system now, do you see cable as a delivery

system through CRT data bank into the home, or do we limit it to story hours

on video tape? In what areas do you think it really has meaning?

Mr. DEBUSE: At the moment no one in our group is using CATV. There is

cable television in the area,'but it is relatively undeveloped. We are ex-

ploring this technology now.

From the use of the system, I think, a great deal has been made of 'CATV

reference service,which I think at this point is probably not very success-

ful and will not be for some time. I do feel that once you combine the CATV

system with the computer syitem as you suggested, significant benefits will'

be possible. A two-way CATV system would be required, and these are expen-

sive. They are being installed very rarely now. I am not going to rule out

the story hours or video reference or any other kind of informational ser-

vice that the library might be able to provide through that channel, through

I

that cable. I think it is wide open.
eel

1.0.1
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Mr. AINESOYour dotument that you provided us is an extraordinary state-

ment of honest views.'

Mr. DEBUSE: Thank you.

Mr. AINES: For example, in your last statement you point out that in-
.

formation is an increasingly valuable commodity in our culture and that if

libraries cannot effectively provide it, they may well be bypassed as vital

parts of the vast information exchange which society.is becoming and recede

to a status more in keeping wi,tp the common stereotype of the library.

Let me read one more item and then F will ask you to comment on these as

you wish: "If libraries were to be subjected to an impartial but comprehen-

. sive investigation of the use of public monies, the resulting scandal would

blacken the positive image in America. for years to come."

. Now; these are pretty strong statements and
I know you feel strongly

enough to put them in. You might want to ela rate a bit for us on that.

Mr. DEBUSE: Well, I would find it very tlifficult to prove the second

statement that you cite, but I o feel from my work in interlibrary coopera-

tion,tion, from what I have been t, e to see just with the Worcester area, that

there is a tremendous amount of duplication that is unneeded. I might point

also to a tremendous amount of needed duplication that doe0not exist, so

there is another'side to this story as welt.

Librarians and non-librarians alike are getting away from the idea that

every library must be self-sufficient, and certainly in the public library

field the concept of sharing-has been relatively well,developed, as within
4

the central Massachusetts Regional Library System; I would wager that there

is even there a vast amount of really unnecessary duplication.

I don't want to dwell on this too long because it is omething that many

people have pointed out,/and maybe, even, there is not as h duplication on

a national scale as we might imagine, but from my experience, I would not

'
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accept this latter possibility.

Mr. LORENZ: Are there'other examples of your kind of cooperative ,in

Massachusetts or New England that you know of?

Mr. DEBUSE: Well, there are other cooperatives, yes. Some of them are ,

in various stages of development, some of them carry out programs that I think

that we in Worcester would like to, but so far are unable to. To my knowledge,

thgugh, there are very few local cooperatives such as ours, where the member

libraries have made a point to.make the thrust of their effort through a

central planning office rather than getting together and trying to plan pro-

grams with their internal staffs.

Anyone can devOlop a union list of serials, for example, and everyone
/

does.; we have. We are right now, however, trying to develop a list of non-

prini'materials and institutional guidelines for the lending of these meter-...d

ials. That is more difficult, and i would suggest that this kind of project

would be virtually impossible without some kind of central office or cenral

person to deal with Lt.

Mr. LORENZ: Is there a basic description of what,you are doing in print

somewhere?

Mr. DEBUSE: I have had occasional newsletters which collectively des-

cribe what we are doing, but as a surver),,no.
f

Mr. LORENZ: i would like to see what you' have in print, and I, think

,

other members of the Commission TA also; seems to me that what we are

hearing from you comes clo r to an element of the network plan that the

/-

Commission it consid ring than almost anything else that I have heard in terms

of a regional plication.

Ms- MCDRE: Is your central office funded, from each of the fifteen li-

,-
braries and.do they have a share equally, or how 15 yoUr office funded?

Mr. DEBUSE: 'It is funded by the fifteen libraries, but on a` unequal
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basis, with assessed fees for both the operating program and for the develop-
t

menteffort. Assessments vary on the basis of book budget, which rs not en-
......"'

tirely fair but is the best means that we could arrive at.

Ms. MOORE: I am sure you have also had the uneqUal contributions from

revenue-sharing that has caused th / probfem.

Mr. DEBUSE: I am not quite certain what you mean by that. To my know-
,

ledge, and I may be krong i) this, there are no revenue-sharing funds being

used for libraries withek our immediate area.

Ms. MOORE: Do you mean none of the libraries in your immediate area are

getting federal funds?

Mr..DEBUSE: Well, keep in mind that the public library, the Worcester

Public Library, is the only public Ilbrary that is directly involved in WACL.

Ms. MOORE: I didn't understand that.

A
Mr. DEBUSE: Yes.

Mr. BECKER: Mr. DeBuse, I am inclined to say that I like to think that-

your idea of a social-environmentalimpact study is a very useful -one. Did

you do anything like it prior to the establishment of your Cooperative

J. system? What actually prompted Its establishipent? Was It social need or was
Oy

it economy?

Mr. DEBUSE: It certainly was not sociii need. It was economy, and no,,

nothing of that sort was done. I have proposed that rye embark upon that kind

of study within our area. There is some agreement that, "Yes, we should do

that," but it has ended up way down the list of priorities. ft is_not going

tO be funded unless I can somehow find.the time to really push it. "Yet .if

I do that, I will not be accomplishing the things that J am expected to ac-

complish. So I am really in a bind in that regard. 4

Chairman BURKHARDT: Mr. DeBuse, I do. want, to urge you to send us your

comments on the national plan, especially, on those aspects of our draft which ,
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'you think have been neglected at the expense of the emphasis on networking.

We would be very interested in kearing' from you on that; and that, I should

say, goes for any other witnesses. We do welcome your comments on,it and

hope that you will write to us about it.

NOLAN" LUSHINGTON

Director, Greenwich Library
Greenwich, Connecticut

WRITTEN TESTIMONY

I

1

This is in reply to your request for written testimony dated July 10,
1973.

As I understand it you would Zile us to choose one of the six topics
'mentioned in your letter to comment upon. Therefore I am aiming this letter ,
at No. 2 - Priorities_for Service, with perhaps some side comments on No. 3
Regional Resource Centers.

It seems to me that- national planning shou'ld obvimisly be directed at

coordinating state and regional level planning that is in existence. There-

fore, I think it would be useful to establish some kind of structured liaison,
relationships between the National Commission oi Libraries, the American Li-
brary Association, the New England Library Association and the various state
4brary agencies. This will be needed especially in coordinating the develop-
ment of service to the unserved Since all too often service to the unserved
has fallen into oLcrack between local library service and state library ser-
vi60. An example of how this could be coordinated might be the question of
who, are the unserved. Librarians have constantly been requesting money and
thinking about innovative concepts for serving, these unserved people. However,

there seems to be no general agreement in the profession on how they can be
identified orcharacterized and there are very few surveys of non-library
users in the literature. Perhaps the National Commission could concentrate on
research to uncover various characteristics of the unserved. For example, a
profile of the typical non-library user would be extremely helpful with an
emphasis on ways in which the non-library user can be reached. I would see

the National Commission's primary role as a switching station whose function
it is to pass research information from the university and researchers into
the field in general where it can be utilized for improving programs. in this
connection regional resoFce centers are in many cases ill equipped to provide

. the kinds of general research on which their services should be based. For ,

example, regional resource centersooften try to set up information centers to
service questions that cannot be answered on the local level. It is very dif-
ficult for these regional resource centers to do this since se little info
tion is available on the cost of answering a typical non-local reference que
tion. Research on this i4 not generally available.inthe field even though it
may exist in Higher level educational institutions. It is important for us to

know a little bit more about how regional resource centers kan be structured
and who uses them before we can develof criteria for their operation. For ex-
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ample, in the'Fairfield County area we are qUite concerned about the Zack of
sophisticated material coming into the public libraries in this area, As you'
know:'approximately over 25,000 titles are published in the United States
each year, Our best estimate indicateb that only 10,000 of thdse titles are
currently going into Fairfield County libraries and in most cases these
10,000 titles are duplicated again and again in libraries within these areas,
What we don't know is how many 'people iv this area would utilize the other
15,000 titles if they were available.'we are also unaware -of innovative
methods of storing and gaining access to very little used materials that
could perhaps be purchased and stored in a relatively inexpensive warehouse c:
type environment somewhere in the coloity. There must be many suburpan areas
all over the United States with a siMilar kind of problem yet. no one is avail-
able to pinpoint the research needed to make literature searches to determine
if the research has been made and to. direct information about available re-/

search to the local level where it could-be utilized.

Although it is not included in your list of topics, .cfeel very strF)ngly,

/

about the question of federal funding for libraries and am a little surprised
to find that it was not included.. Many practicing librarians find.it diffi-
cult to understand why the National Commission is not tAing leadership. in
this important area or if they are takinO leadership, it would be useful to
have your leadership role publicized more widely. Certainly if we are not
to be concerned with funding for public libraries on a national level, we
are probably the only civilized nation on earth that is not supporting fund-
ing for libraries on a national basis. I believe it would be useful forthe
National Commission to'take a stand on this issue. If they are for funding
on the national leGl for libraries, what is their position on the kind of
purposes of national funding? Should national funding-find its way down to
the local level to supplement local funds; should it be used on thq state'and
regional level to create regional reference centers or should it be used ,

merely for research? It would be useful to know what the Commission's stand
is on this kind of federal funding.

Mr. LUSHINGTON: Members of the Commission, I had a chance to glance at

uaepori and suggestions about, the national library network. I am cer'=.".

tainlx riot.an:ex.pert in this field, knowing very little about computers. Hew-

ever.; it certainly is a breath-taking concept very much overdue.

I. would like to reinforce Mr. DeBuse's comments and add a particular

sidelight of my own that relates to the written testimony that I sent to you
6'1

earlier, and that is, that I do feel that we should be very interested in user

needi and emphasize research into user needs before we emphasize the overall

network concept.

Many:of the details of the proposal seem to emphasiz

than user needs. Since 'tiny document that this Commission

4 9
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to be a political and pu blic relations Ocument as well as a technical docu-

ment, I hope that it will de-emphasize technology and the use of technologi-

cal terminology, and emphasize user needs, especially research into user

needs, before a final network description is produced.

I was interested also in the question of regional library service. You

heard Mr. DeBuse's testimony and that of earlier people this morning relating

to regionaj library networks in New England. From your point of view you are

lookin,g at New England as a region and from the point of view of many of the

practicing, working libr rians in New England, we are looking at smaller

.intrastate cooperatives as gions.

. Mr. DeBuse's region, for xample, and the region that I am a trustee of,

the Southwestern Connecticut Lib System, which is doing some of the things

.that.the, Massachusetts regionals are trying to do but with less state support

and less statefunding, are a backup support for individual libraries.

Another concept that I am sure that you have dealt with and are alert to

is the difficulty ofnational library legiilation that uses the state as a

unit of servi... 'the states vary tremendously not only in population, but

even those of similar3population size vary considerably in the distribution

of oopulatio and in the way in which library networks can be organized within

'the state.

For example, in my own state, Connecticut, although it has quite a large

population of several million, the largest city is 150,000, and we are

divided into a strict town framework. We have no county governments. Thus

the largest single tax - supported unit of service is a town of 150,000. It

Is questionable whether that tax base can support regional library service.

So that we will need different kinds of standards and we will be a different

kind of political unit frOm other states similar in size to ours.

I thought that perhaps I could also mention for a moment that I was

0
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fortunate enough to have a fellowship to study English medium-sized libraries

last year, and in the course of that study I had an opportunity to see their

%tem of national library bibliographic control.
a

They divide the range of subject specialties into surprisingly small li-

braries; that is, a relatively small town library serving 50,000 people in

,England will have 0 national library bibliographic specialty under which they

will be expected to apply their own town budg t to purchase all materials in

that narrow subject specialty.

-% -

What this means that all of the" libraries have extensive closed

stacks, usually compact closed stacks. Whenever interlibrary loans come to

these'individual librariesthey haVe to take the staff's time to go to the

closed stacks to find the books raque ted, package them, and mail them out.

They use regular mail delivery.

This is not aS=great a prob em as it would be in the United States, but

it does seem to me a rather cu rsome system and it rather overbalances the

book collection in these indivf raries in terms of local service

needs. It would seem*to be_More e onomical to create regional reference

centers whose sole function would be to serve these in-depth needs rather

than 'to require the individual 1-rbrariv to serve them.

Chairman BURKHARDT: You spoke of what you thought was a typical ques-
_,

tion, of 'Using the state as the unit of service. Now, obviously the states

do vary and that does provide a great difficulty to act as though they were

uniform. What oth unit is practical?

Mr. LUSHINGTON: Well, I think that obviously we have to deal with the

political reality, which is one of the points I was making earlier. We have

to gain the states' cooperation and support for. ady national library network

that we set up. I am merely suggesting that the standards be organized in

terms of user needs rather than political entities, so that you permit a

1
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great deal of flexibility.

just here with the quest

Mr. BECKER: A few
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usly I don't have any solutions. I am

that particujar case.

s ago, and this is just for information, wedid

have our only conference on user needsin Denver, where we invited thirty

people to spend almost a week discussing user needs. These were not just li-

brarians; I think the prepondefance of invitees was from lay groups and it IQ-

cluded the minority groups, the culturally deprived and the institutionalized.

We are soon to issue -- maybe Chuck can'tell us when -- the document which

records these proceedings.

We did this with a little trepidation because, as you know, user needs

can be expressed as a function of geography, age, specialization, level of

education; it is a kind of multidimensional problem and awfully difficult, to

get a handle, 0. We would like, I think, to see more research done in this

area but are not sure how to go about it. Do you have any.suggestions?

.Mr. LUSHINGTON: Well, one concrete suggestion that I am currently work-
.

ing on is a combination of a librarian and a marketing person from an adver-

tising agency,. I think the advertising people, marketing people, have

created quite useful methods of statistical research into determining frOms,

in-depth research what the user really needs, what he will respond to.

However, I am not faalar with any research that is,focusing on the needs

of the non-library user, finding out who the non-library user it and finding

out what..the relation to library-user service is. It seems to me this would

be a good approach: an in-depth survey designed by a librarian and an adver-
b

tising or marketing person in a very limited community area, which would give

us some kind of i ormation that I think we do not now have.

Perhaps i buld be useful to gain different kinds of statistical in-

sights iiifo library use. I am sure you are all familiar with the Rutgers pro-
.

ject on the measurement of library effectiveness. I think this is one study
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trying to differentiate between libraries by Using different kinds of statis-

tical methods than those currently praCticed.

Mr. STEVENS: Mr. Lushihgton, in youf prepared statement you suggested

that there was a need for a more structured library association, and I am_

ering if you would tell us how that structure ought to be worked out and

t the ies ought to be, rather than the more informal structure-that now

exis , and
,

what agencies you feel weaought to be in touch with that you

feel that we are not in touch with now

Mr. LUSHINGTON: Let me perhaps cite an example. la looking over your

,national network proposal, I came across several times the term "standards,"

and in flipping through here, on page 12 you say, "Supporting responsibility

within the state so that they meet standards which qualify them to meet the

standards and servicesiavailable through the national pi-ogram."

Now, if the standards qualify tilom to meet the standards through the

national program, necessarily there must be Input as to what those standards

contain, and I am sure you Are all aware that the ALA is currently the body

that seem to set national library standards, I am'not exabtly why; I

guess perh ps by actioN custom or tradition. But it seems to me there needs

to be so kind of relationship between this Commrssidn and the standard-

settiong body, whatevey it may be, if these standardsare going to be utilized

to qualify libraries to be members of the national network.

Mr. STEVENS: Well, it seems to me that yot; don1t have an specific

channeli that you think we ought to use more than we are already using them.

We are in contact with the st4dards group at ALA and we will be speaking,with

Mr. Wed9eworth on Friday. We are continuing those contacts to make sure that

what we do is in line with what they have in mind, and that the standards

that they are proposing are realistic from the point of view of the Commission.

The same thing goes with 411 kinds of specifications that they are work-

ti
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ing on,,thestiiistics heindbook and so on. We are trying to make the input

there. I was hoping that you had some new ideas that we are not following.

Mr. LUSHINGTON: No. That is probably due to my lack of familiarity
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with what the Commission is already doing. However, perhaps I could comment

that the input should be more in terms of policy rather than in terms of

specific standards. Perhaps it would be the Commission's function to settle

policy, for standards.

We all, I think, suffer from the concept that American llbelry standards

for the last twenty years have been goals and, not achievable standards in the

s nse that fifty percent of the libraries in the Up4-ted States do not meet

xisfing.pubiic library standards, Perhaps it could be the Commission that

could recommend that standards should no longer be goals but should be

feasible, financially achievable standards; and this as a policy might be

communicated to the American Library Association or some of these other bodies

that you are already in communication with.

Mr. CASEY: You have turned from technology and seem to be more concerned

with user needs. Would you respond to a question I have? Is it possible we

have non -users of our lib'raries because our educational systems in oir states
, ...

are deficient in the elementary schools and the high schools, the ectuc,ito-.,rs

are not teaching people the value.of reading and how to read, they are not

teachi them the value of good literature; so, therefore, beyond the man-

dated ook review in the English class, once the user .goes out he is not a

user after high school because he is not taught in the school the apprecia-

tion of books and good literature?

Mr. LUSHINGTON: Well, I try to avoid giving opinions of other educa-

tional institutions, but I could comment that lam familiar with what is

happening in libraries, not only in my own libraries but in other libraries

in the'state of Connecticut and elsewhere. It seems to me that there is

-44. 4s. 2.
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very little capability within the libraries 1;.afftilrithin the publishing Industry,
t

to make available materials in formati,that wo Gl be more acceptable to.pon-

library users than the traditional book for attt Therefore I think that is an

area where there really is a need and whey th6 can be a lot done. But as,
. .\

to the current thrust of other modern educ tio4institutions, I certainly

would not want to-coMinent on that.

Ms. WU: I would like to make some c a couple of points: NOw,

in talking about use and need, since to ill* a local problem, the li-
,

brary itself should set up a book selectiWpolicy and you can even have a

. t

committee, a bobic selection committee, whitch Will contain or consist of people

from the committee to .decide what true ne s your community has.

Another thing concerns regiorTlizatiln. In your introduction you said

something about New England and thecooperatlVes. I think in this part of

the country your regionalization is a li tle bite different from what'I know

in California. In California there-is t e Los Angeles County Library System,

which is a regionalized library, althoug it is under the county library and

it is under the'county government, but it does have different regions. Now,

your regionalization means different units joined together and becoming

regionalized?

Mr. LUSHINGTON: I am not too fami iar with the California practice,

but I am nest sure there is as great p difference aS you seem to feel. How-

't

. ever, as I understand, California

isting libraries.

Now, this Would also be true in

systems make use of existing librarie

relatively small staff of people whos

libraries and help to give coop9riti

is not capable of.

ounty library systems make use of ex-

and. The New England regional

and they have superimposed on that a

job, it is to help to develop those

e services that the individual library
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am not sure how much more than that California system does.

Ms. WU: Well, the California libraries are under the county government;

but it is under one system. But it has been divided up into different regions,

and under the regions there are branches. Does that apply to the New England

systems?

Mr. LUSHINGTON: But these individual libraries and branches still have

(

local funding and local boards of trustees.

Ms WU: Right. The county government pays for it.
7

t

Mr. LUSHINGTON: The county goVernment or local town governments?

Ms. WU: .0h, I see. The liAitie towns will contribute theErvtaies to

Los Angeles County and Los Angeles County will allocate their funds,.

,././

Mr. LUSHING,TON: I see. In New England the money cc:hes-mostly

from tax support om the local townships and not from county governments.

However, it is also a mistake to think that all of the New England stated are

the same, because in Massachusetts you have considerably more state funds go-
, *". .

. , ,. ,

Ing into regional systems, as far as I understand, than you do in Connecticut,

for regiohal syst ms. The regional systems

1

where..there is no state funding'

depend solely on local contributions for .their fu icing, s a welter of

different situations.

Mr. LORENZ: Have you done auser study in Soutpwest Connecticut, Mr.

,Lushington?,. f

Mr. LUSHINGTON: No, we have not. We are seeking funding for a non-
..-

library user study, as I described, but we haven't,yet found funding for that

and the survey has not been,done.' f
.x

, ..."'

One community in Connecticut has done a ve
tl.

rough kind of non-library
4.

i

',4

user survey to find out whet 4dia non7library users could be reached

.,'.

through, whether it is newspapers or televis.,i'on and so on; as far as A know,

that is a'll that has been done.

-obits
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Mr. LERNER: What did they find.out?

Mr. LUSHINGTON: Very inconclusive: that non-library users all read news-

papers and watched television and listened to the radio: I think one inter-
1

esting *point that the survey did uncover, as far as that community was con-

cerned, was that the best way to reach "the non-library user is to make a nom.

library user telephone survey, because as a result they'had an awful lot more

people using the library.

ELIZABETH G. MYER
Director, Department of State Library Services

State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations
Providence, Rhode Island

WRITTEN TESTIMONY

Thank you for the privilege of submitting testimony to the National
;,,.Commission on Libraries and Iilformation Science, in conjunction with the

Regional.Hearing in Boston. I welcome the opportunity of presenting my views
conditioned by'lilarary experience in a State agency over a number of years.

These views acquired through such experience center on the conviction .

that the State library agency should be a key force in achieving integrated
library services. My recent official connections with NELINET (New England
Library, Information Network) and with NELB (New England Library Board) have
reinforced this opinion: Only where there is strong leadership aqd expertise
at the State level can t 'Igf e develop sound networks within the Statf and
operative networki at a regional-level. Obviously an immense strengthening of
State library agencies is required to reach this goal, and thisAcquirement
appears in the 1970 revision of.Standards for Library Functions aekthe State
Level. It is gratifying to encounter this policy not only in the legislation.

, of the Library Services and Construction Act Amendments, but in the thinking
of the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science.-

A great deal needs to be done generally, to upgrade existing library.
services. There is no strength gained by linking weakness with weakness.q-
ice citizen usually meets library service at the lowest level, and this can,
represent to him or herwhai is available. The new tide of decentralization
and direction away from bureaucratic control must accordingly be parellelgd`
by the development of sound, alive, and efficientlYjunctioning outpost li2

braries so that, when networks are perfected, the end result is service to
the local enquirer. This building up of local agencies is largely the prov-
ince of StateigovernMent. Nevertheless, the Federal input is and will con-
tinue to be invaluable in a major way in providing incentives for innovation
and funding for linkage.

The irony of the proposed withdrawal of Federal funding and of Federal
11 t-:1
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oversight at the very onset of significant long-range planning done by fifty
State library agencies is striking. Many such plans, shared by State library
agencies, have shown a new thrust, each tailored to the state of the drt in
its own home State; but each eminently usable as tz tool to create a network
at hiighbr levels.

The need of such a body as.the National Commission has become increas-
ingly apparent. From its situation in the Federal government it can provide
a sounding board for information from a cross section of citizenry in all parts
of the country. This information can be evaluated for timeliness, authenticity,
applicability, and can, in turn, be fed back in the form of sound, long-range
planning.

If our nation is to maintain some responsible leadership in the world,
better means of providineinformation is essential. Not only officials in
government but 'the electorate should be able to act intelligently because of
knowledge adequately available. Hopefully, the Commission can point the way
for achieving this.

New flexibility, new knowledge on sources, >iew means of tapping them,
new summation and distribution of information, and new speed are urgently re-
quired in the field of research. Besides strengthening resources for research,
a pattern of utilizing them fully should allow a real opening up of riches of
knowledge held in this 'country, in identifying and organizing them for use.
Present methods are too haphazard, too privileged, too slow, and too unpubli-
cized.

There is expertise kthe profession, which, given an opportunity with
funding, could devise wieh-the Commission's help a plan for' identifying and
preserving informational materials and records. New England should be a
leader in executing such a ptan.

On some specifics, we should like to see the Commission devoting atten-
* , tion to the exploration of certain matters so as to offer its recommendations

Ain the following areas:

Evoly rent of a truly national network of library and informa-
tion4ervices.

A practical solution to the copyright problem, that would be
o fair to the originator of material but would provide a work-
.04 able means of ut'lization.

A stbong position with guidelines on intellectual freedom
that can dispel the threat of a Sword of Damocles wielded
by sporadic groups.

Constructive encouragement of the use of every modern tech=
nological means to identify, organiz6, and make available
resources in information.

Enlightenment of citizens as to /Alt libraries are offering
them.

Ascertaining needs, stimulating fact- finding, promoting coordination, the
,

141'
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National Commi sion can, in its position of preeminence, prove to be the most
significant fac or in library direction in this er Its role in .National
leadership is tz ely, valuable, and welcome.

Working at the State level in a small State Zike Rhode Island, I can
truly,say that the State library agency has its finger on the pulse o most of
the total library pattern. Therefore, I can testify with conridence that the
three-way mix - local, State, and Federal - has been exceptionally profitable
in the input frontZibrary personnel, in the sharing of ideas and idea Zs, and
in the efficient use of funding at aZZ three levels.

Thank you again for giving me this ogportunity to express my thoughts
for this hearing.

Ms. MYER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me to submit testimony

and to appear here today to sp %ak.

fen legislation was passed setting.up the National Commission in July,

1970, I rejoiced. I was proud that Senator Pell was one of the co-sponsors

and conducted'hearings of the Subcommittee on Education. I liked very much

the role, of the Commission as indicated the legislatiqn and I wish its

future real success in achieving our national development.

In Rhode Island, the state library agency is the Department of State Li-
,

brary ServiCes, which is a department of state government. The director,is

appointed by the Governor, and, since 1964 when the department was estabL

lished,- I have been appointed by Governors of both persuasions.

Before the LSCA or even the LSA was enacted, Rhode Island had not had

any'modern library legislation since before World War I.' In 1964, our law

set up a depa.rtment of state government. The Impact of federal legislation

and federal funding is'just beyond belief.

It, was the prospect o1 the LSCA, passed in February of 1964, that al-

lowed our General Assembly to pass that law of 1964, the first, year it was

introduced, and we have seen a remarkable change in Rhode Island ever,since,

thanks to the federal input -- not just the money that came through federal

funding but through the leadership, the guidance, anCI we welcomed the partner-

1Y5
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ship of the federal government. And when I speak in Rhode Island of partner

ship, I do refeK to federal, state, local,, and not county, because in Rhode

Island counties- onstitute no problem.

I am here to supply omissions from my written testimony and hopefully to

answer some of your- questions.

Mr. LERNER: First of all, I think that the library community in Rhode

Island deserves a great deal of credit for putting the arm on Senator Pell.

If all other states could have library-interested people like Senator Pell; we

would all be in better shape.

Ms. MYER: Thank you, Mr. Lerner. You do kno hat we are not too modest

Rhode Island about our members of Congress, and when the LSA ancithe LSCA

had hard going and when we nearly lost_the federal program in 1961, Congressman

Fogarty was on.the scene.

Mr. LERNER: I want to direct myself to you. You have a list of things

that LSCA should do, and,1 want to direct myself to one of those things and

ask for your comment.

You say that we, should establish guidelines on intellectual freedoms,

which is one of your points. Can you comment on what you think the librarian's

standpoint would be on the Supreme Court decision on obscenity?

Ms. MYER: Are we going to stay here all day, all night?

Mr. LERNER: In twenty-five words or less.

Ms. MYER: I would hope that the Commission would take a very firm stand

and that we could efer to our local situations so that when sporadic flareups

occurred, we could speak with authority fortified by good thinking.

Local co pities certainly have their own ideas on this subject, and I

would hate to see some of the local interpretations. We know what we Want for

free access, and I would like to see that strength behind the efforts of li-

brarians and trustees.
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Mr. LORENZ:

I 4

terms of federal, state, local partnership for library

development, do you feel that libraries have reached the point where the

federal assistance could no longer be catego0oal but,could be channeled into

more general purposes; such as outlined in the paper?

Ms. MYER: Mr. Lorenz, we love the categorical- grants. We are not ready

to cast them off and, of course, When
I read words like "collapsing" and

"withdrawal" I am not in that frame of mind at all. I think the legislation

that was authorized through'197,6 still obtains. In Rhode Island we are g)

total netwOrk, and I refer tb all types of libraries. We are supporting --.;

and -V am speaking of the nettlork -- ourselves by a combination of federal and,

state funds. If the appropriations were impounded indefinitely, obviou 1

there would be a serious effect on all aspects, elements of the total network)

and I certainly recommend strongly that the good development that has been so

conspicuous since 1364 be given encouragement.and continued support for

further progress.

Mr. AINES: I am delighted to make your acquaintance through your paper
-

. .

and also through your very wise words.
I think I k going to remember _one

40 .

statement you made for a long time in,the paper: "There is no strength gained

by linking Weakness with weakness,." I think that is very well said.

I would like to have you reflect on something else you have said, however.

You say present methods in handling knowledge obviously are too haphazard, too

privileged, too slow and too unpublicized; and again I think you make strong

impact, but would you be willPhg to reflect on what you have said and then give

us advice on what might be dre?'

Ms. AYER,: I think in ourservice we should accelerate the location of

material and I think we should unify our efforts so that it is not haphazard.

I think we should use technology to the maximum. Did I omit one, Mr. Aines7
,

Mr. AINES: You have reinforced what you have said, I am sure.

t.



Mr. CASEY: One of your points is that we should enlighten citizens as

to what libraries can offer them. Along that line, do you think the national

commission should encourage strong, active state associations of librpry

trustees, strong, active state assoations of lib arians in each state? Do

yoti, think we should encourage that type of,organization in16ch state?
<,.

Ms. MYER: And do not omit, Mr..Casey, tri ends of libraries.

Mr.. CASEY: All right. F

k

Ms. MYER: I think there has to be a terri c public relations program

which hopefully those who fund us will not look upon as decoration but a§,a
. .

necessity. We need to get home to the average citizen .4:1 the total citizenry

what libraries have to offer, whether they alon't know because they are apa-

thetic or shy or whatever; but we have got to sell our goods and be salesmen,

and it ca come from both librarians and trustees.

ASEY: In other wordsto implement your suggestion --

Ms. MYER: Use every legitidate means, yes.

Mrr CASEY: ,(7.- organization of trustees and librarians ands ends will

be a way to go about doing this, to attract that
.10 ,

Ms. MYR: lqm a very,strong believer in using non-librarians. Natur-

ally we are going to pcpclaim, but I think it especial4effective when it

comes from the man in the street -- and I do wish the libraries would go after

the man in the street and the childL and all potential users.

Chairman BURKHARDT: I imagine you' would be a strong supporter of Senator

Pell's resolution that there be a White House conference on libraries in 1976?

Ms. MYER: I certainly am, and I hope it moves along in the balls of

Congress. I
think, that that could be'a very significant thing, and we would

hope by then to have even more proof of library pi/ogress.

Mr. LORENZ: Could you comment on the present degree of cooperation among

the state library agencies in New England in terms of region-wide planning and ,
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Cooperation?

Ms. MYER: I think the interstate library compact is a good example where

the six-state libr ry ages did Sign S document which permitted, for
'

example,*the New England Document Conservation Center that has an enormous

role to play in tit, future. There are other ways that I think Xhat,our six

!

statiga7ebeginning to cooperate'. 'We certainly have our,New England Library'

Association, the-New England Library Board, and NELINET. Going back to the

Document Conservation Center, and that was a long time coming, it is an

example of where al hypes of 1praries will benefit.. Certainly on Sattirday,

when our depaltment in Rhode Island put on a very significant workshop with

Captain George M. 015nha,,th ector of the Center, as chief speaker, we had

all kinds of people there; not just librarians, but town clerks, people en-,

trusted with records, because it was a day's workshop taking up not only the

actua techniques but managementand so forth and emphasizing that preven-

tive' measures are fully as Important as the restoration aspect.

In Rhode Island we think of all types of libraries. In 1967 a state law

was passed right on the heels of the 1966 amendments of the LSCA, which ooeheci

the door to interlibrary cooperation, state institutional services, library

services to the blind and physically handicapped; and in 1967 our state law

set up five inter7related library systems with a library designated in each of

the systems to correlate and give leadership.

The state agency gives graks, ',combination of federal and state money,

'o .,

and in each system there is this correlation of all types of libraries. There
.

"

are teletype installations. Our department pays for the machine cost. .In

each of the systems, ther'e is a vehicle, so there is better communication. of

ail types.

Chairmah BURKHARDT: Well, thank you, Ms. Myer. We are running*a little

behind and I see we are going to have a lot of people from Rhode Island testi-
.

A.J1
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fying during he public segment.

Ms. MYER: That is making up for our size.,

JAMES H. LAUBACH Jr.
Brattleboro, Vermont

WRITTEN TESTIMONY

This is forwarded in response to your invitation of July 10, 1973, to
submit testimony prior to the October 3 regional hearing in Boston. It

carries my apology for tardiness, and hope that the comments may be helpful.

These remarks represent only my own personal viewpoint. They come

from one who is, by profession, a public accountant, and has been invoZved
and active in public library trusteeship at the local, state, and regional

level.

My experiences have not touched onl'he subjects contained in your
Committee Questions, and I am tefore unable to respond directly. I would,

however, like to comment on it64, page 2, of your letter -- Means and
Method of Providing Service in Sparsely Populated Areas. Within the Last two

years Vermont has instituted a books-by-mail service, gradually expanding it

to cover the entire state. Some librarians have seen this as threatening
their position, and have reacted with something less than whole-hearted en-

thusiasm. However, it has provided service to those who were unable or un-
willing to use their local library, has done se at costs which compare favor-
ably with conventional service, and has therefore been welcomed enthusiasti-

cally by many residents. A recent .study of state library services in New

Hamashhe recommended the inauguration of a similar service, aild it now ap-
pears possible that a trial will be made in the most sparsely populated area
of the state.

It seems to me that this is an important adjunct to convential library
service, and should be supported if possible. I have no particular sugges-

tion for national support, other than maintenance of present special mailing

rates for library materials.

I would like to aufaire'nt on three other areas of corwazzi -- public li-
brary trusteeship, inter-library cooperation, and funding patterns,

Trusteeship. From an admittedly prejudiced viewpoint, I urge the contin-
uation and strengthing.of Lay control of public libraries through policy-

making (not advisory) .boards of trustees. The-responsibilities and

of trustees are too well-known to require elaboration her =e. I would rather

Zike to point out that the alternative seems to me to vest the responsibility
for library services in the Town Hall, where they necessarily have a low
priority and are a step further removed from the residents of the community,'
or 0 the State Capitol, where they are stillp further removed from the cm-

., munity residents, their heeds and desires. While'many boards and'many li-

brarians fai4ita develop the full potential of the other party, certainly a
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proper cooperative effort on the part of lay persons and professional li-
brarians results in the best service to the community.

Inter-library Cooperation. Considerable testimony has already been taken
on this, subject, but it appears to me that it has been primarily at the level
of the larger centers, systems, and academic institutions. I would point out
that the community that has a public library and a school library has an op-
portunity for inter-library cooperation. I do not agree with the observation
that such cooperation must be coordinated on .a national level.

As taxpayers, we see our school, our public, and our academic libraries,
each having its own real estate, its own collections, and its own staff. We
realize that each has its own requirements and its own "public" to serve, gout
we question whether the best use is being made of these resources. In parti-
cular, many feel that they are not being shared so as to provide the maximum
service to all, with the least practical duplication, and hence at the least
total cost. Many are hopeful that this hackneyed conversation-piece is a
subject whose time has come for action r- certainly at the Local level,-
probably at the state level, and possigly at the federal level. There are
examples of cooperation, coordination, and even integration being successfully
pursued. Some have been stimulated by federal grants. I would urge the con-
tinuation of such grants (either direct or through the state Library) not
.7nly for innovative, demonstration projects, but also as seed money to enable
a community to work out its own "best method" of sharing.

Fundina. AR do most people, I bewail the termination of federal funds
previously provided'for programs in which I have a particular interest -- and
dutifully respond to the appeal to "write your Congressman." At the same
time, I subscribe (and am finding a surprising amount of support) to the
basic philosophy that the federal government should undertake those projects
that the gtates cannot, and those only, and that the states should undertake
only those projects that the local communities cannot. I am not in favor of
sending tax d:1Lars to Washington, having some of them remain there for ad-
ministration and control, and having the diminished balance returned to my
state for state or local services. The same applies to taxes paid to the
state capitol.

Public libraries are primarily local institutions, and should be funded
locally, with the state library, funded by state resources, responsible for
back-up, or cooperative, or regional, services. I believe that federal funds
should not be provided on a continuing basis for the.maintenance of either
state or local library services.' I believe that they are appropriate for
innovative programs on a demonstration basis, for seed money, or, of course,
for supporting a national network or other project natbonal in scope.

While it may be contradictory to the above, I do recognize the income
tax 4- particularly at the national level -- as the most powerful and effec-
tive taxing medium. I support revenue sharing as a *ins of distributing's\
funds to states and communities, for use as they decide. Testimony previo4
taken spells out the difficulties of having such funds applied to library
services. But some communities have applied revenue-sharing funds to li-
brary services. It is up to librarians and trustees to prove their library
needs, in competition with the many other community needs. Where some have
succeeded, others can too.
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Chairman BURKHARDT: Mr. Laubach, i believe you are a library trustee.

is that correct?

Mr. LAUBACH: I am an ex-trustee, yes, sir.

Ch4irman BURKHARDT: An ex-trustee, but you are talking from the point

of view of a trustee.

Mr. LAUBACH: Yes, sir.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Please, if you have any remarks to expand on what

you have stint us already, or if you want to go immediately into,the questions,

it is up to you.

ti

Mr. LAUBACH: i would_make my only remark: That i feel very much what

Daniel must have felt way back when, because I believe the reason that I am

here is because i suggestea`that I was simply mild about federal aid to coM-

munity and state libraries.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Right. So now, Mr. Lerner, do you have a question?

Mr. LERNER: Yes. Mr. Laubach, you say in the last part of your paper

that it is up to the librarian and trustees to prove the library needs in

Competition with other community needs.
o

. Mr. LAUBACH: Yes, sir..

Mr. LERNER This is getting into the political arena and using the

clout that libraries should have. You say where some have succeeded, others

can, too. Well, tell us where some have succeeded and how.

e

Mr. LAUBACH: As far as a community public library, goes, I would say

primarily through their Board of Trustees, representativepeople in the com-

munity, usually holding responsible positions in the community, they are

effective in two ways: One, through. talking with their associates and other

residents; and secondly, working through the town government in representing

the library interests in the budget-making and the fund authorization pro-
,.

cess. To some extent, but in my own experience very much more limited, the
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same thing applies in.state funding, but in this case it is at least my own

observation that it is primarily the state library personnel, whowepresent

the budget needs rather than having considerable public support either from

community libraries or from residents throughout the state. ,

Mr. LERNER: Well? how do they do it? Do they threaten to picket the

Mayor's house, do they close the library three days a week? What are the

techniques that can be used to really get local personAl, local political

personnel, to care about libraries?

Mr. LAUBACH: Publicity, i believe, is the most effective one, I know

of one community in which there are probably seven or eight thousand people,
p

a small community, where a week doesn't go by but that there is a piece in

the local paper concerning library activities such as new acquisitions, gifts,

programs..

Publicity is perhaps the key word. Perhapt this is what you are search-

ing for: Also a continuous year-round effort not Just at budgetAtme but

something going on 365 days of the year:

Chairman BURKHARDT: How is revenue-sharing working out in Vermont? Is

it producing the repiacethent of funds or --

Mr. LAUBACH: I can't tell you of Vermont. I am a little more familiar

with New Hampshire. In this case I know that a couple of communities have

been successful in obtaining an allocation of'revenue-sharing.

.

Of course, the overall view is that libraries'don't stack'up very well

when it comes to trying to obtain a portion of these allocated funds, but

again it comes back to the publicity, the awareness, making a real effort to

go after them rather than throwing up your'hands and saying, "Well, highways

are first and then we have schools and, you know, there is a sewer problem

in town, so let's not talk too loud about our libraries." There has been

some success.
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l'would really question whether community libraries have individually

.

been injured very much through the. termination o1 federal funds. They have

been hurt through reduction in state library services and in many cases state

library services to communities, but in the upper New England states I haven't

observed any noticeable effect on local services rendered by the community

library.

Mr. LORENZ: How does the books-by-mail service work? Obviously the

larger libraries would lend more than they would borrow, I suppose. Arerthey

reimbursed'in any way for whet they lend and for the cost of such lending?

Mr. LAUBACH: The books-by-mail, as I have seen it, has been operated

by the state library, not by community libraries. In Vermont, a publication

tabloid and format have Been distributed and the resident receivinglit can

then order books directly from the state librav collection, so that the

larger -- aftei-all, in Vermont the-largest community is 40,000. They are

not effective.

Chairman BURKHARDT: You can choose books only from the list? You can't

demand a book that isn't on the list?

Mr. LAUBACH: That's correct - not in this particular program.

One thing that I would like to emphasize is that this books-by-mail ser-
1

vice has been reaching people who have not been using the public library --

r

"I cannot get there. I do not drive. I am homebound. My library is only

open Tuesday and Thursday afternoon" -- this sort of thing, and it has not

resulted in being a competitive service at all versus the community library.

It has been entirely supplementary.

Mr. LORENZ: Is it a free service?

Mr. LAUBACH: Yes, and at the moment the state is paying postage.both
.10

. ways,.

Mr. AINES: As a man of figures, since I see youare.an.accountant,

tie
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would you be willing to make a c ent on how well off or how badly off are

the people in Vermont in terms of ibrary services?

Mr. LAUBACH: Some are quite badly off. Small communities, who tend to

think of themselyes as poor, perh ps support their community library to the

tune'of 50 cents per capita per ear, a dollar per capita per year; and con-

sequently they have what I am s re\everyone in this room would consider very

'inadequate service .small co lections, open very limited hours or perhaps

unattractive and crowded facilities. So service in many communities is not

good.

The state does supplemerft this. It has provided bookmobile service

which has now been disconti red, but the book collections are still available

through regional offices of the state, from regional collections, and the 11-

"brarians may make their selections and then have them delivered to their

library.

The library that does have an alert librarian but very limited funds

win borrow several hundred books perhaps quarterly from the state collection,

so this service is ava lable, but it is certainly nowhere near what the

people living in metr politan areas experience for their service.

Another factor that I think is important: unfortunately, it is not known

as universally as it should be, but a library loan can be obtained through

the lc, a)'1ibrarian, so that whatever is available in the state or perhaps in

an adjacent state:is available, but that doesn't say that it gets used

Mr. VELDE: Jim, I think that some of your ideas are pleasant to reflect

on, with people:taking care of themselves, bct we find very, very few cases

where revenue-Sharing really does well; even where people try,it does not do

well. 1 just'hope that your experiehce in Vermont is better with revenue-

sharing, but it is a pleasant concept.

Mr. I.AUBACH: Well, in my view, Bud, if you do not get it through

S
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'revenue-sharing, get it out of the town. If, the community library is part of

the town operation, then it is part of the town budget and the trustees and

the librarians need to stress their own importance and their own needs. I

don't think we necessarily need to look for Washington either for categorical

grants or for revenue-sharing.

Mr. VELDE: But for libraries it is difficult to prove a thing like the

cost benefit of a library.

Mr. LAUBACH: It is. Again, it is a year-round job of publicity, if

you can do it at all.

Ms. WU: I would like to know whether your interlibrary loan service has

:been used very extensively or not.

Mr. LAUBACH: I just can't answer' that as a local ex-trustee because I

am not,exposed to, the figures. '1 do know that i available and I do know

that it does get used; and ifa person is aware of , .they can ask for it.

It can be efTective.if a librarian is alert and is trying to be helpful, as ,

many of course are, by saying, "Well, we don't have it so we will put it

through a library loan and see if we can get it elsewhere."
.

May I snake one remark further concerning the draft that was distributed,

.4

and that has to do with the national, library networfc. Haitng gone' through

. ,
It and then given it a few thoughts, I come to Mr. Velde's comment concerning

cast benefits, and I think there is a real problem here.. I would have to

raise these questions to the Commission; if there was such a network, who

woulcluse It? Who is the public? What people or what kinds of people are

intended to be benefitted bythis? Who needs' it?

Secondly, what do they need or what kind of'informationT IfhAre are they?

I just have the feeling that we do have interlibrary loan do. have

A ,

community collections, we do have backup state librariei and acadgmic li-
t

u

braries, and I am wondering about a network which obviously would be'instituted

I 00
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at great expense; I wonder if there is a real overwheINng need for the kind

of information that the network can,make available all over the country.

One of the comments that my letter had to do with was interlibrary co-

operation, and I am all for that and I am all for sharing facilities. Per-
,

sonally I would rather e it at the local level, where we have a school li-

brary that is clOse so many months a year and it closes at whatever time it

is in the afternoon d it has racks, books, magazines and a library and

lighted space; and across the street we have a public library with the,_same

things. Maybe a couple of blocks away we have an acadeMic library with the

same things but different collections, to be sure, serving different publics,

.having different purposes. /

But I raise the question: Are we taxpayers getting the best that we

An out of 'these various staffs and facilities and collections? I think

there is a great deal that needs tobe.done at the local level, and here the

problem is right "before our very eyes.

PUBLICTESTIMONY
)

Chairman BURKHARDT: Now we come to the portion of the hearings that we

devote to public testimony. We have followed the practice in the past in

these regional iearings of allowing an hour and a half to two hours at lunch-

time for people who, for one.reasbn or another, have not sent in testimony

but who would like to come and make some kind of a statement to the

CoMMission.

I now have a list of eleven people who have signed up; if you divide.the

time available among those people, it means ten minutes each, and we are al-

ready 20 minutes behind time. So, when I call on you, please bear in mind

that you must be succinct in your statements if we are to be fair to the

.4.
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other people who are waiting. I also want the Commission members to make

their questions short and to the point.

Now, this also means that the Commission does not break for lUnch. You

will see one or two of us peel off from time to time, and that means we are -

going into the next room to have a sandwich or something, but most of us will

be around to hear what is being said, and I would urge some of the Commission

members -- I don't know how you want to decide when to go -- just disappear

when you are hungry but don't leave this; table empty.

CARROLL G. BOWEN
Research Associate, Cenfer for Advanced Engineering Study

Massachusetts Institute of Technology`
Cambridge,*Massachusetts

ChairmatsBURKHARDT: May I now call on Mr. Bowen of,MIT, Mr. Carroll

:Bowen.

Mr. BOWEN: Ten minutes?

Chairman BURKHARDT: Yes, and shorter if you want us to ask ypu any

questions.
4

Mr. BOWEN: You won't have the basis for asking the quAstions unless I

read a little, so let me burden you. I

4 am sorry I am not prepared with copies for you to follow as I read
0

the three parts of my paper.. One is the telecommunications' environment gener-

ally,as it will affect libraryserVices in the future; then a rather specific

statement of that environment, going into transmission, long-haul/short-haul

issues, local switching issues; and finally a rhetorical close talled Impact

on Libraries of the Teletommunication Environment partiCularly on public li-

braries. I will begin ,wi.th an overview of what f_see as the telecommunica-

tions environment for say a decade hence.

We assume the following structure for the "telecommunication service in-
..
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dustry abouta decade or so hence. The assumption is based on a rather

straight-forward extrapolation from the capabilities of the existing communi-

cation plant and current technology, and some simple premises about market

demand. It also assumes the continuation of the existing legal regulatory

framework, which is a highly suppositional presumption.

11,...f<st on local service: Local service will consist essentially of two

ind$endent transmission systems, each providing a basic service that will

yield a substantial revenue base of its own.

First, a telephone network using "twisted pair" wire distribution in-

tended primarily for voice communication but also capable of delivering

other, more demanding, communication services such as digital data and video-

phone. The head end is designed to provide very rapid and flexible nation-

wide interconnections. It will have essentially a'100 percent market.penetra-
.

tion, includihg rural areas, for telephone service but only very limited

penetration of videophone service. With appropriate terminal equipment, the

network can readily designed.to provide additional services such as

automatic burglar an fire alarms, transmitting and recording instrument

readings (utility meters, EKG's, et cetera). It is worth noting that some

fields of medicine such.as pediatrics already rely heavily on the telephone

system for delivery'of health care.

Second, there will be a wideband or video cable distribution system with

capability for some upstream communication flow, either voice or small data

rate messages, with perhaps some limited number of two-way channels available

for switched local service. Penetration will be high. We estimate on the

order of forty-five to seventy percent in densely populated areas, but only

scattered service will be available to exurban and rural areas unless sub-

s-didized by the federal government.

On the local level, TV distribution is not a natural outgrowth of the
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iO
kind Of service the telephone company now provides, nor can it utilize the

telephone plant effectively except for rights-of-way and telephone poles; so

continued growth of an independent cable sY$tem can be expected, I will have

a caveat about that later. The FCC poli.cy# agreed to by the telephone com-

pany, is that the telephone company will not enter the CATV market.

Under the second section, National Long-Haul Services, we predict it

will consist primarily of the long - lines, telephone plant utilizing micro-

waves, cable and satellite transmission systems with high capacity wave-

guides being introduced in certain high-traffic routes as, for example, be-

tdeen New York and Philadelphia.
k

But in addition to the telephone plant carrying the bulk of the nation's

traffic, there would be some special service networks for such purposes as

television distribution, data service, other non-voice communications and

possibly some electronic delivery of mail. r am talking about long-haul

transmission now.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Mr. Bowen, could you summarize these because you

are never doing to get through in the time available if you read the whole

thing.

Mr. BOWEN: I have used four minutes.

Chairman BURKHARDT: You have sixteen pages of text.

Mr. BOWEN; I am planning to skip.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Good.

Mr. BOWEN: The basic policy questions that arise in local communication

relate to the issue of which of the two local distribution systems should

handle such new communications services as can be developed for education,

home shopping, health payments,, et cetera when there are no compelling

technical or economic reaso s to utilize one og...the other of the local dis-

tribution systems.' One ap ch would be to let the free market struggle

a
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with alternative systems for a while, with the hope that an optimal solution

would emerge; but the high capital cost and shbrt-term inefficiency of ,this

approach might be compensated for by the lower costs and.htgher efficiency

realized in the long terin;.,,

On the national level, the long-haul telephone plant can very naturally

expand its faCilities to handle virtually all communication needs. The

reasons for opening the market to the new long-haul carriers other than AT&T

are, it seems. to us, self-evident.

Number one, some'services can be provided at lower prices since the rate

structure of the telephone company Is such that some customers, particularly

those in remote areas and thaose using,a small amount of capacity, are sub-

sidized and others overcharged. Consequently, the overcharged group provides

a ready market for specialized new telecommunication carriers.

Second, the existence, or even the threat of competition might hasten

the introduction of new telecommunication services'. Regulatory processes,

internal priorities and Internal bureaucratic considerations often slow down

the tetephone Company's initiatives.

And third, there is considerable apprehension on the part of the govern-

ment and the industry about a single.national communication carWer ith

monopoly power despite the presumed effitlency of"scale and reliability

service that a single large carrier-might provide.

I will skip now, from the more detailed examination of the issues raised

generally to that front section of my paper to some4concerns I have about the
-1

impact of the telecommunications environment on future library development.

The enriched national and international 66ility to communicate, person

to person, place to place, can impact the total library community, but alas,

the precedents are poor., Libraries,' like othe educational or service

,

burea-
.

cracies are conservative, highly fragtnented and unlike education or health,

*".41

,

', -1
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hold insufficient critical mass in the local or national decision-making.

What stirs the imagination is the use that some libraries could make of

telecommunications if ..., and mil concluding remarks will be addressed to

some of those "if's." Let me preface these, however, by focusing my concern

on public libraries because in any formulation of library futures,ne sees

libr1ary networks, community information centers, and research libraries as

major modes of development. The research libraries, be they national, those

of major cities, or universijies of scale, will regpondto their telecommuni-

cations opportunities as natural response to their environment. Interconnec-

tion will add range to their present text and visual reference functions, and

local distribution loops, by more imaginative use of voice-grade transmission

or large bandwidth,capacity, ..,411 add flexibility to their delivery. So I

would exclude from
e
mY

4

remarks specific concerns for research libraries or the

community information centers. It is the public library, operating in two

distinct spheres, in the middle-sized citiesamili-m rural Am rica, whoose use

of telecomMunications engages my interest.

lit'ban America as a conception lacks specificity ds a definition, but

therdare fewer than 800 cities in America with population of over 30,000,

and once the top hundred are skimmed, one finds a city in character if not by

definition more akin to the village than the metropolis. This middle-sized

American city is rich in pride and.proud of its institutions, its growth and

its role and sense of place in its region. Yet it is removed geographically

from the mega- cities, major centers of culture, sources of entertainment,

major information repositories. The public library in such a mid-sized

American city has a first-class opportunity for use of telecommunications;.

and I summarize in my text information which the Commi4ion probably is as

well aware of as ve are at MII of some of the experiments that have been go-

I

ing on in middle-sized cities; I think these illustrations, the Casper; .1

iht
.

ti
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Wy the Bakersfield, California examples, are really designed to 114us4

tr oint that it is in this size area that telecommunications can

serve.

I wan fci coticenttate my remain-ins time anb,remarksort rural Atherica
,..

becauseiit seems to me the libraries,serving-rural America, particUlarly the

Eattern.United States and most particularly rural New England, derive their

continued existence from dogged tradition and unmitigated personal sacrifice
,

b.) the town librarian. For these institutions, in these towns, or townships

as, they would be called west of the Alleghenies,' the future is 4 bleak as

f:.

the present, and both less promising than the past.

Iltural America, you know, holds a quarter of our citizenry, and if towns

under 10,000 are added, nearly half our populations accounted for. Life
,..,

in rural America has been greatly i

)
rovedoved thanks to rural electrification,

. ,

subsequent4y extended to rurall,telephony. But this improvement comes at a
,

high cost. An examination of telephone tariff structures indicates the very

high price of living in rural ,America, running half -again as much for basic

service plus local tolls as do tariffs for adjacent
t

metropolitan regions.

Rural America by definition is sparsely populated, raising the cost of ser-

vice delivery; but it is also very poor, proportionate to metropolitan

America, and thus least able to pay for its service deliveries.

Rural youth are one year behind urban youth in their education, given

the same grade level. But this is symptom, not,cause.

It strikes me that the town library in rural America is probably in

greater need of telecommunications services than any of the other library

sectors. Their resources are pathetically fear. They have an historic.tradi7

tion of service in a delimited range, and a capacity to survive while starving

for human and material resources.

The specific things, it seems to me, that telecommunications can provide

-el
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for a rural library are these: First, it can help achieve what politically

has been impossible to gain; namely, aggregation to minimum critical mass of
44

resources in order to. serve effectively. A)town library dies even harder

than a scholarly Journal, and its trustees are always more ready to fight

-r
than merge:--Vet.comda sense, not systems analysis, dictates that the ser-

a,

vice area.must
4
be enlarged in order that requisite tools be gained for local

a

use, be those tools refeTace collections, visual programming Or adult basic

education.

SecOrid, the rural library in order to be effective, must be able to

deliver its services door, to door.. The transportation resources that urban

areas and metropolitan areas provide simply aren't there otherwise.- But for

pre-'schoolers, for out-of-scho61 young adults, for employed adults, most of

whom are reachable by9television, either broadcast or cable, the post and

telephonb are useful tut .partial solutions.

Third, the rural jibrary desperately.needs a Mashington-based advotate
(,"

and IA has never knoWn one.- The short-lived romance between libipdries and

the educational lobby led to a marriage of convenience between schools and

educationally related libraries, but left the poor relations, rural public

"libraries, without a voice or home in federal budgeting priorities. This

Comdission is the logical, and perhaps the only, vehicle for such advocac

it may be wiothin its charter to avoid responsible advocacy'for its const

ents, but it will...morally abort its mission as it does so. And the most

specific cause in which they need support is the cause of additional uni-

cation svvices.

Let me offer two comments in closing. Left to the growth of the market,'

our economists estimate that forty percent of rural America would still be

without electricity if *.E.A. hadn't come along offering marginal federal in-

,

tervention through the economies of scale that produced lower construction

s
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costs per mile of electrification, and loaned money at preferred rates to

utilities and rural electric cooperatives,to manage the increased distribu-

tion. Similarly, it is hard to remember that as short a time back as the end-

of World War II, less than half of America had telephones. Now, thanks in

large part to the same federal. intervention, the telephone is almost as ubi-

quitous as pqwer and light.

Broadband communications services to rural America can only be enlarged,

by federal Intervention. Rural electrification could and should be extended,

fc example, to cable television, as it was to telephony. And rural service

institutions; particularly the rural library, need broadband communication

urces in order to survive and serve.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Thank you. Weywill see to it that your paper is

duplicated and passed around to the other members of the Commission. We would

also be very interested in your reaction to this draft of a national program

which I take it you have not yet seen!

Mr. BOWEN: I haven't, but my remarks by agreement with ChuCk were to

be addressed strictly to the telecommunications environment.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Please do write to us about how you respond to the

national prograM, too.
/

Mr. LERNER: One quick one. You say you look forward to a forty to

seventy p rcent penetration of market in broadband communication. What is

your time rame on that?

Mr. BOWEN: I am sorry --

Mr. LERNER: The cable industry today is a total disaster; so what is

your time frame on'thatT

Mr. BOWEN: Will you qualify your total disaster if i qualify my thirty

to forty-five? My referenCe to thirty to forty-five percent was, I think,

specific to one level of service; not to --

9
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Mr. LERNER: Forty to seventy.

Mr. BOWEN: Forty-ve to seventy in densely populated areas; not for

rural America.

Mr. LERNER: What is our time frame?

Mr. BOWEN: A decade.

Mr. AINES: Your telephone number, is that in your document?

Mr. BOWEN: Chuck Was it.

Ms. Mak: Of all places to be concerned about rural libraries, I am

deeply impressed that MIT should be so concerned, and I want ,to cbmpiiment,

the witness. I am very much idressed.with your testimony. .

Mr. BOWEN: I an alto a_citizen of the State of,,Vermonr4 and Mire juste:

taken the free man's oath, so I represent two dinority constituencies.

JEWEL'DRIaKAMER Att'

Deputy Direc x ti, Department of State bray Services
State of RhodeIsland

Providence, Rhode Is1ans#

477Chairman BURKHARDT: Now I would like to,call on Mme. Jewel DPickamer of
0.

%,

the Rhode Island Department of StAke Library Services. f notice that you arle

the next four speakers all code from the same departmeilL

.

Ms. DRICKAMER: I thought they had successfully diyicipd
N
thrse. lves up

,
. ,

for the sake of everybody listening, but some of them may or mayitot proded
,

.

,

\\J-to speak. I will be brief. I am sure you will'be glad fOr'that:

Chairman BURKHARDT: You understand our problem.

Ms. DRICKAMER: Yes.

I have had the opportunity to see, two drafts of your present paper, and 4,1

there is agreat deal of good thinking in these drafts. National planning

i s essential, and Rhode Island did press for i t . A national network i s of-

importance to at least a good segment of'our population.
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in my opinion, however, the document is very narrow in scope and 'your

articulation' of funding is also very narrow. It leaves outof the national

poilture ratherieffectively services to children, young people, elderly,

*fnorities, all the goals we t4 been developing toward people-oriented

programs, and it is my ()Anion that states and localities cannot succeed in

developing and continuing to develop these services without federal funds

and federal impact. I feel that there should be national goals that encom-

pass both those in your paper and other user - oriented goals.

To put it bluntly in, money 'terms, if there were $100 million federal

for libraries, I should like to see twenty million annually for some sort of

super-network which perhaps really is needed and eighty million' annually to

go intrastate for at least a Aecade to 'continue to raise the level and

quality of library-services to citizens right where they are, in ways that
. -

swe are belfrinFng to 16rn to' be effective in.

realize that you may feel that.ttie services to these groups are im-
10

tz, plied Wyout. document by'Pletting the states do it" or ev n the locality.

I think t
,o..1

realities in my mind that twenty-five per ent of our popula--..

tion may never use libtaries; that twenty -five percent ay already use H-

braries; that there are fifty percent whO could use librariees to their profit

,fit somehow or other wp are not.reacbingsthem or able to serve them maxi-
.

9

4 4

mally. 'This ii.for a variety of reasons but chiefly because the'good, sound

middle or upper middle cjasethat began libraries and backed them dominated

them for a long,tiMe.

t
I think we have made a start in another direction.,

I should halite to

see this start not have a continual federal -posture to back it and the funds

to con inue it. In my opinion.untit we reach the hard-hat fathers and the

o wet are mothers and the radio,additt kids and all the others who need to read
*-4

nd`gain
4
information /Order to have a full and informed life, we can end up

a
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creating networks or a network that talk to themselves or to itself

and to a very small audience; so I make this very sincere plea that there be

consideration in this' way.

RICHARD WATERS
Departient of State Library Services

State of Rhode Island
Providence, Rhode Island

Mr. WATERS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I didn't know Rhode Island was

'going to dominate the open session.

Chairman BURKHARDT: It speaks well for your initiative, I must say.

Mr. WATERS: I would like wo brief points. One is that .1 am

for categorical grants. It is throu categorical grants that we have been

able to put some pressure on th= local communities to live up to n- ational

priorities.and to standards.

And a new federalism of revenue-sharing -- I have been keeping a close

watch on this, and Mr. Stevens at Wentworth last wee Said that the Treasbry

Department seems to think that five percent of revenue-sharing money is going

.for public libraries. We did a very close study in Rhode Island,' and out of

$15 million to the communities in Rhode Island in 1972, something like .9p2.9e

percent was given to public libraries.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Who gave the five percent figure?

Mr. WATERS: Mr. Stevens mentioned it.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Our Mr. Stevens?

. Mr. WATERS. Yes. . 1

1

Chairman BURKHARDT: We w1-11 have to ask him where he got it.

Mr. WATERS: He said he got it from the Treasury Department; and from

the 1973 amount of,revenue-sharing, which was approximately $15 million to

the local communities .00253 percent went to public libraries in Rhode

Island. I have b n watching the revenue-sharing and I think the local OM-

r"
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cials have been burned. They thought there were going to be categorical

grants along with revenue-sharing, and, with the sudden demise of the funds

for categorical grants, they have been spending the money on one-shot deals
0

where they are buying fire engines and.n'othing is going for programs.

Of the money in Rhode Island eat went for revenue-sharing, less than

$5,000 is fin- programs. It has gone for roof repairs, new furnaces, boilers

and that sort of thing.

Chairman BURKHARDT: You have got pretty solid statistics, I gather.

You are really keeping track of that?

Mr. WATERS: Yes; and secondly, theAgional Commission, in all, its

papers, mentioned the fact there shoufil be a national structure, and various

.

people have mentioned the Library of Congress as the focal point. I say there

is already an existing structure. Mr. Brahm pointed out that it has fluctua-

ted over the years with various people coming and going, but there is a

structure there within the Department of HEW that perhaps needs to be boosted.

We have the structure. We have people in Washington who are concerned with

library programs and who have had exgartg-ce. We have regional offices, and
. ,

perhaps at this point of our-ngilonal structure this is the place to start.

There is something "aireddy inexistence.

Mr. CASiY:,Will you please tell me why haven't trustees and librarians

been"more convincing, more' effective in getting revenue-sharing funds? This

is'a serious situation because libraries are listed among the categories that

can be used in revenue-sharing along with public-safety and so forth. wk

have libraries been so unsuccessful in your experjence?

, .

Mr. WATERS: We had a meeting. I believe it:was mentioned earlier by

Mrs. Blecharczyk. Our department lias had a state-wide meeting on revenue-

sharing with public officials, with state officials, and librarians and

trustees. Most of the public officials, town managers and city managers,
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said that librarians and the public who use the library don't scream.

I will quote one mayor whose community gets almost $3 million. He says

that if filteelfiremen come in and scream for a new fire truck, they will get

a new fire truck, byt I think that traditionally librarians have been quiet,

the same as the trustees. They have fought in town budgets in that area,

but they will not go out, and they don't see that as the role of a 1Sbrarian.

I speak as one having had experienCe of going out in the public and being

cautioned by my trustees not to. But I think also the officials have been
a $2'

burned. This is a chance to get equipment and other things for the community

without having to raise taxes, and if they can update all their fire equip-

ment and all their police equipment, they think -this is more vital than the

library, and most of the people will agree with them.

Mr.-CASEY: -You.are saying..the trustees and librarians have to establiSh.

V t

a higher priqrity in their community for library service?

'Mr. WATERS: Not so much a priority. I think fn many cases where yot

have fifteen policemen coming in, they ore going to get the publicity because

people will be concerned about public safety. 'I think if you cquld get 200

people coming in supporting the library for revenue-sharing, they will get as

much as anybody else will.

Chairman BUkKHARDT: Thank you. The Commission is really anxious to get

a complete picture of how this whole revenue-sharing is working out asear as

libraries are concerned, and we are finding it rather difficult because the

returns come in in very spotty ways, but we are making every effort to get

the picture as it is working out.

Mr. WATERS: I can send our questionnaire and how we outlined itlend the

result we are getting. In order to prepare for this, I had.to do some tele-

phoning to about ten libraries who hadn't responded to thefquestionnaire, but

by.teiephone I got the informatiOn.

1 4
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Ms. MOORE: I Would caution evtn the members of the audience'to carefully

look behind the statistics. In my own state of Arkansas everyone knew the

state revenue- sharing, the amount that went to the state, went to highways,

all of it. But when the reporting system came around, it,was said that the

revenue-sharing had.been.pbf in with the state monies and, therefore, it could

not be said for sure exactly what it was spent for. So the legislative coun-

cil which did the reporting indicated that $2 million had gone for libraries

because-there had been a $2 million appropriation to improve the collections

in the university library. It left the impreSsion that we profited greatly '

from revenue-sharing in Arkansas. That is, the records of the Treasury De-

partment will show that, and, as I said at the'time,,it was inaccurate and,

if I had' been.. employed by the state, I would have said dishonest re rting.

(Laughter.)

.

Mr. WATERS: I can't answer for the,itate's share here because that has

gone into the general fund, .bilgas for libraries, one of the questions we'

-
asked them was how did they have to keep track of revenue-sharing=funds and

how did their town do it., Most of the communities' have set up a special

budget. You have your regular budget and then each department applies for

revenue-sharing and they have to keep separate re rts; so, on the state

level I wouldn't know, but on the community levprwe'h4ve a fairly accprate

picture.

BARBARA L. WILSON
Chief, Division of Special. Library Services

Department of State Library Services
State of Rhode Island

Providence, Rhode Island

Ms. WILSON: Thank you, Kr. Chairman, for this opportunity. This seems

to be Rhode Island dominating the lunch However, I did have the oppor-

...
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tunity to present written testimony, soil will not repeat what I have put in

there, but I did want to emphasize a couple'of additional thoughts and con-

; :cerns that I have

r- l'am concerned mainly with readers who need special library services.

They would be the blind, the handicapped and the institutionalized; and also
..

I coordinate media services for the Department. I sUpposeyou must realize.

what impact the federal funds have had on library programs for this special

clientele.

`In Rhode Island we did not have a regional library until LSCA came along

when we had 200 readers transferred from Perkins. This number has now grown

to over 2,000 readers served by our regional library in Rhode rsland.

We do receive materials from the Library of Congress and we also develop

peripheral materials ourselves to serve special needs, such as some of the

language needs that we have in Rhode Island. In addition, we have ten state

institutions 114phode Island and these had no library services wherrthe LSCA
,;..

library

came in. Now'five of them have full-time tibra ns whd are employed by the

'"institutions. "ley were ,originally started under grants from our agency a

have shown their value thrOu9h services in institutions to the point where

now the institutions fund them. Five other state institutions either get

bookmobile service through us or they have part-time librarians who are work-

ing and hoping that they will eventually also be picked up. But without fed-

erarmoney, we would never have been able to do this type oflibrary service,

and it is most essential. While you need this overall network, you alsomust

not cut back on this kind of supportive funding for special services.

I am also concerned, as far as the media goes, with incompatibility. It

Is,really appalling the amount, the kinds, the types of equipment, both 'hard-

ware and software manufactured, many of aich are not interchangeable or com-

patible. If you go from one meeting to another, you have to supply your own
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slide projector because your carousel might not fit on someone else's pro-
,

jector. The films are not all interchangeable between the eight, the super-
,

eight, the 16 millimeter. With cassettesmwhere the speed and size now are

pretty mah-compatible, there are problems wi impulses on certain cassettes

and things like that.

Video tape is another whole area that needs to be standardized. I think

it is going in that direction, but your agency as a body could encourage the

standardization and the development of media in a more sensible manner so

f-
that peoAle aren't spending thousands and thousands of dollars to duplicate

and develop materials which are not compatible with one another.

I know ihisis a problem industry-wise because naturally each company

wants to sell its own machine, but still it was possible to standardize,,ther

things nationally such as cassette tapes, I think this is where an ov rall

agency can give directionbetting up standards, which would encourage the

compatibility of materials for special lf.brary services.

Mr. LERNER: Because of a cut in federal funding,have you been forced to

drop some programs directly, and if ,so --.7

Ms. WILSON: We have been fortunate in Rhode island that our director

has obtained matching state money. For practically all of the federal money

we haeamt fling state component; so, what we have done Is go along on

very reduced scale where we have not been able to expand as planned. We have

a five -year Plan which we are not able to implement completely and we probably

won't be able to unless things look brighter for us.

We have not been able to add other institutions or partially state-sup-

ported institutions which we had hoped to do, such as halfway houses, drug

homes, places like this. In Rhode Island the institutions are reducing in

size and their residents are going to homes in the communities. Many are

living in special halfway houses and group homes, and these would benefit

,tv
.44...L.
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greatly by ,library services. The public libraries a4i,either not geared to
a

serving them or for several reasons just can't take care of the special

clientele. We would be doiqg that if we had more federal funding.
ti

DOROTHY BROWN.
Department of State Library Services'

State-of Rhode Island
Providence, Rhode Island

4
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Ms. BROWN: 1/am also from the Rhode Island Department of State Library

Services and most. of the things. that concerned me have already been mentioned.

I would.only like to say, as other people have already said, that I also

approve of the draft proposal. I think the establishmen't of a national net-

,"

work -Is an important thing., but I am also concerned for those library users -

present and potential - who really could benefit very little from the network

but can benefit from a continuation of the programs which have already been

started. Man( of these are still in a very, very preliminary stage and fray

die or not continueif the setup of funding is drastically changed at this

point. 4

Mr. LERNER: Your, concern -then baOcalfy is that funds should not go

into the network program that come out of other programs. We should continue

to do what we are doing.

Ms. BROWN: Right.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Do yob interpret that draft as being an alternative

or a-substitute for categorical aid? The'conn'ection isn't necessarily so,

but I see your point just the same. Our motive is to get on with some kind

f national plan, and 1think insofar as the federal component of that is

concerned, we are trying to specify what the state responsibilities are in

establishing a federal plan of ,this sort. I don't think it's necessarily

to beSterpreted that we, as a commission, in this plan have any other posi-
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tion about federal funding.

The amount of federal funding is to be determined by what we discover to

be the needs of the country and the mechanisms for providing the funds), so I

don't know whether I may be answering a question which you never had.

Ms. BROWN: What I was primarily concerned with after reading the docu-

ment is that all of the emphasis is on systems, on pOviding information

(which I think is very necessary); but there is no mention of many ofo'the

types of library users that I am familiar with and do h 1 ,to serve, such as

children, for example, who would benefit v ry little from this type of

national network. Such information networks would not be used by the elderly

whip came in to use a library for informational reading, for leisUre reading

And so forth, or by handicapped persons.

)

Chairman BURKHARDT: Very good. We will do something about that.

ALBERTO T. PEREIRA,
Supervisor of Young Readers' Services
Department of State Library Services

State of Rhode Island
Providence, Rhode Island

411

Mr. PEREIRA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman andPoMMission members, for let-
,

ting me speak. I have already made a statement to, theCommission. What I

would like to talk aboutis my position as supervisor of young reader's ser-.

'vices which is in the Department of State Library Services.

My job is contact with people. We provide story hours for children,

special programs which are concerned with children, books for children, and

special programs featuring speakers for those, people who work with children's
.

books.. In. particular, mush of my service in the past five years has taken me

into, the community where I have discussed with young adults such things as

drugs, drug'use, drug abuse., and what'library services they preferred..

I have tape-recorded young adults and childreri from 11 to 12 years old
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In n excellent program of cooperation between the Department and the
vu.

- principal public library in Providence, we managed a series of programs Where-

139

in we pu chased books for various community orgailizations such as the Afro-lit

Ameri can C per, the Neighborhood Youth Corps, a small community club, and a

social club. J:iooks purchased.were selected by these people themselves. This

program would not have been possible without the federal funding which gave

the impetus that we needed.

I think the document is, an excellent document, but I think it is guilty

of omission, omission of mention of children and of the various minority

croups with which I work. And I think a very much-needed content to be added

is a parallel development to this document which would include Oildren.and

the minorities.

Mb

BARBARA HOLDEN'

New Hampshire State Library C4MMission's.

Concord, New Hampshire

Ms, HOLDEN: I
apologize for not having submitted testimony in advance.

Howev er, I choose to speak at this moment from the point of vtqw of a former

library. trustee from a small town.

Be,for- I say WhaO have to 'say, and I do promise to be brief, l'Would

that, as a member of the state library commission, I obviously

do n agree with what Mr. Laubach has had tofsay aboUt the lack of need for

federal funds. As a member and as someone. from New Hampshire, I am scii-ry

that no.public librarpes from our state are represented, but I am delighted

to see that we are repgrented by our academic Libraries because this proves

what marvelous cooperation we have had from them in building our statewide

0
network:

°P.

i do, however, agree with what\Mr Ilpubach had ttsay about the import-
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ante of establishing Coordination, cooperation, and networks at the local

level. Mr. Kissner from Fitchburg also made the same point. I feel very

strongly about needs at the local level right at this moment because I have

been working for, the last several months on -study which-has been privately

funded by the New Hampshire Charitable Fund to datemin:the degree and kind

of cooperation or coordination which is possible in the libraries of a small

town. of 6,000 in New Hampshire.

I think this is a fairly typical Case. We have been working in the state

with the cooperation of the State Deparpsent of Education'and the ,State Li-

brary and of the boards of both agencies on this problem for some time. We

have been conducting regional meetings throughout the state, some of whi #F

have attended. These meetings, plus my own experience in working in collabora-

tion with, professional school librarian on this library survey, convince me

that at the local level we are not going to make real progress in cooperation
101

and coordination until or unless there are funds to pay someone to really make

4 the in-depth study which is necessary in each specific case. I don't mean.

that all the answers are different. Each borrows fromiee other, but they are.

to a very large extent individual answers, and in small communities I do notr
think that there is going to be the Incentive or the time or the energy to

pursue this sort of thing unlessfhe'Department of Education and the Division

of Library Services get together and make joint grants for studies and pilot

projects.

4. speak from the point of view of the rural communities gather than the

large cTnunities, I realize.

Thank you.

Chairman BURRHARDT:. Ms. Holden, wguld you see to it that our staff has

a record of this study that you talked about?

Ms. HOLDEN: Yes, indeed I will. We are in,process.

'5 61
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Chairman .BURKHARDT:, Is that being done under the Library Commispion?

Ms. HOLDEN: No, it is not. I should have said that the application for

this grant was made by the Boar of Trustees of the Richards Library in

Newport, New Hampshire, because they could. see that ten years from now both

the school libraries and the public libraries might well be falling behind

in service and i resources unless the taxpayer could be assured that he was

getting the greatest possible .value for his library dollar:

- Chairman BURKHARDT: Is your commission a coordinating body? Is it an

advisory body?. What is it?

Ms. HOLDEN: Our state library commission is like Ms. Moore's state li-

brary commission, I would say. Our state agency is the coordinating agency

allall library efforts in the state dertainly.
o

Our Statewide Library Development Program was originally planned for

public libraries, but the academic libraries have been pulled in, and we are

trying to pull in more and more other types of libraries as time goes on.

1

ELEANOR C. CAIRNS
Librarian, Maine Medical Center

Portland, Maine

Ms. CAIRNS: Mr. Chairman, and Commissioners, I think that you might be

'interested to know of a horse-and-boggy kind of library service that we are

giving in Maine. The Maine Medical Center and the Bioscience§ Library,
4

Jackson Obrary,in Bar Harbor are committed to continuing medical education

in the State of Maine. We have no medical school in the state-and since the'
4

Maine Medical Center has the largest medical library, we are a resource for

every physician in the State of Maine. We received seed money from the reg-

inal medical program to finance our document delivery, reference services,

loan of books and cassettes and so forth, and that has been going on for a

period of five years.
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In June we came to the end of our funding and wondered what do we do now.

Well, as you know, we are Yankees from Maine and so we make do, eat it up,

wear it 'out and so forth. So what we did was to go out and try to raise money

from the doctors who are using. this service. It didn't seem possible and many

people said that it would fail. We haven't admitted to failure yet, and I

think we are not going to.'

There are. sixty hospitals in Maine. We have memberships in our medical

library for service for twenty-seven of these hospitals. We have ten that

will get their checks to'us eventually for service. That leaves a few small

lh
hospitals, some 23-bed h pitals, some 30-bed hospitals and so forth. But

those of us in the y ask what happens to the patient who i.getiingcare

from a doctor wh is practicing medicine the way he did forty years ago when

he graduated fro edical school? We feel that they are as entitled to good

medical care as any ne in the state.

Flavin a committed staff, it is rather easy and extremely rewarding to

give service to the doctors in the state. However,.on the periphery of this

circle of doctors who are supporting the program, we have the paramedical.

personnel, the nurses, and the technicians of various kinds, and these people

are not provided'for. it is my great concern th t if the' country is truly

concerned algout improved patient care .an conti6 ng medical education on

every level, that they will, know about th s that are happening in our

state. And we are Just' an example.

We are a rural sfae with hOspitals very far apart. We are at the moment

talking about consortia, and it is possible that two of our cities may be able

to estabish a consortium in each city, However, you, can't consult with anybody

who 1056 to 75 miles away from you. They have to 1:;e fairly,near, and so this

is a very real problem for us: how to get service to the physicians in the

obtlying areas and, furthermore, to the paramedical personnel.
4

1
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There is no duplication of service in our state. As. I said, we have no

medical school and ours is the largest library and we have made this Commit-.

ment. And so we are thinking in terms of newer kinds of communication.

We have had financed for us by Regional Medical Program the teletype,

the TWX, a WATS line and now we have gone into computer service, the MED line.

We are part of the national medical library gituation, but this hasn't really.

gone into effect yet; I
understand that it wily be going into effect in

January. In thelmeantime we have the questions we must answer now, the

patients who are ill now, the doctor who needs a review now; and so we hope

that eventually we wiql make this program something more than it is, something

in the 20th century; not mailing out documents through the post office, but

some kind of photophone service that we can give so that a doctor from the

northern reaches of the state wont call in and say, If you can get this

material to me by Wednesday, potpOne the operation until Thursday."

This really happened. We make use of Greyhound buses - whatever we-can - to-

get the information to him as fast as possible.

We have,a very great responsibility here. I think that perhaps there

isn't any place in the planning that I have listened to,herc for helping us,

but I
think you should be aware that these things are existing in rural areas

in particular.

. Mr. DUNLAP: How do the physician and your paramedical personnel in

Maine learn about your collections? Does a physician ordinarily subscribe to

the Journal of the American Medical Association,. find a particular publica-

tion he wants to see, or are you able to send them lists of your new acquisi-

tions?

Ms., CAIRNS: We send our list out over the state. Many of the medical

meetings are held at our hospital, and doctors come in for grand rounds very

often, usually once a week. I have visited probably eighty percent f the
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hospitals in Maine. I have talked with administrators about esfablishiill

small basic Jibraries, but it Is ve difflcult to sit Opposite a man on a

limited budget who is wonder'ing w he is going to repair* the ceiling in'pne

wing of the hospital, how he i going to get new equipment for the operating

room, and he thinks, my God, she's talking about books. He just cant be-

lieve it, it is so unreal to him. However, fifty percent of all the interns

0 at our hospital stay in the state of Maine or return to the state of Maine.

They know perfectly well about our'hospitali\and we can almOst pinpoint them

on the map of Maine where they go because the last thing they ask as they

leave the building is, "You will give library service to us,now, wont you?"

And we say yes.

Now we are on a pay-as-you-go, but we have not as yet refused anybody

and I think perhaps we won't refuse service-to anyone.

Mr. LERNER: Is there a lesson to be learned from your pattern of opera-

tion for other states?

tis. CAIRNS: Perhaps not. I think that we are starting,ina very small

way. I think that some day some person will see the possibilities of what

,could be done with increasing this kind of service, having more trained medi-

cal
.

.

librarians iin'the state, having a larger central library, having faster

communication, having abetter computer service (We are on the MED -line
44 . .

which is the medical network for computer service.) I see this as a small

beginning of something that will have to grow:apd I do 1:*1 that people should

e 1

, I be aware of small' efforts so thaj they don't die out, so that they are con- ,

. tinued and increased.

JOSEPH G. SAKEY
Director, Cambridge Public Library

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Mr. SAKEY! Thank you, ter. Chairman, for giving me this opportunity to

. ,
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say a few words. Wejlave not responded to a simple fact of life here -- with

the exception of the delegation from Rhode Island --: that eighty to ninety

percent of the public who live in an urban setting do not use libraries. The

Commission's proposal that I looked at this morning does not respond to this

striking statistic.

The use of the consumer end user which has been discussed here:tfiis

nOrning has been used in an adjectival computer sense. The real' meaningful

program, a national plan to service the people in the urban settings, has

not appeared in what 1 have hoard and what -I have read.

There has been no mention of the relevancy of libraries in the urban

setting where the middle class are totally absent, where we have tie poor and

the disadvantaged, %fere we have the blacks and the Portugese and the Spanish

and the Indians and French and others, where we have a large white disadvan-

taged population. No mention or conversation has been given in a programatic

way to identify the needs of these persons living in the city.

For all practical purposes, one can say that books are dead in the urban

centers. We have not responded to that reality. The traditon.of reading is

a dying tradition in the cities, and I am not sure that anyone can dispdie'

that. It is my opinion that the networks, the computer systems, the consoles;

the inter-library loans do not -- and 1 want to emphasize that very strongly --

do not respond to the people's needs in an urban setting:

.1 submit that any kind of a network of this sort will serve less than

one percent of the total American population. It is incumbent upon this Com-

mission to respond to the needs of an urban setting, which is where over two-

thirds of the total population lives; Alternatives, and new goals and new

objectives for an urban library situation are required, whether it is infor-'

national referral systems, cultural centers, a le.arning situation, a teach-

ing situation, or a telecommunications system. But some new role, a mean-

r
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ingful role that will take the people in an urban setting into mind, is very,

very necessary.

Finally, I was disappointed when I heard the rallying cry from lib;arians

all over the country. We had libraries rallying all over the country. We

had state agencies screaming and yelling all over the country. We had state

v,

associations yelling and crying all over the country because of Mr. Nixon's

I, cut on the LSCA funds. It is disappointing to me to see the Commission silent

while all this'activity was going on. I think I would be remiss in my re-

sponsibilities not to say this in a public setting.

. Thank you very much for, the opportunity to speak.

Mr. CASEY: I agree with yotabouethe problems of minorities and under-

privileged people in our urban areas. Now, why aren't.the local governments

and the state governments responding to that, while the Commission addresses

itself to the delivery of interstate library service?

(

Mi.. SAKEY: f am oncerned about this lack. 'of governmental action.

think the real answer is that politicians have to survive and that politi-

cians in this area, to survive the pdst elections, had to reduce taxes. That

is where most of your money went. I think you know there simply is not

enough. money to go around. All the network business, for Pxampla, that has

come about has not reached the little library. It has not reached the li-

brary like Cambridge. We haVe implemented a few added services, but those

.services, again, were geared for the one percent or five percent, and not to
.

the eighty percent, of the urban population.

',,

The categorical grants that we have been getting from the state library

commission as a result of the LSCA funds have been really meaningful to us

in Cambridge. In an imps:irtant way they have touched the lives of the

Spanish and blacks and other poor minorities in the city. Any new system
,

that is going to be brought in is going to siphon off this kind of money

-...o.i.; a
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from any kind of categorical grants that Cambrjdge or any other small city

can have. I am submitting that these categorical grants are real meaningful.

Any other system is just giving us more of the same, and more of the same

simply isn't working.

The fact is that from Cleveland to Newark to Detroit to Baton and

Cambridge -- and all the great urban centers -- ninety percent of the people

are asked to support a libraryystem that only ten percent use, and there

is very little in those library systems which can attract or bring the ninety

percent in. There simply is not that kind of money around to implement new

systemikt .We have got to reallocate our goals or our objectives, and that has'

to come from a very high level of government.

Ms. WU: Do you mean that the reason why the Cambridge Library systems

haven't been able to reach the minorities is totally the lack of funds?

Mr. SAKEY: Whatever effort we have made in Cambridge to reach the

minoritie9 has been as a result of the, state grants-in-aid. It is very, very

difficult to begin to change a middle-class philosophy when you eve been

catering tc and meeting the needs of a middle-class clientele for anumber of

years. This middle class clientele happens to be the Establishment the

five or ten percent, the influence-makers -- and they are not going to allow

you to begin changing and,using current operating resources to meet the needs

of the poor. This has to emanate from a national plan, a national goal.

Mr. DUNLAP:: You have obviously come to grips with kvery difficult prob-

lem and you have thought about it. If people are not going to read, wha\t is

the future for urban libraries? Would you suggest we turn them into motion

picture houses or places where we have more TV sets? What would you envision

as the way to go?

Mr. SAKEY: For ehmple, it has been my opinion*for a long time -- many.

people eve heard it -- that the best informational specialists we have in
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any city in this country are not people who work in libraries. I am not talk-

ing about theeprice of butter or the cost of living index .or the gross national

product kind of question, but the people who have the information, the people's

informationl in any city in this country, are your city councilors. That is

where'people go to get information. That is where they go when they want to

know how they can get into a hospital or how they can get into a nursing home.

1 have a teen-age sun. How do I find work for him? He doesn't come to the

library for that kind of information. We have sevepteen informational centers

in the City of Boston. They are called little City Halls, and that is where

the people go for this kind of information. It is people's information that,

in my opinion, some of these libraries should give. But the library presently

has no such service and
I believe that informational referral systems are one

way of providing this' service. Another way is by using the building that you

have and utilizing the available space and library personnel instead of just

letting it go to waste. Nobody knows that this opportunity is there. They

may know it is there as a building, but they don't use it. it is like in a

horse race. People are rnt aware that there are a hundred people working in

the Cambridge Library or 5,000 people working in the Library of Congress or.

however many in Newark or these other cities, but the minute they begin to

find out that five million or ten million dollars are being spent in these li-

braries and they are not getting a piece of the action, I Ahink that at that

point In time we will be in trouble.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Mr. Sakev, thank you very much. I am afraid we

must move on now, but I do want to encourage you when you have had a chance

to go over that draft program of.ours, to write us at some length about your

criticisms of it and your suggestions as to how to improve it.
V
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CHARLES W. CROSBY
Chief of CentrarPublic Services

Providence Public Library
Providence, Rhode Island'

Mr. CROSBY: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am the coordinator of the

Providence Public Library, the principal public library in the 'State of Rhode

Is.land. While I agree with some of Mr. Sakey's remarks, and while'for three

hours I have heard of our failures with adults, I would like to say that I

do feel that in the state of Rhode Island, particularly fn the city of

Providence, we are succeeding with that segment of our society, the child,

who is our one white 'hope and perhaps our best user to a rather appreciable

and satisfactory degree.

This is not my area of concern as a coordinator, but I did want to speak

supportively and perhaps even to reiterate my support for something,for

.

children's services iri the finely - articulated document that comes out of your

Z1
draft. I am thinking of my own

:

rticlilar 'library and its work with children

In almost over 5,000 separate funct ons or events with an attendance -of better

than 72,000,.which is not too bad. Now, I am not bragging, nor have we failed

in this area; there is much more that we should be doing, but I have been in

this work since 1966 and I.do not feel that we have

We have, as credibility in the social agencies of the state

and the city of Providence, and in the circles of social concern we have

gained a reputation we did not,have at the beginning,.because whether or not

we have the money, we have at least consistently gone in with some youth, some

enthusiasm, and given the thing a real try.

I think that the Commission should be urged to specify and articulate

position for work with children, and that is why I feel we need the continu-

ance of the funding.

Chairman BlJR10-1ARliT: How do you feel that Providence and the state li-

tat')
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that are deprived and so forth?

Mr. CROSBY: I think that we are succeeding in that we go to meetings, we

go out to the communities, belong to organizations. We know not just the

president of the Human Relations Commission or of the dropout center, the

Neighborhood Youth Corps sponsors, but we know people on the staff, people in

the office, people at desks. We belong to theUrban Leape.and we go to its

meetings. We belong to the Opportunities Industrialization Center and we go

to its meetings and we hear some of its graduates and some of its people. -We

have worked with the Latin-American community center.

Somebody was talking about documentation of minority groups. The Educa-

tion Department of the State of Rhode Island does not know how many Portugese

or how many Spanish have come into the state in the last two years, not to

mention the last month. The truancy department in the school system doeA not

know anything about it either. We are a better check than their own yeople.

DAVID H. PARTINGTON
Middle Eastern Division, Harvard College Library

Cambridge, Masa.achupetts

.4

Chairman BURKHARDT: Mr. Partington, will you tell us what is your posi-.

tion with the library?

Mr. PARTINGTQN: I am the head of the Middle Eastern Division of the

Harvard College Library and also the chairman of the Library Committee of the

Middle East Stu es Association and chairman of the.Middle Eastern,Subdivi-

sion of the Foreign Acquisitions Subcommittee of the Association of Research

Libraries.

When I learned of the existence of this Committee, I noticed that you.-

were concerned with how one might better utilize the services of the Library

of Congress, and I wish to speak on one very specific point.
At 4'

AJ1.,
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For many years, the Library of Congress has been receiving card copy for

books catalogued in various research libraries. That is, when we at Harvard

or Michigan or some other library catalog a book,we send one card from the

card set to the L racy of Congress. Thecards for books written in Weitern

languages appear'in the Nation 1-..Uon Catalog, which has been of inestimable

value to libraries and scholars. The story is quite'different for books

written in the Middle Eastern languages, specifically Arabic and Persian.

For several,decades *certain research ribraries have been se ng card

dopy to the Library of Congress for each book catalogued in6a addle Eastern

language. These cards have not been edited and published in ther the

National Union Catalog or in a separate catalog of Middle Eastern vernaculars.

Those cards that we librarians send to LC remain, so far as I know, unsorted

in drawers, gathering dust. Thus, the many research libraries and the ever-

growing number of Middle Eastern specialists in this cotintry are deprived of

the opportunity to take advantage of the cataloguing work of others institu-

tions.

What are the benefits that would accrue from a published catalog of these

works? For the scholar at any college it would provide an immediate indica-
,

tion_of where to find a book that is not in his own library. For the library

it would provide the means to avoid the expenses and frustrations of trying

to acquire an out-of-print book from Middle Eastern suppliers. In effect, it

would provide for the sharing of resources that already exist. For the li-

brarian, it would provide a bibliographic tool for ascertaining entries, edi-

tions, and other technical information.

For several decades, major American research collections have been en-

aged in a competitive struggle to build their own resources for Middle

Eastern research. The dm* has come, due to the decrease in private and

et
federal funding for area studies, the devaluation of the dollar, the inflation

-2)
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of book prices abroad, when simple economics is forcing upon us the necessity

to cooperate. A very important step in the right direction would be to assure

the publication of a union catalog of Middle Eastern vernac ars by the Li:-

brary.of Congress.

,Chairman BURKHARDT: JOhn, do you have any words of solace for Mr.

Partihgton?

Mr. LORENZ: I will certainly take the message the Library of

,Congrep, but I would.be interested in knowing now

, Mr. PARTINGTON: They have the message already.

Mr. LORENZ: What have they said to you in response?

Mr. PARTINGTON: Year after year'requests have gone in, I am told, from

Orientalia for different positions to sort out the cards, but there.is always

some priority.

Mr. AINES: Just one'brief comment. If you could find one way to yoke

the collections with oil, haps you will have some success.

Mr. PARTINGTON: We have our hopes.

THE REV. HAL I. MEYERS
Western Massachusetts Regional Library Center

Pittsfield, Massachusetts

Mr. MEYERS: Mr. Chairman, members of the Commission, I have worked with

the New Jersey Department of Education. Since being transferred td Western

Massachusetts, to Lenox, I have been involved with the Western Massachusetts"

Regional Library Center in Pittsfield. I am here to make a plea for a move'

'away from a multiplicity.of fixed-based operations. I feel that in a rural

area a regional center, which would work in close coordination with a series

of bookmobiles, would m et the needs of an ever:Increasing number of people

who are deprived of th opportunity of availing themselves of the traditional

711

library setting.
4
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(7Particularly we find that there is an increasing number of nursing home

in which the people are still mrtally active. These are oftentimes people

who have had a professional life, people who have been library users in the

past, but find that now, since they are_confined to a nursing home, they are

cut off from any kind of individual, meaningful contact with the outside

world. A bookmobile coming top nursing home provides. this kind of contact:
. .

I find that wIlen peopli are cut off from their normal contacts,),many of them

1 (

suffer mental deOressions which often lead to aggravating
:
their physical ail -

1

ments.

I

1

n addition, in smaller towns the professional people 7- the clergy, the a

physicians, the attorneys and so forikh -- do not have access to current

materials because there is no library or the library is too small to have an

adequate
.

suppli of specialized materials. Now, they may get material on

interlibrary loan, but often this takes a great deal of time. We find, th,at

we have to depend.on:thelookmobile. My community, for instance, ha 11-

we.depend on the bookmobile and the personnel to mail material to us.

They will ,even make extra trips that are unauthorized in order to see that

we get material that is needed in a hurry.

41A

I would like to reiterate or support the statement of the lady frdm

Maine who talked about medical libraries. Vjlp have.in our community large
i

numbers of interns and residents who are not American citizens. The general'

reading materials, when they use the library, is improving their knowledge
4

of.English and this improves their ability to take case histories into con-

-sideration and to be'better physicians to people in the community. So this

is an important concept.

I think that the bookmobile does something else. It is oftentimes the

first step to motivate the people to seek out regular organized library ser-

vices of the traditional kind. If the bookmobile is their first contact

6
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*with the library, and this is unsatisfactor jthere is no motivation for them

tomake an effort to go to a public library any place in the city.

I beiieve that the Commission should sponsor and encourage research into

the development of mobile libraries that will have microfilm storage, re-

trieval systems and the kirid of electronic devices that would enab em to

provide for rural America the kind of library services that'are found in the

large cities.

I think that the irural AMericans are entitled to this and the migrant

wdrkers_are entitled to this because I think it is a tragedy towaste a mind

wherever that mind maybe found.

Mr. STEVENS: I would like to be sure, I understood what you said:

/
.2.

-The ordinary bookmobile carries somethin on the order of 3,000 to 10,000

volumes as kind of a maximum.

Reverad MEYEp: Yes,'.It i s 09-type vehicle.

.., Mr. SEVEN'S: Yes. If one conv rted a substantial volume of that stock

to microfilm format and provided u e ilities for getting at that
---
rt
--

. 0

,material, you are suggesting it ould be pos ible to have availability to
.

one hundred to two.hundred tho sand volumes or more?
.

1

Reverend MEYERS; s.
\

.
1

0 1

Mr. STEVENS: of I rmatioh on a local basit t mporarily, as long as
, ... .

thin bookmobile was lioca e'd in a specif4 on. Users in your view could100

be taught to mp fpulat roform readers; they would eventually want them.
, /

'and would gain access to wide varl materialsof materals through4traveling book-

o

/ .

4 .

mobilesrather than access to nar ow coll,,Itions of materials *Tough standard.

bookmobiles. FS that correct? ,/,

- \ -

AReverend MEYERS: . Yes, and .1 also- think that if this

material were available in the bookM b le, it would provide a stimulation for .

,the users at_ ,4. later time to seek o pub17Cril*ary in town which might be

or,
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some miles away, and also it provide them with additional library skills.

I heard an earlier speaker comment About the fact that people were not educated

to library skills, and this wou0 cektainly give them some batic skils.prior

to entering the front door of our traditional library.

I Would also lice to point out that with a'building, it Is in one place,

you have high maintenance costs and kt is a static situation; whereas with the

bookmobile,Iyou have your investment Ina/the machine itself, the truck itself,

but it is a minimal investment and it serves a wide area and also a large

number of patrons.

FOSTER M. PALMER
Associate University Librarian, Har4rd University Library

Cambridge,I'MassachwaiEtp

Mr. PALMER: For the past several years, I have lteen working with

applftatiOn of computers to libraries. However, I am going to disappoint any-

4

one who thinks I may have foupd the philosopher's stone in this area and go

back to an earlier time when I was in charge of public services in the Widener

Library, which is the central library at Harvard. My comments are really
e

addressed to two caveats in the area of making the resources of large libraries

available more widely to,the public.
1

I think in the large libraries we feela great sense df responsibility to,

j make our resources available to a wider public than our own local clientele,

but I h50-observed two areas where I think there has .to be some caution, and

in any networks that you propose that involve reciprocal use of libraries or

use of academic libraries by the public, ..I want to call attention to a phenom-

enon, and perhaps I shOuld read this since it is probably more. succinctly put

than I Would be able, to do ex tempore.

ft is perhaps Something of a paradox, or at.least not necessarily what

would be expected by the layman, that there tends to be.a direct rather than

a
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an inverse relationship between the rarity or unusual qu= ity of library hold-

ings and the willingness of the owning library to share them with all world.

Rare book libraries are-customarily-open to scholars without' regard to

stitutiorial affiliation. 111course, the rare book material requires special

protection, but this protection is given impartially. It applies to local
.00

users as well as visitors.

The large libraries have large limbers of unusual, scarce though not

rare, books. They form perhaps the main pkt of most large Libraries. These

,/
.

are not the,rare books In special rare bbok Ilbra Pies, but they are uncommon,

unusual, and scarce book, which make much .of the difference between small

and middle-sized libraries and large libraries. Requests for use of those

scarce materials In the general collections by people'who are'not-members of

the 'institution, either to use them on the spot or by means of interlibrary

loan, are generally'dealt with very sympathetically

To be sure, there are problems in this area. The whole financial asis

4
of interlibrary loan, is under study, but in general I think you will find the

large libraries really are glad to make their resources available to other

people; they do not hoard them for themselves. Where larger libraries do

draw the line and become very protective against use by persons outside their

regular clientele is likely to be when the visitors want common, materials for

igthere is already competition within the library's primary circle. In

most cases these books would be available to visitors in their own libraries,

but there is a practical problemhere,.that,in deciding which library IO go

to on a pa ticu ar day, on a particular occasion, a person quite naturally

preferi the librarythat has all the books. ,Then when he gets there, he

doesn't limit his use as a visitor'to the uncommon books but he,competes with

A
the local people, the students and so on, for the latest book-by J. K.

Galbraith, or whatever, it may be:.
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they may have been given permission to use the large library possi y

11
in some general cooperative scheme worked out under the auspices of a body

Such as yours, on the basil for their need for its unusual resources. But

then when they get there, they compete with everyone else for the common

books.

Now, I don't have any particular solution here, but I think it is some-

thing that should be kept in mind as cooperative agreements or agreements for

cooperative use are being made. I think that much of the resistance to such

agreements might fade away if this particular problem is addresed.

Now turning from the use by actual v=isitors, I would also like to make a

caveat hT'the general area of microfilm. To the extent that a national net-

work might lead to greatly increased sending about of original copies of

scarce though not rare books; I am very concerned about the p?oblem of book

wear. Certainly an'alternative to sending books around is microfilm,and I

think here specifically I would hope that any program,of microfilming-in lieu

of loan would be coordinated with programs of microfilming for preservation.

There is a great problem, as I hope you are aware, of ExiO>paperbooks.

Ever since the introduction of wood pulp and other non-rag papers a century

or a century and a quarter ago, there has been a severe problem of deteriora-

4

tion. This isn't helped by the fact that most American librariegiare over-

,

heated and very'dry in the winter. 'So we do need to conserve our original

books, afid there are proposals for microfilming for preservation. I can see

where there might be a great deal of microfilming for purposes of library

networks, and I would like ,to see these two types of microfilming coordinated.

Certainly it would cost somewhat more to microfilm a book for a preser-

vation program, that is up to archival standards, than it would merely to

provide a reading copy which might be conlidered more or less a throwaway.

But my opinion is that in any such program of providing' copies, when one

t

M
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fonsiders
not only the-labor of page turning, which is a very large factor

in microfilming, but the wear,and tear on the books, i would hope that the

-fairly modest additional cost of processing to archival standards could be

absorbed rather than making throwaway copies at a slightly lesser cost.

Now, those are rather specialized points perhaps, but they'did occur to

me from my experience in the public service area and they might be relevant

to a prograM such as youriCommission might sponsor.

Mr.- BECKER: Foster from your experience dealing with computer appli-
,

cations, -- and maybe this is an unfair question could you tick off the

one, two, or three major obstacles, national obstacles, that exist at the

present time to computer progress in the library world?

Mr. PALMER: Well, I did in my written submission say,that I think

economics is more-of a limitation than techriology. There are many, many

things that can demonstrably be done but they cannot be funded or afforded.

k

U was speaking hereof the use. I spoke of people going to the libraries, I

spoke of microfilm. I didn't even speak of putting the text into machine-

readable form. This.is a very-exciting possibility, loth in my view it is as

yet wildly uneconomic except in some very specialized areas.,

Now, I think some things will be done in the medical area before they are

done in the general area. For instance, the urgency is greater in medicine,

the funding .is better in medicine, the areas with which I have'been person-

ally concerned -- such fields, let ds say, as history -- are going to be some

of the last areas where such things as machine-readable full text will be-

available because it is so voluminous and you are not dealing with the larger

proportion of new matter as you do with science and medi,ciA, but rather with

retrospective material. These areas have not drawn spedial financial support

as medicine and science gave.

Mr. LORENZ: You not questionifig the bibliographic machinery though?
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Mr. PALMER: No. I think the bibliographic machinery is here, but I

/ vs A
think the full text in ma ine-readable form -- the edonomicsfor that is very

discouraging at the pre ent time.

Mr. LORENZ: How about abstracting as an in-between step?

Mr. PALMER: Well, I think this is more attainable, but l'think it will
1?

come first on a current basis in science and in medicine, where the relative,

importance of current and future material is greater. In other words, if your

start putting abstracts in machine-readable form now, in five year in science

you have got something. If you start doing this in history now, in five years

you don't have much.

Mr. LORE>d,: How do you assess the results of the INTREX project at MIT?

Mr. PALMER: Well, I think thisis-a tremendously interesting demonstra-

tion, but I think the scale on which it was done, the size of the library and

the costs bear out what I say, that this will, to the extent that it is done,

4Ir )
be done t on a fairly small scale in rather narrow areas where the mate-

rial Is conce rated in time and in volume and the support is good. I do not

'look -to is as a really practical thing in such fields as history and so on

in the'near future.

Mr. AINES: Do 'you see any hope for COM?

,Mr. PALMER: Well, yes, I think once you get over the hurdle of getting

the material into machine-readable form, I think COM might be a very great

saving over paper copies. But I think your big hurdle is getting the material

into machine-readable form.

Now, in,Ithe writt submission I did say something about capturing pub-
.

lishers',00 printers' tapes. As yo'u probably know, most books are now in the

printing p*ocess going into machine-readable form, but at the present time it

is very difficult to make furtitier use of this material in most cases because'

of various technical factorsA,I o(,/ think that maybe there might be some

ti
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standards efforts here and possibly some development of a repository for

material from publishers in machine-readable form.

Then, of course, this leads up to another very thprny topic, and that is

copyright, and I am no expert on that; but one way in which this'large body of

full text in machine-readable form might come about over a period of years, is

by input from machine-readable data in the publishing process.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Thank you very much.

This concludes the listed speakers on the public part of the program, and

I want to congratulata those of you who spoke in keeping your remarks brief.

We actually have got two and a half minutes left of the time.

We have Mrs. Tashjian here. There have been several references to the

needs, of children and I understand you ary a really great authority on this

subject. I wonder if you would like to take a few minutes to tell us what

you think and what we might do.

_VIRGINIA-A. TASHJIAN-
Newton Free Library
Newton, Mas husetts

Mrs. TASHJIAN: Well, I am really not an authority. I am an authority,

p aps, on children's storytelling and folklore, but may I comment on some-

apart from children's work,,sir. Not that children are not important;

they are, indeed, the most importanyhing in library work, but I have been

much concerned about the fact that we arean information tenter and yet it is

so difficult for us as public libraries -- and I speak now as a public li-

brarian -- to impart that information to the public. It is so costly "

Chairman BURKHARDT: You are n the public library o flewton, Mass.?

Mrs. TASHJIAN: Yes. I wonder if this Commission ou ht not to make some

effort to do something about making it easier and cheaper for us to use this
A'

country's postage. If it is possible for some of our legislators to send out
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information free of charge, and eighty percent of it is po'litical, why js it

not possible for us to use 'thaesame privilege? Our postage is phenomenal,

and yet we, too, are an information source.

I would ask that this Coninission do something to.help us in that area.

Actually* this does have something to do with children! There is a great

deal of our information which goes out to children. Yes, I think the area of

children is slighted in this report and I am terribly sorry about that, b

cause over fifty percent, really, of most public libraries work within the

field of children and, through them, with their parents.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Well, you must not be too concerned because this is

a preliminary draft. ---

Mrs. TASHJIAN: Yes, I hope so.

Chairman BURKHARDT: And we have plenty of time to change it. This is one

of the benefits of this type of hearing, to subject it to public scrutiny. We

want to get this kind of input and criticism.

Mrs. TASHJIAN: I hope when you ask for input -- I am not ready to make

any at .this time -- I hope your school libraries and the school librarians and

public librarians and, above all, those who teach children's librarians, the

educators in the children's field, do get together and give some input. This

is very important. We seem to slight them and they have a lot of influence on

children. I am really not prepared to make any other statement.

. PHILIP J. McNIFF
Director, Boston Public Library

Boston, Massachusetts

Chairman BURKHARDT: Mr. McNiff, of the Boston Public Libraries, is in

the audience, Would you like to say a word or two to us?

Mr. McNIFF: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman BURKHARDT: You have been here all morning, so you must haie a
40- '7, .

-:.... II ,-..."

S
"
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'.
good notion of the scope and complexity of

Mr. McNIFF: I have been very much interests in the'!ei:/-aflatiS, remarks:

that have been made, and als in the draft proposal which yoxiialve, for net-

1:
C

problems that, Onfront us all.

works.
t

"

r

Mr. Canham, one of our former trustees, is going. to be speaking to thg

group and I don't want to impinge on anything he might be saying to you, but
) .

the question of the role of the metropolitan library die come up earlier.,
,!'

I think we need to have concern for the' role o f t he:metropoliitant,;11braf.y

in any network that is devised. I think the prfrograms must `start- at!the grass/
. . ,

roots in ,the'local commphities, because it is..he e in the local communities
,,,, - .. , ,

where you can identify the various problems in regard to'the disadvantaged,
,,i

'. . \ .;,, ,
. N

whether educationally, ethnic or whateVerlhe chaeacter Of the disadvantaged
-, . . ,.. .

state that the people are in.. I thjohisi.we teed to have' 4,"L'tptat program of re,-
. ,

4 4
ik ,' *: : , r,.1", .source development, and.qh'is i,s ane of the.'thiiigs thayllas ot comp-As:Slay,

..s.,:- ,, .i.4,',1-
, ..,,

,, tir , / %' "4,.\ \ 004' 1%."' ''' .., 2 0,

when talking about the tole qf; 1160 ';'e,.. i `': "f:-Tta:Y:k- i '''-' ; . .6
is

, . ..: ..g.

We hedrd,abo st.the, rural' 1 triA.Ot And we heard eboue'the sei'vt,cs,:in, -ks,(
1 s 0

our neighboring states to ,the no*.t ne and 'Ve-rmoAt ,and filetk Hampshire
\:,

V,. 1. ' f' 1:',,, ; . . , '

1-1k-r0 ,?' .'4, 'U , 'k) ' 'and I think one of the things at the Comart,n,I.Ohtiffiould address 'itself to,,,,
\ , ..,..-':,,;,.-.% s',4_,,-,,' t ,:. $ .

..

is the federally-financing re.sPi re in' ,..eactv st.,orelkodl:0- _Of Alie country ,,
-,; ,,,. ,.-,:... , .4?,.....,,..,.,, ,...

.., , %. :.,, .4,. ::ie,K ,,,....a ...
-,:. ''''% ,

. so that that resource' would be"\TImmedi el y avai lablAnd -,Acassible to t4e,:,
, , ,. ,.t. 4 t 41,1( , V,,,

,1 b , 1 t*-4 .. ,>. I *people in the state. ' k''. .,.3, ,.., ,:t .,,
i ^

<. ,,,a, A '' :-.'4 : , i ,- ii I
I think it unreal i sac to think ',t11,4terms,o) depending 4on,, A C.pAtt ra t- rii'-,i -*":

,' ' -.,- ,, \ ," %, 4,!,,

',','% -./:: 4''' <,.''' ,N':.i;bra ry in the United States as*a central- ',Iend i ng 1 ibrary.. I think oP;r., progniiint
N\

4
, 1.,,,,

need to be died perhaps, into three categories: first, the need fOr bihlio- - -.,
, ,,

graphic information; and heregl would strongly Support and urge the Commission
-3

, ,
to back the Library of(-COngrIes

.

Rrogram for getting full funding for the kr
,

4. i. ,_ P. ,

pact program because th4. is.nOt onlyiof value to the research libraries or .,

' At
the lafge metropolitan libraries,' but I, think these services can be filtered,-.....,'

,,.
. : .

down into the smalie libraris4y network opeeatiohs.
,,.

y*, , At *' ) ' *.

r'
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The second point is the need for regional resource lending centers which
e

will upgrade the accessibility a reSourceSAo'people for whatever purpose

they need them.,
-

The third Area is reference and_researoh resources; and I think we cannot
.

'depend on our private institutions or universities or oOr specialized It-.
.

lraries "or this service because these tare not always as successful as ones '...,

, 4 't
. 4

would like. ...

.
,

.

.
.

. .. .

Mr. Palmer pointed out some of,the problems that are inherent in trying,',
, , , A

V o ,.u I 1r
to develop /greater access to, the large an iveTsi ty. 1 ibrary collections, bUt

when one colisiders that the normal span bf a person in the business or
4 ,

professional world where he needs access to information is'a much lohger period
.

of time when he iS in the formal eacation periodof-his life', one realizes

..e .

'Opt thii is where the metropolitan library or the region or state resource

centers:can play a vitally important part!.'.
o r

fAP

, ,ARLBNE HOPE
Library Services Progrank'Officer

Office. of 'Edu'cations
Boston, Massachusetts'

Lf,

WRITTEN ,TESTIMONY

I wish to express to the Commission my appreciation for this oppgrtunity
to bring forward some of the observations and viewpoints I have developed over
the. nine years I have worked with,the Six New England States as their Library
Program Officer in the U. Sy-Office of Education. Familiarity with the li-
brary programs of the six States Wand close association with t4e,tibraries of
the Region have filled me with admiration for what they have bgen aNe to ac-
complish and with eagernesb to spur them on to speedier reati!,astiofi\of their
still-to-be acdomplished

It is frOm the vantage point, of regional thinking that; try to encourage
the initiation of cooperative activities, beaause I am thoroughly convi ea
that some major library services pan be dealt with cdoperatively by this x-

State geographic area, in preparation for national

Therefore; for the purposes of the ton:miss-lion tional planning docu- .

ment I shall attempt to concentrate on the 'first the topics suggested

/0"":
111. g
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by the Commission: national networking of libraries, and priorities for ser-
vice, particularly as these relate to the New England scene.

National Networking of Libraries

In 1969 Lprepared an article for publication in the Z nary Journal *
on cooperative activities in New England. EMphasizing the proposal already
set.forth by Walter Curley in his planning studies for several of the New
England statewide library library development plans, I stated, "To achieve
the goat of total library service for New England, it seems evident that one
overall coordinating unit is essential. A RegionaZ Center could become this
focal point and could provide, in addition to network and bibliographic ser-
vices, supportive activities for libraries, such as computer services..."

Since that date several important steps forward have been taken by New
England library groups towards regional cooperation. Through the efforts of
the,New England Library Association's Regional Planning Committee, a New
England Library Board has been created, with powers under the Interstate Li-
brary t'ompact Law to devel6p regional services. Their advisory body, the
Panel* Counselors, representing aZZ types of libraries in New England, is
empowered to make recommendations concerning the whole range of regional
services, and is currently urging that a regional service center, including
interlibrary Zoan, be considered. .

It is here that our regional concern broadens into national concern.
The question does ndt.seem to be whether or not a national network should be
established, but how soon will it be ready for such a regional tie-in. ShoUld
we in NewEngland move ahead with 4 local plan without any indication of what
might be envisionedby the Commission as a national plan?

It.would seem incumbent upon the Commission to produce as soon as pos-
sible sOme indicators of its thinking on the network developments so that local
planning can also proceed. The Commission studies were to be completed in
Jgnuary and Illarch'1973. (Annual Report of the` Commission, Z971-72, p. 30).
If these give any evidence of need for a national network, a preliminary
frartiework ,of the future plan should be prepared and issued now not waiting
several more years for the remainder of the hearings and their testimony. It
_would be better to present a guide for planning towards a national network
which can be utilized now rather than four or five years hence.
- ,

Experience in tiny cooperative efforts, perhaps only between two li-

braries, shows that the whole gamut of library service cannot usually be en-
compassed simultaneously in one cooperative design. Rather, one element of
service must be attempted cooperatively at a time. Nationally this will
probably-beeven more true, so that, although a fully developed plan incor-

_porartisq..al.aspects of user need and technological capability to respond to
syclinee.d is the. Charge of the COmMission, it is recommended that any segments
.of the plan that can be implemented separately be initiated promptZy. Re-
:gional.efforte can follow suit,

! .*
To eta u15 this topic, networks qt the i:egional level exist or are immin-

)

ent, The wtional plan for_ networks should be the Colmission's first concern. .

.

,*..When.7 was" five Ralf et decade of LSCA in Nets) England, by Arlene Hope.
-library Journal,: Octobe' 15, 1969, p. 3622-5.

ti
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Priorities of Service

I have urged above that networks be given the highest priority considera-
tion by the Commission. This does not assume however that I believe the re-
searcher or scholar who needs a. comprehensive collection should have priority\

in service over those unnerved or inadequately served. The scholar usually

has a strong motivation to use the library.and its network, but the average
citizen is not thus moved and,can easily be deterred from pursuing his in-
terests if he encounters any difficulty, however slight.

I should like to make the point that unless the library profession edu7
cates itself and the general panic in network use, the establishment of a
national network of sophisticated information retrieval will not be economi-
cally justifiable, as it will remain underutilized. It needs every citizen

'regularly using its terminals.

A
This must be a two-pronged effort, focused on the first imwediate con-

__

tact point of the network -- the over- the - counter meeting with' the library

patron. One effort must be directed to the training or retraining_of every
staff member in the network concept. Many libraridPis fe unfmiliar
new technology, mayeven be reluctant to have a telephone in a small town li-
brary or branch, may view such extended service as too muc work rather than

a source of customer satisfaction. .You may hold that this contact training

should be a local, responsibility but I suggest that it will be the larger
responsibility to develop staff training programs to 'insure successful network

service. New England has recently had a six-State training program in out-
reach practices. Similar programs will have to be mounted to insure network
.acceptance by librarians themselves.

The other prong of effort must be directed_towarda_both_library_users
and non-users. A massive Public relations program is vital to chang4ng the

image of the library from "something there" to a basic necessity for every
citizen in his daily life. Again I see this as a nationwide re-education and
stimulation responsibili into which local public relations efforts can be

meshed.

Priorities in service, then, are not only to produce a better informed
public who will make use of the service, but a better trained staff who will
be capable and willing to extend network services to aZZ.

-
<

.Ms. OPE: It is a great pleasure for me to be here and have4the oppor-

tunity to talk with the Commission. I did indicate that perhapsyou didn't

need me today because you would rather hear from the general public, but I

was asked to speak with you.

First I would like to give you my comments on the draft proposal, and

since I have written out a little summary of these remarks, I can do it quite

quickly.

e.
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I would like to say that I think the idea of a national network is not

a new one, because we h ve been talking about this for, lo, these many years.

What is new about t s proposal is that for the first time an official na-

tional Body is coming out with a strong statement in support,of the national

network. I approve of this; oficourse, becauSe I had it as part of my,recom-

ndation in my prepared testimony.

I would like to comment on several specific points which I think other .

people have already brought opt. It is apparent in the draft that the con-

cern had to be spent mostly on the federal role and the state rolejut we

have heard already that there is a real omission in the paper thus far of

the strong role that the city library should take and the involvement of the
ot

medium-sized and small-sized libraries. Also, the academic libraries and

the chool libraries need to have their inputs, too.

Now,,in my-testimony I assumed that -a national network could become a

reality because of the technology which is already in existence.
I use the

FTS (Federal Telecommunications System) system every day, so I know that

there is a national communications network. I know that there are computer,'

ized programs that are easily used, so in my testimony I accept the fact that

a network can become a reality. Therefore, I would like to, POintjout two

things that I think have to be a reality before the network'can become very

useful.

One of these things is the immense effort that must -fie made by the Com-
,

A

mission and by all the libraries, and the immense amount of money that it-

will t ke to tell the public about this.program. It ha's long been my feeling

that we have not ch n6ed the image of the library because we have not tojd

6

the public e have and what we can do. You heard Ralph Nader say in

that exciting meeting at Midwinter ALA that we. need Madison Avenue techniques,

and I believe this We ought to have, for example, in this network, a little

1--;k0)1



subliminal line that keep saying to every person, "Go to the library, go to

the library, go to the library."

If you don't instill this basic concept in the general public, in every

citizen, you are not going to have any appreciable use of .,network by the

igeneral public. I indicated in my testimony that I believe the 'scholar does .

not have-to be urged to use the library. You heard that this morning very

thoroughly from the professor from Bennington Colle6e.

The other point I would like to make very strongly is the fact that 4

network plan assumes that every librarian in the country is not only sold on

the idea of a network but is ready, willing and able to use it, and this is

not\so. Many librarians are even afraid to use a telephone; they will not

.use the telephone to call up for an interlibr ry loan. How much more is

acneeded to train librarians in the use of a n ional network!

A goo xample,of this occurred when I was working out in'''talifornia.
4

You may remember and may have read the description of the San Jo Valley

Information Service. In the beginning, librarians were so unused to the idea

that they could pick up.a phone and call the Service and sdOP "Can you help

me get this inforMationr that they were slew to use it. An intense training

program was needed to stimulate librarians to use the network service that

had been set up; for them.t

So I think those two Points -- the network must indoctrinate the public

and the network must indoctrinate staff -- have to be addressed before the

network itself, will either be utilized to any practical extent or be used at

all

Mr. AINES: Do you really think that the public can be "Madison-Avenued"

into a librA'ry?

Ms. HOPE: I
think that the public, or at least a great number of tj,e 4

public, can be 0Madison-Avenued" in.

1 7;
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'people don't use the li nary', but 1 think of ,these people will use 'b
*

librairif they are t 1...whit...the jibeary is an what it has.

'
., *

. 1 4
h

Mr. AINES: I think tFt is the first time we have used it as,, ve,01-
// .

Ms: HOPE: _Well, you/heard Mr. Sakey say that eighty percent of the

Now, I may be confronter with the idea at once they get there they .

don't find what they want because the librarh is not adequate, and I havetP

grant you that, too. But Flow many people ocou know who just say, "Oh 1

never use the library!" However, if th4 do get "Madison-Avenued" into the

4 g
library; they may find materials they can use or, if the network is operating

o

6

property, tfle librariari will .say, "I don't have it here, but I will try to

-get J t for you." o
.. .

..

dk .
0

,

. WU: I would like to know the...structure of your office. JUst from'
. .

, 0 :.

your title ii kno.0w you are the Library Services Program, Officer in Region I.
..,/, 'at)

1
Are there other people working with you? .

4

Ms. 93E: I am part of the Office of Education in of

Health,. Education and Welfare. I am the Regional Proiiam Officer for the

six New England states,.which is Riegion f. There' are ten 0 fire of Education

regions in the cou try, each of whi'd.bas a regional Libra y program officer ,

like myself. We ter the. Library Services and Cons ruction Act Program

and we provide teci7n al assis'Once to the state 'library agencies. 'We also
C

have involvement sortie programs of ttle Higher Education Act.

'The Program Officers in the region do not administer the Eilsmentary and

;
Secondary kchiation Act.' This is administered directly from the office-in

44
.Washington. ,. . f .r

* I a ,

Mr. LO ENZ:d'From your persal, professionarlibrarian point of view
.

.

r
.

;
.

.

.

and as a dlonLiNierdinator for this area,'do you feel the libraries are
A

ready for a we generalized approach to kderal,assistance for libraries,
, .

,.

or do you feel the categorical grants should continue? ,

MI.411

Q.

A
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Ms. HOPE: You heard from a number of people this morning their pleas

..

for the continuation of categorical grants. I support this right now because

our work is not yet done. We have not gotten beyond the need for local sup-

port being concentrated mainly within the local area. In terms of reaching

our national priorities, this little extra bit of money devoted strictly to

library service can be used to try out something new and different, which a

library has not been able to afford from its own budget. It might be a pro-

ject within a single library such as th ton
i

tublic Library Homesmobile,

,

or within the's ate suchsuch as the Wo cestef Area Consortium you heard '

about from . DeBue, or an.interstat prpgram such as the'DocumentConser-

vation Center you heaT4 about and other interstate activities that we are

just starting up. So I feel right now that we should not, stop a categorical

-rant program to libraries., Ultimately, if there were enough money at the

local level and at,the state level to carry on the basic program, it might be

more appropriAte for the federal government to expand sUpport for the national

.network and to pick up those special innovative programs which are so neces-

sary but'whtch the individual community or the individual state just does 'hot

hve enough mon4 to cover.

1 Mr. BECKER: Arlene, I would' like to get back to Madisbn Avenue. I see-/

a .contradiction and wouldwould appreciate your comment on it.

.41111e at the same time we may be trying to bring more people into the li-''

44-;minri.

ib ary, it seems me we are continuing to erect barriers to service "we"

I
meaning librarians An some cases because we are unsure that we can handle
1

the work load. it. is that kind q( atiitude. So we are not, very aggressive

about going out to find new customers` That is a contradiction.
co

Ms. HOPE: Yes, it is.
esi*

My/BECKER: How do you read it'?

,

Ms. HOPE: I can sense the tightening up of the muscles when ydu suggest
«

1
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to a librarian that it is time WA° out for a big publicity campaign, for

this very reason. She or, he will yy,'"We are doi# absolutely everything we

can right now. We cannot stretch ourselves another inch yet we all/know ,

that most librarians do try to stretch ,themselves beyond a normal capacity to

perform.

I think the 'only answer is that at the same time as I am urging a massive

campaign to.get the public to come into the library, I also have to urge a

massive campaign to get more funds to provide more staff, to provide better

,programs, to satisfy both old and new customers. It just hash to be both

things* at once or I doubt if the Madison Avenue effort will be'suc6essful.

Mr. STEVENS: Arlene, is there any changing pattern in the willingness

of.pecial llbrarries in the New England area to assist other libraries in '

fording netwprks and providing their specialized resources through the public

libraries or school libraries to people who need the resources of special-

libraries?'
s

Ms. HOPE: That is a nice question and 1,think the answer is yes. You

heard from Mr. DeBuse this morning how the American Antiquarian Society and

the Wprcester Foundation and the WOrcestr Art Museum are willing 'partici-

.

pants in,the Worcester Area Cooperating Libraries consortium.

Now,1 was in the area as Regional Director for a short tine and I knaw

those libraries. I think in hid had ip'occasion to aAlrfor an intgrlibrary

loan/I might have received wit, [nit I had no copaPt at that time of involving

these special' libraries as full participants in a consortium such.as now
4 p

exiSts: r

, Also* we have good evidence of special library involvement in th6 fact

that you are going to hear from a special librarian very shortly, Mr. .Huleatt

of the Special Libitaries Chapter ieBoston. Special librafjan5 Are represen-

ted on the Panel of Counsellors of the New England Library Board, so you see

.
(I 1. f



the special libraties are entering the field of total library service which

we are promoting here in New England.

J

ERWIN D. CANHAM
Editor Emeriti's, The Chrigtian Science Monitor

Boston, Mossachusetts

`Ms. MOORE: Our next witness is Mr. Erwin Canham. Mr. Canham needs no

introduction certainly to a Boston audience.. As you all know, he is editor-

in-chief of The Christian Scieve Monitor and former president of the United

States Chamber of Commerce and trusteyof the BoSton Public .Library, three

very important groups of people for whom he speaks. The chair would like to

0
remind Mr. Canham that she served with him on a board about 20 years ago. I

haven't seen him since and I
would like'to saythat you must Have discovered

the Fountain of Youth.

Mr. CANHAM: Madam,you are much too kind. (would like to SPy that I

return the compliment. It was an'inter0 esting experience. .
;

171-

I shall try. not to bore you'yoith reminiscences of my lifeiwith libraries.

. .

But I have been more or less intimately connected with libraries from my

college undergraduate days to thepresent,when, as your chairman has kindly

said, I am just rounding out three terms as a Trustee of the Boston Public Li-

brary4 There was p time when I was a freshman in college that I was paid for

working in the public lib'rar'y. I got a dollar a night, three hours' work,
.

trying to maintain order in the high schObl reference library in Auburn,

Maine; and this seemed to me to be lavish,beyond the dreams of avarice, and I

,

'veryvery grateful for it.

The link between iply private,life and my professional /Use of'the resources

of libraries has been a very genuine and important one. But I am not inter-
.

ested in reminiscences and I am
4

sure you are much less interested in them, \
I am very much more interested in the future, and especially in what this

o
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ComOission,is,seeking to work out. As you know, and as others have told, you -.

far better than-I can, here in Massachusetts we have worked out .4 regional li-

brary system in which, from the layman's point of view, from the trustees'

point of view, an admirable start seems to have been made in making available

to all communities in the Commonwealth the best in library resources.
I have

no doubt that this kind of regional system,-Jike others, will be helpful to
.

you as you make the quantum leap w rd a national system. And I daresay

4that there are many different be4een what can be done at the scale of thePt,.
ili''

4Agion and wtiat will have to be done nationally.

We are all very poignantly aware and disturbingly aware of the fantastic

growth rate of,knowledge. Whether it be that scientific knowledge doubles
6

every fifteen years, as some have calculated, or at a somewhat lower rate 1:

say once every twenty-five ears --'thers is no doubt that since the days of

Isaac Newton the growth of knoWledge has been very, very cumulative, No

doubt you arenire familiar than I with Fremont Rider's calculation that if

the output of books continues to grow as it has from .the middle of the 19th

century to-the middle of thIP20th, the Yale University Library would in 2040

. have about,:2100A114ion volumes occupying 6,000 miles of shelves, coming in

at the rate of.12=million volumes a year.

This is one of the many exponential rates ae. el,'io many things which

are examples of growth in our system have developed.
I think this, as well

as some other things, will have to flatten out before they reach the point of

absurdity -- flatten out something like the curves cal ed by thAathemati-
,

cians the silpoid. I love .the word "sigmoid and use ft with relish.- It is

a kind,of "S," and as the curve goes up and then begins to flatten out, I

should suppole quite a number of our growth curves will have to assume a more

moderate pace before we destroy ourselves and our society.

-.I am not preaching a no=grarth society doctrine at all but am trying to
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approach,realisticallyian expectation that the notion of exponential growth

in many things, including grlowth in many kinds of publications and so on, is

still under the influence of natural conditions and will begin to moderate.
0

Already though, whether it does or not, and particularly in those respects

in which it has not flattened, surely we face very acutely the problem of

o information glut.

0

I do not suggest, of course, that we know all there is to know about

everything -- far from it -- as some respectable scientists in the 19th cen-

/

tury believed we, did. Of course, they were wrong. Some people as late as

the 1930's. were making some such statements. I am sure we will go on dis-

covering some very important things, go on building up the stockpile of

knowledge, but I hope the rate of discovery will calm down somehow.

The problem you are tackling, which is directly related to the handling

of the stockpile of knowledge, is not only the assimilation and the storing
9

of new //formation but facilitating access to it and distributing what we

already know, let alone what we may be adding to our stockpile as time goes

on.

All of us who want and need access 'to information should eagerly support

what you are striving to do. You can help us escape, I think, from the,fru5:-.

tration and the confusion and, indeed, perhaps the turbulence which can re-

sult from information glut. So I place great importance nod only on the

storage of information but on its codifying and distribliition, More power to

you. You can help to save us from drdwning in a sea of information. You can

teach us to swim and navigate. Perhaps the best way to say it Is that you are

building the boats which will keep us afloat as we are engulfed by the flood's

of knowledge.,

'May I now descend from what May be the grandiose to the magdane, and I

hope to be quite practical, anTas I do, let me confess to a Conflict of in-

j
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terest. If you want to stop me, please do so. I will be prepared to stop if,

you w9nt me to, but I happen to be involved personally in the development of

a major system of national data transmission.' I am.a member of the Board of

Directors of a company known as DATRAN, Inc. This is a company being -rapid-

ly built up into a national network for data transmission. By the end of

this year we will be transmitting data over Fhe first link of the system, in

Texas, and then soon will extend it to the major centers of the nation.

Ours is a digital switched system. The computer speaks to com, uter in
J

digital language, which_ means that it will transmit'information much faster,

much cheaper and much more accurately than existing systems. Anything that

can be put in a dig/ita mode -- and I think that can be applied to all in-

'

1111"formation just as in existing facsimil ransmission -- can go over this
,

.network.

Using existing networks of analog form, 2,000 to 4,000 bits per second

can be transmitted. By the Datran digital, system, 1.3 million bits per

second can be transmitted, and that is a very major -difference.

Therefore, I suggest, with due respect, that before you commit yourselves
A

to recommending the necessity of a new network, possibly a governmentally

financed data.transmission network, you look further into what will soon be

available in a privately *financed commercial system.

I shall make so bold as to suggest that suitable executives of the cor-

poration on which I serve get in touch with your Washington office, to pro-

vide any information you may need from them in-Making your own evaluation of

the situation, of the system'and of the technology of data transmission, which

is so radically changing.

As I say,'I hope I am not out-of order in this brief reference, for I

beli14e that the transmission system by which-you join the centers.of knowledge

is of very great importance to the economics and effectivenss of the plans

4
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that you are developing. I conclude by reiterating my conviction that you

are.working in a crucial area. Knowledge has been,called our "strategy re-

source." The future of our society depends on itsiwise use.

At the very end let me perhaps touch a slightly facetro s note and

point out that as a citizen of Boston, as a New Englander, e is singularly

unselfish in applauding your efforts. The availability of knowledge, not

only in libraries but elsewhere in the great educational institutions of this

part of the world, has saved us from econbmic decline. With the ieparture of

the textile industry, New England was severely hit. During and after the

second World War, the growth of knowledge at MIT, at Harvard and elsewhere.

began to spin off into new labOratories, new companies, new manufacturing

plants, -new researches, until it produced the magic crescent of Route 128 and

we were Saved.

Am, in supporting yoU in generalizing much of this knowledge to all the

rest of the country, we are carrying altruism pretty far. Of course, we could

not bottle i ven if we tried. 'Knowledge migrates. Ideas spread, even

without electronic aid. Sometimes I think even ideas spread better by the

,tom-tom and the underground than by miGI-owave systems. Sometimes that is

the way it works, but there is no reason that we should not participate in the

sharing of knowledgeifffiCiently.

I am sure that your report, your recommendations, will be a major con-
o

tri6ution to the well-being of our,htional society.

Mr. AINES: As an old-time reader of your paper -- and I will go back to

that side of your discussion -- I certainly appreciate your words.

Very recently a study was made by the Organization for Economic Coopera-

tion

e
and,Development.in Paris. I am sure you are familiar With.that, too.

CANHAM: Yes.

Mr. AINES: Thesstudy was made by an economist from Pariror- the Sorbonne

,v %.

V
a a
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e

is his stamping'ground -- who was asked to look at the number of people that

would be InVolved,,in Information processing, broadly speaking, for'the com-
.

panies'involveein AECD't6 make predictions and to create nati nal policies,
I i

.

if you will, ,thatbuld -iespond with the requisite kind of edu ational and.

training syste4. .

He decided thatin prder to do this he would have to have a.b tter fix

on the quantity of knfofdation,1?eing developed. itin.ce you mention this, I

A 0.

might tell you that 1,1$ findings are very mometous because that Iggisti6,

curve that you talked about, which there' is another name for,,-some Oeople be-
t- ,

lieve has reached the, outer limits. He denies it vehemently and has indicated

that by the year,1585 there, will be a 34 to 74 percent increase of knowledge

which makes it much more than the :d6ubling factor that was mentioned,if this .

,t,

%
.. .-

is correct; With this representation of the total community here and the .

knowledge in the commumity, of the United States,,, there will have to be some

serious engineering and reengineering 4dertaken in our knowledge-handling

, .

activities.

I mention this because I think,the Message of this gentleman ought to be
01

.11

gotten, into the press Somehow., Ltwould be the strongest ally we have Ln the

library, information world if pe6ple understood that we are not necessarily

just trying to improve the health of our libraries or worrying about our

economic futures. We have a real problem,ahead, and these projections show

what that problem is.

Mr. CANHAM:CANHAM: I had hoped I would get some good ideas by coming here and

0111° already one is forthcoming. ,I have just been reading the chapters on this

subject in Daniel Bell's current book,."The Future of the Post Industrial

Society," and it is he that ta)ks with some reserve about the possiblity of

/ 0

a sigmoid curve/in the growth of know e ge, andguite passiblyit could be

that the distinguished scholar in Paris is right. But' I have also been in-
,

40'!

e
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volved.in other recent researches in how to avoid being completely over-

-

'whelmed, being able to handle And cope with this.
/

Some people think that. the knowledge tide will proiuce turbulence. In

the ability to cope, we all know that the capacity to make de sions is some-.

times inhibited by knowing too little and sometimes inhibited by knowing too

much, and this is one of the dangers. Insofar as the kind of s stem you are

thinking about can somehow aid in the'codifying as well as in the transmit-

ting of information, you will surely be making a direct contribution to this

very serious prbblem.

I don't know:. From where I sit, obviously I don't see how any of us can

be any too confidentabout.the rate at which the growth of knowledge is going

to continue, but in iiybon I would think that your savant in Paris is more

nearly likely to be right than ose who expect it to flatten out. Yet is it

not true that surely some growti rate annot go on forever in many areas of
F
F.

human life, includiclkthepopulation? Therefore, why should we not expect
V

somehow some kintof/moderatien in the knowledge curve as well as others?'

.don't know.

Mr. AINES: Let me point out that it is not necessarily true. It is

only new knowledge that creates this continued exponential curve, compounding

the effect,, but as we are moving into the data world, where transmission, the

handling, iswithin ege computers, where miles of magnetic tape'are involved

and storing up of bits of infor'mationo we are creating a new situation which

this world has never seen.

The explosion of data, we feel, will follow the explosion of literature,

and I don't believe there is a school in the country today that is preparing

experts who Will be handling data in that mode.

We have asked, for example, in'the pist how.many people are trained to

handle the information processes quest for environmental quality.
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There are.no univeriltlet that are training. people for this type of thing.

.44
jhey.must dbm6.frdm*all other kinds of fields: engineering, science, library.

A ,

,

Butjhr'the.geeat-vleeds'that we are beginning to find in information areas,

therels-no.ipOval, no academic schooling provided. Everything now is

practical .1,1ftd44M.,don t know whether in the long run this' is the best way to
1.

go. This,is -$.terting to become the major way of creating knowledge in the

.

future,* you'ian see the difficulty we will have because there will be
.

A,

literally Mliriy; many miles of tape that will accumulate in great new future
.

1 ilitariesc.

Sothe point then is that we are in a period.of preparation, and I hope

I wii4 be ahf4 to encourage your own writing in these matters.

.4.

Mr. CANHAM: Yes, and I gain hope in the fact that we have learned to

.mlniaturize and I hope we have learned something about how to codify as well

as miniaturize and classify.

Mr. CUADRA: I am glad you relieved us of any guilt in our and for

more training. I think it is'important to have competitio f the sort that

.Datran and others are providing to drive the costs of communications down."

have one question. You sell information, in effect, and. I think, more

than many organizations you treat it as a commodity rather th , say, as a

resource. I wonder if you see any kind of dividing line b een things that

ought to be, provided free to the public and things that ought to be paid for.

Mr. CANHAM: Well, surely there is not anythingthat is really provided
4

free. It is whether or not you pay for Win an apparently concealed way.

I wonder. if perhaps you would tell me whether I am missing the understanding,,

of /the question. If you are talking dbgut, say, the flow of new and the
6

description of events in the world,information about events, new and-if

the idea is that this s ould be a public service, I think that this presents

/ considerable difficulty:
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1-0- We want and have not got as much competition as we watrtdttke7 and

(b) If it is to be paid for out of taxes, this raises the quest on of

who controls it -- a grave matter.

So I would think my answer is that I would like to have evert g th t

the citizen receives identifiable in terms as to how he is pay' for it in-

A

stead of thinking that he gets it free. I would rather have a 1 o us know

that we are paying for something. We_should disabuse ourselves of th nking

that when we listen to the radio or watch the television it is free, and re-

alize that we are paying for it in the toothpaste and some of the other less

admirable things that are advertised.

So, no, I guess I would say as fully as possible I would like to have

the price tag on everything we get and pay for it directly, rather than in-

directly.

Mr. LORENZ: At the other end o the information scale, Mr. Canham, we

earlier today heard ayery discouraging picture from the City of Cambridge,

where it was reported that 80 to 90 percent of the people had either cut

themselves of from library access or were cut off from it. As a trustee

of the Boston public Library, would you comment on the relative emphasis that

should be given to this problem versus the problem of getting access to,the

libraries for the more sophisticated user? I
Mr. CANHAM: I regard this as an absol tal and primary problem.

I 'don't know whether Mr. McNiff told you abo ge of the Boston Public Li-

t

brary and Lts branch library system. I hope he did, because I believe that

business is quite giOd and that there is quiteaan,extensive and, I think, a

growing degre.e of utilization.

Now, why-there should be a difference between this and Cambridge, I do

not know. Therefore, I could not answer, but I share the feelily that this

is the ultimate test: how much of the rich /plue of the library is reaching
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people and is thus havinirsomething to do with the values in their lives.

I would say, for example-,- there is no point in writing anything unless

someone will read i and there is no point having it in the library unless

somehow or other it ent rs into the life of someone and does something eor

them, even if it is just ertainment, which is an important part of life.

So I think it is ao importaht problem to Thich the utmost ttention should be
e

I listened intently,to the previous witness, who was talking about the

promotional support of libraries. The phrase "Madison Avenue" is of course

ti

a condemning sort of phrase and I would not use it, but at the same time I do

not think that there'is anything wrong in libraries seeking whatever ways

they find compatible with their role in striving explicitly to reach the como-

munity and in pravoOlg their services. 'Indeed, we have to promote practi-

cally everythh10
.

else, and there are legitimate ways of doindthis, there are

good ways and'vulgar ways, and we havNto find the right way to go aboUt Lt.

ot,
But I agree that the problem of making sure people use libraries is im-

portant, perhaps the most important, in all of the range of topics that yoil

are contemplating.

D'

Mr. STEVENS: Mr. Canham, may I follow up on your comments-regarding pay-
,

ing for services. The daily'newspaper, with its conveyance of news, is paid

'for by subscriptions and advertising, at least in part. The New York Times

is no04 finding' that its past record is also a commodiq That is, the infor-

mation of another record is still viable. I know that Mr. Sanger and Mr.

Fingland in your organization have collected materials and have now put them

f

in microform and made them available as a question-and-answer service free y

in the community here in New England, and I wonder if you can foresee that .

inforTation source at'the Monitor and other newspapers becoming a kind of re-

trospective well of information that is either free or available at a charge?

w. 11.
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Have you thought at all about that in terms of future development]
03.

Mr. CANHAM: Yes, Indeed. I think that there are the two approaches you

suggest. One, this could be developed as a kind of u ility, as a kind of

service for operations Which need that kind of professional information. In

other words, in a regional or local newspaper one would no longer have to

seek to maintain all the range of.activities of its reference library neces-

sarily but could tie into a network, which the Times, I believe, has done

quite a lot to set up. I think we Ovid all be very much interested in co-

operating in such a system, and I would not be surprised if it will be here

one of these days as a sharing, not only for information media themselves,

but, as you suggest, in whatever ways are feasible and useful for the public.

I have spoken of promotion. Thiq,.might be a very good way. for a group

to promote itself. I think-3we are making emphasis on its service to the com-
.

munity by adding this ki24 of rvik to the regular printed word. I may add

that I think In the next period maybe not in this decade but a

'little/farther on, I would pect the whole process by which news and related

information, the normal newspaper content, is communicated to people, will

change very drastically and take an entirely different form. It may well be

through cable television and the printout; it may well be that it is at your 4N

console at home, where you dial up a package of information about business,

a package about sports, g package about shopping and commercial packages, a
Ab

package about national news, a package about international news and so on.

/

This may well happen. These things are technically possible, as you know;

the question of who is going to finance them/i the question which Mr. Ciadra

asked about, what is free and who pays, is, I think, very relevant to this

whole range of change. A pod deal of what a newspaper provides, a we all

know,"is a sort of invisible phing'beCauie .while.the advertisin§ is not in-
.

\\\/
isible, oft4times people 't realize thqt Wha the pay forfthe paper is

usua less than half'of whiet.it osts to produce Ivid that," therefore,
* .

A 44,,
Aal

4
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my theory of wanting everything to be identified is a little nullified by the

daily practice of newspapers.

We, all orus, carry a yule water on both shoulders perhaps in many
4

issues, but anyhow if we are going to go into new modes'of the delivery of in-

formation, it has got to be financed and will require, I suppose a stupendous

investment. I don't see any reason in the world why the taxpayer should pay

for this particular transitional change. When and how it will come about, A

don't know, but this is part of the genera} picture which you asked me about.

In other words, the role of the newspaper in providing information.

I would not be surprised if fifteen years from now newspapers will be

news resources'with a different kind.of relationship. I cannot stop without

saying something which I believe very emotionally and very profoundly, and

that is that written language, the printed word, and not just the spoken word

and not just the image, will remain a highly-vItal,mahod of communication.

You may be able to tell me who it was who said that the two greatest inven-
,--z

tions of the hufian race were written language and money. Be that as it may,

I don't think, with dye respect to the distinguished savants who have said

otherwise, I
don't think that written language is going to cease to be a 'very

vital part of communications. Therefore, I think that the newspaper in some

form, printed and written languagein some form, will be a very significant

method of communication. I believ'e this because written communication,

pr)nted or otherwise, has the immense advantage of permitting the consumer to

absorb it at his own pace, in his own way, rereading or stopping or having a

nap or doing what he likes. This is a form of individual communication as

contrasted with mass communication, in which the listener or viewer is to

some extent at the mercy of the time factor a the pace of.other people.A

Therefore, I think the individualized communication.of written language

will remain important to the human race, and this is a good word for libraries
,

i
. 4..0
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as well as it is for newspapers. .

Ms. MOORE: Mr'. Canham, we certainly thank you for your very erudite

testimony and we invite your continued interest in the Commissionas a trustee

of the library, as a businessman and as a member of the Fourth Estate.
A

EDWARD V. CHENEVERT, JR.
Chairman, Panel of Counsellors, New England Library Board

Library Director, Portland Public Library
Portland, Maine

WRITTEN TESTIMONY

4$ Thank you for your invitation to submit written testimony on behalf of
the Panel of Counsellors of the New England Library Board.

The six New England states (1970 pop.: 11,848,000) have established by
interstate compact the New England Interstate Library District, the governing
body of which is called the New England Library Board. The Board consists of
the six state library administrators, or, their deputies, as Compact Adminis-

trators.

The Panel of Counsellors, established in October of 1972, is a forty
member body whose function is to give advice and counsel to NELB. The Panel

has six representatives from each of the New England states, representing
each of academic, school, public, and special library interests in that state;
and, additionally, two Counsellors representing the lay libiury community in

each state. There are also four regional ex-officio'members of the Panel wit

All voting privilege: the President of the New England Library Aseociatio ,
the Executive Vice President of the New England Council, the Etecutive rector

of the New England Governors' Conference, the Executive Director of e New

England Board of Higher Education.

Library Development in New England

By geography, as well as by confluence of a divers;ty of library inter-
ests, New Engldnd has a very real potential for the e-velopment of better li=
brary and information services to its people -- whe so undertaken on a

region-wide basis. (Examples of such activities, such as NELINET and the New
England Document Conservation Center, have alre ly been described f:m.previous
testimony before the Commission, and elsewhere, and require no further entim-

eration here.) The need, as I see it, is fo federal legislation andfunds

to promote, encourage and support regibnal ndertakings.
1

The New England Library Board, by 7, verj nature and composition, can 1

: play an import

1
zt and meaningful role, 'oth asa sponsoring agency an2 'as a

supervisory a ency, with auditing and ,'fiscal responsibilities. (As presently

constituted, it can be the recipient if funds, sU-ch as from the several state
slegislatures, foundations, state library associations, trustee associations,

.arid other public and private sources.) Federal financial support of the New
. _

-v,
1 / --,,

I
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England Interstate Library District, in terms of basic operating budget, 4Z

weZZ as for incentive and establishment grants.for regional projects,pra-
gramsand services, would have a far-reaching impact on New England,library

development..

In your Setter, you requested that I focus on one of six topics, re-
presenting areas pertinent.,to national planning not yet fuZly explored in

othelr hearings. If I may,'I prefer to address myself to the first two top c
listed; naely, national networking of libraries, and priorities of servi

National Networking of Libraries

I disagree with some of the earlier testimony which infers a downgrading
of state library agencies as the result of revenue sharing and Zoss of LSCA

funds. In Maine, for example, revenue sharing, thus far, has had no signifi-

cant impact on local libraries. On the other hand, the threatened Zoss of

LSCA funds had a very beneficial effect on the Maine State Library/ The state

assumed responsibility for funding those on-going programs and services which

had previously been funded under SCA. And -- on the local ZeveZ -- certain
demonstration projects, previously funded by LSCA categorical grants via the
Maine State Library, were assumed by local government since they 'had demon-
strated their viability.

The point_ hat I want to emphasize, however, is that any national plan-
ning document concerned with national networking oft libraries should have at

its matrix 't e state libraries of the fifty states. Disparate as may be the

state librar agencies in the several states, it seems to me that tjley offer

the best hop of coordinating the diverse interests and efforts' of the
academic, sVizool, public and special libraries, consortia and systems which

'prevail in ech state.

Moreove ,
.1
when a group of states by interstate compact, as iqn the case

of the New EzzgLad Interstate Library District, agree on a regional entity,
then the national network should incorporate this level of organization with-

in its structure.
.

.

'

.

In brief, I see !he
.

basic framework of a national network of libraries

to be the fifty state libraries, regional'inter-state library districts as

they evolve, and the Library/6f Congress as the national library designate.

Woven into this b is framework, by contractual arrangements and other-

wise, will be the ticipation .of the federal library system; the Large

urban public a rivate research libraries, the highly- oriented special Zi-

braries, t 0.-fieWly developing technological consortia, etc., aZZ of which
,

, have a ique contribution to make toward a total delivery system of library

and i ormation services.

Ai
Priorities for Service

I do not see the problem as stated topically in your letter, i.e. "devel-

opment of service to the unserved vis-a -vis those who need access tc defini-

tive or comprehensive collections." Rather, the problA Zies in available

resources and skills.

For example, 16 mm. films are very effective with pre - school children

and with senior citizens. Yet, in Maine, just two years ago, a Governor's

of.
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Task Force which studied Maine libraries concluded that if you took all the
public libraries in the state (and there are about 250 of them), you couldn't
p4ttogether one deceht audio-visual collection!

'~,Let me say that, speaking as a public librarian, giDen assistance in re-
sources and.skills, we Can identify and serve the unserved, as well as-fihd
ways and means to gain access to more comprehensive collections. Such should
be the concerns of the national planning document.

Mr.. CHENEVERT: Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I am real wear-

ing two hats: one as chairman of the Panel of Counsellors of the New England

Library Board -- the panel is a 40-member.advisory group which serves the six

New England State Librarians, acting as compact administrators of the New

England Interstate Library District -- and the other hat, is as a public li-

brarian and as the library director of the Portland; Public Library..

I have been sitting here hearing about oceans of nowledge, and J know

of 60 or 70 million items in the Library of Congrvs, a d I know there are

some 85 miles or so of shelving in the British Museum, and I was interested

to hear an analysis by a mathematician who estimated that simply in science,

iddicine and technology, in those two or three fields alone, there are some

million articles yearly and that probably there are already accumulated 30

Million papers.or authored articles.

'41 sit here and reflect that yp in Portland, Maine, we,have 1600 periodi-

cal titles and,we get about 700 current periodicals and our library is a

"biggie!" We are probably one of the largest libraries in Maine. If we took

all the libraries in Maine and put them together, we would -be lucky. if we

could give you 2'million books, or separate titles. When I think of that ocean

of knowledge, I feel like a trout fisherman sitting on the bank of a stream.

So how can I get Maine people accessto this whole big ocean of knowledge

that you people are tell thinking about? It has direct application to us.

try to look at it from my own point of view and from the point of vi ;..that

you4have in trying -to put together a national prograin: that one the things
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that you are concerned with is planning and design of networks and so forth.

So I submit that one of the first things you have to do is to look at

planning as a continuous process of revision and that you n ed a dialogue.

If,you are going to plan something, you havO to get everybody involved in the

planning. Let us go. back'to Maine: 350 miles froM top to south and 200 miles

wide and less than a million people. I serve the largest city'of Maine, with

only 65,000 people in it: We have got to plan and design our own thingsi, and

all that you can help us with, God bless you, but you need our input, not\only

now but later through the New England Library Board, with six representatives

from each of the New England states.

You have asked a lot today about categorical grants and revenue - sharing.

It is not an either/or question to start with. Fundamentally, I am a profound

believer in.revenue-sharing..' I would much rather "eyeball it" with my local
1

city manager and my city council;jf the federal government will send some

money back to the poor propertytaXpayers in Portland, Maine, I would rather

go to them and ask for it than go to the\ federal government.

I obtained a $30,000 bookmobile with facilities for the handicaploed by

way of federal categorical graht through the state library. I had to stand'

on my head to. get that,$30,0d0. I put my blood into it; you have to learn

whot kind, of jargon to use, you have to second-guess those that read the pro-..

For example, Nisadvantaged" flows all through my report. But if you

went to a model cities meeting in Portland, Maine, they would throw you out

on your eaThey are not "disadvantiod";they are "residents of the model
. .

neighborhood." There Is a vast distinction, let me tell you. So there is

this whole business,of playing the categorical grant game. One has to go

I

0
through the process you know, and I have to write the thing according to

criteria. You are itting there in the Office of Education or in Boston or

in any other place r in a state library and you read my proposal and you

.^1

At:

4
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have your own perceptions of the kinds of thillgs you are looking for. If it

is minorities, I em in. If it is Indians, I am in. If I can slant it to help

the poor blind person, in. I have to second -guess you to get that money. I

would much rather have the federal money, go back to the local community, sit

down with the city manager and say, "Look, Buster, here is a good program and

I want the dough." I don't alwax, get it.

So the point is They are both very necessary at this stage in thetgame.

As for revenue-sharing, in all of Maine we have been lucky if we got

$25,000. I asked for $80,000 for my library and at the last minut&got

$11,300 towards operating funds for this bookmobile. So I got the bookmobile

to start with by a federal categorical grant, and then partial operating fund-

ing by way of revenue-sharing. Now it is funded through the regular city

operating-b4dget financed by the propel-ty tax. So I am very ambivalent about

categorical funds vis-a-vis revenue-sharing.

Mr. Lerner and I exchanged a few words outside this meeting about school-,

public library cooperation. Everybody talks about the fact that it is non-

existent) or it is lip service a'nd so forth, but in Maine we do'all *kinds of

school-public library cooperation. It gets down'to utilizing federal money

again. In Maine, we had a Governor's T4k Force to study Maine libraries,

financed by .S.C.A. funds. They said, "If you took all the public .libraries

in Maine (we have about 250), you could not put together one decent audio-

.0
visual collection."

if you can't liCk 'em, join 'em. Where was going to get a million

dollars together? I didn't have a film and didn't have a projector.

The schools get half the money: they 'get half the property tax locally,

and half thestate budget! They had an existing audiovisual resource centel:,
k A ,

originally built with federal fun'ds, now funded by 11 school districts .and
(5,

run by an advisory committee of 11 school superintendents.
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We obtained a $30,000 L.S.CJA. grant and said to the scnbols, "We.will

give you, the $30,000, if you will let the public libraries use your audio-

visLOcollection,"and they agreed to that. The point is that it was seed

money, this LSCA money.

Then you will say, "Okay then, Eddie, you are making a case for a cate-

gbrical grant." Weljo I am, but if you realize all that went into writIng

.:that proposal -- criteria, objectives, summaries, etc. -- it would have been

much sImpler to go straight to the state library and say, "Look), give me

$30,000 and I know how to 1)611 off a one-and7a-half million Allar deal." So

now we loan.odt the films and we use them with schools, senior citizens, pre-

schoolJehildren,emotionally disturbed children and a cerebral palsy center.

We don't oWrira film. What do we do? We borrow them.' Besides the school

audiovisual facility, the Maine state Library cooperates with New Hampshire

and Vermont; they have a cooperative )09o1 of films, a couple of thousand

/
films. We borrow them and lend them.

So there is 'teamwork and school-public library coopetration, at least in

\Maine, and cooperation is unselfish cooperation, whether you are talking abou

networks or anything else. Incidentally, that $30,000 went out some time ago.

Now the public library participation in the"school audiovisual facility is

locally ftinded at eight cents per capita, and we are funding a librarian at

the center and we have the use of everything free because oi this school-public

ltb.F.I.eysKveration.
J

The other thing that I want to 'talk about is this business of what li-

braries are about and the role of the new technology. How does the new tech-

nology help the Portland Public Library? Let me show you: We have two pro-

fessional cataloguers and four clerk-typists. We buy about 11,000 books a

year. We 'jet a lot of our catalog ,cards free through a federally financed

project at the New Hampshire State Library, or else we buy,them from the

4 'T

:.
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Library of Congress at thirty-fhie cents per pac
1

18

. Soon, we' hope to partjci-
,

pate in NELINET, which you all kftow about. In time, I hope,to provide cata-

loguing not only for small area public libraries', but also for 143 school,li-
,,

braries, and we could perhaps do that for eighteen cents per pack, or what-
,

ever.
41.

I am trying'r-to saY that the new technology will relieve librarians of

manual tasks -- cataloguing). processing, etc. seiha they can go out and

v ,

do the liblis of thingsrthey ought to he doi4g. I can .see the time when I

Ji.r

will have my fifteen professional libWrians and seventeen paraprofessionals
-ie \

spending naleX their time out in the .community: Computers and networks

will give us access; this helps librarians and creates trarmission of know-

ledgeto detision-makers and helps community peOple solve 'their own community

problems'.

Ms. MOORE: I don't want to ask a question. t want. to make a comment as

an OM professional grant writer. You are the only person that I have ever\

known to put it Into the words that I would have liked to ha;e said. `

Ms. WU: When you shared the audio-visual collection with the schools,

did you have to pay anything to the schools?

Mr. CHENEVERT: No, ma'am.

Ms. WU: It is absolutely free?

Mr. CHENEVERT: Absolutely free. We put in some money and we said, "We

will throw in $30,000 if you let us use your facilities," and they said,

"Okay."

Ms. WU: That about personnel, the staff hours involved in the Rrocess-
.

ing?

Mr. CHENEVERT: Actually the money we put in pays for the librarian, the

.*
public library coordinator, who is stationed at the center toltoordinate our,'

public librai.y efforts with the school system.

3

-
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LYDIA R. GOODHUE
lhairman, Board'of Library Commissioners

Commonwealth of Massachusetts
'kstcon, Massachusetts

WRITTEN TESTIMONY

4-;

I am Lydia R. Goodhue, Chairman of ihe Board of Library Commissione s of

bthe Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Our 5-member lay board is appointed .

the Governor. Through the State Library Agency, the Bureau of Library Exten-
sion, we are responsible for'library service at the state level and for a
ministration of federal programs in the state. As such, we provide Libra
leadership, administer` programs, and are a regulatory agency.

Appended to this statement are four abcumentewhich guide us in our
assessment of problems and in our long-range planning. They are:

The Arthur D. Little Report, a study of library service

Assets

in Massachusetts;

The Erwin Report, a study of school library service in
lassachusetts;

.Z7n- Depth Survey of Regional Systems, a study of the

ee.regional public library systemsn Massachustts.

ng-Range Plan. The 5-year plan formulated under LSCA.,

Before st4ing some of ur roblems, as requested, I would like to say
whatis good about'library service in this state. 4D

. 1. We have many excellent libraries - not only public libraries, but
a wealth of academic and special libraries. We have"large numbers of pro-
fessionals among our librarians who are willing to take. an effective role in
library leadership. And we have a high level of educated library users, in-
cluding many students.

2. Our regional library systems are good and improving: Our atate aid
program, -wtth its minimum standards'and its funding, has been a catalyst for
improvement. Presently, we are instituting .a policy leading to eventual'free
reciprocal borrowing throughout the state.

' 3. School library service is improving; there was, alas, plenty of room
for improvement;

4. We are reaching some'of the unreached - the disadvantaged, the non-
English- speaking, the handicapped, the institutionalized ut our successes
are tantalizing because there is so much more to be done.'

5. We are part, of New England, an area which is alr ady sed to think-
ing in reglional terms.

* (Ed. not g) Not published here.
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Problems

At the moment we are unsettled because of uncertainty as to our position
in state government and becaukof the collapse of federal library funding.
gowever, a year ago we anticipad both of these problems and filed legisla-
tion to improve the state library agency's position and also legislation to
see state funds in all areas funded federally in the recent past.

LL
For the purposes of this hearing, the Board of .Library Commissioners

wishes to concentrate on the following problems and areas which provide oppor-
tu ities for the future.

Scidol Libraries

We would -like to see a national palic to reinforce what is now in the
schools in the way of library service. People conceive of schools a being

supported entirely by local taxes and yet this is not working. Therth is not

the local impetus and capability to deal with some Ofings such as special edu-
cation, reading disabilities, and .library or media sdrviae. We would further
like tb see reinforcement of the idea that both public and school libraries
are needed and that they must cooperate.

\

Federal Funding

We concede that states should do more in the w4 of library support.
Nevertheteps enormous strides have been made under federal funding and this
progress could continue and be evaluated and sharedif federal funding were
at all dependable. As it is now, it is not poSsible to do any long-range

planning. With a few notable exceptions, revenue sharing money simply has
not gone to libraries. We have not successfully competed with the needs of
public safety, sewers,'etc.

Federal Planning
0 4

Regarding the National Commission's p/dnning function, we would want to

be assured t it is an effective part of the Executive branch and that the
national le ership really listens taitsfindings. It is disheartening when

the Presiders impounds library funds, appropriated after intensive support of
library ent siasts from across the country. We hope that in the future the

executive kill at least listen-to its own planning arm. Thus we hope that

:your planning will include a liberal dose of support of funded programs.

Regional Approach

Federal solutions are not always appropriate but, even where the solu-
tions are regional, the federal level could encourage regional planning be-
tween states. You will no doubt have heard from the New England Compact and

from NELINET. Our outreach leadership training programs have been exciting.

We have a New England professional library organization. Perhaps the National

Commission could encourage more in this line - something in the library field
which is akin to the New Eligland River Basins Commission in the water re-
sources field,

,

Interlibrary Cooperation

Our most intriguing problem (andopportUnity) lies in the area of coopera-
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.t
tipn between libraries of aZZ kinds: Ours is a comprehensive regional 17,b\Nry
,system, but'we could include more of other types of libraries. As our Arthur
D. Little Study indicates, there are rich,,Worary resources in this state,
but they are not cooperating. In part is is due CO the Zack of incentive,
of funding., LSCATitle 111 funding for this is small indeed. But even in
this area of networking there are hopeful signs. The Hampshire Interlibrary
Cooperative is an established resource and the Worcester Consortium has made
a fine beginning.

Spreading the Word

I should Zike to close b
new technologies. Cerail
citing' new techniques. A
demand that we do so. But th
with the unsophisticated user
do not know enough to ask for
which is available ri ht now t
with new techniques fields,

more about telling people abQu
presently offered.

saying a word about the need to go into the
e need to plug library service into these ex-
re sophisticated library users, indeed, will
re is still a great deal of work to be done

the potential user. Many,people simply
he excellent present-day library service ---
them. So, while we are concerned (as,we are).
I believe we could aZZ of us do a great7dWit----
the fulrrange of library service which is

Ms. GOODHUE: I promised i our,statement to deliver four documents to

you, which I will ncti,do. In ad ition to that, because of the evidene, )

\

should summarize what they ave. They are our library panning study in
i P

Massachusetts, the state-aided r gional public library bystem evaluation,
I 4 ,

the Massachusetts long-range program, and the plan for the development of

state educational media services o local schools.
\\

Now, in addition To) that, I have discovered tIiat you have an interest in

revenue-sharing, so I am also adding a summary of rexpnue-sharing in Massa-

chusetts and how the libraries have fared. I will leave that with you be-

cause that is a specific list of all the libraries that got revenue-sherIng

and whatever expense was involved.

However, I do want to say, just for the general information of everybody,

that 75 Massachusetts public libraries received A total oP about'$2., million

in local revenue-sharing funds roughly $700,000 of, this was for capital ex-
.

penses, while $2 million went'for" operating expenses.

And the kicker is this: We db not know how much of this money went for
4

additional library service. 'Most) ib-rarles were able to report that their
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receipt, f revenue-sharing funds was just a kind,of bookkeeping fact, that

the town imply used the money for its regular budget items somewhere. This

would also be a part of what I am giving you.

The last is simply a listing of the LSCA special projects of last year
\

and the year before with an evaluation, as some of them have ali-eady been

alluded to. I know you h6ve questioned Secretary Cronin about these; we think

they are fascinating, and I hope you do, too .

So there is possibly more than you would c re to know about Massachusetts

library projects.

Mr. LORENZ: You mentioned your uncertainty about your position in state

government. What is this likely to be resolved i to? Is this still pending,,

this decision?

Ms. GOODHUE: Yes, ,it is still pending. The reorganization plan whiCh

retary Cronin has sponsored is in the hands of he Recess Committee and

wi 1 go to the next state legislature. We had lon felt that the state lj-

--,. A- 1

1

. b.1'rary agency should have a highly visible position 1' the state government.

I

Sothat s what we are seeking. At the moment it iii a question of negotia-

1

with hi,nid with 'the legislatu're,as to exactly what the nature of that ,

t'

be B t\.I don't, think it is doing to be less visible. I think our

trend is certainly toward a more and more important! level.
A ,

t ,

Ms. MOORE: Are you now an independent agency or are you with the

N,
Department of Education?

t 1,

Ms. GOODHUE: We are with the Department of, Education. We were an in-

,

dependent agency. In fa(ce, we weri,the first one in the nation.. When there

was a general reorganization in the state government, it was ,decided there

\\
.

.

would be/only twenty depaztments, and so we were put in with the Department

of Educa ion.

Ms. SCOTT: You touched on the:Arqr D. Little study. Can you further"
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explain why the libraries are not cooperating? You just mentioned part

that it was due to the incentives'toward funding. Are there any other reasons

given in the study?

Ms. GOODHUE: Yes. Well, I thinethat some of-the profesrsional reasons

have been given today, and as a lay person I will taketheir word for that --

that in fact there are tome librarians who just are not as cooperation-

/ conscious as others, nor are there users that demand it i-n,some cases. But

I think, generally speaking, we have gone under the assumption that if the.
/

people are asked to share their resources, they should be given some reason to

do so and it shouldnot actually hurt their own financier picture.

?

iMr.
LORENZ: As I understand it, both public and school libraries are

under the jurisdictontOf your commission; is that correct?

I
GOODHUE: Yes. As a, matter of fact, it is not just those. We are

4
y any means a public, in-school library agency. Our concern is with 911

nds of Pibraries./ We, for example, have been dealing, as you know, through

the federal,program with county institutional and state Institutional li-
,

bra4e-s--and all networking, which involves special libraries, too.

Mr. LORENZ: Have you tried using your state aid for public and, school

'bellies to prOvide an incentive for'public school library cooperation?

Ms. GOODHUE: Yes, have, and speaking of the state aid,,we have put

before the legislatureo and it is still there, bill calling for more funding

."

for some of these othe7r programs. At the moment thewstate funding is almost

entirely'for public library service.

Mr. LORENZ: What has your success been in getting public and school

library cooperation through state-funded centers?

Ms.- GOODHUE: We could certainly use more #ublic and school library co-

:.

operation.' One of,the things which I said in the prepared

we really do t;ink.that could use some help with the sc

t
J--1)

Is

lib ary area

//f
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We don't see the urge for reform or even for, cooperation emerging from the

local leadership, either the local school library leadership or,the school

4

committee leadership. In many instances we have discovered; for example, in

service to people needing special education, that they have to be urged by

some other means, such as state or federal funds.
-

Mr. LERNER: I would also' like to ask you anotherfiluestion about funding

of libraries. In your testimony you say in regard topSchool libraries that

people conceive 4pf schools as being upported entirely by local taxes, and

yet this is not working. It is rue, in -fact, in most ..states that libraries

are also supported by mainly

Ms. GOODHUE: 'Oat is tr

Mr. LERNER: And,-in f

. _alternatives?

1 cal property taxes.

e here.

:hat is not working. Now, what are the

Ms. GOODHUE: I think what I meant is that if the local funding is the

predominant source of funding and then the local people were the predominant

source of, sa<Lchange or improvement, all right, fjne, that would be okay,

buf in this instance it does not eem.to be working. I think that my answer

to your question is that we have een able to accomplish things with the

federal money in the way of leadership.

M LERNER: Well, what I am eally getting at is something more than

that, but there are obviouily federal funds that are coming into library pro-

grams. 'What I am really getting is: Should in fact libraries be financed

on a different basis? Let us say there has been some dis ssion of schools

no longer being tied to the local property tax but rather on a broader level.

Would libraries be helped by that situation or not?

Ms. GOODHUE: I
think that more and more we have been turning to other

4

modes, which is the word that I picked up today. For example, in the regional

systems,and with the state minimum standards and with perhaps the networking

e
V. a
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at a local level, such as in Worcester and in our Hampshire interlibrary,

which is not just one city but is several communities.

Ilk So that I, would say that where the money is, is where the power is to

effect a change. So it depends upon where you want to effect the change, and

I guess whet we were saying is simply that the catalyst for effecting change

has not been emerging from the localities in many cases.

Ms. WU: From the revenue-sharing funds, did you allocate any amount to

the school libraries? You said it was 2.7 million?

Ms. GOODHUE: Yes.

brary funds.

Ms. WU: You did cover the school libraries?

The details of this report refer to,the public lir

I

Ms. GOODHUE: Well, this would-only be public libraries. We have a

peculiar situation in Massachusetts, and I don't know if it applies to other

states, and that is, that our school committees have fiscal autonomy, which

means that they can set their budget and have their say within certain limits.

JANICE GALLINGER
Librarian, Plymouth State College

Plymouth, New.Hampshire

WRITTEN TESTIMONY

This letter r&sponds to your invitation to submit testimony ro r0 Na-
tional Commission on Libraries and Information Science prior to its New
England regional hearing on 3 October 1973.

I spoke to Mr. Roderick Swartz during his visit to the New Engtand,Li-
brary Association conference last October; and since that time, my thoughts
have not changed to any great degree concerning the importance of networks and
various priorities facing libraries which might be solved at the federal level.

1. The network concept is undoubtedly an aspect which deserves the tremendous
attention it has been receiving. However, thPre are problems facing smaller
libraries which must be dealt With if they are'tO interact in the-uatworks.
If we truly belieqe in the. concept of providing, every citizen, no matter where
he maypTeside, with equal access to needed-in4mmation, then it is of the ut-
most importance that participation in networks be made possible in remote

,areas. The immediate problem is the ability to buy this service in communi-

0..
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in a larg urban university center. It seems to me' that the responsibility

of the fe eraZ government is clearly tqfmake it financially possible for
networks to be brought to the remote areas despite the fact that fewer
numbers f the population are served in this way but because of the fact that
their n ed for a substitute to local access to resources is overriding. The

federal; government s.ould pargcipate financially to a ruch greater extent
n supporting development of the networks if we truly ex-
uncrional to the extent which we believe is technically
elieve it is possible to provide sufficient funding ,tom

entaZ sources; and until the federal government Zegis-
ork programs, they will continue to be merely an idea

y to a very smaZZ number of people. j- ;

ent should financlally-support the development of corn -

sing the data supplied on MARC- tap-e-s-. OCLC has done

developing the technology to use the data supplied

to it. However, the cost continues to increase while at the same time in-

come to libraries decre seq and costof materials, increases. believe it

is improper to continue tOrely on the'support of private fouAdations only
but that the l'e,er Z go ernment should fund those programs which now give,

evidence o. promise of s ccess. We have been waiting a very long time for

the 4ll b refits o uterization to reach libraries and without sufficient
.

nanckfal pport, nzch can only be provided by the federal government, pro-

grars can o ly continue a q slow pace _and at greater .long-term cost. It is

my suggesti n'that ocLce ter into a contractual arrangement with the 'ederal

government o carry On it work; perhaps with greater funding it could move

more quickly so that 'benej ts could be realized at an earlier date. This li-

brary istan example of one which was participating at NELINET as an intro-

ductory member with the in ention of continuing on a full-time regular basis

until NELIREVs arrangemen s with OCLC introduced such rapid and large cost

increases that we were una le to make the financial commitment. We need very

much to have the service in house instead of 100 miles away as we now "sponge"

through the University of w Hampshire: HoweVer, we simply Cannot absorb

the cost factors as they now exist for it means not Zess but more staff in

addition to the terminal fees, line charges, etc.

than itf has to 'date

pect titem to become

possible. I do not
private or local gove
fates and finances ne
which becomes real on

The federal gover
puterized systems for
a remarkably fine job

3. The old cry concerning the backlog cataloguing at the Library of Congress

and Ape cataloguing priorit es, time Zags, etc., cannot be omitted from this

testimony. an academic library firmly committed to non-print as weZZ as

print sources of information, it is just as vital, if not more so, that all

materials be:promptly catalogued and processed and made available for public

use. We have grown to rely on the Library of Congress cataloguing for print

materials. We see no reason to add greater costs of processing for non-

print materials b ause of Library of Congress' priorities. I shall not de-

bate where the p blem lies because I do not know,'but I do believe it is not

an insurmoun e problem and that given proper direction and financial sup-

port Y'on-r, ,.nt materials can be promptly and correctip catalogued with data

provide for users in all kinds-of-libraries in the country. We contradict

the very things we talk about when we urge libraries to provide non-print

and then put the cataloguing obstaci'e before them. Why should noncommitted

people open their arms.and shelves to cataloguing problems and try to promote

.4.. 3 -.1`

1
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user's interest in materials which they iird to make bibliographically
available to them? They should not.' I believe this is a very serious re-
sponsibility of the Library Of Congress otztalosuing service. If not the Li-
brary of Congress,..then the Commission shoud tistablish another federal cata-
loguing unit which will provide the service.. \ /

Al
4. I have just read the testimony presented by Edmon Low on August 1 before
the Senate Subcommittee on Patents Trademarks, and Copyrights. It seems ex-
tremely shortsighted that at the same time the American Library Association
endorses the philosophy of The Fourth Revolution in its testimony it shows
concern only for copying of,print mateorials. As a library serving an academic
institution trying to make full use of aleinformation sources and to en-
courage the use of theriby facultyiland students, the problem continually faces
us of legitimate copying of filmed and recorded materials. The publishers
are,uncertain and the users more so. We recognize the need of the publishers
to overate profitably, but we also recognize the need for reasonable provision
for copying when sales are not reduced as a result but which in fact will
result in additional sales long term. It is my feeling that the Commission
should address itself to this problem in its fullest range of implications for
libraries and see that library interests are not restricted to print materi-
als only. In-house use, interlibrary loan, cable television are but three
of the most common areas where copyright of non-print materials puts restric-
tions on use in the library world.

5. Lastly, I would hope that thd Coiwission would °Ida/I pos6ible to promote
full implementatidn of the ideas presented in The Fourth Revolution which I

knCw need not be repeated here. These cpncepts are not limited to academic
only, but there must be spill-over if and down the line.u

P--P As I review the six points you specifically invited comment on,lam un-,
sure if the comments above are specific enough for your,purpose: It seems

,to me that in every area the of the matter is funding. 4t1" believe suf-

. /Vicieni suggestions have been d y a great many people as to means and
methods, the literature is full of but none of it can be a 'reality

unless the is money to make it so: his to me is the ,Commission's primary

c challenge. . .4

Chairman BURKHARDT: Would you like to amplify the written remarks that '

you Ant in to us?

Ms. GALLINGER: I have ,6 few things that I would like to add. Last. night

I read the draft which you sent to ut. 'f course, I did not have terribly

much time to ponder about it since it only came yesterday afternoon.

One of the thoughts that kept reCurtIng to me as I WAs readiT it was

° the human element involved. Becauie I reside in a northeastern rural area,

I think I am probably more conscious orthis than people in the urban areas.

What is the basis of the Commission's, thinking, and what effort does the
91
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to orient users in remote areas to take ,

visioned in the draft, assuming there are

ance within)a 25-Mile radius of their homes? '

uestion. It does no good to have the technology

ssiblg to the people: I don't know what thought
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and strongly affirm some proposals presented in

ion on Higher Education's report, The Fourth Revolution,

I read the draft that somehow there should be some consid-

ap between computer centers and technology centers designed

on and those designed to serve librarites. The purposes of

titutions and' of libraries' overlap tremendously; particularly

s.1 xpand more into providing continuing education products and

rkries are used as continuing education centers. The same biblro-

ontrol source, of data base, for such packages might be used by both

lAstitutions.

is leads into the cataloguing problem of non-print materials which

in a great part of larger learning packages. I would like to expand

t I wrote in my testimony on this. For about five years the Plymouth
I ,p

College Library has been attempting, with sortie degree of success, 1 .

, to promote in a college setting the use of non-print materials as well

ranted ones. We have recently become very discouraged because of the

of avail&lity of catalog copy with the result that an enormous amount

of in-house original cataloguing must be done, for the material is simply

no good to adybpdy if it does not appear in the catalog. There is no reason

t tiit should not be as completely and equally available to all the users

1

0 .
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as are books.

Presently, we have sat aside other work in order to get some of these

non-print materials.out onto thesheives in repOnse to complaints from

faculty for matenials-that we have owned for about a year. You.may say,

"Well, she has a poor cataloguing department." This may well be true. On

the other hand, in most cases, except for cassettes:, catalog Copy for the

materials lhas appeared in the National Union Catalog, cards have been ordered_

from the Library of COngress, but we cannot get them! If you have ever

' listened to a cassette, tape in orderto learn its contents, you know this'

is very time - consuming. It is also very costly in terms of staff time, but

it is the only way the cassette can be catalc*ed; you can only know what it

says by listening to it.: I think these are the primary points with which
I

would amplify my written testimony.

Mr. DUNLAP: In your testimony you stated that you were participating

in NELI.NET and have become an affiliate of OCLC, at which time you were ob-

liged to stop participating in NELINET because of expanding costs. One would

expect almost the contrary to happen.

,Ms. GALLINGER: I think perhaps our situation iq not the ordinary one.

Since 1968, we have purchased cataloguing service from the University of New

Hampshire through a cooperative cataloguing unit at approximately $2.50 per

volume. This means that we have w,relatively small catalog department and

we have no staff to turn over to terminal4 aintenance because the existing

staff is supervisory or particularly concein With items forowhich.catalog-

.
;

uing cannot be obtained from OCLC through corpbter access. In order to par-
4

ticipate, we would have to add persons,, in aldition to the fact that I think

-- and I don't have my figures absolutely 10194percent sure -- it was going

to cost in January of 1972approximately $6,000; and by April, when we met

at Dartmouth, It had gone up to about 04,000. With the State of New
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Hampshire's and our internal budget situation as it Is, I simply could ,not,,

make any kind of three-year commitment, which is what we were being asked to

do, which might have to bear an eqUal jump in cost in a very short period and

possibly more.over the three years.

Mr. STEVENS: What shoulbe the Commission's stand on copyright for

non-print materials and how do'you feel that the Commission ought to int

pose itself in this heated debate in which there seems to be no mi7 dtlfe dund

for anyone who wants to retain his sanity?

Ms. GALLINGER: 1 think one of the current questions is whether The Com-

mission should betome a national agency or not. I think 'it should and as

such that it should represent t'he paint of view of all, kinds of library use.

I don't think we can hide under the' fair-use concept in the educational

community, which schools have been attempting to do, but 1 do think that if *

the library world is to-be represented by Ihis Commission, then all kinds of

materials that are suitable forluse ink libraries should be of concern to, it.

[ think to limit its concern only to copying pages from periodicals or books

14 a very short-sighted approach.

For instance, assume we do have cassettes catalogued, assume that each

member of a consortium owns a thousand cassettes and that these are shared

by copying among the ten members of the consortium. Never will they each

. buy 10,000 cassettes so this is never going to affect the Profit of the pro-

ducer'. There will also be replacements. Cassettes are only one thing.

There are films, film strips, and sound film strips, which are easily .

reproduced in video-tape format which could be brdadcast perhaps withi, n the
*

library community. This is now somethi)pg which cannot be done. I have just

been:through this with several producer and they are very adamant about it.

Perhaps I sh uld have been wiser and not;sked, but we were trying to get
. A, A

t
%
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\
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because as public libraHes assume educational responsibilities, this is the

kind of thing they might do via CCTV but are now restricted. think these

are terribly important concerns, and I think there must be written into the

legislation thOse things which are legitifflate and which do not interfere with

.profi t.

I don't know whether that answers the questions of whdt you or do ex-

cept to make recommendations and testify, I suppose, be concerned.

.Chairman BURKHARDT: You have made the case which has been made by the

y community, but there is, as you Aay know, an oppisite view. The very

thing.1 , does it interfere with profit., and for that, where is the evidence,

, 5 One way or the other?

Ms. GALLINGER: All right. I can only speak from my own experience. I

would much rather buy twenty-five different packages than to buy twenty-five

duplicates of he same package, if I have the technology in-house to ddpli-
Vt;

sate the one, so I think that by having the opportUnikto duplicate, in

fact, my money would be spent ta encourage additional production.

RICHARD S. HULEATT
Manage , Technical. Information Center
Stone & Webster Engineering,Corporafion

Boston, Massachusetts

WRITTEN TESTIMONY

The development of special libraries and information centers employed by
ubsiness and industry' closely parallel the emergence Of American science,.4w-

,technology.and business .-methods in this century.

It becomes exceedihgly less feasibl:e.tor the scientist, engineer or
businessman to be able to sit at his home workshop or offi(14,,in the manner of
his earlier American predecessor'to invent or market a better mousetrap.

.4-1s

The difference in this evolution is the necessity for information both
timely and readily accessible.

Previous criteria used in identifying a special library or information
center has been solely by its special subject collection. While this still

`1:1
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holds true, because of the parent organization's interests, the prime recogni-
tion is that these have been established and are associated with rapid identi-
fication and access to information resources outside the organization's li-
brary or information center as well. Everyday demands on such a special li-

brary require swift response, often,,immediate or within 24 hours.

Early in the history of this century, the Stone & Webster Library parti-

.
cipated in development of the Special Libraries Association's activity, then
known as "Networks for Knowledge". It was particularly apparent then, and 4

today even more so, that individual libraries could never hope for wish to

amass complete holdings on a particular subject area. The ,early interlih ary

cooperation or networkingW libraries was developed during this early pe
with this emphasis in minas well as attempting not to duplicate each
others' efforts,

Today we have what is ()fan referred to as the "information explosion".
The proliferation of published literature, while staggering. the imagination,
is further compounded as to its identity and accessibility by the same pio-
liferation in abstracting/indexing services, parochialism by subject-strengths,
nisi on-oriented indexing and services,., and announcement services and sales,

of'which the Federal Government is the 7grgest single producer, user and

abuser.

The initial impetus for the bulk of research literature, undoubtedly
begun during World War II, has continued s, ee that time under funding by

various Federal and defense programs. The Ileral Government has been the

largest sponsor and publisher (either dired r indirect) of literature of

all kinds Over before in the history of m a n ; at has failed to provide effec-

tive leadership in solutions to order out ofi os, instead creating new in-

formation centers, publication sales offices, i iew agencies instead of correct-

ing old ones and generally adding to the dbn ion. Even under the Freedom

of Information Act, unless the material has be p properly identified, it is

not readily accessible to the general public.

Clearly what is needed isa new approach O'Atture needs with regard to

a national information policy, and one to whit ;the Commission has a direct

responsibility and duty which affects every Amekcan citizen.

In this area, I specifically note the present inadequacy to announce pub-

licly, all relevant information contained or sponsored by the Federal Govern-

ment eiCh affects the desCgn, development, and construction of facilities

and systems which ultimately affect each and every American, whether, it be in

the fields of public safety, health, engineering design, education, trans-
portation or just our "pursuit of happiness". The withholding of such rele-

vant information or the Zack of properly announcing it at the time (whether

intentional or not) created a devastating effect in ldter years when this in-

formation becomes known as a result of hearings, news-media or litigation.
The public right-to-know includes not just thebindividual citizen but ap-

propriately to libraries as well, who have a moral obligation to fulfill in

order to serve theirtclientele as effectively as possible.

None of the prior efforts by both the CongreSs and other investigatory

committees over the past decade attacking these information problems have

resulted in any significant changes to date.. Whethgr it has been Interagency

Coordination of Information under then Sen. Rumphreu, The Weinberg Report,
1 7
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Scientific and Technical Communication (NAS), or mar others, few if any sought
a general sweeping overall national information planning policy. For the most
part the work of all these committees combined has been largely ignored. I
would foresee the sane pitfall for NCLIS unless the problem is met healkon,
rather'than attempt to nip at' is heels, if a solution is to be made Lirthin
our own lifetime. And unless the total goal is politically oriented as well
as being logically correct, no Congress will consider or support such legisla-

, tion.

Further development of present and proposed library and information pro-
grams and systems supported by the Federal 'Government and its agencies should
be re-reviewed in light of an overall national information planning policy.

Recommendations

1. Establish a National Information Center, under which would be
administered:

gb

?Library of Congress
It National Library of Medicine

c. National Agricultural Library
d. All other federal agencies and information analysis centers

The major purpose of this change, which would require new legislation,
would be to eliminate needless duplication of effort, provide standardization
in the library and information field, consolidate Federal Government holdings,
provide common access points to Federal information, provide publication of
comprehensive subject oriented rather than mission-oriented abstracting/index-
ing and announcement services and provide effective leadership in the library
and information fields throut sponsorship, participation, and educational
roles. The annual savings in eliminating duplicate services,aloae would be
in the millions pf dollars.

2. Establish Regional Information Centers as satellite operations to meet
local regional and state needs, but utilizing the NIC on a network
basis.

3. Provide Federal funding for libraries and information centers (public,

academic, and special) willing to share their resources with the NIC
on a network basis to avoid needless duplication of holdings or
services. (Funding for this purpo4e would be on a reimbursable basis
for services or contributions rendered, rather than as a subsidy of
any type.)

4. Provide devel6pment, expansion of the necessary data bases of all
Federal agencies and information services under one compatible
system to which subscrz.ber data terminat service could be obtained
on a "call-up" service basis (i.e. charged as used). (This is
presently available in the private sector.)

(Citation and availability data would be minimum objectives - abstract
data desirable but not immediately essential. Document retrieval via
data terminal service is still too early in development to justify
cost.)



5. Initiate legislation (with Federal funding) to encourage all 50
states to develop similar state information centers under model
administration proposed for NIC.

Present administrative practices with regard to adequate access
and availability of state-held infbAatiOn does not presently
exist consistently on a state-by7state basis. A matching funds

program i4 this sector could have many beneficial res4lts.

6. Initiate legislation (with Federal funding) encouraging local
communities to develop adequate ,information se ice to their

citizens through the public libraries and to pro ide for
national minimum standards by law for public Zibr es rather

than by voluntary standards as at present in order to'receive

funding on a matching basis.

7. Promote legislation which would encourage individual citizens,
schools, libraries, businesses, and industry to utilize develop-
ing Cable TV networks as a means of gaining access to locqZ,
state and national information services 6n a chargeable basis

and to promote development and standardizltion in this

8. Sponsor and/or fundeducatibnal programs in colleges and
universities in all facets of library end information services.

9. Provide initial funding for developm abstracting/

indexing services which eliminate present dupl cation or in-

adequacies, and which would be self-sup rting.

10. Provide the NIC, the necessary authority as separate national

agency to Zan develop and administer a nat7, ca information .

policy. (The existing NCLIS already establishes could become

the federal agency responsible.)

All libraries share in common many,of the,Same basic problems such

as space, equipment, personnel, and fundi formulas. But never will

they succeed at the present'rate if they co inue to duplibate rather

than share information resources, or insist o ,independent processes

and techniques when it has been performed elsewhere previously. Paro-

chialism in a majority of libraries is evident as a dividing factor
contributing to inaccessability of information and knowledge.

NCLIS i our hope for that role in leadership which is , sorely

needed at this time.

Thank you for you invitatio

Mr. 1-I0LEATT: ' I am technftal information manager for Stone& Webster

Engineering Corporatior.,1 am in charge of their library, which iq on of

the oldest special business libraries in the City of Boston, and certainly

.
, 0
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of the most active special libraries in Boston today.

rman BURKHARDT: Good. Now, you submitted testimony which we have

all read,'kut perhaps you would like to enlarge on it or say something about

It. I belie you received that draft statement of ours.

Mr. HULEA I would be delighted. First of all, I want to c ngratu-

late the Commission on what I feel is a step in the right direction a out,

your proposal toward a national program, and I was very pleased to note the

many similarities between mz testimony aryl the program. It is long overdue.

1 think what has happened over the period of years and in assde-facto situa-,

tion, is that we have created a Tower of Babel. I would visualize the system

that we have today as sort of an old inner tube with hundreds of patches on

it and the air still leaking out.

Certainly, one of the points that'you made in your promised program was

utilization of the federal telecommunications system, which I must admit I

did not think of, but I think is a tremendous idea. One of the things that
4

faces us -- 'whether it is on a personal basis or in the field of business

or industry -- is that every decison that is'made is very much dependent
164,t

upon the information that we have on hand. The lack of that jnfolmaiion can

/)create liabilities for us. have some incidents particularly in mind, which "'

I am sure that you have re d: about in the newspapers, wheAMr. Nader was in

Pensylvania at the State Department of Insurance regarding the safety of

nuclear power plants., I think you also read last year of a dam disaster in

West Virginia which had to do with the construction of a dam built many years

ago. We need complete information whenever we are going to undertake any

task. It may mean that if we don't have that information, we are'going to

. head in the wrong direction or it is something that ultimately we -- and I

say that "we" collectively in terms of the American public -- are going to

pay for.,
r



Th not concerned with our methodology.' They are concerned

levant s and the speed with which we obtain those answers.

entered this field more than fifteen years ago,es a dissatisfied user

be ckaus lt that there was a better way that ivdlormati nocould be ob-
.t

.

:.tclin4d lend feel that thgCommissigt has that objective in mind as well.

eesT re\ as to best better 4(4to do it.
1.

O. w, certainN,\ the biggest collector and.coliection f information,
-..

whethe it be in libr ries
lx
or information centers and et us face 'it, those

-..A. .

two ter , "in tion a nters" and "libraries" are hope essly intertwined

-- must .tht

to call them

ral government. It is recognized that whether we want

libraries or information centers or information analysis

---,

centers or federal agencies, presently it is a hodge -podg

X
whether they are

imission ented, or created under various p4plic laws. here has to be some
, \

sense of direction in which we have to go.

'Previous legislation has to be superseded4by ore public law, in my

opinion, hopefully with thfcreation of a national formation center. -A

national information agency is needed whic would i itiate, what I would
,

term, a national l'A"formation policy. This would hay& to be its own agency;

it cannot ke a weak sister to, any of the exis ing agencies because there are

so many ve ted interests, so many precedents tabl;shed that would impede a

real ran.

I thin that in the package that you have presented under this program

you have 'con idered nearly all of these. Of course, it has to be elaborated.

There havb t be specifics, but it has to be a log!cal conclusion, as I have

stated in m ritten testimony, in order-to gain iy kind of Congressional

-

support.

One thing,.that is very much "in" today, of ceurse, is saving money; and

the first thing,that this program would do would Le to save MilliOWS of
1
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dollars. it is evident, and it is logical, that there has to be a natural

order of progress, beginnillitith the federal government and then relating

:to state governments, and from there on to local communities. The federal

government has to sxve as a model for what will take place, and what the
.

'CoF,mission Is doing and will probably undertake, is to take the best of those

systems, which may be presently existing, perhaps modify them and.. merge

into a cohesive program which would be applicable to all types of.libraries

and information centers, whether they be public, academic, special,, school
lo

or whatever.'

I see this as a( general iew. The special library, parttcularly, gets

involved with all types of libraries. Sometimes we are called parasitic be-
,

cause we have a rather small coliction, but we do get involved with federal

agencilts and we do get involved with public libraries and we are aware of

their problems. It Js veryl4nconsistent-frdm coast to coast.

r.
Each day I telephone nationwide and probably contact, twenty states in

the course of each day by telephoqe to, obtain information, not to mention

other international sources that we draw from. In the business world one of

the things which we must be presently aware of is the growing technology and

advances froM Europe and Japan: These people, particularlj. the Japanese,

are qujte aware of what information can do for them.

I really believe that if we'don'y take action within the next two years,

we arl simply going to be just literally edged, out of, the market.' It is nbt

just in business interests, you might say, but information in general. It
. .

covers all of the fields of knowledge, whether it be science, industry. or

education, beca4se libraries and information centers cover all of man's -

knowdge: That is, quite a responsibility. it

Chairman,BURKHARDT: With this national information center, that you speak

of, or agency, you say.it should have authority over th ibrary of (Congress,,

't.
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the National Agricultural Library and so forth. 'Would that involve trans-

ferring the Library of Congress from the legislative to.the executive branch

or not? HaVe'you considered that problem?

Mr. HULEATT: Ithas to be something under a new public law which will

not give any one of the three major segments of governmemt a vested interest

in it. I .know that would be a rattier difficult thing to do, but I think it

has to be, to serve all three major areas of government.

Ms. SCOTT: Well, we could hardly expect Congressional epproval for that

measure, to put the Library of Congress under another agency or center.

Mr. HULEATT: Certainly Co,,yeess is going to be aware that there -are in-

herent dangers in what I term a national information center from the point of

suppression of information. Today I would say that Congress would be wary in

putting all, literally all, of our eggs in one basket. If the responsibility

is shared, this is a possibility, but certainly it should not be vested in.

any one single element of governmen17.

Mr, CUADRA: I was impressed by your understanding of the scientific and
S

military information system of our country. For two days I had the chore of

explaining our syStem to an official delegation from the Soviet Union and

they found some parts of Our scientific and, intelligence information system

totally incomprehensible. And when we think about theirs, one of the things

they thought incomprehensible was the role of free enterprise. I have a qbes-

tion about one of your suggestions, about the provision of data base services

40
as one of the functions* of this agency.

You 'recognize that there are a number of private companies already do-

' ing this. What would be the mechanism for transition, if there is one, from

something that is now being done privately to something that, I gather, you

would propose be done in public?

Mr. HULEATT: Well, when' I say, publicly, I mean on a cost basis. What

ti
1

.1'
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Mr. Canham was talking about was hidden fees, and we do pay for everlytfling.

Every system as proposed haS to be on a pay-as-you-go basis. I don't believe

in a 100 percent subsidy,. You mentioned a program or a subsidy to get thling0.7e.

started, but certainly the commercial services which are available are using

the existing data bases -- you will recognize that when We starr.ed beck in

1963 and the other agencies in 1966 and 1967, the usage went up. What about

all the knowledge beforehand? What about all.. the agencies that have informs-

tion that may rot be on a data baset One of the areas that
I am quite aware

of that...has neLther been abstracted n9r indexed or announced is the tremen-

dous amount and bulk of information that the Atomic Energy Commission has on

file. And unless you know that the. information is there, you might just as

well forget about it.

In data bases, one of the most time-consuming things that we get in-

volved with is the search of relevant information for a particular project

or a particular effort. The use of a data terminal, would let us search that

information in a much shorter period of time. It would also allow us the

capabl411 of a printout, that is, a hard copy which we can take with us,

one-which wean keep so that we don't have to keep calling into the data

center for the information. But the data bases that are available presently

do not even begin to encompass all the information that is available within

the federal government.

Mr. CUADRA: Let me pursue this just one bit. If' there is a data base

that has already been made available through a commercgal organization and

they have invested in doing this, what would you do about.that? Are you

recommending that the federal governTent, in effect, go into competition
4

with the private enterprise?

Mr. HULEATT: No. I mentioned a few minutes earlier that one of the

things that I would assume the Commission would Rio is to pick and choose the
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best of each. This would-mean if there were air-50y existing programs in the

#4'
private sector utilizing the government data bases, and it could be proven

that industry could produce this more efficiently than the federal government

going. into that particular business, yes, I say that the private sector should,

do this. You would have to do it on a cost-comparison basis. It is not just

going to be in this parlicular area of data bases or services, since you got

into this before on micro-publishing. You are getting into this in,a number

of government serv.ices in which private industry is producing information

which is essentially federal information, and I would assume that this Com-

mission would pick and choose on an evaluation basis which of thqsq is least

.costly and most efficient.

Mr. AINES: A few years ago we ran what we called a national engineering
/ 4

information and data symposium in Washington involving all of the major groups

concerned with engineering information. We, too, defined them both in terms

of the industrial sense and the information mmunity that supported it.

I can recollect that dth.ing that conference strop° comments were made
0

that engineers did rot necessarily wont to partake of the kind of data banks

that the federal agenoies were providing. Much to-do was made about the fact

that information among engineeris as reflected in the Rosenbloom Studies flowed

from word to word, from mouth to mouth, if you will, and this indicated to us

at that time that most of the engineering community was not really concerned

as sharply as you ar,e about federal sources of information. Has anything

changed since that time?

Mr. HULEATT: ) think the phrase used at that time was "technological

gatekeepers," -- am I correct? And, yes, things have changed. You now have

Atomic Energy Commission regulations. You now have Environmental Protection

Agency regulations. You have Occupation, Safety and Health Act regulations.

4'2We alone are spending 600 percent more than we were five years ago for in-

dt.
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formation, and the end is not in sight.

All of a sudden firms that never were really concerned with environmen-

tal or public safety to the extent that they are today are only doing so, or

have been "stimulated" to do so; let us put it that way. They had the re-

hPfore now, but they have been given some seflse of direction.

This is not a criticism of the industry; this is just a Iftct of life.

I tkink the word "ecology" means something more to us today than it did

ten years ago. We happen to have more knowledge. Engineers are much inure

concerned today with what they design and build than they have ever been9'
before.

AINES: Let me ask the last half of that question,. if I might The

federal aaencies pride themselves on the announcement and dissemination of

their technical reports that they turn out throuyh the National Technical

Information Service; space, defense, documentation center, AEC -- they all

have elaborate programs. No4, from what I read in your dociument, you afire

stating in effect that these are not successful systems.

Mr. HULEATT: I Would not say that they are not successful systems.

Isam just saying that they are widely separated and incomplete. I would say

that NTIS particularly is probably the agency 'to which I would funnel most

of the future programs in terms of distribution and announcements of informa-

tion. I would say it s probably one, in my opinion, of the better run

agencies, one of the be ter run services that I see today in terms of an-

nouncements, in terms Of distribution, in*terms,of organization, blit NTIS

does not yet everything. What about GPO? What about the other federal

agencies? What about the USGS? There is a tremendous amount of material in

the distribution business of federal information and they are all doing it

different ways, and NTIS is left way lot in thd field. They (NTIS) are not

getting the responsibility to handle it and all that we are doing is patching

C.
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up a *system and not creating something new. I mean in terms of our creating

something with a single-mindedness of pUrpose.

Sure, these are improvements on existing things, but is it really that

Much of an improvement? NTIS is just a piece of it, yet it is frustrating to

know where the information is, and yet It is not available for.that agency.

In fact, just two weeks ago I had to go to Rome to get a U.S. fisheries bul-

etin, which is rather ridiculous.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Well, thank you, Mr. Huleatt. We must move on, but

want to encourage you to send us your reactions and criticisms of that draft

t you were tdikin6 about.

p

ELEONORA P. HAR*11
School Library/Mediai6nsultant

Department'of Education, State of Valmont
Montpelier, Vermont

WRITTEN TESTIMONY

He e in Vermont the priomties for services are in the elementary schools.

in grea;est dearth of materials and services exist in those schools, which

sho Zd Woe top priority. We need to do a Zot of work with the par nts of

the little ones so that they, the parents, will see the necessity f support-

ing ood local.library/Media programs in'their schools.

e also Dave to work with the State tegislators, and this is one area in

which he Department of Education could and should work closely with the De-

partme t of Libraries.

Ve ont's entire population is Zess than that of Newark, N. J., and is

spread er an area of 9,000 square miles. This means that there is much

territory between some of the small communities. Many of these communities

are tryi to maintain their own schools and public libraries, which, in turn,

means that services from the Department of Education and the Department of

Libraries constantly on the move. We are trying to combine some resources

and efforts individuals in reaching these patrons, but limited funds` make

the work more ifficuZt.

Several-of the larger city public libraries and some of the university
libraries have teletype services, which make interlibrary loans easier and

more accessible. We are encouraging the small public and school libraries to

make more use of such services in order to provide better local services.

Federal funds have don4 much to assist these programs.

4
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Chairman BURKHARDT: I would like to next call on Mrs. Eleanore P.

Harman, the school .library media consultant in the Department of Education

in Montpelier, Vermont.

Mrs. Harman, how nice, to have you with us. Did you.want to comftent

further on the paper that you sent us or comment on that draft proposal?

Mrs. HARMAN: Thank.you very much, Mr. Chairman. . I did not receive

your, draft, unfortunately; I got it just a feW minutes ago when I cam in, so,

I have not had a chance to read it.

you?

Chairman BURKHARDT: When you read it, please write to us about it, will

Mrs. HARMAN: Yes, sir, I certainly will. My chief work is with school

children and when I 'hear people speaking in these great awesome terms of

world trade and complicated electronic information exchange and retrieval

systems, I sometimes wonder where the little kids are going to fit In:

Vermont is a state of some 9,000 square miles and the total population

is 400,000. The greatest need for library services'qs in the glementary

1

schools. We try to encourage the cooperation of the public and school li-

braries. This is helping out, but we still are in tremendous need.

As one who is deeply involved in the education of our youth and working

with'higher education and continuing educatiqn, I am most concerned that

youngsters learn how to learn, 'sip that when they finish their fdrmal schooling,

they will be able to continue to learn, and I am not sure how we can give them

these skills if we cannot provide good, total library services.

I can also see that possibly some network systems might help down in the

pre-school level as.a kind of preventive-medicine-type work.

I also agree with Arlene Hope, that if we are going to have'a system, a

national or a federal system, a great big job of education will be ahead of

you people, all of us, in order to educate the public about this system. I

C -
, &,)
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work with too many people who are still afraid thi thread a 16- millimeter pro-

jector.

Mr. BECKER: When you speak of the beficiences at the elementary school

level, can you amplify that a little bit?

Mrs. HARMAN: Yes, I can. There are 353 elementary schools in Vermont,

of which 72 percent have inadequate book collections, 93 percent have in-

adequate space, 79 percent have inadequat audiO-visual collections and 95

percent do not have qualitied.)ibrarians.

Mr. AINES: In your statement, what would you say is the number of, hours

that children watch television?

1

Mrsv HARMAN: I -a1n sorry, I could not possibly make a guess on that. 1

4

have not seen any statistics and, I would hesitate to say.

-Mr. LORENZ: .Do you know of an research done on Why some children who *,<

//
other children drop outread at an early age'become life -long readers an

after they leave school? Do you have any insights on this problem?

Mrs. HARMAN: About the only thing.I can gay is that an awful lot de-
.

pends on the individual youngsters:' I look at my'own two young people. We

treated them pretty much vile same -- read to them, had books and periodicals

all over the house -- and one is a much greater reader than the other. So 1

*

cannot say that it is all parental influence, I cannot say it is all school

influence. I think it is a combination of, things: I am sorry, I don't mean

to dodge the question.

Mr.' LORENZ: No. It is a very difficult question.

Mr. BECKER: We just lived throubh.a decade of federal aid through the.
s

elementary and secondary education act and I assume that money"., ed to your

state for materials, just asAit did to.some other states. Whylk n this very

discouraging report. in terms of beficiebcies in Vermont?,

Mrs. HARMAN: The elementary schoots in /ermont have'ho had state mini-

ts
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mum standards. The secondary schools did, and in the state minimum standards

for seconder's/ schools:the libraries, qualified librarians and space were re-

quired for(the schools to be approved by the state Department of Education.

This was not true at the elementary school level, and so they have, let's.

face it, been neglect d.

The ESEA Title program has-done, in my opinion, more for elementary

school library services than anything that has been offered so far. It has

made teachers and kids and parents aware of some of the needs and of the new

things that are available, and it has made communities aware of what good

elementary library services are.

Another problem is that the Department of Education has not had funding

for more peOple on the staff to assist, especially in the area of audio

visual materials and services.

.Ms. MOORE: When you say "a qualified librarian," will you tell us by

what standards you Itidge a qualified librarian? Is it so many semester hours

of training, or what is it?

mrs. HgRMAN: We have state standards for the high school librarians

which indicate number of hours. By the way, these standards are at the moment

under revision and we'do not yet have state board approve! on the new recom-

mendations. When I say "qualified librarians," for the elementary schools,

,actually I am being a Uttle 'optimistic because ! think a Tot of communities

would consider a qualified librarian as one who has the basic library skills

of cataloguing, book selection, administration, reference work and empathy

with kids and teachers.

Mr. CASEY: You make a point that in small rural communities there are

no well-qUalified librarians for elementary schools. Do you now find-that

the same condition exists in the public libraries of those same rural com-

munities if there are no 0-ofessional librarians in thepublic library?

"eil. .
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Mrs. HARMAN: That is One of the big problems. 74-

Mr. CASEY: Has there been an effort by the Boarid of Trustees or by the

Board of Education to hire one librarian on apart- me basis? For example,

if the school library is open from 8:30 to 4;30, th h there is a perjod

.where,they might work on certain days of the week b on Saturday, or where

now the public library is open all summer and so filth?

Mrs. HARMAN: Right. Ade are working on it. There are several communi-

f

ties now that are building new schools, elementary br sometimes grades eight

ti
through twelve, and they are giving serious consideration,tohbving.bne

brarian within the new school building thta_mou,ld service a school and a

pUblic library. We realize that this causes lots of problems and we try to

get together with people. I have just held a conference at a new elementary

school and was working with people from the publit library, the public H..'
t

brarian and a trustee from the.public library board as well as the school

superintendent and a teacher. We' were really trying tq deal with some of the

problems of combining pub.lic library services in an elementary school.

ItOs.an area;in which some of these small communities think probably

they can bring up total library services, and I believe' they can.

Mr. CASEY: That is your solution, I think.
o

Ms. SCOTT; Have you considered trai4ng the paAprofessional? What

are you doing in.that respect?

Mrs.HARMAN: 77:7,-IrAgnted. As a matter of fact, some of the colleges in

Vermont are now offering library technician courses: and these will be a big

help. The University of Vermont now offers a Master's in EdUcgtion with a

major in library services.

Ms. MOORE: The Siate,Department of EducatiOil in Vermont used to have

in-service programs for-teachers to give them training G library ,services.

Do they still have that?
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Mrs. HARMAN: Yes, indeed. As a matter of fact, I was just conducting

one fast night, just getting started.

Ms. MOORE: Well, the reason I have great interest in this is that for

nine years I taught those courses at White River Junction and Johnson City

and other places.

PAULA CORMAN
Director, Learning Resource Center

North 'Shore Community College

. Beverly, Massachusetts'

WRITTEN TESTIMONY

In New England information services illustrate well the saying that "the
rich are getting richer while the poor get poorer". Rapid access to informa-
tion, in spite of the proliferatzon of high speed compiAters, is eithee iotqlly
unavailable, or prohibitively expensive. In this document, therefore, .f would
like to focus on the under-utilization of computer technology applied'to bib-
liographic information retrieval in the New ,England area. This testimony will
contain few charts and graphs-(althogh these can be prepared for the eventu-
ality of oral testimony if so desired); it will also be written in English'
for general consumption..and comprehension rather than for the elitist few
with their understanding of the jargon of the trade. This paper will.contam
a fairly brief.summary of the situation as it exists today and will highlight
a serious gap, in the ability of usersto access knowledge; it will also suggest
a tentative solution.

Although New England is a part of the United States with access to pos-
sibly themost sophisticated amount of electronic brain power, its library
users are still operating in the nineteenth century. While academic libraries
are currently subsaribing:`tO many of the indexes to the literature, complex
literature searches, necessary to support research, are. still being performed
manually and this terribly inefficient. Literature searches formerly were

quite easy to peeorm. One need only look at Wilson's Indexes to appreciate
the utter simplicity of what a search involved. Contrast that, however, with
the sophisticated techniquesneeded by the.reaearcher today, whether it be
the information zpecia'Ust performing the search for a'client or the client
himself. t ,.,

With the developmeqt, of computertapPlicatioris to'bibliographic search
came the development of 'highly complex thesauri and. lexicographic techniques,,

cc

Furthermore, knowledge itself, whether chemistry, physics or any'other dis- '' ---.

j cipline, has moved forward also so that 'by their very nature retrieval re-
quires more sophisticated access techniques. This, together with sectd and
third generation computers, created a situation whereby the literak(re and/or
documents pertaining to -a partlicufar,discip4ne were gathered into a.corpus
to be accessed as thoroughly as possib,le uaiq Vocabularies highly and speci-

. .. ,
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. .
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fically related to the discipline itself; this Ultimately resolved itself into
-in7depth searching (and not coincidentally, more of the researcher's time was

'required to achieve rdsults).

Compounding this situation was the explosion of knowledge in the scienti-
fic and technicaland, currently, behavioral fields of knowledge that has
swelled these aggregations of knowledge far beyond proportions ever believed

possible. With this situation as a backdrop, one is urged to walk through
any of our academic institutions to see how this problem is being met, or is,
as is more often the case, not being met by its libraries or information
centers.

fA

Data Bases and the State of the Art
4

Day by day, more and more data is being organized into machine-retriev-

able data bases. These include: ERIC, ENGINEERING INDEX, DISSERTATION

, ABSTRACTS, TAB, STAR, NEW YORK TIMES, CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS, TRANSDEX AND PANDEX

to name just a few. Thelmmber of data bases presently in existence is, of

course, a function, of economics. k

Most machine-retrievable programs contain the following components:

(1) The data base itself,. which may be made up of any number of

records of variable length.

(2) A large thesaurus or. list of subject terms well thought out
and carrying with them a high degree of reliability in terms
of the number of accurate hits produced by using them.

(3) Software either enabling a user to retrieve on it as is and
to update the file as mccded (if,software and machine are
coMpatible) or with some modifications. (Normally an in-

stitution will make every att6mpt to access such available

software and make modifications as necessary. Not to do so

eftsults in large numbers of man -hours spent in reinventing
the wheel.) .

.(4) The tapes (or discs) on which the above are stored.

(5) A set oPbound indexes tothe literature which ma be in-
cremented in monthly, bimonthly or quarterly con 1,gurations.

Since the formulation and organization of a data base is a glow and ex -
--tremely costly process, a commercial firm will naturally not undertake the

venture unless there is, understandably, a reasonable assurance of market-
- ability. A fixed-cost curve is in evidence here in that to more purchases
there are of a given data base, the cheaper it becomes to y one user. The

optimum situation occurs only when the demalid'for th dat asis large .

enough. so that the, fixed costs can be reditced by spr cdi g them over a large

number of purchaSers (see Pig. 1):- To encourage such emand,commercial
firms will offer incentives to the user in terms of 'tial loOqr use-costs,

package deals composed of two or three file's and cons Itant services., In
spite of these incentives, however, purchasing,one or more data bases

represents a large cash outlay.

6 F.... L.,

n.
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Machine retrieval is presently possible in either of two modes, batch
or real-time, or a combination of both. The modes are:

.

Usvng terminals, communication with the computer is carried over tele-
phone lines. Optimum success in computer access presupposes that a com-

ponents of the system are operational; that is, that Ma Bell, the t mina
itself and finally the computer, are all working.

On-site batch

On-line real time

Off-site remote entry - either batcror on-line

The system so far described, however, is still an elementary . New
methods of data transmission and new technology encourage an ever bro dening
circle of users all accessing the same configuration. For example, using'
voice-grade telecopiers would allow a central co ter to be accessed in-
directly by users who lacked terminals. Data trap mission would be the result

rather than direct communication of information. ee Figure II) Figure II

describes a fairly widespread network of users all cessing a central com-
puter. Plugging into the computer are er of t minas. Into any single'

terminal we have a number of telecopier ich are a tivated by use of voice -

grade lines. The user would Send his r estin rit en or verbal form over
telephone to the interface based at the terminal. Thz person would then

translate the request from the searcher's normal Z ge to the language
that is acceptable to the computer for searchi ont\a rticular data base.

The search in its "negotiated" form would then be seam ed on to the computer
in either .of the two basic modes described previously a d the results would
reach the requestor using the same transmission techniqufs as,.the request.

Thus it can be seen that a network can be put into place by -nstallinc, a
single centralized computer which ultimately would be ca able of serving many
uRPre in a varied! ^f modes. we will look again at t,is configuration as it

might be put into place using a retrieval center that is tlready opelating.
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4
Costs

Should an institution concede that information rerieVal. or rapid access
to information is. desirable, it will naturally want to examine the costs in-

volved ifl reaching this goal. But.with the possible exception of ERIC, a
federally-produced data base, the cost of,purchase, mounting, updating, and
retrieval is expensive. Should a decision be made to go this route, most of
the cost is felt initially in what could be described as developmental. But

even be4fore considering use of a machine-accessed data base, an institution
must first have a computer large enough to provide the considerable amount
of core storage needed by the software for retrieving on these packages. Arid

then the question arises about the usual costs normally associated with a
computer of this order:,

(1) 'Does an insitutinn really need to own a mach'ine this large

"just for research "?

(2) Is there enough of this kind of retrieval needed to justify
ihe added cost of such a large machine?

(3) What about space, personnel and other on-going costs alio-

0.
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. ,

cated for just this type,af program?

'Speed, of course, presents a cost factor that must be examined and so,
assuming adequate'core, an institution must'weigh the costs that would permit
rapid retrieval versus a slower machine with longer CPU time allocated for
this function. But the amount of core storage and speed are only two of the
problems. Decisions must be made between batch mode and an on-line real-
time retrieval mode.. Again as the amount of adbanced technology. increases,
the costs also increase so that an institution ultimately must face the final
question: Is convenience worth the dollar amount that must be sunk into
information retrieval?

4°A.

One only has to look at the sorry state of the budgets of higher educa-
tional institutions to be able to answer this question. The answer is, of
course, a resounding "No ". Let us examine' some of the reasons that contribute

Vr to this negative attitude.

r . Duq to the considerable expense involved:in this type of information re-
trieval, even at a subsidized teW, educational` administrators must care-
fully assign a value to the procurement of information. Putting it most

bluntly, the concept of opportunity costs normally does not enter into their

thinking. Monies are, of course, allocated to salaries as a necessary part

of the operating costa of the institution. On the other hand, monies to
support faculty bibliognaph43-Tesearch.are spent Over and above salaries and
in the eyes of the administrator, there is nothing to show for it. Dr. Daniel.

Wilde, Director of the New England ,Research Application Center, points to the
contrasting attitude of the private sector served by his center. Industry,

he claims, perceives immediate pay -off from an investment in rdearch whether
it is visible in product or in staff development which ultimately results in
product development or innovation. To this end, he has discover that in-

, dustry,will pay a high dollar cost for information. 0

But what does information actually Cost? Let us use Dr. Wilde's instal-

Lation as a fair example.

NERAC, as it iz called, is an'outgrowth of NASA's information system.
Having amassed a significant number of data bases to meet the information
needs of its own staff, NASA decided to make this information service av la

Able to education at a subsidized cost and to the private sector at the ctal
cost. It set up six regional sites throughout the country, each capable f

' serving a Large segment of users. NERAC is based at the University of

Connecticut at Storrrs. It is*housed in a portion of a building, has its
'computer, and is run by a staff of 13 full -time employees who are compute
programmers and operators, subject specialists, and those who are consiL red

administrative support. NERAC presently, accesses seven'data bases in-house

with two more being Contemplated for the Fall. Presently mounted are:

NASA
DOD
NTIS
ERIC
CHEMICAL, ABSTRACT.

METAL ABSTRACTS.
WORLD ALUMINUM ABSTRACTS

N
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Of these, the first four are government-produced, the rest by private
industry or.by NERAC

Dr. Wilde states that annual operating coots for the center run to ap-
proximately $75,000. This figure includes computer rental, personnel and
cost of file updating-and maintenance (approximately 3% of the total opera-
ting expenses). The cost of 4 NERAC search is derived by dividing ti;e cost
of the center by the number of searches performed annually. At this point
a search for, a private firm will cost the user $300 and to educators or
educational institutions $75 which represents the subsidized cost. Thus ap-
plying Dr. WiZde's Zogic, it becomes quickly apparent that an increase in
the number of users would result in a lower user-cost per search.

Dr. Wilde also feels that the demand curve is reflected in the cost of
purchasing the data, base itself. With a wider dissemination, Dr. Wilde feels
that 'Lower costs could be passed on to the purchaser. But where are users
going to come from so that a lower cost can actually be realized? And, at
the same time, -who is supposed to support the present high costs until such
time as the volume builds up sufficiently to reach this goal?

A second area resource center - NA IC - hopefully will be in operation
by next year. The problem, of course, is -that it will most ZikeZy access
only scientific data bases and that it, too, will have to charge for informa-
tion.

What is being woefully neglected by NERAC, NASIC and any other project
is this alphabet soup is the Lack ofinon-scientific data bases. Indeed ERIC
does exist, but few of the social scientists,Other than educators have any
tools such as this available to them on computers. And, of course, it is
weZZ known that if any money becomes available for information, it is mainly
allocated for the support of scientific research.

It would be difficult to find a research-oriented or academic library
that does not subscribeoto at least one of the indexes which fort part of
a machine-retrieval-data base. On the other hand, the number of c lieges
which have actually mounted any one, or more, of these is very small MIT's
projects as
only one o
accesse
tion r
at th

eZZ as MEDLINE at Harvard are well-known. On the other hand,
the six state universities in New England is making computer-

ibZiographic searching a component of library operation or infoima-
rieval. Another facet of the picture appears interesting as one Looks

fact that with state support, grade-school educators and administra-
tors as well as adjunct support staff currently have computerized accesses
to ERIC - in the southern tier states only - while their counterparts in the
three.nerthern fiat, states 'nave nothing. Faculty at the University of Con-
necticut, of course, have access to NERAC which is based on their campus and
yet neither faculty nor students at other state schools have anything at aZZ.

The Lack of numerous retrieval facilities for higher education is obvious.
On the other hand, throughout New England in many special library situations,
easy access to either in-house or off-site corporate computers has encouraged
the proliferation of data base machine retrieval. And although industry
obviously can see its way clear to supporting this service to meet corporate
goals, a real or imagined onslaught on the computers and subsequent high costs
has obviously Zed them down a'path where the information is still unavailable

to university-based or college -based researchers.
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.

Therefore, to all intents and purposes, gains made in industry, because

of costs innate in the process, are not to be replicated in education; and

while it has never been documented, common sense makes us realize that the

more research is hindered in the universities,\the less opportunity there is

for industry to convert research into profit-making products.

Solutions

Therefore, I feel that what is needed here is a break in this stalemate

and as I see it the only solution would be in government support of widely-

accessible computer retrieval. Using the NERAC model and also incorporating

many other data bases not presently being run by them, it should be possible

to present an installation that has wide enough appeal to generate high

volume low-cost use of the system. Such a model would permit schools with-

out large computer-capacity to still provide researchers with rapid low-cost

or no-cost data. Opportunity costs would accrue to the institution in that

faculty and library staff would not spend the hours they presently do to find

desired information. Industry would potentially reap the benefits in that

the flow of pure research might be increased and that the results would pass

more 1eadily over to them. . 4

Withthe administration's current emphasis on state -control of such in-

stitutions, I feel that the money-for such an installation should be based

in the individual state and directly reflect the needs of that state. I feel

that the kind of duplication that presently.is being supported in Connecticut

is a criminal waste of ayers' money in spite of the fact that retrieval

is still an extremely 6 tly luxury., On the other hand, other states are

less fortunate and it is true that the state universities and colleges are

poverty stricken in the extreme. Therefore, I could see a grant being awarded

to each state to bring up and fund such a unit. Line costs for telephone

access to the computer could in some way be lessened since thodiStances

would potentially be less than intra-state access and then everyone would have

at least the same opportuOties for learni research.

Ms. CORMAN: I
would first like tR tell you that youkave sitting before

you an extraordinarily worried librarian. I am worried for,i4variety of

reasons, not the least of which is the summary of your propbsal that I re-

\r-ceived lust rec ntly. I think the idea of networks is of.tremendous import-

ance, and from hat I have heard sitting here today, I know we have to ac-
,

knowledge them and we have to begin to work along those lines, but I am

worried because, first of all, if die money Comes into the state, I really

feel that it has to have some kind of controls in place. Otherwise, the net-
,

works that are up and working out can tend to.get overridden and I feel that

the networks that are up a ,pd operative are obviously meeting a need within

the state.
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For example,' the state colleges and community colleges and the state

university have banded into a network whose acronym is something called

MCCLPHEI, which stands for the Massachusetts Council of Chief Librarians of

Public Higher Educational Institutions, and even that is a mouthful. This

group has gotten together and started working for cooperative acquisitions

and cataloguing, but it does not go far enough. On the other handrit is

meeting a need and this is where I would li a to see the money that comes

into the state, if it does come in. I _uld like to see it strengthened,

thi kind of organization.
-

I thin your program, as,-1 have re a so far, does not go far enough,

and I am about to. voice a heresy here. I would like to see

/
the use of li-

brarie extended to people who never go near them. feel that we have talked

ab6.. importancemportance wordt we have to reco .ze that in
--

many of our communities toddy we have a large group of non-reade s. They are

not threatened by televiiion that is not threatenipg to them -- and, there-

fore, I woo d. like to see an allocation of funds wi thin the state going to

strengttering the concepts and the abilities of the cable television networks,

the electronics that come out so that these people can becae edutated, can

become viable resources within their own community but without being threat-

ened themselves: I feel that Whappening right now. 1

k

worry about the fact that there are multiple kipds of information tWat

people need and that, in thecourse of a super-sophisticated system that

-
might come up, the very basic survival needs of the under-educated,00f the un-

derserved, are going'to be overlooked. 1 would like t see Something put into

place in your considerations that takes cbghizance of this.

,I worry about the education in the library schoolt\. I feel that that has

to be upgraded. I have in my college many people coming' to me fpr:jobs who

are being prepared to be librarians of the 1900's. They are absolutely has-
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sled, as has come out here before, by the concept of using a telephone basic-
,

ally, and an electronic charging machine or something can send them into a

tailspin. I feel that our:)ibrary schools unfortunately, with very few ex-

,a9

ceptionS, are -still preparing people to work in the kind of library that is

not automated, that does not have a prayer of getting automation, that. is

undersupported and, therefore, has to make do with the very basic, simple

charging equipment. I worry about those Atudents and the libraries in which

they are goiRg to be employed.

I worry also when you talk about the multistate concept\ I feel that

there is, need for regional systems and, as I indicated in my testimony, I ik"

think that this is important. On Lthe other hand, realistically -- and I. think

it is,time we address this-- once the money comes into the state, it is go-

ing to become a political 'football, it is going, tO get disseminated to the

people who have the largest and loudest amount of voices being heard. Li- V'

brarians, I think, are terrifically dedicated people, but if I were a politi-

cian and I had to serve somebody, I would worry about the sewer in the neigh,

borhocid, not the library, because that is what is going to get me my votes

and, therefore, I can see -- and I have had experience in working wit net-

works on a multistate basis that money became a political football o the .

point where the network has to fold up and just drop out of sight.

Other than that, however, I think that the ideas that have come out

and in your testimony are tremendously interesting and I would like to see

them go further.

Chairman.BURKHARDT: Wel , would hope that a number of your worries 4

would be removed when we go more deeply into this draft of a national plan

'Y For instance, I was unaware of the apprehension, you seem to have, that our

national plan as now suggested would supersede any of the networks now in

operation simply because it would be,the planme suggest. I think one thing

%;,
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we had in mind was that you grow up from the bottom and use the networks that

are now working and tie them together. Now, maybe I misunderstood the docu-

ment but that is the way I' understand it.

Ms. CORMAN: I did not-see your plan as superseding them, but I was

afraid that some of these existing networks would, because of dollars, be

superseded and you would use a pragmatic approach to this.

Mr. LORENZ: Weil, actually if the money came to the state level, would

there not be a likelihood in terms of the democratic process, that it would

be the existing systems that would have the largest clienteles that could

bring their voices to bear on the state decision, r4kher than something new

that would have no existing clientele?

Ms. CORMAN: That is just the point:. It is the existing ones that would

have a voice, and what about the other ones that are not being addressed or

perhaps inadvertently will not be addressed by the plan, since I think we all

recognize that it can only go so far and we have not possibly touched all of

the needs.-

-Mr. LORENZ: I think I misunderstood 'Your concern then. I thought you

were concerned that the existing systems would be ignored and new systems

would be created.

Ms. CORMAN: I think that would happen to a.degree.

Mr. STEVENS: Paola, I wonder if, aside from the comments youliave al-
,

ready made, you would talk just a little bit abouf the community college li
. )

brary as a component of a network in an area or as a boi:rower and a lender

in a netwcfik. We haven't heard from community col)ege librarian'S in the

course of the hearings, and perhaps the North Shore Community College has

some general things to say about the community colleges in networks. Maybe

you could share those ideas.

Ms. CORMAN: I would love to, Chuck. I thibk the community college

9
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system in the state is an interesting ones because it provides the nucleus of

a network. Right now ther:e is a grant that is operant within the state where

the community colleges will be getting together with the public librarians of

the communities who are serving or feeding in students to these community

colleges, and the outcome of this grant hopeOly is an attitude of mutual

cooperation. The community college takes its responsibility in the community

extraordinarily seriously. They want to be ac4essed. They are a community

resource; they are being funded by the state ant, therefore; they.should 4e

open, not only with regard to courses and an opan classroom,, but the library

and-the learning resources of the institution, should also be open.

We are trying to see how. I have just finished developing a proposal

to see a regional concept within Essex County, where North Shore is located,

iso that the community college can in some way augment the limited resources

of some of the very small public libraries there.,

The community college resources are now open to all of'these librari s

.and the people who use them are welcomed into the institution.

4

Of course, the community college in my area functions with the commun

colleges around the state, so that there is an interaction between these in-

stitutions -- cooperative lending, cooperative borrowing, and hopefully down

the pike, cooperative cataloguing will go on so that wviiif make better and..

more efficilnt use of the resources that the state allOcatgs to us.

Mr. AINES: Lastnight while readingsall of these papers; I was also

f

reading another publication called "Challenge to Leadership, Managing in a

Chahging World," by the Conference Board. It has just come out and probably

has just now become available.

You will be interested to know that they were writing about the community

college and its place in the educational scheme. I will just read one state:

ment which should please you: "The community college has become the most
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truly democratic of institutions of higher learning in America."

Explained in here was the reason for this, the fact that it is going' to

people needs rather than trying to emulate the universities of old. I think

that I would like to tie it,how to your comments, which seem to go to a dif-

ferent direction entirely, being concerned about the use of data banks and

their underutilization. What do you think we ought to do about trying to in-

crease the amount of use of the systems that get cheaper by greater4kse?

Ms. CORMAN: I wish I had a simple answer for Oat. I think that if

"they could become free, the use of them would increase to the point where, if

o

a charge had to be made to access these data bases,,the charge would,be nomi-

nal or minimal. Again we get back to, the of education. til my

administration and my college is aware of the value of information, will

never get any money strictly allocated for computer access, let us say, to

these data bases.

It is cheaper, according to my admipistration,4or my reference librarian

to sit there and spend Six hours on an information,seatch. There ought to be

some way of breaks g this stalemate, and in my testimony or my written testi-

money I am afraid I 'didn't hit it too hard because,I haven't got the solution.

, .

*T.OsiswherelOthiktheproblertiorigird' I thiiik you have got to

start at the educational level and there has to be an infusion of money from

some place so that it becomes demonstrable: the importance of the:information

to the faculty, to the students, to the administration itself, who still do

not use the library; In this way we can build up the usage so that we have

a cost effectiveness and a break-even point 7- maybe not a brek-eteh point,

but at least it becomes less expensive.

Mr. AINES:' But Op you think these specialized din banks, which have
-

only a limited appeal for certain types of installers or engineers or

scientists, would be the way to build up 4lat confidence? Are these not

1
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too restrictive in their potential for a. large group of students and univer-

sity professors?

Ms. CORMAN: I' think it depends on what.databank you are referring to.

Mr. AINES: Take the chemical information data, CAS.

Ms. CORMAN: Okay, I can agree With that._ I can't see.any community

.

'college students using chemical abstracts or something liki that. OR the

other hand, I can see my faculty wanting to use ERIC, and we have not got it

now, unless I pay out of my library fine money. I think that is criminal.

The people in the social sciences have r1""'sccess whats.oever. .1 cannot afford

something like the New York Times computer service, and. we have to do manual

searches there for faculty and students alike. I think if the students were

inculcated to using a data base for whatever they needed, they would 6ecome

"
the potential users in the future and would. demand this from their libraries.

Mr. CASEY: This is a two-part question. The first point that you made
A

was that use should be exte"nded,to those who don't go near libcaries,
.

and one of the ways of bringing the library to them was by means of CATV

- "1
a.

So my question is: Give me ah illustration of how a library might:bring ts

resources to someone via CATV.

Ms. CORMAN: Well, let me say that when I see this happening, I see it

via an intermediary and that would perhaps be a video cassette: So, there-

fore, 1 would request from my-local resource center -- and 1 distinguish that

from the word "library" because I aNrndering if the word "library" is not

becoming an outdated term anyway; we are resource centers -- I see my user

coming to my resource center and requesting a video cassette, and that is

ylUgged'in somehow with an electronic attachment on his set. I see local

library disseqinating information, survival information, for people who are ,

least likely to'come into this institution and ask for it.

My Puerto Rican flother does not know of the resources available in my

r7.^ Ar 4"),
4'1724.0
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library; whether it,is e public library or a community toll* library, and

she.Ls not going to come to me to ask for the very fuodamental survival in-

formation -- what to do when her kids get busted, for example. Therefore,

I see CATVand. the tibrary'giving her this information, telling her them in-

..e' t
.
.

formation sources already available JR her community..
.$

.
. . r

r. CASEY: And,she gets this over CATV on her home receiver? Is that

the point?

Ms. CORMAN: I think she gets it either way, if she has the money, and

) submit the pebpsle will have the money for the cable television; this,AS an

access to ;hem. Of course, we have a problem of getting people to tune in

that channel, but a. least we have got a wedge in the door.

Mr. CASEY: Or o herwise they come to this resource center and see this

receiver on in this particular building? '

'Ms. CORMAN: Yes.

Mr. CASEY: So, therefore, they are coming to us to some extent.

Ms. CORMAN:, They will come, yes, but this is ad initial step. I think

it takes an awful lot of guts to come into a library.

A

Mr. CASEY: The other point is, You-see, if we expect to receive informa-

tion on home receiver via CATV, that presupposes wetwill pay a monthly fee,

which is'a 'ph sophy contradictory to our public library type of service.

I-f' ou want this,CATV servite, you have to buy it, in a sense, Whereas, in

-normal public libraries w,give out books without any charge. So there
,#
iS

an inhibiting factor in the use of CATV.

. Ms. CORMAN: You are quite right about that. In the proposal I alluded

to earlier, we foresaw a network being created around a community College

that would in turn (with a large infusion of money, I might add) set up

electronics satellites within the various communities which would again be

open to he'pubLit, since we are a community institution, and within that

"
's.:
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of course, they would be free charge to the community.

cassettes and,
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Mr. BECKER: I was just going t mention to Paula that in Casper, Wyoming,

they do have a CATV application Which goes rom the home to the resource center

and back again. It does requiriethat the indiOdual subscribe to CATV in his

home, but if Channel 3 is his CATV,staiion, there it a requirement in the

franchise in Casper that public institutions haVe the right to transmit over

Channel 3 at certain times of the day or all the time -- I don't know; what-

,

, ever it May be -- so tha,an individual in his home could telephone for a

resource and ask for something. He could ask over the telephone or:involve

a response that was graphic in character, a map or picture or a couple of

pictures, and in his telephone he would be told that he could get the informa-

tion over Channel 3 and he has a chance to see it.

Ms. CORMAN: May I just say that in Tulsa, Oklahoma, there is a model

system pretty much like thilt, Mr. Becker, whereby the individual communicates
%

by the tpuchtone system to a teacher who IS--tgaCIting, so-that this is not

very far down the pike. .

Chairman BURKHARDT: You still have to pay $7.50 a month in order to

subscribe, and your Pueeto Rican mother is not going to.have that money.

Ms. CORMAN: I absolutely agree with you,. However, if there were.tlect-

ronic centers -- and I know that sounds Orwellian 'if there weres'centers\

out in the communities, pot in a formal ins 'titution -- in the church or com-

.

munity group -- I think there is an outreach program that has to go to reach \

these people and then possibly some of this dissemination could go on.

.0 .7; i /12
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ALAN D. FERdUSON

Executive Director, New England Board of Higher Education
Wellesley, Massachusetts

WRITTEN TESTIMONY

BACKGROUND

This Board, created in 1955 as the official 'gency of the six states of
New England for the development and conduct of interstate activities related
to higher education, is by ite very nature sensitive to he essentiality of
widely accessible, economical, accurate,, and modern v ormation services for
the post-secondary academic community. .

It was through the aegis of this B d that, in the mid-Z960's, one of
the first interstate computerized Zibr technical processing and biblio-
graphic information networks was started. Now in the mid Z970's this is a
thtiving and growing enterprise serving over 30 of the major academic and
public libraries in New England, and through them nearly a score more of
associated libra2,!ies.

Comments by Ronald F. Miller, the staff director of this network, the
New England Library Information Network (NELINET), are part of this statement.
Mr. Miller will be present at the October hearing in Boston and would be
pleased to testify.

More recently, this Board was selected by the National Science Founda-
tion to develop a capacity to malce machine-readable science research informa-
tion accessible to science research personnel on a wide regional basis, using
the tt rary as the point of access. This three-year development project is
being un ertalcen with the close cooperation o, the Association of Research
Libraries, tJJ Massachusetts Institute of Technology and several other agencies
deeply canoe ed with the matters of the Commission's interest. Known as the
Northeast Academic Science Information Center (NASIC), this project will do
its pilot development work throUghout the entire northeastern region of the
nation. Comments by William R. Nugent, director of the project until very
recently, are part.opthis statement.

.These two activities address directly two of the Commissiccn,'s topics of
interest Aset forth in Dr. Burkhardt's letter of 16 July, 103;,,&lative
the Commissioes hearing in Boston, They both are'related to the concept of
nationq_networking of Z4bralks, as well as to the u 'Zization of new tech-
nology to promote impraped (an6texpandid) library sere e. From our experi-
ence and ongoing activities we have great interest in' e concept'of regional
resource centers, knowing that these will prove to be the most'cost-effective
way of delivering and expediting expanded, access to and use of information
desired by library clients.

Responses to
Commission. Questions

Mr: Ronald F. Miller, Director of NELINET, has responded in his attached
statement to the Commission's specific,questione in the matter of the re-
lationship between libraries and governMent: MT% Nugent's attached statement

4-*.;
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also relates to these questions, but in a less orderly way. A few additional

commen s may be pertinent, particularly with reference to the community of

academs libraries. 0,

As the'entire business of storing and making written and audio-visual
information accessible to users moves into the electronic technology era, it

is very ear that the Federal government should provide leadership without

dictation, and support without creating dependency. It has not done this ,

adequately. Federal legislation is necessoiry .to; serve as the keystone upon

yhich state and local planning, initiative,-andhsupport can build. Only

Federal legislation will provide the measures of encouragement and support
for "pure research" into library and information systems research and develop-

ment. The private sector will not do this, nor will thb state governments.
A decade of major Federal support. is needed to develop library capacities to

. meet the information demands which libraries should satisfy.

The inter-connection of academic libitries is advisable for several

reasons. _among which are the expansion ofaccess to information wanted by but

not available to local clients, the great cost economies realizable through
cooperative acquisitions, specialized holdings, and shared cataloguing pro-
cedures, and the mnQ4ernization and updating of processing standards which re-

sult from cooperative' ctivity. The costs of electronic communication dictate

a large user base if loc expense is not to exceed loCal capacities to pay

for information selhad,ees.c m the view of this Board regional interconnection

should precede national. The hnical and managerial complexities of a

national network would be sufficient to suggest moving to that objective slowly.

In our experience the interconnection of regiona,l networks might well serve as

a national network, and evbn then there would be,,important library elements
'which would require special arranments, e.g./the Library of Congress, large

research centers such as Harvard, MIT, the New York Public, Columbia, and

Yam
State governments must bear important responsibilities for academic li-

brary networking in that they must beat the major cost:plement for the public

'Nstitutions,,,Increasingly they may be called to carry some qf such costs

lor private sector. If regional networks aredeveloped they must bear a

share o administrative costs for the agencies which manage these. As in

so many othe enterprises,-state responsibility should be for.adMinigtration

and management her than for research and development. The development of

state-wide plans fo oth minimum and optimal library services to state

citizens would be usefu' indices, but thesewould, of course, include public

library services as well a: hose of academic libraries. 'From the academic

side, responsibility for this panning and for implementation shouldrest with

the state coordinating or operating boards of higher education, and should,

probably, be subject to review by the Seftion 1202 commissions manda40 by

the 1972 higher Education Act Amendments.

(Testimony of Willimnt Nugent, Northeast Academic Sciene Information Center)

OP

The Northeast Academic Science Information Center, NASIC, is being devel-

oped as a cooperative science information center to serve the Northeast science

research community. NASIC's mission is to provide a'*gional means of access



to existing computer-based information resources and information centers in,
the United States. University libraries will be the interface organizations,
aiding academic researchers in the use of NASIC services.

NASIC's development.tis being funded by the National Science Foundation,
and it is expected to become self-sustaining-on a non-profit basis, subse-
quent to the sponsored development period.

t

Three problem areas confront the establishment.andLoperation of regional
information centers such as NASIC,,and ii is believed that NCLIS cou aid the
nation's academic research and library'communities, by sponsoring e ling
legislation and appropriation in three areas:

1. Establishment of Federal Operating Grants

,

Most federal money in information systems is directed tcparae
research, development, experimentation, initiation of ttlial
systems, etc. Most federal support is and has been in'tng nature
of "seed money", and fund for system operation have been largely
non-existent.

Ce .result.of thisfederal policy has btldn,the establishment,
trial, and subsequent dissolution of neitT7tOrmation systems, as
4 result of the absence of operating fundsip.

While NASIC is being developed to be independent of external sub-
sft, by virtue of marking up. the direct costs Of its services
sufficiently to sustain NASIC operations, there is a serious
question of whether.it is desirable than an organization of thib
sort should be muired to chap e "commerical-type" rates tO-its
academic clients, We believe r ther, that the providing of these
services at direct cost, or be' has conic able social benefit,

.

to the'nation. Therefore, we' ropoge that the, following policy

and legislation be advanced bY NCLIS:.
4;-

1.1 Federal funding agen es concerned withc science and/or
.informatiOn, such as ,,he National Science Foundation,
should be empovfered" o Support the operation of science

information centers s well as their development..

-2. Establishment of Federal Grants to Information Institution Centers.

Libraries and related information distribution centers have
evolved through United States history from being "membership,
orgizations1, to being "free libraries", to becopingkwith the
adveYit of relatively high cosh computer-based information ser-
vices,;pnce again "membership organizations" wherein informa-
tion servic are once again restricted to ,hone able to pay
for the ormation services provided, eitheren a per-service
or annual membersh1p.basls.

It is the NASIC view that far greater social
with the "free library", especially in the s
academic research. It is incontrovertible t,

hat become a major driving force of national

enet obtains
cio7.&ase of
t academic R&D
cientific pro-
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Science informaion centers, information analysis centers, and ,

simslar organizations must bt enabled to assemble and dissemin -

ate the world's knowledge regardless ofsource, and without

singular negotiation with each copyright owner. proposed policy

and legislation:

3.1 Information organizations need a federally sanctioned

; uniform royalty policy to deal effectively with com-

mercial clients fbr information sprvices, and should

have federal exemption'from U.S. 'copyright restric-

tions when providing information services on a non-

profit basis to universities and other non-profit R&D

organizations.

S

g ess and of measurab growth in e GNP. There fore, we -

e ieve that the usua coirercial measures of user dollars be- .

ing exchanged for sup lie r services should not obtain, and

cannot be the basis for the expanded academic science R&D the

nation' needs.

Therefore we propose that the following policy and legislation

be advanced by NCLIS:

2.1 Federal funding agencies should be empowered to

support the information distribution centers sup-

porting academic science R&D. Specifically we

encourage federal financial support for academic

libraries, such support to be earmarked for the

/ purchase of computer-based science information

services for the libraries'user communities.

Establishmentof.Unifbrm Royalty Policy for Commerical Research

Services and Copyright Exemption for Academic Research Services
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- Mr. FERGUSON: Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, again I am pleased to

have this chance for a few minutes to chat with you.

As you khow, perhaps, from the materials that I
havewsebmitted in writ-

ing, of which'you have at least an abstraCt in'front of you, I am noi, here

as a lihrarian; I am not even here as, an information specialist. I am here

as the administrative director of an agency which,1 suspect is probably doing

more in the inforialion,science business than any other single regional agency

in the country at the moment. It is not very much, but it is more than anyone

else is doing to develop interstate regional delivery of ,information and ex-

panded library services through the network.
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Our agency, as I believe one of my.colleagues testified this morning,

Mr.'Ronald Miller, is the official agency of the s,ix New 'England states

chartered by statute, ratified by the Congress, to assist these states on a

cooperative basis'to deliver improved educational facilities rid opportuni-

ties for the citizens of this region.,

Some years ago, through the prodding of librarians, the agency under-

took to sponsor and provide the necessary support services for the develop?

ment Of interstate library cooperative activities, primarily relating to

bibliographic.service and technical service capacities which has resulted

in what today is kn as the New England Library Information Network.

This is-a ma I but, I
believe, extremely healthy organization with

severer Membe of it who have in fact testified today before your Commis-

' sion, with some till to come. '

We have recently, through the support of the National Science Foundation,

entered into anew and different but expanded activity along the same lines:

This is a large pr'oject whereby we hope to develop a regional and, this time,

northeastern United States involving ten states and not six, academic science

information center.

Now, 1 had mentioned in my testimony in writing that. both of these activ-

ities address some of the Commission's immediate concerns. I cannot talk to

you'about the details of what should or should not be service to individual

users, but I would underwrite and underscore the testimony given to you in

writinil and perhaps verbally this morning by Mr. Killer, that-we are, in our

'
organi-zation, at the stage of development where we are not concerned about

teqpnology except its costs, but we are concerned to learn more of user habits

and 'the user's relationship to the library as an information access point.

Our organization, as you can tell by its title, is primarily mandated

to work with academic libraries, academic post-seconidary libraries. Iv Within

wA
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I
the library information network we have responded to the requets of some

public libraries in New England and they are active and thriving members of

the services which are available'to them through this interstate library net-

work operation.

Turning to the statement which the Co fission itself haeissued concern-

ing this hearing,. my remarks will be brief a d then, if I may, Mr. Chairman,

I would like to ask the Commission a question.

I am very sympathetic to the concept of national planning, as 1 4aid,in
- /

my written testimony butI to believe the Commission, at }east in its written

IA statement which I have read, unkreitimates the potential for achieving your

a

national goals through the medium of the interstate regional agencies such as

a

the one that 1 represent. I believe, if it were further investigated by this

Commission; it would be found to be an agency which would be useful. I happen

to believe, perhaps because.of partiality, it is probably essential as a step

toward your national effort., I believe the Commission underestimates this

type of potential and 1 would place more hope her9rthan th= Co nission now

sees, and I would worry les's about the peril which the C

I agree that building a national library network on a tate-by-state

says it fears.

basis is probably a self-defeating en rprise. So I urge the Commission

to seriously investigate interstate r ional,arrangements and I think it

is very obvious to you that the word "regional" is undoubtedly confusing.

Some people call it "citywide," some people call it "townwide," some

people call it "within the state." When we'use the word we are talking

about interstatefactivities, but there are three of us in the country\ as

you well know: the one I represent, the Western Interstate Commission,

located at Boulder, Colorado, and the Southern Education Board in Atlanta.

iBetween us we serve the hi her education interests of 32 of the 50 states.

I
wol.ild hold that this is rot a bad bloc to begin with and I feel

'r,7"r%
71.1
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that you wouldfind a grea deal of capacity through these three agencies
fl

for cooperation in the de elopment of the standards which are so essential,

aye found through the long laborious years and countless hours of con-
-

as we

versation that we have had to undert4e to establish the'New England Librafy..0.

Information Network, and which we are now undertaking in the Northeast Science

Information Canter.

My question, Mr. Chairman, is Why, other than the statements which

have been made, about concern, in an ad hoc"activity such as ours, such as the

001.0 in Ohio, such as the other networks growing out in New York State and

down in Texas and practically everywhere you can look -- why you object or

why you place such little emphasis in your statements on the use of regional'

boards, whether it be our board or the southern board or any other conglomera-

tion of state activities and isle step toward your national objective?

I get the impression, from reading your statement, that you have hopes

through your various researching and hearings of being able to establish a

master plan which will somehow leapfrog over the local and state and the few.

existing regional arrangements which exist; and I said in my testimony that

the managerial and logistical problems that this will encompass are so_

massive, and I say this from six of our small states in England -- that

I
shudder to believe that the actual implementation could be achieved in any-

thing less than a decade.
r

So my.question to you, ladies and gentlemen, is: What is wrongwith

interstate and regional operation?

Chairman BURKHARDT: I will ask the chairman of the committee that was

responsible f6r producing this first draft to address himself'to that question.

Mr. BECKER: I think that it was not a conscious or a deliberate, in-

tentional desire to omit it but having heard Ron testify this morning and

no you this afternoon, I feel that it is something that we very definitely

\..?..

f ^:
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should include, and I am glad that you both brought it up.

Of course, the traditional way in which money has funneled from Washington

has been to the states, and it has been the states who had formed interstate

compacts and had created regional activities, using "regional" as you define

it. I would be interested in your reaction to the way in whic could

flow that would be-differpnt frog having it flow from Washingtop to the states

-- I mean for the tievelopment of a national network.

Mr. FERGUSON: Well, I have no formula, Mr. BeCker. I think'our grant

from theNational Science Foundation is very obviously one example in re-

sponse to your question. The Foundation has turned to this agency in the

hope that a,capacity to touch base with six states and to form a bridge:be-

tween the official governments'and the post-secondary educational institu-

tions may accelerate the development, of the activities with which they hall'

. already been engaged at separate campuses for the past year, becatise the pace

of local development has been too slow. No one who is concerned with these

matters is, going to live long enough to see anything of a network developed

at the pace at which single grants or single state grants would operate. ,We

don't know if we are going to b successful nor do the people in Washington,

but if funds are flowed tothe s ates -- and here is another problem in which

perhaps our board is not directly concerned with the Commission's concgrns

1

there is clearly,a dichotomy between public libraries and academic libraries.

You talk of funds flowing to the states. M knowledge, which is admittedly

limited, is that these funds that you are, lking abdtit arefUnds for library

development, and I am talking about.funds which relate to the development of

indepehdent, most often autonomous, institutions of higher education which t

somehow Must be developed 4nto a network. You have the same problem very

obviously if you try to deal with 50 state library agencies, as we do when

we deal with the 250 librailes of the higher educational institutions in New

4 ..0.44"
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England.

You would, in this interstate region, have to face the problem of'an

existing NeW England brary Compact that has never been implemented and is

pump some life into it. It is ironic in a sense thatwaiting for somebod

a Commission as general as yours, charged with the improving of academic

brary facilities, should come along and be an actual implementer of an activ-

..ity of all six states, whereas the existing Library Compact lies dormant.

Mr. LORENZ: I thought that the New England Library Compact received.

aid from the six states.

Mr. FERGUSON: No, sir. Welj, there is a board that has now, in the

past year, been implemented, the New England Library Board; in terms of boti-

vation, they certainly want to implement the compact, but the source of funds,

as (.understand it, are federal funds which come to the states: Now, as these

dry up, as has happened recently, so dries up the New England Board.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Mr. Ferguson, in talking about this national pro-

gram, which includes a network, cannot one make a distinction between the

funding channels and authorities that receive the funds and the mechanisms

and instrumentalities that are going to compose the network? They don't have

to be exactly the same.

Mr. FERGUSON: I think that is quite right, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. BECKER: Mr. Ferguson, I ran igto another Commission in Washington

called the National Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, and they are

very concerned with the whole ridion of regional relationships to the

federal structure.. They are studying the local and financial consequences of

a different pattern.of financial relationship between the federal gover4t

and the groups of states. They are working with the Council on State Govern-

ments, with the League of Mayors and so forth.

Mr. Ferguson: Yes, I am familiar somewhat with that. We tried some years

r;
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ago to institute a training program for public officers as middle management

personnel working with local an4 state and county levels, and we were con-

cerned about the enabling legisilation for this commission. So we had looked

somewhat into that.

Mr. LORENZ: Are you aware that under the Higher Education Act, Title 2,

that the center for research libraries in Chicago did receive assistance with

the approval of participating libraries? I wonder if you have tried this

methodology for your board?

)

Mr. FERGUSON: No, we hav= not. We are up to our ears in work at-this

jtncture. CJe are only at the -tage where we now have enough confidence to

feel that re should go into wh t we call informational science.

Mr. AINES: You asked a q estion actually of the Commisiion. You also

pointed out in..the document th t the federal government should provide leader-

ship withit dictation and support without creating a dependency. These are

not necessatily two statement- which can be tied together very easily.

Mr. FERGUSON: I realize that.

Mr. AINES: Those of you that are familiar with our history with the

Chemical Abstracts Service any the building of mechanized informatIon,capa-

bility should recognize now that there are forces in the Office of Management

and Budget which pretty much preclude anything that looks like support for

the development of systems of this type. So the point that I have made here

is that we in the Commission are looking for legislation to provide-1' firmer

foundation than perhaps resea ch grants which may come and may go without any

[gparantee.,

Mr. FERGUSON: Ye , I re size that and .1 appreciate that comment

gr:
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JAWRENCE SOLOMON

Director, New Bedford Free Public Library
New Bedford, Massachusetts

Chairman BURKHARDT: Now we have a little opening which has been created

by someone who is ill and I want to ask Mr. Lawrence Solomon if he is here.

I could give you some time, Mr. Solomon, now, if you want to take it.

I
Mr. SOLOMON: My name is Lawrence Solomon and I am the Director of the

New Bedford, Massachusetts, library. I have spent some time today looking

at the draft proposal of the Commission and I heard a lot of testimony, some

of it about the detailed aspects which primarily affected a person who happens

to have been reading it from their point of view. The main thing that struck

me about the draft was that you opened the door, but then closed it or paused

on the threshold and did not go any further.

I think what I am telling you, ladies and gentlemen, is that you do hot

go far enough.

1.
Perhaps we should consider that the major libraries in the ountry are

not in any sense, any longer local libraries -- you think of the B on Public

Library, the. New York Public Librally, the Chicago Public Library. These Bare
N,

in no way local Ilbraries; they are dependent upon a wide community through- .

out the state and very often throughout the country for use of their collec-

tions.

Iri this sense, I think the major libraries of ithe country, both public

and those in highet educational institutions, should be considered as a

natural resource and should be relieved of their dependency on local funding.

Perhaps this Commission should consider e ederaI funding of the major li-

raries of the country, both pu lic and those in higher education, on the

basis that they are a.natural res urce and just as important as other. natural

resourc s which we are now working very hard to conserve, and perhaps this

support could be .based on the basis
.\

of matching state funds and some other
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formula that would'insure that they adhered to the demands of the area

which they were located. This financial support perlhaps also should be con-

tingent upop open access, and participation in regional or national networks.

You would then establish the basis that you have so ably presented in your

draft, that you would have a national network and ydu would be involving

leading libraries Snd the library leaders in the regional networks and 6

statewide network. You yould then be able to capitalize upon existing

regional networks, of which ther:e are several, some e active than others,

some needing some encouragement, some just waiting to do great things.

I would isuggest, to insure that the regional networks adhere closely to

the demands of the region, that somewhere along the line a regional council

be invited into Phe act, perhaps of an advisory nature, which regional council

would have representation to a'na1ional council which would actin the same
7

capacity to whatever national and administrative body there was.

I have heard various proposals, and one of them that came over very

strongly was that the Library of'Congress be empowered to be the national co-
.

ordinating and direvtingYagency; in-line with their other activities in the

library field, both in public, state,and,special"libraries particularly, this

would seem to fit in. The national advisory council, so set 0, would be,

I believe, advisory but have considerable political power because it would

be based at.the grass roots of the local and regional levels.

',would suggest that possibly the state and local funds thus realized,

_could be used to set fairly high standards for local libraries, which would

be necessary for them to participate in this regional network. You would

then leave the way open for local support, participation, contributions,

modifications and adaptations to suit local circumstances, and yet you would

provide the avenue fol. strengthening of the regional networks and the com-

munication of ideas and of information internally within the regional networks.
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A network could be worked out among the regional councils and the library ,

leaders of each area.

DAVID L. WEISBROD
Head, Development Department

Yale University Library ,

New Haven, Connecticut

WRITTEN TESTIMONY

I thank you for Chairman Burkhardt's invitation of July 2 to submit
written testimony.

I am writing as an individual who has been professionally involved in
electronic data processing in libraries for some eight years, all of them
spent at Yale University Library, which as you know is a Large research li-

brary within a privately endowed university. The Yale University Library,

has a number of uniquely strong collections an4, I feel, is properly regarded
as a research resource of national importance. My concern is mainly in re-

gard to the application,.of electronic data processing technology to facili:-
tate the bibliographic (and other) information handling problems of libraries.
I address myself here particularly to topics 1, 5, and 6 of the ChairMan's

invitation to submit testimony: (1) national networking of libraries ....,

(5) utilization of new technology ...., and (6) The'Library of Congress as
The National Library .... This letter, of course, represents my own opinions

and not those of the Yale University Library.
,

. . . ,
I believe thdt under the pressure of continuing economic disadvantage

the present de facto natipnal bibliographic system will be'nable to keep up
_with, the inpreasing demagds placed upon it, unless a coordinated compiter-run,

system can be developed. Such a computer-run system will have to fulfill not
only the functions presently performed, but also others not presently per-.

formed. The MARC Production Service of the Library of Congress and the Oh*,
College Library Center are the first major excenples of successful production
systems serving general libraries (the wordprodUction is used here in con-

trast win 'experimental). The Medline service of the National Library of
Medicind is a production service, too, but it serves a'special community of

libraries. We are just presently entering a period in which we 'will have
operating the first production models of some oflhe elements that will
eventually unify to become .a national computer-run bibliographic system.
This system will probably consist of components of heterogeneous design tied
together through standardized communications interfaces. Some of these com-

ponents will be networks organized on state, regional, institutional, or
professional bases; other components wiZZ perform functions for the nati
a whole, e.g., the MARC distribution service or the Library of Congress..

is important now that different designs be tried in various systems in oMer
to have an early and effective sifting out of the good from the sad, the use-
ful from the frivolous, so that this required national computer-run biblio-
graphic network may be synthesized primarily on the basis' of actual experi-

ence, not intuition.
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A number of technical 'roblems relating to the electronic processing of

bibliographic data still remain to be solved:

to devise a means for the multidirectional exchange.of AMC (machine

readable cataloging) data -- not just unidirectional flow outward

from the Library of Congress;

to clarify, and then to 'solve, the problem of generation,
ld

mina-

tion, and use of authority data in machine readable form, com-

plementary to MARC;

to produce economical multi-font displays, both in "soft"

"hard" copy;

to extend the benefits of electronic data processing to hizology

out from the back rooms of the library, where EDP has 'een used so

well to expedite technical services, into the front ha Zslof the

library to perform public service more directly benefittiig the

library patron. This very general problem subsumes many important

sub-problems, such as (1) the requirement for high systemlreliabil-
ity at reasonable cost, (2) the identification and defini son of

the most useful access points to the bibliographic files, and (3)

the human engineering. of a query/display mechanism useabl by the

general public without the intermediation of trained lib ary

staff. 1

.
t

From these feat
I

es, and others, it is not difficult to Conceive of

da
establishing a conti: lly up-to-date NationalUnion Catalog YNUC) data

base in machine rea le form, centrally kept with public accss through

multiple access points (e.g., author,title, series, subject) and contain-

ing at least prospective records front a certain data forward, if not retro-

spective data. Such a data base would expedite and enhance e present

functions of the NUC., viz., the dissemination of shared cata guing informa-

tion and the expediting of interlibrary loan through the dis emination of

holdings information.' If this NUC data base were accessible on-line, the

impact would be eppe ially great, particularly on interlibr loan: the

electronic communica ton network that provided remote access to the NUC data

base could then also serve as a message conveyor for the actual interlibrary

loan requests themselves.

In my opinion, he role of the federal government in this enterprise
, 1'should be:

to increase its financial support or h terogeneous pro otypes of

regional (and o her) bibliographic networks, in order t expedite \

the competitive development of the best approach(es) at this criti-

cal point of ti e. It is throUgh multiple attacks on t e above

mentioned problems' hat their most effective solution l/ be found.

A technological "sol ion" should not be forced from th top; d) '

to recognize th f ll importance the national biblio aphic ''

services perfor ea by the Library of Congress and to fu thejn h

adequately, inc ding trial interfaces with various reginaZ la

vother) networks. .
t

1

That proper application of electronic data processing technology c
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have radically beneficial effect on the nation's libraries
clearly demonstrated in a few, specific areas. The potenti
improvement are just beginning to become clear -- fortunate
these improvements are needed.

I thank the Commission for providing me this opp
views, and hope that you will feel free to call upon me
formation I may be able to provide.

as now been
is for further
, at a time when

Pt, to state my
y further in-

Mr. WEISBROD: I would like to thank the Chairman and t e Commission

members for this, opportunity to come before you. You have'*-ceived my written .

testimony which, of course, represents my own person 1 view n me problem

areas -- not necessarily the official view of the Yale U 1,( rsity Library.

My orientation is rather ore technically oriented tha testimoriy,1

have heard so far this afternoon.

I regret not having been,able to read the Commission's draft repo:

\
\

which did not arrive at my desk before I left to come here, I will give
i

you my comments in writing at a la e

Chairman BURKHARDT1 wish y

Mr. WEISBROD: I do ha' some add

One is that I have just had the pportunit

u would.

tional c

report of which I trust the Commission has a

ncerns to

o begin\ re

py: "Na

Creating a1id Using MARC/RECON" (RECON orking Ta

..." Edited by John C. Rather and Henriet e a. Ayra

k Force.

ring before,you

d carefully a

a Aspects of

4aticnal Aspects

Wa hin

The Library of Congress, 1973). I assume you ave it,

number of recommendations in it addressed to the ommissio

say that I certainly agree with them; and as far as have

mendations are essentially similar to or complementary

my own written testimRny.

I would like jut to note that considerably less than

probably less than quarter, of all machine-readable catal

created in the Unit d States today\is originating at the Li

, D.

c use ther

rea

I would

are a

e to

t").

these rec

he sug stions

one alf, and

guing

rary of C

eing

m-

gress.



The rest is taking place Somewhere else out in the field, and therevis a

pressing need to get it all together, quite literally. .

I see as necessary a seriesof evolutionary steps progressing,towai=d,a

national bibliographic system of increased'effectiveness. One step in tfifS

.direction -- a preliminary step that mightiprecede any of those redonimended

"National Aspects ... MARC/RECON" report -- would-be the estabii ing

on a trial basis of a centralized MARC colleCtion-and-dissemination operation,

perhaps (but not necessarily) at the library 'of' Congress. This would enable

trial processing to take'pllite at /the various recipient Jibraries of the

resulting.merged MARC tapes.

This recommendation is,magnetic tape oriented, even though I expect that

the Otimate,national bibliographic network will'be linked by electronic com-

munications links on at least one level. We will, probably see this network

develop on more than one level, in that the'network would continue to dis-

seminate bibliographic information through entrally produced hard copy

(e.g., books, microfiche) as well as throu01 electronic communications links.

don't expecl,the National Union Catalog a printed document to disappear

ntirely and be replaced solely by a network of wires. What I have in mind

is 'something like the system at the National Library of Medidine which uses

a single data base both to produce a hard copy publicatioq (the Index

Medicus) and to operate an interactive information retrieval system (MEDLINE).

Earlier in the day we heard both Mr. Canham and Mr. Cuadra express some

interest in the questicyl!IdicL4lirar We also heardailuions to the expec-

tation on the part of some th'at the federal government should cover all. costs.'

the

lieve that many librarians feel -- and I know that many at pie do -- that

uld be willing to pay real money. to the Library of Congress to allow

to increase the portion of its cataloguing output that is transcribed into

machine-realble form. This actua ly would be not without precedent. The

C'
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early PL-48d arrangement, i believe, called for participating libraries to

contribute financially toward the cost,of the-program.

These have been just a few, rather disconnected, c mret6-i, supplementing

/

my w itten testimony, which I hope was somewhat more coherent. A ould be

.happy now to answer your questions.

Mr. CUADRA: Dave, you made a comment in your papei- about bulti-direc-

I-

.tional exchange of MARC records. Were you thinking of InythiLig analogous to
i

. i
,

the gm System where the-cataloguing is in some sense decentralized or shared

amOnOnstitutions,,,or what did-you mean by "multi-directional"?
.

.' 1 0 . .

....

Mr. WEISBROD: I'm not int1jateiy familiar with theIRIC system but my

. 42
4

impression is,that if entails a kind of delegated responibility through which
. ,

, -

' it ii determfned ahead of time that certain fields of iliterest are going to ,...

be covered qv certain clearing houSte7s,. That is not what 1 had in mind. My

I

, .

a
/

concern is one that is shared by a numbr of people who have been getting to-

, . ,

§ether as a working group (with tranSpOrtation paid by the Council or Library
,

, z -4P 4
.

.
:',...

Resourrs) to address the problem of building a compyehensive national bibiio-
..

graphite data base in machine readable form., The people are drawn from in-

stitut ons, such a tanford University, Oie_University of Chicago; and the

WashInon State Library, -11 of which are either producers'or consumers or

boih) of compute services ich exploit bibliographic Phformation "Machine

.

readabie form. Their dWicern is that right now, except Tor private bilateral
. .

aireeMent, there exists, no way for any of the others, i.t., for library A
.

, .,

, .

to dis ribute its machine readable cataloguing to libraries 8, ti and D. This

is thelkind of multilateral exchange in
4144

,

-, ,. T RECOPY rtgort, Of-course, or oriented ,toward pouring it all into a

,-. '. tio
. ,

funnel of national scope and having i come out in a computer-produced printed

NUE, perhaps fdllowed in
1

time by a suppleTentary MARC distributioR service;

,
o

. if yot will, a "machine-readable NUC." 4nd I certainly hope that that will

,

4a
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O

come, to pass ultimately because uncontrolled multi-ilateral exchanges may tend-.-

to be duplicative and expensiv Let's get back to my suggestion for q.cen-

tralized MARC collection-and-dissemination operation. One might call it ex-

perimental, but the Word."experimehtal" has a suggestion of hypothesis and

verification useful to see either multi-lateral exchanges o'r a kind of un-

filtered centralized exchange such as I jAO ust desciabed, which would entail

merging with no attempt -at "laundering" (such as the launderirt the NUC Office

now performs on the main entries' of the items listed In the NUC); just to

. learn what individual tillsraries can do with each other's machine-readable

a . V

cataloguing. This operation would be .a trial or model :in the sine sense as

the MARC Pilot Project, in which we sent out tapes to sixteen libraries just

to see what would come of it.

There was 'a conference that Mr. Becker chaired (the Conference on IMer-.

7

Library Communications and information Networks,'spons ed by USOE and ALA,

Airlie House garrenton, Virginia, 1970 September 28 - Oct per 2), and there,

was a technical subcommittee that met in the course'of that conference that

was concernedonot with the. organizaional or financial aspects but the tech-

nical aspect of putting it togethet. And)ii;any of us in that groUp felt that

-

competition was a gooa,way to sort out the g4Od ideas from the bad. The

national bibliographic network will comprehend regional networks of varying

design: Consider, for example, that the BALLOTS system (at Stanford Univer-

sity Library)-does not look like the.00LC (Ohio Coll ge'Llbrary Center,

' system. The intent,of this statement is not to praise eithersystem; nor is.

it'to denigrate either one. These Wo systems cefi ct very different'desir

'concepts, oriented toward differenNoals, and It's only by trying them both

out and seeing what users,actualA use that you. gait an idea as; to what

really is important to provide.
..,..

7

:44, it may be possible for someone tolplan a eries of coordinated

le
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trials. As parallel one may note that'between the f =11 of 1957 and now,

rmediate steps comingspace expl1oratlon has taken plaCe with a series of int

along. We-didn't send a man to the moon first off. -W had to develop a

number of stepping- stone -like technological plateaus, any of which represen-

ted a duplication of design, a trying of competitive a proaches, some Of which

were wasteful and some of which were not. But I certai ily would not have liked

to be the firgt guy going to the moon if there hadn't een a Mercury program

before Apotlo, and I don't think we ought to do that t libriries either.

L'
Mr. BICKER: Dave, as you know, there are diverse ways in which biblio-

.
t

,graphic data is being placed into machine-readable for today. Washington

.State has hosen to go straight down the MARC path and do it.exactly the way
-,...,

r

the Librat of Congress does. OCLC has departed from RC to a certain degree.

The UCUC .( nWersity of California Union Catalog) cata1guing, CALAN-1 up in

Canada have been modifications of MARC but have not-hit it right on the head.

There has been expressed, both in your informal me tings and el where,

tt, need somehow or other to settle on one way to go be ause it is going to

t not only t orga zations that are in olved in it noWbut .

to everyone else, the aim being to increase the critical mass of machine-

readable da a that the nation possesses. This takes en rcing. That is the

be of benef

enforcement of a standard. There is, at the present ti e, no administrative

'
body respon ible for doing this. In the interim, what re the passible ways

of avoiding going down different paths and Of making certain that we stay
ri

on a single track for the benefit of all? Have you any wise words on that

subject? .

Mr. WE SBROD: Not very many. That problem certai ly existed before

the invention of computers. The problem of whose submi sion to the National

Union Catalog looked nice and. whose didn't, I am sure e isted before. But

the comput r does. make the problem more intense.

'
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We do have one model of a solution at the Ohio College Library Center,

where peer group pressure se

brary that had very consciou

toward completeness of bibli

to enough hammering away by

do not know whether the m

have kicked that library out

come to that. And I would h

the operant one in the futur

question.

ms to be a very strong force. There was one li-

ly taken what we might/call a maverick approach

graphic records, which, after being subjected

they member libraries, reversed its position.

bership of the Ohio College Library Center would

ultimately. 1 am pleased to say that it didn't

pe that that kind of bechenism would tend to be

. That is in response to the enforcement

In response to the standard question; the question is, "What is the

standard that you are trying o enforce?" One aspect of this' question is the

matter of completeness. The egree of completeness (or fullness) required of

a catalog record depends on t e functions' for which it is intended to serve.

It may develop ultimately that we%will be able to admit catalog records of

varying degrees of completenes into the "national data base" -- whatever

that may turn out to be -- wit the degree of completeness dictating which

ones of the many possible func ions the record can be used for. The question

of completeness .of cataloguing seems to be one to which trials of the sort

I des.Cribed earlier will be ortaht, as librarians tend to be more clair-

voyant than the/generalpopula ion.

A second aspect of this s andard question is the matter of record

structure. Here we are on ve" firm sround with the American National

Standards Institute (ANSI) st ndard Z39.2, whiCh very clearly defines the

structure of records for bibl ograptiic information for interchange on magnetic

tape.

The third major aspect o the standards question is that of content

designation; i.e., what data lements shall be represented by what codes.

C; 7
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The critical work here is that of the Library of Congress, in its MARC format

publicatio, for books, serials, maps, etc.). These publicatigns have been

adoptecj a standards th -rican Library Association (on1968 January 10,

at the idwinter Meeting in Ba Har,our, the ISAD Board of Directors unani-

mous y approved t er "the MARC11 format as a Prospective na-

tional standard"). Although this adoption was a major step forward for

American librarianship, these p blicatJons are by no means,fi.Xed forever,

but ace undergoing evol ion y development as our experiencei inc;eases and

(

our needs change.
-,, -.

Mr. LERNER: I am s prised to see as one of the major technical problems

the production of molt font displays and hard and soft copy.
4

Why is that a

major problem? I wo Id think that point size or size of copy Would be more

meaningful, and I know that there are machines which can in fact produce

multi -font disp ys with a numberof types & input.

Mr. WEIS 00: I am not an expert in this field, but cert4inly most com-

puter line riisters would not have a character repertoire at a Single moment

i

in time/Ithout changing the ftrint train to both the Roman alpilabet and seril-

,

lac. ou have to go to a fairly sophisticated typesettingoodev Ce for you to

g that.

Mr. LERNER: I know of the Harris 2200 or various machinei like that

1 Which could do it. -_

, Mr. WEISBRODI Youare not going to have either one of those with a

local terminal in every library, are you?.

fir. LORENZ: Some months ago, Dave, we heard about the embryonic research

libraries, a new kind of consortium of New York, Yale,-Harvard, Columbia, I

believe.

Mr. WEISBROD: Yes.

Mr. LORENZ: Is it too early to say what might be developing among this
f '
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group that might have significance for alnatiothal network plan?

g ro

Mx. WEI,SBROD: Since. I am not designated an official spokesman of that

I would rather acOid that question except to say that alplanniqg study

is p sently under way. It is 1 three-month planning study which began on

17

July 15. Wexpect itsto teXminate.on the 15th of this month. The chief
7

tanner 1
Joseph A. Rosenthal who is the Associate University Librarian at

C Berkeley, and it is hoped that about a month aftethe planning study is

over, he will have a report for the four librarians, and I cannot try to

`second-guess what- is going tobe in that report.
r.

Ms. WU:--buld'you suggest that in the future when the federal govern-

ment is funding the libraries, will you-consider the policy in your first

paragraph? You have it down as the poverty probleM. Would you consider the

poverty area the first priority to get the funding or to give more money to

the poverty area?

Mr. WEISBROD: I was referring just to the general area of cutback of

'funds ,for libraries. I wasn't referring'to the depressed areas., I realize

that there ire many aspects of the national problem Of libraries and library

priorities, and I
would defer"to the wisdom of the Commiss on and,not try to

suggest any priorities of my own.

JOHN LAUCUS

Director of Libraries, Boston University
Boston, Massachusetts_

WRITTEN TESTIMONY

Thank,,yOu for the opportunity to submit written- -testimony to the

Commission.

First; I should like to urge the Commission to concentrate its efArts

on the Library of Congress' roe as a national library. LC has been as in-

' novative and responsive to this role'as has been financially possible. But

4 the responsibilities grow geometrically in progiiession, especiallu-The

present anxiety over compatible automated records for library network use:

r."..1.)k)
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Some of LC's programs, such as Cataloguing in Publication, are funded

by grants from"the Council on Library Resources and the National Endowment

for the Humanities. It seems to me that such grants should be used to enlarge

and speed up the program, and regular government funding to keep it going, '

there being no question as to the value of this program to libraries and

publishers alike.,

The National Program for Acquisition and Cataloguing and the SharediCata-

loguing Program have so improved the early availability of cataloguing records
(doubled output since advent of NPAC) that libraries have been able to -

vide service on their holdings more quickly pith.no additional staff r, in

some cases, a reduction in staff. Had it'been possible for LC to i nt

its cad printing and distribution faster than its budget and the exigencies

of government offices allowed, the card service and resultant savings would

have been more dramatic.

While MARC has expanded from its records of English language monographs

to include motion pictures, filmstrips, slides, and the beginnings of French

Language monographs, the further development of MARC for other languages and

other media is obviously needed as well as the development of peripheral ser-

vices. The annual report for 1972 expressed a need for funding to pr tide

automated name reference information in 4C's catalogs and for distribution in

varidus forms. The projectqd eighth edition of LC subject headings should be

speeded up so that the necessary reexamination of the entire system of head-

ings for philosophical and terminological updating can be accomplished as
soon as.possiNeand displayed in a greatly revised ninth edition.

The most urgent area of all is'in serial publications,;where several

things arb happening: the development of the ISBD -S, the National Serials

'Data Program, e MARC Serials Distribution Service (newly catalogued or re-'

catalogued items, retrospective in the .near future), and the dAand at

the grass.roots level for a national machine-readable union list of serials.

The NSDP is assigning ISSN's and "Key Titles," but has only about 700 records

for its data base. AdMiniseered by LC, but including the NLM and the Az,
the NSDP still "seeks outside Ands insofar as possible." Libraries must

demand increased support for one or both (MARC Serials and NSDP) systems; or

some combination and compatibiVity. The alternativ ts to face the expense

of local conversion of serial records with the a tendant problems of entry

reconciliation.

This problem of serials'requires much study before the bestsolution

can be reached, and there are many competent librarians whose knowledge can

be used in an advisory capacity. Identification of this problem asp national

concern with funding to conduct the study necessary to develop a system which

incorporates the best of all methods seems to me a real priority.

The remarkable fact, II believe, is that the Library of Congress has been

and is able to do and serpe and respond as well as it has in so many'areas.

Its reward should certainly be the conbtant concern of the. library world for

theAlealth and prosperity of the Library of Col,Oesi in t'role as the

National Library.

Second, I should V.ke to plead that the Commission take what steps it

can to support the repeal of the Tax Reform Act of 1969. Nationally, dona-

tions of self-generated manuscripts to libraries have virtually halted. Until
. 1



.the 1969 Tax Act was passed,

or other papers to a tax-exemp
charitable deduction equal to
1969 reform Law "accidentally"
table deductions for such con

H.R. 3152, introduced by
restoration of the tax benefit.
and passed, would allow a fifty
feated in the House. H.R. 2152

and Hon. Edward Kochi caZZ for
American Library Association in
Means Committee has supported t
H.R. 6764, introduced by Hon. J
for a seventy-five percent rest
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author who donated his manuscripts, Letters,
library or university was entitled to take a

e fair market value of this property. TAr
prived authors of the right to take chari-

'butions.

. Wilbur Mills, calls for a fifty percent.

S. 1367, introduced by Senator Frank Church,

percent benefit. This Latter biZZ was de-
and H.R. 697; introduced by Hon. Ogden Reid
ZZ restoration of the tax benefit. The

testimony submitted to the House Ways and

is move for f4ZZ restoration. S. 1510 and

ob Javits and Hon. John Brademas, caZZ now

ration.

The situation is at the pr sent time too fluid. The diversity of repeal

bills submittedsuggests that t o ZittZe is likely to be accomplished in the

direction of repeal until Zibmiies, universities, the' Authors League, and

writers themselves draw up a untform repeal bill and lobby with Congress for

its passage. The Library of Congress reports that its manuscript donations

dropped from 283,528 items in 1969 to zero in 1972. Columbia University

Libraries have reported a ninety percent drop in manuscript donations.

Neither institution will acept manuscripts on a deposit basis; the

Boston University Libraries do. 'Thus, our own statistics are not as dramatic,

although we too have Lost collections, and additions to collections, due to

the current tax Law. Authors are holding on to their papers, awaiting a

change in the LW or anticipating the sometimes futile hope of selling their

materials in the open marketplace. The only ones to gain from the tax Law

\have been the manuscript dealers. (I would assume that additional revenue

generated by this law for the Federal Government has been minimal.,?

It is not 'only a question of an author's papers being unavailable for

scholarship, and scholarship in generaleventually suffering from this, it

is the more basic fact that papers retained in a private establishment are

subject to theft, water, dampness, fire, dry-rot, vermin, excessive heat,

foxing, destruction, Zoss. Unlike a book - no matter how rare - no other

copy .of a manuscript is likely to appear-we gone. Repositories preserve

for posterity. The current law is diametrically opposed to that.

Aga,n, thank you for this opportunity. Congratulations on the work of

the Commission to date, and best wishes for future success.

Mr. LAUCUS:, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Earlier today the question was asked, "What are the needs and wants of

the library user and what does he deserve?" In my experience, what'a user

'wants When he comes to a library is a specific piece of informatio i book

or other form. A user's wants are generally immediate. He wants his infor-
.
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mation. or his book right now. The user's need for the_ information is geneca-

%
ted by some force. In a personal situation, this may be a self-generated in-

ternal force: the desire fo Ii.._ educational self-enrichment; or it may be an ex-
_ . .

.ternal force; for example, the pressures of the best-seller lists or of the

Today -Show to read a book while it's still new.

In a working situation, Whether the work done is profit-oriented or

scholarly, the user needs the information in book or o?her form for the com-

pletion of some task. In an academic situation, whether it be at the elemen-

tary school level or at the doctoral level, he needs the information because

he has been required in one way or another to'get the information.

What the library user deserves, I think, is a library system which will

provide some guarantee of satisfaction of his needs, a system in which some-
,

one, somewhere, will identify, colject, catalo reserve and give access

somehow to information which will be needed eitheh a present or in the future.

No library can provide guarantees to satisfy a user's wants on an immedi--

*
ate basis, becaus ither it may not own the information which the user is

seeking the pie containing the information may have been preempted by

another user. No library, even one with an encyclopedic collection, can

afford to acquire or house every piece of information potentially useful to

every member of its direct community, as the Commission's draft report points

out. Further, if I
have the library's only copy of the book, you can't have

it right now, and the Commission can do nothing about that.

This inability.to satisfy user wants immediately is unfortunate, parti-
,

SM

ally becauseOn many cases the .1.112rary's users are also the library's fi-

nanciers, taxpayers, academic administrators or business exect;t1Ves.

Two points made earlier today:- First, that many large research li-

`.br'aries do not know what they have in their own collections. I agree with

that point and would expand it by saying that many small working libraries
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do not,know what they have in their own collections. The phenomenon of the

incomplete catalog and the phenomenon of the cataloguing backlog are, unfor-

tunately, far too common.

The second point was that librarians, faced with handling increasing

masses of materials, tend to think in mechanical terms. I agree with that

point also, but I would modify it by adding that librarians tend to think

mechanically so that they can make information available to human users as

quickly as they can.

The potential functions of the Library of Congress as mentioned in the

Commission's draft -- among these, expandi.ng machine-readable cataloguing,

expanding the MARC data base retrospectively, distributing bibliographic

data on line, expanding the work done on serials -- show that the Commission

recognizes the need to think mechanically for the human purpose of netting

the information to the user and freeing librarians in the field for other

service activities.

The question was asked this morning about the pitfalls in establishing

Inter-institutional cooperation. One major pitfal7 which was mentioned is
4

in the attitudes of the librarians considering cooperation: the fear of

change, fear of loss of autromy.

I think another major pitfall is in the attitudes of the users whom li-

brarians are trying to serve through cooperation. I quote from a non- schol-

arly periodical, Esquire, an initerview with the founder of one of the term

paper factories:

"I started Term Papers Unlimited When I hadia paper to write

and ran all over Boston looking for book. bo" you know how many

libraries there are in Boston? I Was struck by the inefficiency

of the process. For six hours of reading, I had to spend three

days on the MTA. -So I figured if a student could hire someone to

0,1-"":r

)



do the research, he could save himself a lot of.tiMe. Students

have a lot /to do anj are not going to learn anything running

from one library to another, looking for a bunch of books, half

of which will be charged out qr missing, anyway.-:.

"Last year the presidents of half a dozen colleges here in

the Boston area met.to discuss what to do about the term paper

problem, by which they meant me. Now these are college presi-

dents who have 50,000 student's on the sidewalks ready to burn

down the libraries). and they never got together before. so if

they are getting together, now, they must be in a panic."
0

I would point out that for a network of any type to succeed, the users

have to believe in it. Library users and library financiers are going to have

to continue putting time into getting tlieir books and their information, and

they are going to have to realize that no matter how effective.an information

network or a lending service is established at whatever high cost, they wit)

have to wait. their wants to get their information now likely will not be

satisfied, although their needs for the information through a Wstem hope-

fully will be. Any survey in any educative process which this Commission

undertakes will have to make.library users and library financiers realize

,s -

this. I think that librarians deserve that. Thank you.

Mr. STEVENS: John, I would like to go back to the first point you men-

.

tioned, the idea of what the user wants, and I know you spoketo it from what

you said you observed in your academic community.

I wonder: if from that observation point you could speak, to, the idea of

our understanding better what the user needs for informbtionwhen the user .

himself can't define his problem or can't define his needs,-- and that (1.knoJL

happens on the academic campus res well as it does off the academic campus --

and what the library can do aboutshelping the user to define Vis needs. Are

t -11
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we really in the business of some rudimentary effort, remedial effort with

A
the user in order to help'define those needs so that:in turn w can fulfill

\

his deiires and create
4

a library situation in which he achieve what' he wants

through a System?
1

I

Mr. LAUCUS: Yes. The Concept of the reference interview, as ,I learned

it in library scf ol, being done by librarians with student's, with library

. .

users, prior to the user's appearing in the library is feasibl, and I think 1 0

i

V ------4. \ . ' '

.
this can be done and i$ being done in'-some.academic libraries. 1

--..".

/

. I know that our OWn reference people are sAnding time with incommg ih

freshmen, trying to educate them on the

.

use of tiariesc7/
,

!

I

0
1

Mr. STEVENS: The reference interview., then., isbeing used in, teaching

the user how to ask a qUestion. Is that the key? A.
_:.. 'd

Mr. LAUCUS: Even prior to his appearing as a.queSt4,9ner. That isthe

reference interview without a reference question

Mr. tORENZ-:--Jus-t-as---a--point of information,

that the Cataloguing in Publication program is n going

priated funds. The Library of Congress usually uses grant for tidy
t4'

and research development phases and then beyo that goes ppropriat

funds, and we were successful in the CataloguingAhn Publkation progiam i -

I

using that cycle.

Ms. MOORE: Thank you very much; sir, for your testimony, and We i e

e-poet-to yoU
,

with appro-

4.

your continued interest)in.the program.

WILLIAM N. LOCK

Foreign Study Advisor, Massachusetts, Insti(tues of 1:(tchdology

Cambriage,' MassachuSetts'

WRITTEN TESTIWNY

This -is in respo e to your kind suggestion that f submit written testi -

mony to the National Co ssion on Libraries and Information Science prior to e

fr
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its Ne, England regional hearing.

Let AV st introduce myself' I am William N. Locke, ne
Berkshire Road, Newtonville, Massachusetts 02160. My ucati

'liberal arts at the Phillips Exeter Academy and Bowdoin Qlleg
phasis on foreignolanguages, culminating in a PhD. in romance
Harvard in 1942. I taught'French at Harvard, Radcliffe and M.
number of years. After two years of psychological warfare se
I became Head of the Department of Modern Languages at

,years later I was asked to be Director of Libraries, which pos
for sixteen years, taking partial retirement and my present po

\--Fa-reign Study Advisor in June, 1972. During my years as a lib
active as an officer and on committees of the Association of R
raries, the American Society for Information Science and the I
Federation for Documentation.

To turn to my testimony, I should like to address myself
your proposed topics: The Library of Congress as the Natio

\responsibilities and authority. First may Iipoint out
%":this/topic finesses thdfundagental question whit
e Library of Congress become a national libra,

use, of the definite article which disestablis
al Ubla.riks, in favor of the Library of C

In.,the following I shall discuss
of Congress should be made a national lz
graphic controlvf U.S. and foreign pUblicati

\.

iding at 25
n was in the
with an em-
hilology from
.11. for a

ice in Europe
n 1945. Eleven
ton, Iheld
itibn as

riari Z was

search Li-
ternationa

o. 6 of
Libropy; its

t thetfarmulation
should belaskek Should

Then there s the Airious
s the two fine e stingwhation-

ress as "thd*Natio l Library."

e conditions under whic
and responsibilit
ns.

the Library
for biblo-

_ ary of Congress has provided both-direct and indirect services
of great valu to the American people since it was founded in ispo. Inter-

library loan photocopy were early and valuable contributions' The

and on legislatio which may ultimately affect the life of every citizen.
latzve reference service has a particular impact on the legislative branch

since

Less known to the public are its bibliographic,services. These have

been of great value ce card distribution started in 1910. Thpre are few

major or even medium sized libraries in the country which do,not'hAe LC
cards in their catalog an4 LC bibliographic publications on the shelves.

Some people feel that tie
provide better leadership and
Nationally and, internationally
the largest library in the U.S.

Library of Congress,could be st
ore services if it here made a
he name change would add dignit
nd one of the largest in.the w

thened and,

Tonal library.
and status,

kd.

has grown n-,

o handle
ournals. It

libraries.

e library

There is another point of view. As LC has grown bigger, it

wieldy. The Center for Research Libraries has hap.' to be set up

storage and loans of uncommon books,, fbreigntheses and certain
is nouiproposed.that we need a number of similar regional lendi

More end more the contributions of the Library of Congress to t
world* are primarilybibliographic.

Unfortunate) .it seems that as long as the LibrarYof Con

in the le ve branch and owes its first allegiance to the
bibliographic services will not be designed to meet the library

4 For convenience "library world".is used to include libraries,

services and the public they serve. e ;
F Q L.,)

t,;

ress continues
ongress, its

and informa-

nformation
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schemes
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of t t of the country. Its cataloguing and classification

desis riniarity for internal use, as are the Marc projects and

guing.

There mIN e r eption in the case of shared cataloguing but it is

hard to telt k: far LC has Zed and how far it has been pushed by the American

Library Assocs thd Association of Research Libr aries. Time after
time the library pvfe::ional associations have urged the LC to take steps

which would benefit he ..rary world and have supported its requests for dd-
ditional funds before o sional committees only to find delay after delay

when it comes carryz o,. plan. This is true of plans for expediting

cataloguing. Ano ex, 'le 7- he "cataloguinglin -source" proposal of the

Zate.50's to have LC catalog card .y printed in each book. This foundered;

on LC's refusal to c.o,erate could have been more effective

in speeding the' utt of books on the shelf and cards in the catalogs of

, libraries aZZ over t orZd. "Cataloguing in publication" which is similar

but less useful to .raries is now being tried.

7,11 another cape eight years ago after five ye s of study and de-

tailed recommendations by an ARL Committee, LC agreed to undertak "a national
program for the preservation of deteriorating books," but it no appears that

LC has reneged on that promise.

,e have a fine example of what a natio Z library can be in he NationaZ

Library of Medicine which has provided outstanding Zeadershi and rvice to

the medicaZ Zibraries and the medicaZ profession. Arough photocopy Ser-

vice, then Medtart and now MedZine it stands out far ahead of the rest of the
world in applying mpdern technoZogy to bibZiographic and text access for a
nationwide and even worldwide pubZic in the heaZth sciences,

Let us consider a model of an ideal national bibliographic situation.

Every publication is catalogued before printing, perhaps part of the copy-

right procedures. The process is coordinate by a National Bibliographic

Center with the cataloguing, being done by different research libraries across`'

the country. The catalog copy is transmitted to the National Bibliographic
Center't data bank and from there it is. quickly available by modern tech-

nological means.
,

.

The simplicity of this model is appealing. Nothing in it is untried

it.and t can easily be extended to other countries. The difficulties are the

usual ones, vested interests and shortage of money. When the need is strong

enough, vested interests give way and the money is found. In this case LC

would need to be divested of its half hearted interest in bibliographic ser-

vice to the library world. The cost of the proposed decentralized catalogu-

ing operation would certainly be Zess than that of the present. centralized
-pZus decentralized cataloguing that still goes on with endless dupZication
aZZ oper the U.S.. Access networks comparable to those' of the Ohio CoZZege
Library Center would have to be paid for but the rapidly growing success of

OCLC and similar services indicates that this would offer no serious diffi-

cultiep. °
,

,

,

The National-Bibliographic,tgnter Combining the bibZio ities
of LC, NAL and NLM with those of, the National Technical Info ation Se. ice

would give complete coverage, rdt only of monographs, but also of serials and

technical reports. It would provide the kind of service orientatidn which

.flre library world needs. .

1

(

-
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The administration of the National Bibliographic Center could logically
be ut'under the National Bureau of Standards but in iew of the trend toward

'''

wi r
.q 'ng federal support from public4serviciST:the library world is un-

dou,tedly goin.4 to have4O pay for biEliographic seri,
ce will be to buy them from commercial suppliers

ces received.. Xhe
r run them ourselves.

The -vice of a semi-public corporation should be con idered, following the\
pat ern of public interest and puliilic service in Coms t, the Public Broad- .

.
cas ing Service and the Post Office. With a Board of steer drawn, from

..: - Gov rnmen, the librarydworld and the public, some financing might be pro -
yid d b the FederaVgcvernment. " &

. ,a

To rOrA'to the Library of COngrAthedecision whether it should be-
.com a national library would seem to hingeon the answer to one questidn,
can it be turned around 180 degrees so -that its first Loyalty is to the li-
b world and servicelto #ongress has second priority? Putting it.-otother

wway, can _one eaZisticatly expect Congress to accept this q'hange in priori-7,
tie- for

4
iis library and vote &.dequate 'financing?,s- . ,

If the answer to these 4uestions is Yryesll, then it' is' possible but still'
t AneceiSanily desirable, to tnansform LC into a national library. Even if

at is done hopever4 'it is far from certain that a nationwide,bibliographic
se ice should-be attached sto it. .

,

,it
If' he answer is "non-I,C..(mued be a national libr 2,n name only - not

a u efdl concept. -And inlhat'case the Library of Congress Should clearly'
con entratetop providing service to.Congress and acting as a research library
for the Washington: area but no longer attempting to supply, the bibliographic
nee 's 49 the- libPary world. The National UriiOnCatalog cbuld bd incorporated
int' the National Bibliographic Center44ata bank as far as desirable. LC's ,

ing departments ,could be substantially reducOd in size thus solving
the 'r chrOnic space and manpower, shortage. .

Real bibli gr. hic contro l of alt PitbliAied material in U.S. is not
a n w dream, it
.ord mated, exp

4fter,maq ye. s.
this challenge.

is an old nightmare. Bibliographic services ne4.,,to he co-'
,

4 redirected towards-the goals of maximum service.
aiting it:ik clear that LC cannot or will not take up
hte.industiT is he1pj pith some sevices,,regional ,

organizat4ws with otheis-. 'Ayith,the help Of the Commission the research li7
'I hraries of the iliounry-will have to take the load in planning

f,

and executi
..,

a solution. ..
. .., . . T.

-4. .

.. . , f At
Mr.'LOCKE: I might comment briefly on the 40ftft sitatemen which i're

ceived in the Mail the 'other day; if you would tfk4* 1 will not make edi7r - ...
toe 1,

'''

torial.comMenV, but I would bg-glad to hand a.copy.of the draft Istth s ome

editori5/1 comments Onit to aqy apprOpriate peso. I only make More
,0 .

....
. 0 , 4N, . , /

.

f

'4 general comments. ..
//,.

(

qp. ,
.

4
. ..1

Ms. 'MOORE: . If you will hand that to our, Chairman, Ur.
s
Burkhardt..

.
L 1

V.1.,LOVE: As you cansee from my rapid turning orpages, I have very

1i. -
,. 1 ..- . r

..

* d
..

404- -, - D
..... I 4...1

, .

Q.

IP
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little to add. On Page 5,.howeverthre is9rie comment that I would lilye to

/,

Make. 1% the middle of the page at the end of the second paragraph there is

265

dle statement:
_

"However, others are lready,experimenting with inter-active i

computer time-sharing n works for data retrieval',,and still others

are investigatihg f ure us of electronic communications for the
4-

, 7
routing of whole books and docum; 67. 3m one place toanother as

an alter

I thi

ive-..te mail."

.

this, at preseht cost, is expensive.
.211

f you can get free com-

munications netw rks
s

it won't be. ,But it will be `time- consuming with present
_ .

technology. It takes a long time to send an 8 1/2 by 11 page over telephone

wires. You would have. to have microwair links, and this Ls.very"expensive.
/ / ...

But, of course,, if somebody else payS for it, i's ine. I have some infor-

J .

mation on that subject in an article that I wrote, "Computer Cost for Large

0 .
.)

Libraries", which I am sure lis. available to the committee. I have a copy here

if yoil, would like.
. .

". Now on Pagi, 8,.asa further comment I would like tosugglist deletion
.. .

of the second ?aragraph. I think it's incom6lete, and I think the last sen-

L

,

tence is wrong. J see no reason to believe, that we "have more knowlecaad

.

data within our own borders lha,a,ony other country." I suggest that this'is
, .

*
.

.
.

.

A. n unnecessary Insult to other ,countries.
'440

On, Page l0 'under "Organizaerdnal! perhaps I will just read the note that

It(

I have written at the bottom of 10:

"Whatever solution is found, short of putting this (and

"this" is, the new operating organization) in the fegislativC 6

bt4ch, which would be toong, there will be a.building conflic1.1

of'interest between this Or4anizatiop and the Library of Congress.

See Peg) 4.2'

.

^4, 1. `. -6

0
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And that refers simply to Page 13, which is on th role of the Library

of Congres . My statement bears on that topic:

I bel eve there is a conflict between two statements on Page 12, the

first sentence on the page and the second, indented paragraph below on the

page.

The fi rst sentence says that the Federal Government would fund those

aspects of the program of common concern nationally, e

would fundllibraries within their own jur'isdictions.

cetera, and the States

The s cond indented paragraph below on the page s s {)financing the State

share of s obligation to the national prograMand St to library'development

according >ro formulas which take the entire state population into account.

r.

Perha s there /s no conflict, but if seems to me ossible that there is.

1
I also would suggest that in that second indented paragraph the formulas

that are needed are weighted formulas, to take into account the type co.popu-
..

',.

lation distribution within the Sate. If you have difierent ethnic groups,I/

%

/4

if you have industrial versus agricultural states, the eeds obviously are

very different.

That ends my substantive comments on the draft, but I would like very

much to transmit to you my editorial comments which are one or two per page;

/*
and for a draft, that is really very good. I think the draft statement is

excellent, and 1 would certainly suppcitt it. 1,4

/ Chairman BURKHARDT:ii You have a rather, .shall I say, atypical view of

the Library of Congress as-far as we have heard, at'anyrate, and 1 think

you raise a number of question's. If i understood it correctly, you'are say+

ingthdrLC is not now a national library or certainly not the national li-

brary in ah/y de facto sense and that a lot has to be done in order to make.

it the national library; I guess ge that part we would agTtee-pretty well.,
i 4

But you are concerned about whether it should be made the central biblio-
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graphical reference place f r the country and be responsible for various other

functions that we would thi k of as bei g done by a national library if we

) were ever to have one.

I would like very much to have Mr. Lorenz, who must have reacted very
4

definitely to what'you had o say, put ome questions to you and perhaps have

a little controversy going.

Mr. LORENZ: I don't w nt,to get

thrt from my direct knowled .4;4' Bill,

amount of coordination and ommunicati

of COngress and the other 1 brarres of

"cal.ly no program that we pl n or devel

to a controversy, but I would say

u have grossly underestimated the

n and cooperation between the Library

the country. I think there is practi-

p in which we do not have extensive

discussions withthe major ibraries a d librarians of the country, particu-

-

larly through the Associat for ReseRrch Libraries. With reference to the

development of standards, fr. example, I would say .this 'is certainly true;

we work very closely with t e American Library Association as well.

And in terms of some or our most ignificant programs which we have

planned cooperatively, I wo Id say the national program, for preservation and'

lj

cataloguing has almost unan mous support of the librari es of the country.,

,
,

The Cataloguing in Publicat on programIto which you refer is now not only be-

.

ing tried but is an Ongoing program with Congressional appropriations and

making great strides. And nIterms of the preservation program, our funds'
- ,

that we are getting from th Congress for preservation purposes have in-

creased remarkably over the past ten years. So I think you have jdst gener-
.

.
. ,

ally underestimated what ,the Library of Congress is doing and hopes to dO

more of In the future.

Chairman BURKHAROT: Would you not also say that in one sense at least

it is an exaggeration to say, a I
think you do, that the see)ces A,(5 Con-

'

gress have Wority?: course"the 'legislative reference serice has a

. %
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priority and it is the Library of Congress in that sense and 4ry much'so,

but one cannot say, as far as its budget is concerned and all Of that, that

Congress puts the largest sum of money in for that service. I think in toto

the legislative reference service is what percent of your budget? 1,

Mr. LORENZ: Less than 10 percent.

Chairman BURKHARDT: The remainder is'for other things such as MARC and

government;various services that go furth tha the Congress or even the

11,41ght?

41P/ Mr. LORENZ: Yes, of course.

Chairman BURKHARDT:, Well, I want you-to respond to thes

you think we have got it wrong, we would like to know.

I

things. If

Mr. LOCKE: I understand John's position. John has'a jotjIto doi and he

ifferentlyecouldn't very well take anj -other position even if he thought

But don't think that I think he thinks differently, because I

doesn't.

Nevertheless, it wouli hardly be possible for a member of

the Librarl, of_Congress to come here and agree with what I am

m sure he

1!'the staff of

aying. This

is.a very unComfortable position for me to be in. I realized jn writin9

that document that it would not be popular among my friends on the staff of

-the Library of Congress or many of the former employees.

hir. DUNLAP: Former frfends: 0

(Laughter)

Mr. LOCKE: With some of my former friends p the staff of the Library

of Congress or other .places.

I, however,//reflected a long. time before writing that paper, and I would

be happy to hear any further objections, but remain unconvinced that my

7 ,

position is wrong. For one. thing, there s one -very fundamental considera-

tion that,botbers me here. '1t is so trite that I hesitate to raise it and
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yet trite things are often trite'because they are true.

.0 No man can serve two masters. As far as I am concerned, t Library of

(f
Congress should be either a national library or the Library of ongress, not

both, and it should see its role as a national library that is responsible

to the nation, not through Congress but through the libraries and the Nation al

Library systein, because the libraries of the country art-the agents of the

users of libraries, and the national library should be the agent of those

agents. It should be an agent directly responsive to the needs of the users

of the libraries, nit filtered through the members of Congress who have too

many, irons in the Tire, too many things to specialize in any one thing.

The library profession is a very mplex and difficult one. I was only

15 years in it, and many people would think didn't learn narly enough in

15 years. I think so, too. Nevertheless, I am aware of the difficulty and

complexity of it. But I do feel very, very strongly that it will not do to

have Congress holding the purse strings for this directly, particularly if

the name is still Library of Congress. This is a very bad situation. If

"'the name disappears and it is called the National Library, then.it will be

better.

Chairman BURKHAR1:k Congress holds the Purse Strings on everything.

Mr. LOCKE: 1 realize that verO well, but the administrative departments

are a lot freer than the legislative, fr er of direct control than the legis-
.

dative departments.

Chairman BURKHARDT: I don't want to get into an argument with you. We

have a number of people who also want to question you: Mr.. Dunlap and Ms. ,

Scott.
..

Ms. SCOTT: My concern was about your statement on the weservatign of

deteriorating' books. John halispoken to it. What further would you recom-

mend that the Library of Congress could do beyond the program they already

dr: ti"
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have in, effect? I am with the Smithsonian Institution. We also have an

interest in preservation.

/ Mr. LOCKE: What I am concerned about is that it has taken so long to

// -

get the program started, and there.isn't any visible sign yet of a program

/ which was planned very carefully years ago and which may now be rolling; but

like many tia145§% done in the world, they take a long, long time. And one

4

frequently wonders why they take so long, whether it is a lack of interest

or lack of money -- which reflects a lack of interest -- or whether it is a

matter of priority. I don't know what the cause is, but I do know thai there

were definite promises made many years ago -- I stated the date and I can't

remember it -- and these promises were repeated in similar form a good many
y

years later after ARL had set up a new committee and restudiled the whole

. question. I suppose this new committee and restudy was necessary, because

°thing had happened during the interim of a number of years'. And I jUst

&,/'

ea,

onder whether it is going to happen again.

Mr.. DUNLAP: I had one minor point. I appreciate your right to ,say what

you thinR, Bill, about the Library of Congress. I happen to disagree with

you. J think they do a very splendid job.

Mr.. LOCKE: I h6pe you read the second page of my statement. I think

they do a very good job, too.

Mr DUNLAP: I am a former staff member and worked on some of the things

they have done. I worked for some years in the manuscripts division, and the

Library of Congress certainly deserves credit for many things'. They didn't

do it6alone but spearheaded it and prOvided the style necessary for the pre-

scribed manuscript collections, and they got the job done,

One little editorial note on your statement on Page 2 where you say as

LC has grown bigger, it has grown unwieldly and that the Center for Research

(Libraries had to be set up to handy storage and loans of uncommon ks.1 I
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1

!
.. I

./. ,

would submit that this is nbt historicat.: .111C,:the predecessor of CRL, was

set up by the presi.denti of about a dozen mid- est universities primarilj, as

a depository librap.

Mr. LOCKE: Yes, but I'didn't refer to MILC. I re e to the Center

for Research Libraries. I think its functi is now quite d f rent, it

is being taken over by ARL because-it:has a di function. it no longer

.

. ...-

..

'
.

serves only the mid-West library area.

Mr. DUNLAP': The MILC was transformed into CRL but-,not with regard to

CBT unyielding the fitction at.C.

Mr. LOCKE: I have heard myth criticism'of the inability of the Library

of Congress to proyide interlibrary loans; that LC doesjiot handle foreign

.

theses any more; that they have all moved to the Center for Research Li-
.

braries. This to me is an important area because I'llave been in'an academic

library. LC doesn't have a lot of the Iburnals which, are in CRL. Little -'

little i seem..1_12)61e CRL is taking on a number of, functions that would bel*

I,
long to a national library.

VA.

Mr. DUNLAP:' don't -deny it has taken on some of these, but

that CRL had to be set up to handle some of the'things that it is now doing

because LC had gro n to be unwieldy. I justV'dispute that.

Mr.'LOCKE:. Maybi it was an yhfortunate way, of presenting'it. Perhaps

I have clarifitd my opinion 4n this discussion.
At

Mr. LERNER: I think Mr. Locke has one point that we have all been

looking, and that is that the process by which the Library of Congress be-

comes anything is a legislative process and a political process, and.it seems

to me that we have not thought through the politics,-,quote4nquote, :!rati

of this before we moveany further. That is my only comment.

Mr. AINES: I.don't know whether I am trying to get you off the hook or

cq"

not in my question to you, but in your last statement that, with

V

LS Ad
a
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the help of the Commission, the research libraries of the country will have to

lead in planning and. executing a solution, a solution-dealing with bibliographic

control. How realistic do you think this is?

Mr. LOC4: This may or may not berealistic, but I feel that the research

libraries of the country.and the Libraryof Congress have been c nvinced for many

years of the need for better, more complete bibliographic comtrol. It is impos-
.

sible,, I would say, to be in the library busines..amd not realize how central

this is to the operation of any library or information facility of Any kind.
)

One of our big problems is -to know what is being publithect and whereyou

can get it. So the research libraries are very eager to. assist in anything thai
o

can be done to improve bibliographic control and access. I did'not mention ac-

cess but, Orcourse, that follows on: as soon as you have got the control, then

you need the access.

*.
So thatO

;
why' I feel that the .research libraries shOuld be called upon ,

even more than they are tojdork not onty with LC -- I haven't mentioned the two

national libraries but I yhould like to, because we Kaye two national libraries,
ri

and I was particularly offended by this use of the.terethe national library

when we have, two which are outstandlng, particularly the Medica-l. Lihraiy. ,

t...
think the National" Library of Medicine has done some extraordinary work which LC .4

. -

could have pioneered in.
,,. .

. :, 4 -
. .-.

Inci.denta3ly, the National Medical Library, is an exampleof the sort Of,.National
. .. .,. .

,
.,

.)-

relatIons.hip,I would like to see betWeen the other
.

natiopal library,' if you
.. .

- . . .,

will, the this 0 national library,:ana the professional groups and the users of
6 , ,, - . I

the country. The reason the National Medical Library has. been sucdessful J4 Pt$

very close orking reletiOnshtlp between itself, thiedical,likaries of the %

.1..
.

,

1

,,
4

....
- '-.

counyy, and'*,the doctors of: country.
, .

.-

. ,
, -

e
,

'
Now I am pining, I think, an emely :difficult and .perhaps an impossible

task for any gener ( d
,

nal library to have this sort of close working contac, t
, .., , ,. 'J

with all the other pro sional,groups: except agriculture, of the Counirk... Yee
.

. . -

country..
A' `.%. '''-; '1

.

f..., (...,...to
' , f t
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this is the real way to get understandijvg of user needs and user support, which,
, .

Means moneY to run an information service and libraries.

Chairman BURKHARDT: On your point about consulting the research libraries,

you are no doubt aware of the report on research libraries that was made by an

ACLS.COmmittee for the Advisory Commission on Libraries. This committee was cOm7

posed almost ,entirely Of .research librarians, and "their recommendation ,Was to -

turn the Library of Congress into a genuine national library, calling it The Li-
0

brary of Congress, the National Library of the united States,.anti then adding

functions and all that sort of thing to it. But the research librarians did not
A

go so 'far as to recommend that sort ,of status that you are recommending, possibly

',because they felt it was unrealistic.

Mr. LOCKE: it may be unrealistic.
t

4 Chairman BURKHARDT: They had been asked for their opinion and their plan-
,

4.

ning, and their planning is there. I am sorry to say that the report is now

,,seven years old and nothing much has happened to the recommendations, but never-

theless,therare y6 tRe picture. .

. Mr. LOCKE:'' It is, difficult for the.Association of Research Libraries to

4

make any recommendation which would make the Library of Congress unhappy because

the Library_0-Congress is a member and is well represented by former staff,

memberl

k , t7 ,

%/ . ... I mi4ht sfly that to meone of the most striking successes of the Library of

Congress. -- haye noticed,tkiis ever since I have. been in the library business --

is the )6yalt* of forterl:eMployees. . 4

. ;

.

Ms. mow ."T"wa-member:of the old Advisory Commission, and I recall
,, t

. ,

,...
,

thls,argument going,On ift.a6et Commission about oy$ recommendation, It was not. ,'i ,...,;,-. 0 ti ;-- .,

because of, .any fault we fount
;

Wjth the Library of COpgreSs.at that time or TIOW,
. .

°,
,

-, f

i but In discussing

,

it ttlen,.1g wee concerned about the pride of'Congress in the
,. .

0
Library, and that they would not take kindly, 'to it being a national library, and

, .
f,.0.

that is something that hasn't been brought out today.
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Mr. LOCKE: That is part ofmy point. That is why i"think that unless it

becomes a national library in fact and not only in name, the traditions aregoing

to be .too strong.

r. You see, i feel the working relationship between the national library and

;" -
the.research libraries, probably the Association of RetearCh Libraries, should be

ti

1

a working relation not of the superior to the inferiors, which it is today n

many ways. The Library of Congress in riany ways calls the tune.. i often feel

that for LC consulting ARL is a formality; that.deoisions are made first -- and i

a

1

am going way out on a limb,now, and i am sure pdople from LC would like to argue
-0-

on many matters where this is undoubtedly(true ;- nevertheless, there '47-always a

feeling that I sense in meetings of ARL that when the Library of Congress speaks, .0(

everyone is careful what they say because, obviously, LC is a very important,.

very large organization.

This should not be the relationship between the national library and the

major research libraries of the country. There should be a relationship of,

equality there. They should meet on a footing of equality in o(der that the

best ideas can be put into effect.

Mr. CUADRA: i don't think you are the type that is cowed by haVing atypi-

cal views, but I would just remind everyone that the young fellow who pointed out

that the Emperor's new clotheg' were somewhat different thin had been perceived

also ha.cl/an atypical view. i think) the questions you have raised are very legiti-

mate aid Cannot be evaded'and i hope that this Commission will be able fo push for

some answers on them.

'Mr. LORENZ: i wourd like to clarify for a moment what Ms. Moore said in

rms of Congress' attitudetoward the Library of Congress,. Since nine-tenths bf

w at they appropriate or the Library 9f Congress is for national library tltvIc s,

i think that you show d understand that most of their fYridekin the Library of Conk
. 0

g ess is in is of its natieal library services andoot what they derive from

Library themselves in tetps Of their own refei-ence and research services.he

-
. C.;4.4
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this is .the real way to get understanding of user needs and user support, which

means,money to run an informaiion*service and libraries.

Chairman BURKHARDT: On your. point about consulting the research libraries,

you are no doubt aware of the report on research librariqs that was made by an

ACLS Committee for the Advisory Commission on Libraries. This c tee was

posed almost entirely of research librarians., and their recomme n was to

turn the Library of Congress into a genuine national library, The Li-

brary of Congress, the National Library of the United States, and t en adding

functions and all that Sort of thing to it. But the research librarians did not

jgo so far as to recommend that sort of status that you are recommending, possibly

because they felt it'5,4as unrealistic.

Mr. LOCKE: It may, be unrealistic.

6

Chairman BURKHARDT: They, had beer,Lasked for their opinion and their plan-
,

ning, and their planning is there. I pr-sorry to say' that tberdport is now

,seven years old'and nothing much has happened to the recommendations, but never -

theless they are in the picture.

Mr. LOCKE: It is difficult for the Association of,Resea ch Libraries to

make any recommendation which would make the Library of Congress unhappy because
4

the Library of.Congress Is a member and is well represented by former staff

members.
, 0

I might say that to me one of the most

- Congress -- I have noticed this ever since I

successes of the.Library of

een the'librsry business --

is the loyalty of former en(ployees.

Ms. MO6RE: I was a,member of the old Advisory Commission, and I recall

this argument going on in that Commission about our reccmw6a,tion, It wasonot

(''
because of any fault we found with the Library of Congress at that time or now,

but in dJscussing it then, we were concerned about the pride of Congress in the

Library and that they would not'Sake kindly to it beirig a national.library, and
4

4S,

that is something fKat hasn't been brought oui't9day.

4.
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LOCKE: That is part of my point. That is why I th

becomes a rational library in fact and not only in name, the t

to be too str ng.
tit

You see, I feel the working relationship between the national litvary and

the research libraries, probably the Association of Research ibraries, should be

nk that unless it

raditions are going

,...

fa working relation not of the superior to the inferiors, hic it is today in

many ways. The LibraFy of Congress in many ways calls the to e. I often feel

that for LC consult1in9 ARL is a formality; that decisionsLare made first -- and I

am going way out on a limb now, and I am sure people from LC ould like to argue

on many matters where this is undoubtedly true -- nevertheles , there is always a

feeling that I sense in meetings of ARL that when the Library of CongreSs speaks,

everyone is careful what th y because, obviously, LC is a

very large organization.

This should not be the relationship betWeen the national

very important,

9

library and the

e major research libraries of the country. There should be a relationship of

,
1

equality there. They should meet on
14a

footing of equality in Order that the

# (

best ideas can be pit into effect. 1

.

Mr. CUADRA: I don't think you aie the type that is cowed by having atypi-

cal views,, but I would just remind everyone that the youngjellow wilo pointed out
. ..

. ,

that the Emperor's new clothes were somewhat different than(had been perceived
. i , '

alp had an 'atypical view. I think the questions you have raised are very legiti-

mate and cannot be evaded a I hope that thisCommission will be able to push for

some answers on them.

a ( ,

'- Mr. LORENZ: I would like to clarify for a moment what Ms. Modre said in

terms of Congress''attitude toward the Library of COlgtess. Since ine-tenths of

what they appropriate for the Library of Congress is for national ibrary Services,

I think that you should dnderstand that most of their pride in the Library of Con-

gress is in terms of it national library services and not what t ey derive from

the Library themselves in terms of their own reference and research services.

(
e...c.i?'

' ( I
4

.
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In terms of the preSeirvation program, Bill, I hope you are rea mg our

most recent annual reports because these do refle:-t-lfre-tremendous trides

that we have taken en in the preservatiop field. We now have a laboratory of

over 30 people doing research and development in this area and a large

1

restoration program. So k hope you are keeping up to date with whatj is going.

on. #

I

,.'
. .

1 I

.
Mr. LOCKE: There isia little Nifference in definition Of term here be-

,

I

.,-. \

I

tween what yo are saying land what I was saying. I was.D referring to

restoration but to a progriam which was recommended by ARL twice after vet.);
I

careful study including many specialists on how to preserve single copies of

rare and disappearing boobs, books that are falling apart.

Could I take a momen/ to answer Carlos Cuadra's very kind comment? As I

said earlier, I wrote this report with considerable trepidation because it is

never eay to take an unpopular view, particularly if one feels he may be

,called upon to support it ore a group of people. And I realized full well

that i

1

was letting myself open to criticism, public criticism. On the other

hand, I did feel*that it was desirable-that this view be presented, and I

would not have.presented it ifother librarians had not taken similar posi-

tions with me inlli§cussion. I am sorry that no One of this persuasion among

the library community lids testified before you. If'so, I am sorry that I,
i

I

like the boy who saw the Emperor's no- clothes situation, am a minority Of one.

But what Carlos has, said makes me happy that I wrote down what 1 had in mind

(
and presented it to you.. ,

Thlink you very much, Car=los.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Thalpk you very much, e, and I jlOpe, as I

said earlier, that ypu will send Us your comments he national plan.

Mr. LOOCEi With pleasure.,

.
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WOLFGANG M. FREITAG

Libtarian, Fine Arts Library, Harvard.University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

4 WRITTEN TESTIMONY

Thank you for your letter of 10 July 1973. I am honored by the invita-

tion from the National Commissi,p1 on Libraiiies and Information Science and

its Chairman to express my thoughts on some of the current needs and problems

that libraries and information services face' in this country today. IT also

appreciate the opportunity that you give witnesses to focus on one of the six

areas of concern stated in your letter.

I have chosen item #3 on your Zist: Criteria for' designation of proposed

national and regional resource centers as the topic of my testimony.

Before addressing myself to this topic I would Zike to identify myself as
requested when submitting statements to a'hearing in letter form.

I am'the Librarian of the Fine Arts Library of the Harvard CoZZege Li -

brary'(1904 ), Lecturer on the Fine Arts and Member of the Faculty of Arts

and Sciences: I have been in the library profession.for,over twenty years,

most of these at Harvard where I have had varied experience in cataloguing

and classificat'ion, as head of a science library and as Associate University

Zibrarian for Rebources and Acquisitions. I am interested in education for

librarianship and have taught as a guest at library schools and have been co-

chairman of a federally funded Institute for Training in Librarianship

(Buffalo, 1969). I have been a member of the American Library Association

(Chairman, Art Subsection 1968-69, Chairman, Subject Specialists Section

1971-72), and the Special Libraries Association. I am a ember of the CoZZege

Art Association of America, the International Associationbf Music Libraries,

and I am a charter member of the Art Libraries Society of North America

(APLIS/NA).

My educational background is in literature, music and art; my chief in-

terests are the history of ideas and of scholarship. My graduate degrees are

from the University of Freiburg i.B., Ph.D 1949 and from Simmons CoZZege,

in librarianship, 1956..

ince mg most recent experience has been as director of a special sub-

ject ibrary in an academic institution, a library, however, whose impact

reaches far beyond that specific institutional setting because it serves in-

deed de facto as the art reference and research library for the whole New

England region, I may be permitted to spak pro domo with constant reference

to the role of the Fine Arts Library of the Harvard College Library in the

Fogg Museum. It should be clear, how er, that other libraries covering dif-

ferent subject specialties do exist h, imilar problems and that what

is said about the need to establish ne e lhegiona1 fulcrums is also

applicable to areas in the scienc: in busines-"%., etc. .h

If one takes a Zook at library s
States today, one realizes that of to
Zibrariei-fArt Institute of Chicago,
York'City, the lf,br-ary of the CZeveZa

C4.

out
etro

e in the visual arts in the United

ing libraries, three are museum
itan Museum of Art\in New

seum '"drt); three are subject
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special libraries as components of university library systems (Columbia,

Harvard, New York University); two are integral departments of large public

research libraries (Library of Congress and New York Public Library); and

only on is an independent research institution (The Frick Art Reference Li-

brary, in New York City). This stands in contrastito the situation inEurope

where%every country has one or more independent central libraries covering

the field. I mention this because it would be much easier to Zink indepen-

dent research libraries into well functioning service and bibliographical net-

works than is possibleNin this country where art libraries have very different

administrative and financial bases.

There is, due to a Zack of organization, no easy way of discovering how

many museums have strong libraries or which public library systems include

strong art collections. ,A survey to assess this situation is now being'under-

taken by a committee of the Art Libraries Society of North America, the new

professional organization of art librarians. One fact however, emerges:

While in some cities, two or three (at least four in New York, three in

Washington, D.C.) strong art libraries, busily building up their collections

and competing with each other for private and/or government funds, are located

at only a stone's throw distance from each other, other cutturally wide awake

or emerging cities have no collections of similar quality.

In Boston the situation is stilt different. The Boston area has a few

very strong art reference libraries (The Museum of Fine Arts, the Boston

Public Library, the Boston Atheneum and Harvard's Fine Arts Library in the

Fogg Museum). Of the four the Atheneum is a private subscription library

serving only occasionally.a visiting scholar or two, the Museum of Fine Arts

Library is considered chiefly as a tool for the Museum staff and serves the

public only incidentally (even if it wanted to its premises are too small and

its services are not organized to accommodate numbers of serious students),

the Boston Public Library collection, which has a strong base, has suffered

great neglect over a number of years and only since it has beenmoved to new

quarters in the Boston Public Library Annex recently completed, does it give

some promise of developing into a serviceable, reservoir of art books for the

art historical communityy. Until it does, however, 'the Fine Arts Libritry of

Harvard University, as the most accessible and strongest art reference li-

brary, serves as a public resource. As an academic library of a private in-

stitution it receives no public support and no reimbursement for the services

it renders to faculty and students of twelve other area-colleges and univer-

sities, to private research scholars and to the public at large. It becomes

increasingly difficult to defend this liberality, considering the fact that I

the library has been forced to curtail its services to the Harvard community

by reducing opening hours and paging and eliminating inter-institutional

interlibrary-lending. In the near f4ture it may have to eliminate aZZ service

to those who are-not members of Harvard University. This library is over -

extended.

-4
. /

. ix.

,
This description of the art library situation in the Bostbn-Cambridge

area-is not given primarily to call attention to the plight of our library

but because the situation, namely one art library erving a large spectrum of

ff
the community while several other libraries in t e vicinity are continuing

,build up their collections to serve a very lidtrit d clientele, is probably

typical for many a city in the U.S. The ,t takes the brunt of ush ..*

may be a public, a museum or a university library. This situation is bizaldre

and wasteful and can only be explained historically by the fact that private,

municipal, state and national library resources were permitted to develop /in-
,

f,;'
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dependently of each other with no attempt made at coordination.

Privately financed art libraries have, it should be noted, one great
weakness. They have not been able to create a tradition of private patronage.
Wealthy people in#erested in the arts give works of art to museums, they do
not usually support art libraries. J. P. Morgan established the Morgan Li-
brary in New York as a museum Of the book, not as a working reference collec-

.tion, arid, so did the other great book collectors who were -also art collectors.
It-is significant that of the rioridl'b great independent art research U-
brarie one, 'the Henry Clay Frick Art Reference Library, developed in
the ed1Sta , whereas in Europe names such as those of Sir Robert Witt,
Ab , Bernard Berensonor Jacques Doucet are closely associated with

'ependent research librarses which they founded.
Aw

I submit for condt ration by the National, Commission the following
ecomMendations:

Establish Regional Central Art Libraries

In each geographia/cultural area the Commission should effect federal

and state support that would permit one of the existing visual arts libraries
to broaden its function to become the official public research and reference
library for the area. For instance, in,one place an existing museum library-
could replace or absorb the appropriate section of the public library, a
developing art history partment in a university might want to apply its
library funds to streng ening'a nearby museum library instead of building
up a library.of its own, or the public library art division might de jure
become a museum and/o4,art departmegt library. Serving all levels of readers
from grade through graduate school, art historians as well as artists, ,

amateurs and professionals, recreational and educational needs, the organiza-
tion of the Museum and Library of the Performing Arts in Net:, York City could
serve as a model for such a three-level service concept.

II. EncoUragelGreater Inter-Library Cooperation

The Commission should authbrize studies to determine the degree of CQ-
operation possible between different types of art libraries (publ4ic, academic,
museum) and,procure financial assistance to emerging systems that would

f: produce regional union lists of art serials and union catalogs
of art book'holdings;

2: develop cooperative acquisitions programs aiming at only
minimal and carefully planned duplication of resources;

3. make resources available to each others' constituencies and e

develop advanced print and pictorial tele-reference and com-

munications systems.

Progress in these areas must be carefully measured and pitfalls avdided.
Possible pitfalls lid, again, in the great differences between art libraries
with regard to their financial bases. No cooperative is going to worfttf the
parent institutions of the cooperating libraries,do not also agree to at least
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some degree of subject specialization, and it is most important that all
tners adhere? this division of interests and responsibilities over a

eriod of many y ars. We have seen library collections in colleges and
4niversities where faculty turnover and the lean years of financial support

,can be "read" from incomplete runs of serials and broken sets of major source
publications that appear in parts.

z

, In this country librarians, much more than any other professional group
in acadNia have been willing to work together, to share and to experiment.
On the whole they have done much more than the universities themselves toward
pooling resources and sharing them as well as their responsibilities. U or,1

tunately, their best efforts have all too often beeh thwarted by univsrs yi

deans and academic vice-presidents. Deans and department chairmet; Tbitie

start new programs Oninstruction and research for which their own
are utterly unprepared while a library, perhaps 100 or 200 miles away, a.
have most of the resources to support that particular program. These condi-
tions are often the result of a "star system" of faculty recruiting :find com-
petition -- no longer justified in my opinion in terms of the financial situ-
ation most colleges and universities are in today and the predictable decrease
in enrollment -- in building up strong programs in overlapr o even identi-

, cal fields. Cooperative book selection and the establishmen centers of
'gravity for special fields within the larger area of thew s Z arts would
help prevent such occurrences in the future.

A prototype for a cooperative scheme qs outlined the above paragraph

does exist in the ARLO (Art Libraries of Ohio) network hose headquarters are
in the Fine Arts Library of Ohio.State University in Columbus. The scheme
which has recently, lost some of its support (it was originally funded by a
grant from the Library Services and .Construction Act, PL 89511)-should be
permitted to develop further and could: indeed, seibe as a laboratory for
similar projects in other geographical areas.

Promote e0-Bitliographical qnd
Docwnentation Services in the Arts

The field of art has expanded tremendouslyring the past wo deades
andIrthji public for art has grown proportionately including mpg scholars and.
students as well as more general rea+rs than ever before. Whereas fifty_

years ago iconography, aesthetics, sociology of art, and similar fields were
considered mere auxiliary disciplines, these have now become integril segments
of the field itself. Conversely, While art history, had been considered as a

self contained discipline it is now seen'rin its relatioriship to the other
humanities, social sciences and sciences,, notably in relation to philosophy
and psychology, social psychology, history, theology, literature and anthro-
pology. This has opened up entirely new vistas for the art historian who is
calling for new and differe4t bibliographical tools for,his work, and it
brings scholars from other disciplines to the art library who are looking here
for kinds of information available in the printed and".visual collections that
traditionally were of-little or no interestto the art scholar.

Present library catalogues are, very imperfect instruments with regard to
subject analysis, especially with regard to the needs of these new groups of

users.

04nd yet,' libraries area service industry for the provision of informa-
-.
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tion. Every item of information requiree-Saukd be provided within the short-
est of periods. Libraries must become more actt-Ve in making their resources
known in some depth to the woultbe

The time has come for some subjec peciaZ libraries to undertake the
ti

creation .oC new tools such as augment catalogs that contain entries not
only for monographs and periodicals but also for article's in scholarly journals
and for individual chapters in books, for art his 'cal information found in
newspapers and other non-specialized forms o Zication. The profession
badly needs a central repository in this ountry for domestic and forei ex-

hibition catalogs and auction sales records for which new and better bi lio-
graphical controlsare also badly needed.

One area in which the Commission could perhaps become active by initia-
ting support is the interdisCCiTT-Xbstractingkand indexing
of the current runs and retrospective files of general- interest cultural
periodicals. Several special libraries representing different humanistic dis-
ciplines could attack the problem jointly. Obviously, when indexing retro-
spective files of generaZ periodicals from the point of view of several sub-
ject disciplines, one should not have to turn over the same mass of material
again and again. The bibliographer member of a'team whose task it is to ab-
stract or index-articles forthe field of art history should not throw back
into the ocean of data the material that is of potential interest to a sister
,discipline. To.give a practical example: the art bibliographer should forward
immediately to the music bibliographer those materials -- usually'iconographi,c
data -- whiCh although they are of slight art historical importance, the
musicologist wants because they itZustrate the history of musical instruments
or shed light upon earlier performance practice. In the cooperative-scheme
which I envisage, the work Zoad would be di4)ided according to the desired
chronological coverage. The art inaexerrwoUld cull from the publication on
which he is wqrking the relevant art historical information as well as mater-
ials that may,,be relevant to other subject fields. He would proceed to code
specific art historical information for direct input into his own bibZio-
graph,ical, data system, but he would also gather and transmit in standardized
machine readable format, information picked up on other subjects, such as
music, literature, film, drama, or history to those centers which have taken
on the responsibility for the documentation in those respective fields.

. .

The result of the activities described in the above p aragraph would be

reflect in a number of standard indexing/abstracting tools for the various
disciplin s and permanently stored in a data bank with the capability for
Produci on demand special subject bibliogYophies on an individual basis.

IV. Develop Visual Resources

The building up of strong central collectiOns of visual resources for
art: photographs, slides, films and video tapes in conjunction with the desig-
nation of center libraries is just as important as building up the collections
of printed materials.

V. Centralize Archives

The Archives of American Art, since 1970 a Bureau of the Smithsonian
Institution in Washington, E. C. with .area offices ,itn,Boston, New York,

r "11.

+JO
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Detroit and San o, should be the offtial repository for aZZ letters,
diaries and buiiness r cords of all American artists, art scholars,and art
dealers, thereby retie ing the nation's art libraries from the need for es-
tablishing such archival collections on their own. The AAA should be amply
funded to continue its oral history program of interviewing living artists
and art sc Lars and i should be put into a financial posi ion to publicize
its hold' s in the fo of catalogs and indexes, newsZette s, etc.

1I. Create Master 'Collections of Exhibition and
Auction Catalogs

e

The Center for Research Libraries in Chicago/6r the research library
of the National Gallery of Art in W4hington, D. C. (whi h at one time during
its planning stage had been dubbed "The National Art Library") should de
jure become responsible for collecting in this country o copy of every art
auction and exhibition. catalog that can be Otained fro anywhere in the
world. I suggest that the CRL take responsibility for *he auction sales and
the National Gallery for the exhibition catalogs.

I hope that the foregoing will be of some use to the National Commission
on Libraries and Information Science in its deliberations during the New
England regional hearing on 3 October 1973. I would like to add that some of
the points I have made were expressed by me earlier il,the two articles.* I
am indebted to John Coolidge, Professor of Fine Arts drHarvard University
and former director of the Fogg Museum for stimulating my thoughts on the need
for one strong art library for each city or region through his article
"American Art Museum Libraries: Past, Problems and Potentials" written fif-
teen years ago and still pertinent today.**

* "Art Libraries and Collections," in alcyclgpedia of Library and Informa-
tion Science, ed. by A. Kent and H. LancburI (New York: Marcel Dekker
1968), 571-621; "Wanted: A New Index to Exhibition Catalogues, "College
& Research Libraries 30: 540-43 (Nov. 1969)

** SpeoiaL Libraries 50: 119-122 (March 1959).

Chairman BURKHARDT: You have been waiting folfa long time; I hope you

have not been too bored.

Mr. FREITAG: Not at all. It has beep a real education for me. For some-
1..art".

one who occupies a somewhat secluded niche in librarianship, this has certain-

ly thrown me back ipto the mainstream and I am very grateful for the oppor-

tunity to explain some of the points that I raised in my written testimony

and their meaning.
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Chairman BURKHARDT: Let us first identify you. You are the Librarian

of the Eine Arts Library and lecturer on fine arts at the Fine Arts Library

of Cambridge?

Mr. FREITAG: Not CaTbridge, Harvard University, and that is a point to

which J. will come in the course of my testimony. I will not repeat anything

that I have said in theolOaper, but I will just emphasize one or two point

714hile most of the speakers today were chiefly concerned with the role of

the library as a social agency, which I agree should have the chief considera-
,

tion of the Commission, mine was a rather esoteric topic, namely, the typic

special research library as a worthy candidate to become the central regional

library for a given subject, 'in my case, the visual arts. And'in my opinion,

the visual arts lend themselves particularly to the brief incorporation into

a regional network because, unlike science anktechnology or medicine, the

visual data of which we are custodians do not lend themselves to electronic

transmission, at least not for research purposes, to the degree to which

medical and echnological.data can be adapted.

So w I want to'commend you on the realization so convincingly ex-

presse on page 4 of your proposal, namely, that a national .network involves

the /co- joining of general and specialized libraries and information centers

o which I say "Amen" -- I do see some problems NI there with regard to

the visual arts and with regard-to'research libraries in.particular.

----77:4r17MInd the problem that exists in the co-joining of libraries of

different financial Cases can also be phrased as the question of how does

one overcome the danger of splintered efforts in a country that has this

mix of endowed private and tax-supported public library information systems.

The.private are endowed universityand college libraries. Some so-called

public libraries, like the research wing of the New York Public, are endowed

and then we have.other cultural agencies which are endowed, such as mtseums.

A
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:

There are corporate industrial libraries of which Mr. Huleatt spoke irt.his

own field of engineering, and then there is, the, public sector, namely, the

public colleges and universities, public museums as well, as libraries of .

other state and municipal agencies. v
1:

This mixed library economy I think, is a problem and,fl don't havg the\

answer to it. kt,
... ,

i et , , c

v

Another point that me very much I have alluded to on page 5
..,

ie
of my letter. I am surprised that none of the other speakers from academic

11

r i .

libraries has ieroed in on this problem. It is the lack of support in
a

a-

calection-bvilding, that is, in emphasis on special areas of scholarship or

knowledge-that academic libraries should do but in''which they haie not been

supported, by and large, by the people who hold the purse stings of the

parent institutAons.

As I sit here, I quote myself: "In this country, librarians, much4cSre

than any other professional group in academia, have beep willing'to work to-

gether to share and to experiment-.- -Om the whole, they have done much more

than the universities themselves toward pooling resources and sharing them

as well as their responsibilities'. Unfortunately, their best efforts have

all too often been thwarted by university deans and academic vice-presidents.

Deans and department chairmen love to start new programs of instruction and
t.

,/

research for which their own libraries are utterly unprepared, while the li-

brary perhaps a hundred or two hundred miles away may have all the resources

to support that particular program. These conditions are often the result

of a star system of faculty recruiting and competition -- no longer justified

in my'opinion in terms of the financial situation most colleges and univer-

sities are in today, and the predictable decrease in enrollment -- in build:-

ing up strong programs in overlapping or even identical fields."

Cooperative book selection and the establishment of grants
a

for special

g 4s,

11..
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fields within a larger area of the visual arts would help prevent such occur-

rences in the future. This is another problem to which I have no answer, but

to which I think an answer should be, sought in the deliberations of the

National Commission.

Still another area to which I have once-alluded but which I have only

sketched very lightly_and which therefore needs some "fleshing out" here is

where the raison d'etre 'of the special library as a resource center, to be

so designated in any network, would come in -- the need to collect and pre-

serve intensively what I call the "gray" media of publicition. Applying this

term I am referring, of course, to the visual arts, but there are other sub-

ject areas of publication which have the same problem. The printed record

may not be described bibliographically. I am speaking of items such

as museum bulletins, flyers put out by museums, the hand lists,that they 'give
tot

f

Ito people who enter certain galleries so that-theyan find their way through

/ /

a sequence of rooms, the show and,exhibit invitations from Mall museums and
. //'

ommerciai galleries as well. These materials are serlously neglected, ex-

cept in a very haphazard way. They, should be flised in the building of dossiers

on living artists, people who have one show, m ybe no more thanIthis one show;
In

.....

others who gain fame.and have to be watched; or take all the little announce-

ments which haiie to be collected Mild preserved towarlithe day when you can

deliver these people, so to speak, to the discipline of art history for

"fyrther treatment"; that_is, to be kept in thisfor 1 the first mono-

graph is published.

This activity cannot be carried on by the national libras; ,it cannot

be dons by the large encyclopediC"research libraqies. As an example here,

I will mention only one. And I do not want to offend the representatives of

the Library of.Congress. But, they have not succeeded, for instance in ca

loguing as well as the bibliographical and iconographical interests of the

2

4 -1

PI
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profession of art scholarship demand it, the exhibition and. auction sales

catalOgs.

What with the four research libraries compact threatening or beckoning

-- I don't know which -- in my institution we are surely going to be forced

to accept, even more than we have up to now, the cataloguing of these

materials by the Library of Congress. Wh eas, for instance, all the large,

;

independent museum art research libraries have steadfastly neglected to adopt

the Anglo-American code, we aid art librarIes that are part systems have

had to succumb to it at least for the main entry. Well, I don't want to go

into details, bUt it is the question of main entry that is important here.

A real hope is, for instance, the capability of some of the network com-

puters, such as OCLC's to print information - that is catalog data stored in

1.

it - out in different formats. I;think that is a real possi,biJity which

p .1 'libraries might be able td utilize. They could use pre-packaged

catalog informa h and still adhere to theirown principles of entry.

This is all I have to say. It is obvious, of course, that all the

visual resources are, also a category that is very much on my mind. By this

I mean photographic archives, naturally. We have special problems of preser-

vition, of conservation, with slides and-fifms, and now, of course, also with

'video tapes. ,/

In conclusion I would like to suggest that the National Commission

should in all its wor `make sure -- we look with great expectations to them

-- that any assis _rice to cooperative regional systems or national systems'

f is not counte roductive in terms of the needs of individual segments of the

scholarl community.

M . NER: Mr. Fre u-d not mention.in your paper, nor did y

just now, what I would call the clearinghouse function of the physical ata-

loguing of works of art. Does that exist tbday? And, if so, in w rm.?

'

t.
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Mr. FREITAG: Well, this is another area in which library documentation

joins with the discipline of what has been erred in Europe museography or

archeography, that is the description of individual works of art in the museum

collections with the aid of computers. fhe ideal system would indeed consist

of a network of registrars' files of museums where you would have, in addi-

tion to the description the museum-like description of the work of art --

d)also references to the litenot re that deals with the piece, so the library'

(

documentation would be joined to the museum documentation. This has been the

goal of the museum computer network that was started six years ago and which

4

still exists. Although funding has been decreased, that has been the ultimate

goal. Because basically art libraries are 'here I mean.to repeat a 'truism

,
.

--to create the "museum-without-walls", they extend the range'of your galler-

ies'and
\iN

ies'and your co l

\ectiont
f

Ms. SCOTT:, You speak of two collections here under the National Collec-
A

tion of Fine Arts and National Portrait Gallery. The Archives of American

Art is located in and served by that library. You say'that they should be in

- '

the collecting b'ral history program?

re
Mr. FREITAG: 'Yes.

Ms. SCOTT: They are now,

Mr. FREITAG: They are doing that, yes.

Ms. SCOTT: They are not being catalogued, however.

Mr. FREITAG:. Well, they should be.

Ms. SCOTT: Or not made available.

Mr. FREITAG: No. I 6-link all I am-doing is maAgng a plea for, undIng,
6

for more support. I
think they are doing exactly the right thing for American

art, nd there is also one concept in the Archives of American Art operation'

w i could be adopted by other documentation enterprises that are not too

oluminous. I think that is a consideration, but the main collection is in-

f`^
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/ deed housed in but
,

not part of the National Portrait Gallery, although both

are bureaus of the Smithsonian Inhitution, and a complete copy on microfilm

of that Archive in Washington, D.C. in vailable in the four regional cen-,

ti

\k

ters, one of which is in Boston and one is In San Francisco. The other one

is in Detroit, which was t lace of the Archives of American Art, and

there will be*.one in San Francisco very short

104oW. I' understand there will be one in New Orleans

portant effort n this field.

may exist now; I don',t

; that is
ta

very 'm-
.

Ms. SCOTT: Would you like 'to extend your remarks on t National

Gallery of Art? You dubbed it the "National Art Library." u see any-
.

thing significant there?, I mean any particular role?

FREITAG: I think it is too early to say. 1 can only, remind yo

that the library of the Victoria and Albert Museurv,in London was conceived'

as the National Art Library of GreatBritain. I know it was conceived. that

way, know that when the Advanced Study and Research Center for Visual Arts

in the new research Ilailding of the National Gallery was.discussed, there Was

talk Of.making its library the "National Art Library," even by transfer of

collections from the Library of COngress.

'Mr. DUNLAP: 'I was interested in reading in your paper the paragraph

pertaining to the Archives of American Art. It was new to me. I wonder why

. .

you argue that the Archives of American Art should be the official repository.

. for.ali letters, diaries and business records of all American artists, et

cetera. I think it is important that the papers be preserved, and more often

* .

than not in the locale with whicha man is associated. I see there Is no:-

repository between Detroit and S n Fraftdsco, and I would rather hope that

Thomas Hart Benton's paPers'wo Id be its Missouri'.

Mr. FREJTAG: Well, I probably didA't express myself clearIy

there is a microfilm copy in the national center, that woU14 cer

00'

en Ugh. If

inly suffice.
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Mr. DIALAP: You say "should be the official repository."

Mr. FREITAG: Oh, I think it should be open to receive any additional

material and I
think it should also prevent too restrictive a policy on the

part af some of the owners of the original material, because right now the

catalog which has just been published of the resources of the Archives of

American Art.contains a number of collections that are known to exist as its

of the Archives of American Art but which cangot'be described in depth because

there are restrictive policies.

Mr. LORENZ: I
understand there-have been discussions, if not a decision

made, to turn the at catalogs at the Libraryiia Congress over to the National

) Gallery of Art Library. Have you heard about this?

Mr. FREITAG: No, I have not,'sir, but I think that would be a y good

a

_:--nove. I
have suggested in the` past that they be collected at the Center fo

..
.

4 4

' Research Libraries or that the exhibit ion, catalogs $hould be Antered at the
',.

National Gallery and he sales and auction catalogs at the Center for Research

.1_116raritbespse rtho are not only of interest to Just thehistorians bpt
. ,

* to the e conomists as w

Mr. ELDC dering if you had any problems too with no tax ex-

emptlions for papers.
.

*

'Mr. FREITAG: My.library does not go out to collect manuscript archives.

We do have however as our "archives" one diary of an American painter and

thripe legacies of art scholars. But those have landed in my lap more or less

.t.,:_because these gentlemen are neither former members of the Harvard

faculty, in which case their writings 4 "CI"- vt.0- Into the University

Archives, nor were they former directors of the Fogg Museum, in which case

their writings would have gone +Info the archives of the nogg Wiseum. Never-

theless=t6ey were given to Harvard and I have them, but I am not adding to
"1r

them,'
1.7.2

4.4
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The intent f this statement is to briefly describe the major concepts

of a national information service network and how it could be implemented.

Our viewpoints Will be presented in three major sections:

I.' Problem areatas we see then.

II. The long-range solution, which appears impractical and

unworkable at this time.

III. An interim solution; a workable alternative,

I. PROBLEM AREAS.

For the purpose of this statement, pe will address the following two

generic problem areas.

1. The,inefliciency inherent in the existing systems and procedures for

storing, retrieving, and disseminating, needed information -- especially

scientific and technical information, although the principles apply equ674

.well to other classmcof infbricti.on. Essenfbal to our thinking is that in-

formation in many spheres, particularly technical information, is a vital--

national resource which the government has a legitimate interest in foster-

er preserving) and making maximally useful.

The inability of the user, especially the information seeker who

4 wor0:
,
crimna/l or medium sized organization, to access the information 'he

neede,.on timely basis, to perform his-job in an effective manner.

On a nati level, we have an unplanned, ad hoc, decentralized, un-

controlled, and inc atible myriad of independent information facilities and

services. ,Collective it is obViously inefficient-and costly -- these -

costs are consistently PI" ng. To many users, especially those wh are re-

luctant to recognize inform ion as a commodity that must be paid or, some

of these costs are already pr ibitive. Inefficiency abounds because of

duplication of holdings and of t; plus the painful fact that mue needed

information is Zost or virtually 4,Pavailable to Mfny_users.
. 14

-7 L___ 7.---; .z.---

The information user in the sma to medium sized firm has amore serious4

problem than his counterpart in g large organization. Among the factors that

influence his use (or nonuse) of infbrma on,are: i

iI, ..)
* The opinions expressed do not necessarily ..6 , ,O.r ,

representthe views of GTE Laboratories.
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1. Typically, an underfunded and/or understaffed library, or no

library at aZZ.

411. Lack of knowledge as to what information resources areavai1-

able "! how to tap them.

3. Inconvenient access to those information resources he does

know about.
4. Inadequate time and/or funds to investigate even the major

information resource alternatives.
5. Reluctance to asks outside sources for information for security

reasons (e.g., R&D users don't want others to know what subject areas

they are currently' pursuing).
6. Intermittent and changeable needs, precluding his subscription

to many information services.

Even though a local an may be available, there is such a multipli-

city of information.resour (steadily growing) that the response to the'

user4s,request is often incomplete or too Late to be usefzl. Faced with aZZ

of these problems, the usual decision is to do without the data, or to call a

colleague who may be able to provide leads. 7o

Some idea of the extent of the information resources available is shown

by the five references listed in the bibliography. Reference 1 describes

160 Federal libraries holding comprehensive, research collections:or other

unique collections. Reference 2 describes, 142 machine-rea&tble data bases

for bibliographic holdings available in 19,71: 97 produced by 62 organiza-

tions in the U.S., plus another 45 generated in ten other countries. Refer-

ence 3 describes 833 organizations in the U.S. and Canada that provide or

maintain an information system or service. Reference 4 shows that an average

of 1.5 million items have been added in each of the past three years (1971

to 1973) by,30 abstracting and indexing services. Reference 5 describes ,

some1500 data files frontover 600 organizations worldwide, covering only

the social and behavioral sciences.

S

J

0.



II: LONG RANGE SOLI)TION

A majority of our nats s workforce is concentrated in 1 stries where
the input of information has become an important (sometimes crs ical) in-
gredient to success of the enterprise. Avuming our economic and to hnical
growth is, to some extent, dependent upon 'the success of these/ente rises,

it is important to see to it that the information they need is avas ble for

their survival in a worldwide marketplace and to avoid wastefUl use of
national resources (man, material, machinery, and money). We belilve the
concept of extending federal subsidies to a wide range of informatOn services,
carefully designed to encompass and penetrate the user community,lis unques-
tionably in the pub tic interest.

With these thoughts in mind, we are suggesting the lo n0 ra* establish-
ment of a government-sponsored national informatin servicd network. Such a

concept is not new; it is easier to suggest it thgn to desCri*how it will
work. Nevertheless, we will attempt to define, in a -broad sense, how we
think it could work effectively and how it might be imp ente .

;
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As shown in Exhibit 1, five functional (not necess ly ganizational)

elements are envisioned: Official Depositories, Compute Proa ssing Centers,

Information Locator Centers, and Local Access Points: t is ortant to note

that most of the network elements described currently exist,,and are function-

ing. Individually, some of them are performing very well. /7ollectively there

is massive overlap and paste. The major difference between the current opera-

tions and the concepts described below involve their participation as a node
in a stluctured national network -- as well as the associated coordination,
cooperation, effectiveness, and efficincies possible through operation of
Such a network.

A. -.Official Depositories

One ofpie key initial steps in setting up such a network is to identify
the segments of information needed in a national system.' The selected in-
,formation resources (including the holdings of certain libraries, clearing-

, houses, IAC's,..etc.) would-be...classified as Official Depositories. When

selected, the &pository becomks eligible for partial Goverhment support,
possibly in proportion to its importance or use. Primary responsibilities of

such depositories would not depart significantly from present practices, and
include.

ly and maintenance of special collections.

2. Permane storical holdings catalogued for easy retrieval.

3. ,Filtering, indatng, _surrogating, as required to maintain

quality collections.
4. Availability of holdingsto copy services.

B.. Co uter cesss Centers,

the p function of these centers is to provide an information

management ability while minimizing duplication of services. ReSponsibi-

lities at these centers would not differ essentially from the tasks currently

performed, including:

1. Maintenance of search tapes for retrospective searching.

4.4
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EXHIBIT - I

NATIONAL INFORMATION SERVICE NETWORK
(Conceptual Func Tonal Flowchart)
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2. SDI operations, including rofile maintenance, announcement, etc.
3. Batch search,processing f r area served.
4. Use of time.bhaiied bibl. graphic services.
5. Tape reformatting and ovision of standard tape subsets for use by

private institutions. A

Primary machine readab input Wilt come from the adependSnt abstract-
ing and indexing services other producers. The national network would
have ZittZe if any contro over this input, except to promote and assist in
format, standardization.

C. Service Cent: .

The service tions include an important document management capabil-
ity involzfing cop centers for hard copy and microform reproduction, as well
as blowback from 'croform. Another important service is to perform, or
*arrange,po have !performed, manual literature Searching and retrieval of
material not cvered by computer files. Translation trther services would
also be per ed. Functionally, these are separate services, but physicaZZy,
they. may be ocated within the depositories or processing centers. r

D. ' nformation Locator C iter

i

Th re appears to be a vital need for a coordinated but decentralized
networ of information locator centers. These should be set up on a state
or re onaZ basis, according to the density of users and their actual. use of
the etwork. The information locator centers would have at least these
,res.. -ibilities: -

. 1. Act as clearinghouse for requests.
,

2. Locate depositories and processing centers holding desired .0

formation. . . '11.

3. Initiate appropriate computer and/or manual searches.
4. Act as a wholesaler for SDI services in the area being served.
5. Request and'monitor service center support.,

.

,,

4

t

A few information Zocatqr centers exist dt.tthe national' level (e..g.,
NBC, SIE) and they would surety play an important role in the na 'owl net-
work.work. But "the existence of a decentralized network of Locator cen rs wiZZ
ultimately become necessary. If everyone in the network can commu 'code
with everyone else, the communications network wiZZ inevitably break down.
The centers would act as switching .centers to avoid such a breakdown.

E. Local Access Points

The Last element of the national network involves direct contact frith
. ,

the user and is the most important clement -'n the network. It has Zong been

understood'that a good information service which is not convenient and ac-
cessible 'win he utilized far below its capacity. When there is no local
access point (such as a firm's library), the unfortunate results axle that
many make do without any Zi*erature support. t

. The nature of the local access point wiZZ change and improve with time.
The change will'occur gradually along with the advent of economicaZZy feas-
ible online systems, integrated circuitry, mini and micro computers, Zow cost
display devices and printers, as wel4,as,other technological trends such as
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CATV.. Whatever form the local access poirits may take, it is important that
it be available, -convenient,and that the'user be aware of it..

In summary, following are the major advan es and disadvantages of the
conceptual informations service network we have o tlined:

ADVANTAGES

1. Prevents valuable information resources from virtual non-

availability.
2. Increases the use of information and specialized collections.
3. Decreases duplicat4on of holdings.
4. Reduces duplication of effort in surrogation and indexing.
S. Helps increase compatibility and standardization.
6. Increases the 'speed of access to both new and archive

information.
1

7. Broadens.user base.
8. Helps pave the way for effective use of online and other`

sophisticated systems requiring networking.

DISADVANTAGES

1.

in an area
2.

3.

garters.
4.

interim?'

ti

There is.an implied long-term goftrnment commitment required
where support is ddindling.
The startup costs are high.
The idea would probably meet with severe resistance in many

It is at least a 5-year program. What will be offered in the

AN INTERIM SOLUTION: ,A WORKABLE ALTERNATIVE

,Examination of the above list of advantages and disadvantages of the
national network leads one to conclude that, over the long run, the advan-

tages far outweigh the_ disadvantages. However, the difficulty of impleMent-

ing the system is apparent. F4rthermbre, if the Federal Government attemp-
ted to implement the system too rapidly, it would surely be an expensive
disaster foriwevera reasons, notably:

A. To be successful, complex 'systems must be evolutionary -- they are

not born overni4ht.
.

B. Technology .is not.yet to a point dhere such a system can be con-

if the program were developed slowly (say on a five to ten year

timeframe), there is an inherent pitfall in the plan. A national information

service network, whatever its design may be, is predicated upon extensive co-,

operation of its participants, The participants are numerous, generally in-

dependent, and faced with their own set of problems. Achieving the degree

of coordination and cooperation needed for--an efficient/effective system
will be difficult, costly, and time-consuming; it may not even be an achiev-

able goal.

sidered economi,cally feasible.

In spite of these problems, the Government cannot afford a passive at-

t.'.._
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titude. The existing ad hoc, uncontrolled, incompatible, and independent
information facilities.and services cannot be allowed to continue indefini-
tely without dire consequences at some time in the near future.' Other
countries are building more efficient networks with Government support'and
in the long run, the U.S. must also. At the same time we are not suggesting

an expensive, impractical, long-term program involving serious pitfa4g that

could cause the entire system to crumble.

We believe the network should be built piecemeal on a small scale a

less costly and safer approach -- which can be incrementally funded as

grows and learns to grow. This workable alternative 21evolves around the

concept of setting up a network of "information brokers" as shobn in bit

2. The functional responsibilities of the information broker (iz mhn ways
similar to those of the real estate or stock broker) are:

A. They must be independent' operations not associated with any par:-

tigular processing center. .

B. The information broker must perform all the functions described
for the information locator center for the users in his area. ....

C. For those users who do not have a local access point, tAe broker :

will serve,thatpurpose. This can be attained through a.vigorous market-
ing campaign, plus'close relationship and frequent communication with the
users in the broker's area. .

lit'
,. .

D. The information broker will be required to batch requests and

maintain complete anonymity of the requestor.

E. The only contact the user should make when'he has an inquiry is
to the broker; th6user would receive one bill no matter how many p4forma-

tion resources were tapped.

F. The informtion broker would be responsible for the creation and
maintenance of SDI p26Ofiles for participating users in his area.

G. Activities will not be restricted to scientific /technical litera-

ture. The broker amid be responsible for locating providing l a-

ture covering all subject areas.

The network of information brokers should be partially government sup-
ported in order to prevent the service from being prohibitive to, use, and to

insure availability of an easily accessible broker to al users. A compre-

hensive training program should be established to apprise call brokers of the

multiplicity of information resources and the changesitaking

Such a network of information brokers would prov e the following

minimum advantages:

A. It will provide an interim soluti directly, to the user while the

full network is being planned, organip--, developed, and coordinated.

B. It will provide a. relative inexpensive method to test the feasi-

- bility of the concept and useful eedback data for perfecting the Overall

design and Cervices.
C. The program can h -asily expanded incrementally as funding wilOt

allow.
D. When the t

tft information
center; he
tasks wit,. t

fic becomes great enough,and funding is available,'
ker can "graduate" and become an information locator

have developed the experience necessary to carry out the

additional training.
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E. &If the full, formal system takes longer to develop than planned, or

if Federal funding.and subsidies art inadequate or unavailable, the informa-

tion broker concept can be continued at a relatively low cost, providing a

very favorable cost/benefit ratio to its users.

Eventually, the information broker may be phased out and replaced by on-

line and other sophisticated systems. However, it is likely to be many years

before that happens.

1
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Chairman BURKHARDT: We will now have as our final witness or witnesses

Mc. Marvin Gechman and Mr.itdward Housman. We have a team presentation. Mr.

Gechman is president orInformation General, Incorporated, in Needham; and

Mr. Housman is the head of the information services of tile GTE Laboratories,
a

Inc., in Waltham, Mass.

Have you decided how to go about presenting your case here, or do you

want to go into the questioh period right away?

Mr. GECHMAN: We have little to add to the paper other than & desire

to discuss and describe it iN more detail. Thd mechanism by which one goes

about providing services to remote users is rather involved and our paper

was, just an overview. The only comment I have -- Ed might have additional

-- is the relationship of our paper to the NCLIS.statement which we read

this afternoon:- By and large, the ultimate goal of what we wrote about is

identical to the draft of your program; the only pia& where there is a.

difference is in the methods by which you get there. There is a distinct

difference in flavor between those two papdys on that account. .
Chairman BURKFARDT: Could you spell that put a little bit? What is

the diffg4ge in methods Ad in the flavor?

Mr. GECHMAN: For example, on page 7 of your paper, there are a couple

of comments leading up to this; ifference in approach, especially this one:
.

"To build a national library Network on a.state-by-state basis would be

self-defeating and very costly."

I admit that this. is taken out of context, but the flavor I get is that

the Comm>i.on is thinking about going into this network in a big, big way;

the "big system" approach rather than phase by phase. The "all at once"

approach is just the oppOsite to our thinking:

Our approach is that the long-term system, which your paper described

in-g general terms, is exactly consistent with the long-term approach we

(14
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described. We call it the "long-range solution." But if you recall, we

give reasons.why we believe it is impFactical and unworkable at this time;

that really is the_ls"So . As a systems man I know that complex systems, par-

,

ticularly'when the are computer-based systems, are very evolutionary., They

are not born ernight, and they have to be developed in a very careful,

phase -by ase manner. tonsidering the problems involved inputting that

tota system up and, running all at once, we feel, it will be very,time-coh§um-

g and very costly. What you should do is build it in small segments, all

leading toward that ultimate goal of a tote-ntem.'

Chairman BURKHARDT: Would the segme s be built in terms of sortie over-
_

414-11plan? In o er words, I am tryi o get at what you would think ofwas

the next step for thi,s'Commission now in filling this thing out and getting

a national plan.

1//

Mr. GECHMAN: Also on page 7 of.the NCLIS paper are the words, ,".'Intro-

duction of National. Standards and Procedures." That to me is the number one

objective that the Commission should strive for now. ,Whatever is done, and

however it is done, it all should be under the auspices of a national plan..

) The only other thought that I have beyond that Is-that we are in the

midst of designing an experimental program between our respective Companies

to test some'of the ideas in our paper. We want to test the,idea of the

information broker serving the remote user. We are talking about the person,

without a convenient library or the librarian who really does not have enough

knowledge (or time) to access the tremendous' amount of information 'sources

that are available.

Chairman BURKHARDT: How long have you two gentlemen been working on

this particular idea'that you present here? That jUst didn't get done last

weekend.

Mr. HOUSMAN: Do you mean the paper that we wrote ?'



Chairman BURKHARDT: Yes.

Mr. GEGIJMAN: Well, I am sure Ed will agree with me that some,of the

ideas have been in the thinking stage for a long time. I have dine various

consulting jobs for several industrial and government agencie involved with

some of these issues, but the actual paper was done in a matter a week.

We had a meeting and presented our views to each other; we found that

those views were reasonably consistent. Ed pr4pared the outline, I wrote

the original draft and then gave it back to Ed for technical and editorial

corrections and additions based on his ideas.

The time and effort that wetA into this particular paper wa.s not sub-

stantial. More important is how much time went into the thinkh16 .abo.ut what

this system, ought to look like; that has gone on for some time.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Would you like to take over now, Mc: Housman?

Mr. HOUSMAN: Mary has just about said it all. As I rvad your paper,

I found myself agreeing with almost every sentence and, in fact, the only.

4

difference is is the approach, and maybe in some particulars.

Being from General Telephone andtlectrbnics, I was interested in your

focus on telecommunications, and I think that i a very important aspect to

look after.
Ct

Chairman BURKHARDT: Do you think that is a good idea?

Mr/HOUSEMAN: Yes,)it is the only way really, lthink, for a network

to achieve fast flow of information between libraries. ,Wide band communica-

.

tions'Is the way to do it. This is, however, very expensive, and it has to

be subsidized, certainly 'at first. This would also require some legislation.

Mr. LERNER: I am particularly intrigued by your concept of the informa-

tion broker idea and I would like you to expand on that beyond what you have

done in the paper,

Mr. HOUSMAN: As L listened to the testimony, the focus of what people

'1
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said was kind of foreign to me.' 1 am from an industrial qnvironment, and I

have been in government environment, but I have neverrbeen in a public 11-

brary environment. The problem .that we stpted*in parxicular perhaps relates
,

to our environment. Do you think that Is true?

Mr. GECHMAN: Yes., 4

' Mr. HOUSMAN: It iota book problem; it is a problem of ttchn cal

people trying to do something, needing the inforftation to do it, tnd not 4/

knowing where to go. EveR erather sophisticated librarian like the 114rar an

301o,

from theArmy Natick Lab Whs in to visit me yesterday, and 1 th,re-Wthe/ dea

of a -local information broker out to her, and she said, "That will /Wonder-

ful, because I don't know where to get, for example, a,quick ature search

4
chemistr .

She s *cl 1,t would be wonderful if she could just call

need/and obtain what she needed.

le// Mr. LERNER: .rat I mean is, what kind of. place?' What is who

new industry? What do they do? Can they have any st efronts? Do .you eafi

ithison the lone? What 4's

Mr..AJNES: What kind of blueprint -- haveyou gone that far?

Mr. HOUSMAN: Well, I wo d say that there should be, maybe for psychol -

gical reasons, local acce ts. 'or example; 'there might be a broker in

/

the Boston area. Most of contact would be by phone, I would say. There,

may be several modes of cessing 01/s broker: by terminal, by letter, by

telephone, by personal intdrview, much, I guess, as you Would expect a r al

est- to operate! Mostly by telephone.

Mr. GE AN: e k y ingredient Is actually py6ple and the key word,

I guess is "marketin 1
lee it, the information kroker has to have a_

rapport 1th his users and he h s to have an active marketing program so

that,,,thhtuser knows he is the information broker. The user must understand

3)._ 4
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'that whatever information is needed it can be located with one telephone call

or letter. it involves no 1110, no bother, one bill at the end, and one coal-

s/
bined list of references (or whatever'is required to respond to a request).

.

In my experience many people have minimal knowledge of what inforMgtion

sources are available. Many have some foggy notion,-but many he eb:-.041Lely

no idea where to go or how to a . Even iffh-ere is a good lbcal li-

brary, this is often the case.

Mr. CUADRA: It seems to me there are probably twelve or thirteen organi-
O .

zations that alleady exist t at, from yOur description, i would call informa-

tion brokers -- Westre, the trsity of SouthernNCalifornia; Arak, at

Indiana, and Nireak. Those are three pf the six NASA centers. There is

Lehigh.Uniersity, University of Georgia, 1ITRI, et cetera, gponsored by the

Nafinnaq-Sciencp Foundation.

Ace you des-c-ribtlngsomethjng that is different from those thirteen
6

existing, centers?

Mr. GECHMAW: Yes, and no. In our ExhIbit-il (it is really necessary

to refer to it to understand the concept) we do Jlstinguish betwazn a

Computer Processing.. Center, which all of these centers which, you refer to

The Informatigliroker is a marketing activity similar to a stockbroker that

are, as well as an Information What I am say-

iartg is that there is a functional difference between these two activities.

__.

._

,

4.

you ca I up.' You ddhlt go to the New York Stock Exchange direCfiViryiiii call-
.

him. e has the mechanism, he has the compUter,systems and he knows how and

what to key, in to complete the transaction.

What we are proposing is that the concept of the "broker" should'be ex-

panded and applied to information retrieval. if desirable, its functiops

should be separated from the tihysical computer operations and other service

operations. We-pointed.out in the paper that the two exhi its shOw

I- 4" 7-
fa- 4.)
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tional categories, some of which can be combined. In other words, in one

physical place you could have all three: the broker, the computer processing

center and the repository. It depends on how it is. arranged and it could be

set up differently ill each geographic location.

Mr. CUADRA: Just a quick additIon'to that: There are some of these

centers that are not computer centers, they are pure broker, at least one of

them may be. There, are others and one of them is at a university and one of

the concerns that I understand NASA has, and maybe NSF has -- I don't know --

is,-that while they have the'computer power to do some of the jobs, they are

very poor marketers.
0,

MY questiOn'is: Would you45 a broker, an infOrmation broker organi-

zation, in'a,university context or in d public library or ina commercial

Sector? What kind of organization or entity do you have in Mind?

Mr.4ECHMAN: That is a very good question, because it is right at the

heart of this whole idea. My personal opinion4S that it should be in the

;10"'

commercial sector because they are tke ones who are marketing-oriented and

they re the ones who have the profit motivation to do that marketing, to go

out and develop that business. I don't say none of this exists in other sec-
,

tors, but the whole context of this thought is an active marketing program

estabLiAhing a rapport between the 'brokers and, the users; I believe that can

best beeccompll4hed comme ial emiironment. 00-0

Mr. HOUSMAN: I might add one fhing: that the brokermould also be a

person that might select among the centers Dr. Cuadra mentioned for a parti-

cular query, so he may --

--:' 0
Mr. tERNER: You mean the broker may subcoOtractZ

)

Mr. HOUSMAN: The broker may decide where to go for this-plgEe of infor-

mation.' He must.

. AINESMy suga-eilTeri lbon't put too much capital in this,very
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quickly because what you are expressing here already exists, perhaps not in

the form that you are talking about, but, in addition to what Carlos pointed

out a moment ago, there are over a hundred informational agencies, centers

supported by the government, in various places. These fall into the scien-

. tific and technical areas and also other fields. Additionally, you have

described in part what the Department of Agriculture does with its extension

people scattered th-T;a14zhout the country. Additionally, you have described

what started to happen under the State Technical SErvices Act, where there

were individuals set up in all of t s0tes who brought technical inforMa-
t

tion to industry and other groups within t r state.

You have aiso described part of a program t11at the National Service

Foundation is supporting, to the tune of about four and a half million dollars

a year, which is a brand new program that krirlgs an intermediary down to- the

user, if.you will, to help pull information from the stoAs of knowledge

created by,federal research and development and other ways directly to using

-.communities.

I
might also point out to you that in each major city the General Ser-

vices Administration has an information center; I would agree that that is

not precisely what__you are talking about, but it also involves another point

i of entry, into the system. But I would like to put that all aside and point

. .

out another thing that you should recognize: namely, that when professionals

want hnformdlon, .they use a prescribed route.,, When pdOple who are not ex-
'446

perts want-information in a general way,-they7 ;Jill follow another'route. For

example, most chemical engineers would proba a number of sou

directly, they would npt go thrIgh intermediaries. They go through where

they view the knowledge existed into a new approach. A student might go an

entirely, different route, or somebody peripheral to the chemical industry

might go another route.
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in a recent trip to Spain, for example, it wts a matter of interest to

me to see that the government had created central services out of Madrid,

using some of the types of services that you talked about here. When we went

out into the field and talked to the people in Barcelona, where tHey have

their major community dealing with technology, it was quite clear that they

4-.
did not want to go through a central system, they wanted to go directly

through the information bank, directly through the computer center. 'They

did not want to go through intermediaries.

Whai%1 am pointing out to you is, it is a very complex thing when you

begin to talk about brokers and there are a number of starts that haVe been

made, some successful, some less than successful. I would suggest that if

i

you want to get more deeply into that, you might call me in Washington and

I will go into greater detail of what i know about it.

Mr. BECKER: I just wanted to add that, as you probably know, there are

.

two commercial services operating in the world that are doing something like

this, without great deal of relationship to the computer., One Is 5'11

Vous Plait. Are you familiar with that, in Paris?

Mr. GECHMAN: Yes.

Mr. BECKER: And they have,:now opened stAtions in Japan and other
?.2"7"

countries. For a yearly subscriber fee, yod are able to telephone them up

to a certain number of hours' work and they respond or some organiza-

tion.will respond with the answer within 24 hours.

Tha oning now for about twenty years and has become pro-

gressiely more useful andrmore profitable, I might add.

There is another one in New York called FIND, and I don't know how weol)

they are doing.

Mr. GECHMAN: Right; the two are affiliated.

Mr. BECKER: Those are the two commercial services. Also, the Minnea-
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polis Public Library has a business service that they operate on a fee basis.

Mr. HOUSMAN: I might comment on. Andyi.s comment, that perhaps this just

points up the need for a broker function?in the field of scientific informa-
.

thon. He listed a large number of information resources, many of which I am

not familiar with. I would like to be able to go to somebody who knew all

these places and haw, to ute them.
f;A

Mr. AINES: I would be very happy to open the doors for you.

Mr. HOUSMAN: For me?

1r. AINES: Yes, sir

,Mr. GECHMAN1 it really is a very complex subject. When you first

started, I thought you were giving reasons why this was a good idea - hRcAuse

ry

there are indeed so many places to go. We find even very knowledgeable, ex-

perienced librarians'are not aware of all of these sources. In fact, in our

bibliography we list five sources which demonstrate exactly what you are say-

ing. One source is the chapter in,Volume 7 of ARIST,- where 1152 machine-read-
*

able bibliographic ciatabases'Were identified worldwide in 1971; now there

are something around 175 data bases and they are growing in numbers quite

rapidly.

Another advantage to the information brokevelates to security. A lot

of research and development-oriented companies don't want outsiders to know

what questions theyare ask nq. They are very reluctant to use outside ser-

vices because they do not wan others to know what subject areas they are in-

terested in.

The information broker would be a profesSlonal operation and he would

batch the requests. When he does the *asking, the people doing the process-

ing don't know who it really is who is interested in the suilject.
,

. .
I agree with Mr. Aines concerning,the different routes taken by infor-
4

mation seekers. HoWever, I also believe that professionals go directly td

Z.k.4

CA.
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other professionals for information because that is usually the only rearis-
,

tic or feasible alternative open to them.. Our paper describes the problem

from the users' point of

s Mr. CUADRA: I don't disagree with Andy Aines very often-, but it is so

iclose to drinking time that Ican do it.

It seems to me, Andy, that the informational analysis centers are not

really the kind of thing that Marvin and Ed are talking about because you

annot go to a center and have them run errands in other areas, you cannot

L
go to the center on metals, if you happen to have an interest in education

'or something else. They don't do it.../..Tfey do their own thing. And even

the University of Georgia, which has seventeen data bases that they search,

won't help you if you ask for the eighteenth. o 41 think, as they described

the information bioker, that kind of organization does not yet exist at the

present -time.

Mr. AINES: Well,- what I am trying to help them with is to understand

that there are a number of other people with similar ideas about the value of

that approach, and you can save a lot of time as you develop your thoughts,

since yop mentioned you are working on the idea, by getting to know some of

these ther programs that are going on, that are akin to what you are doing.

You might be in Contact with these people in order to get support in a number

of fields, and I think you are entitled to know a little bit more about what

e know that might save you some trouble, since you are kind enough to tell

us what you think about our problems here.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Now, gentlemen, let me ask you one final question

to.see whether you would agree that we are going about this thing in the- ,

right way.

We hive this draft and we are passing it out to all kinds of people, in-

cluding some people we consider to be professional,ly and technically c6111-

'"1

(L.
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petent to give us their reactions. At the end of this process we think we

t
will have something like a skeleton on which to really get to work.

Now, in getting to work on this, I presume we must turn it over to the

full-time work of some systems people and all of that, but the question still

arises: Do we ask them to come back with the whole plan for the whole thing,

ordo we ask them to tell us what the next phases are, and to do parts? What

would the systems way of going at this be and whatare the merits of it?

What would it call for? Am I asking a sensible question?

Mr. HOUSMAN: Yes. I am not too sure I could, answer because it is such

r.

a big system, it is such a complex thing.

Chairman BURKHARDT: That is why we suggest that at this time the broker

might not be the right thing, that there should be some intermediate phase,

sothat if it turns out to be too expensive, we'could go on to something else.

Do you think drafting the big system is a hopeless problem intellectually?

Mr. HOUSMAN: No. It has to be done,' and maybe even more in the area

of identifying the elements of the zystem; which are At
t

really spelled.out

here.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Because it is obvious' that this is going to be

something very important for us to decide in the next couple of months.,

Do you have something to say about that, Mr....,Gechman?

Mr. GECHMA1: Only to reiterate the fact that it is a very large and .

complex endeavor; if it is done too rapidly and without coordination a tre-

mendous amount of expense and, I think, failures will be encountered. As

stated earlier, i, believe that a system as immensely complex as this one

should be done in a piecemeal fashion. I believethat the early establish-

ment of overall standards and procedurei is critical. It is essential to

have extensive Involvement of the federal government, in terms of financial.

support and pressure, to get the elements to comply with these standards and
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procedures. That way, as all of.these elements develop simultaneously, when

they are eventually. hooked up at the end, they will operate in a compatible

. fashion.

Chairman BURKHARDT: if I understand you I could still think

of agreeing with you about building the system, but what about the plan?

That is, getting the plan or group worked out in terms of when you stet

building the syStem?.

Mr. GECHMAN: I cannot do justice to that question in the few minutes

left because the problem is too involved, In general, you must go through

some iterations. Start with alternative plans and carry each one down to a

reasonable'degree of definition. After you analyze them individually, and

collectively, determie which ones are prime candidates. You take those few

and go,Into further'detail until you finally wind up with the one best plan.

Since It may take a long time to evolve the full system, the plan should be

as flekible as possible and have built-in alternatives to handle contin-

gencies.

Chairman BURKHARDT: Well, thank you very much. It has been very

helpful.

(At this point the hearinb'was closed.)
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PREFACE

This is an overview of a neWprogram of fqeral and state
suppogt for libraries and information services now in process
of gleveldpment by the National Commission.

The National Commission views libraries 'and information centers

as a national knowledge resource to be sustained and integrated
for all citizens to use in the course of their personN1 and

economic pursuits. .

The. Comm&ssion also believes the time has come to develop a

national network of libraries and information centers as a
total system rather.than as a collection of separate parts.

Essentially, the new program now being formulated.by the National

Commission is based on three important assumptions:

First, that all citizens expect realistic and convenient access

to library resources and information services in the United

States for their self-enrichment and economic well-being.
o

Second, that the total information resource in the'United States

is a national resource which should be,sustained and made

available to the maximum degree possible in'the public interest.

Third,, that with the help of new technology and with national

resolve the disparate collection of libraries and information
centers in the United States can become an integrated nationV.

system,
A-

M
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I. THE NEED FOR A NATIONAL PROGRAM
OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICE

THE RESOURCE AND THE PROBLEM

Information,whether in the raw form of empirical'data or in
the highly processed form we .call "knowledge ", has come to be
regarded as a national resource as critical to the nation's
well-being andsecurity as any natural resource like water or
coal. The wealth of popular intellectual, scholarly, and
research resources,in its libraries and information centers is
one of the great strengths of the nation. But like many natural
resources,' knowledge resources uncoordinated in growth and
usage, are in danger of being inefficiently and wastefully'
utilized.

Only the judicious use of knowledge resources gives us power to
solve the complex social and economic problems that will face
our nation in the future.'

In establishing the Commission, Congress affirmed that "library
and information services adequate to meet the needs of the peo4ple
of the'United States are essential to achieve national goals.and
to utilize most effectively the nation,'s educational resources
and that the Federal Government will cooperate with state and A
local governments and public and private agencies in assuring i

optimum provision of such services." Public Law 91-345 further
authorized the National Commission to "promote research and
development activities which will extend and improve the
nation's library and information handling capability as essential
links in the national communications networks." 4

Pusuant to its mandate, the National. Commission recognizes that
library problems and information needs may not be the same in

*every section of the Nation. It feels it imperative, therefore,
to obtain first hand reports concerning adequacies and deficiencies
from people who use libraries as well as from the profession0s.
Accordingly, the Commission holds regional public hearings
throughout the country to obtain grass-roots testimony. In its
own deliberations the Commission has focused on six facets ,of
the problem:

1.0

1. The needs of users,. Library and informatibn needs are
felt at all levels of Society, regardless of an
individual's location, social condition, or level of 411.
intellectual achievements Each citizen must feel an
identity with the local point of contact for his
information and be able to gain access, to the pertinent
part of the tay information resource which interests

-

1
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2. The deficiencies in current services. libraries
are crowded and understaffed. They are crit'cally
short of money because of the withdrawal of ategorical
federal aid, they are unable to keep pace with current
demands, and they have little flexibility to undertake
new programs of value to the people they serve.

3. The-trend toward cooperative action. In order to keep
local programs alive, many libraries have formed
consortia or cooperatives. Useful as these stop-gap
network arrangements have been they are not developing
according to any national standard, nor is the financial
commitment to.theircontinuance permacient. Without
technical stanaards,for interstate and regional network,
development, we are in dander of spending large sums
of money on piecemeal programs which may never connect.

4. The financial base for libraries. Because of, diverse
tax structures, some American communities receive
library services according to their ability to pay, .

rather than according to need. In Denver, last year,
the Commission convened a conference on "user needs"
and learned that millions of Americans who need library
service--particularly the under-privileged, the
culturally deprived, and the geographically remote--,are not getting it.

Moreover, the, traditionaa' federal funding structure
for libraries has collapsed. Programs like the Library
Services and Constx1dction Act are being discontinued
in favor of revenue sharing. Since libraries must
compete wkth other Ideal agencies for such funds, the
amount available'to.them remains uncertain.
most unlikely that revenue sharing funds will be .

allocated to library projects involving extra-jurisdic-
tional services and facilities

5. The pbtential of new technology. The'library is
affected by four new technologies: computer?, mic o-,
graphics. te,,,ecommunidations, and audiovisual systems.ms.
The use of computers in libraries has already bee
pioneered and the,174.nciples of use are now well under-
stood. .However, direct application of computer8 has
been minimal and'there is a critical shortage of_
trained manpow r to help libraries convert from manual
eb machine me hods. The use of micrographics for

0
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compact storage s i eas .g, but it is r,,from
widespread. Some libra ex: i it wjeth tefbfacsimile
and CATV have been fruit l but therehre only a

.' handful of operating sy ems. And firialry, while
libraries have been reasonably active in acquiring
audiovisual materials, there 'is still some reluctance
to give the same attention to non-print forms of infor-
mation--like films, slides, filmstrips, audio cassettes,
video tapes, video cassettes,'and digital tapes--that
libraries give to books.

6. The staffing and manpower needs of libraries and
information centers. The human resources required
to plan, creatively manage, and ,operate the nation's
libraries and info ation centers are poorl understood
analytically. An sesment of the quanti and quality
of the manpower tp meet future demands fo information
services in the U.S. has not yet been made in any depth.
It is clear that new approaches to educational programs
will be needed in library science and information science
if library technicians, professionals, and auxilliary
personnel are to learn to function in non-traditional
ways.

Libraries and i ormation centers in the United States are not
developing accor ing any national plan, and consequently,
from a systems v ewpoint, their growth continues to be uneven and
uncohesive. A new philosophy of library and information service
is needed, one based on a common sense of direCtion and purpose
and a commitment to national cooperative action.

J
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generally are not in a position to meet all the needs
of ',Lei,- constituents. In a world hav4q an unprecAdented
s`.,;.1y,-: information, no one liorary can aAford the cost of a/

v all tho P computer data bases, video
maLcrial: information. It is

using, then, to find that thc' lev:-.1 of library and
.:',1r)n service in most r.11 Ls of tno United States is bel

Library Association LLandards.
oft

have long realized that service to their patrons can
be markf,dly upgraded through "resource-sha ", in which any .

l''T,Ary may augment its own holdings b eying access,
loans, to the holdings of neighbor g libraries.. During

_cars, libraries across the country began to develop new
or9:,ni.:;ational relationships to facilitate the sharing of
c:),IfccF. These cooperative programs are variously referred

1: ic.donal. library systems cr library consortia. Unfortunately,
theSe ar ents 'are well-1Motiyated and are pointed in

dir ctinn, they are on too modest a scale and too frugal
t t offer solutions tLat can be fitted to the nation's
as a whole.

w.

Ccr!,uteLs and communications--which have been developing iltsuch(
spcctacujar fashion over the last twenty years- -are pow in.au
pc.. ,ti :1:tg,make nationwide resource-:sharing arrangements

..,ly feasible. T:1,-.7, t-,*: porful Lech Ologies, the computer
.--,crn telecommunicaLions. can be joined a the basis of a

n-)71;,_)nal network in which existing 'information systems and
.

li4 i-,r 1:ies are interconnected.

\.. .

.

A national network involves the co-joining of general and
iaLized libraries and information centers throughout thd

cc.-ry This co- joining requires formal organization
1- Lic'n these institutions ag"ree to certain common programs.
r_;,' IL calls for the introduction of computer and telecommu-
ni:ntacns facilities to facilitate the exchange of information
- , ,'-,,rlals among themlj The purpose of a national network

-, i-_,;11.boncJ.tizon--1-,c re a businessman, researcher,
_Ir. or L441ent--in the public or the private sector to

total knolecl,-;e resource of the country from his
-r.. r: ,-al location.

Mc cost of establishing such a network will be large, and'may
doubts about whether the value of increased access to infor-

.7-Lio,1 10 worth the price. A number of points, however, bbar the
First, the logic of resource- sharing implies that a

nc-IA,rk is .capable of absorbing part or all of its own investment

A

f
4I

t.,. es.
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by reducing he financial pressbre on each individual lib;ary in
the network to buy all of its own hooks and materials. Secondly,
the alternative cost of fifty indePendent, networks.plus the
eventual cost of interconnection after the fact is clearly more
expensive. Finally1 the "value" of increased access to infor-
mation, like the value of increased access to education, grows
expohentially.

Man 'libraries, having understood this facet of resourde-sharing
nomics, have moved ahead to form local network arranments.

I trastate networks are being planned or are in partial
gt
Iperation

. in Washingtop, Illinoisv New York, Wisconsin, Maryland, and
California. Re4ional networks, such as SLICE in the Southwest,

. NELINENOm the Northeast, and a new one which is forming among
the states of the Southeast, are examples of emerging networks
that will cross state lines. At the present Iime, these groups
find it feasible to share only bibliogr4hic'Eata. However,
others are already experimenting with interactive computer
time-sharing networks for data retrieval and still others are
investigating future use of electronic communications for the

of_st/hole books and documents from place to place as an
alternative to mail.

While efforts toward building local network arrangements are
commendable, they Are proceeding at a very slow pace and
without benefit of national direction. Thert is both hope and
peril in this: hope because there is something in place on ,

which a national lietwork might be built, and peril because these
networks represent.an entirely new form of incoordinated growth
on top of the library growtki patter that has traditionally
occured. UnCoordinated network development can also be
extremely costly. The alternative to building an organized
national network is the continued proliferation of smaller,
incomplete networks in different parts of the count The
National Commission fears that if this practice persists the
disorganized aggregation could develop to the point of being.
incapable of future interconnection. It.is for this reason
that firm action by the federal government is now called for.

.22.9
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FEDERAL AID

Past federal aid to libraries, especially for school and university
*libraries, was mainly for the acquisitionlof materials. Its
purpose was to ensure that each local community had resources
adequate for-serving its own constituents. This was a contin-
uation of the practice started in the 19004s by Andrew Carnegie
to provide grants to peloolic libraries for'the procurement of
materials and physical facilities. .

Even if the federal government would be willing and able to
continue this kind of aid, there are ample signs that it would
be insufficient to fill the gap that most libraries see between
future needs and probable future funds from all sources, includ-
ilrgfederal. This gap is having a,catastrophic effect on many
'libraries right now. .

1

.

, The recent cut-back in federal funding for libraries has not
only limited their ability to buy books for local use but, even
worse, it has had a curtailing effect onthe amount and variety
of information services offered to the public. As a consequence,
libraries are beginning to engage in modest cooperative programs
with other libraries hoping that by sharing 'resources they will
be-abl q to continue these threatened infoLmetion services despite

limited funding. At best, however, these are'stop-gap measures.
What is needed is a new federal'investment"policy in ljebrariest

a long range policy which encourages local developmeng while at
the same time accelerating interdependent growth nationally.

It is a well knownfact that America''s expanding population is
more mobile and more literate today'than at any previous point
iri history: People move continuously from one part of the
country to another while their sources of information and ow-
ledge remain fixed in locations, It therefore seem reaso abl N"

to propose that the federal government share in the ponsibirity

ta provide the telecommunications, technology, and systems
development required to establish linkages' between individuals
in all parts of the country and information sources in each state.

For resource-sharing,-for the dissemination of specialized
information, and for many other unsatisfied needs in what is

truly an information-rich country, the major inhibiting factor

is distance. It is evident that the type o4_telecommunications
planning that would be embodied in a natioaga progrdm.of library t"
and information service would open the *ay to the'conquest of
distance and enable access to information whetever it may be.

Almost everyone agrees that the interconnection of libraries
and information centers across state lines would constitute a
national asset of immense proportions and yastly increase the
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tempo and va iety of knowledge exchanged within the country.
To build a ational library network on a state-by-state basis
would be s f-defeating and very costly. But, with shared
specificat ons, shared systems, shared engineering know-how,.
shared to communications, and the introduction of national
standards:ard procedures, it would be possible to justify and
maintain'a,major federal investment in this area. Minding a
national netrrk of libraries to promote knowledge-and progress
between and among the people of the states will require the
same foresight that Congress had when it invested in the
Interstate Highway Act to promote travel and commerce.

I
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. THE RATIONALE FOR FEDERAL INVOLVEMENT

While the federal govelmment is broadly aware of the part played
by libraries and information centers in national growth and
'productivity, the Commission believes that now is the time for
the federal government to specifically begin dealing with
information as a national resource. The Commission is recommend-
ing that the concept of a national program of libraries and
information centers is a highly appropriate fots for governmental
action because the concept is designed to promote a match between:
(1) information needs that'are more pressing than ever .before; and
(2) information technology that is nowhere more strongly developed
than in the United States.

It should be recognized that the United States, -though it may
have unique opportunity to plan its "information economy", is
,not a'lone in this,position. Japan, West Germany, and other
countries have published national plans which attest to the
importance of national information policies and networks.
We have more knowledge and data within our own borders than
any other country, but if we fail to link these resources together
nationally so that all can use them, we may be.neglecting the
most significant contribution we can make to our own productivity.

The implementation of a workable national program requires close
cooperation between the federal government and state and local
governments; such cooperation is most appropriately brought about
through federal legislation. Legislation would adopt as its
prime philosophical) goal equal accessibility of the nation's
libraries and information centers. In doing so, it Will greatly
increase our potential to.attain our chosen national goals,
increase national productivity, and improve the quality gf life
in America. A

Information is a national resource for which the federal govern- t

ment must share a responsibility. Today this resource is not
ing managed.adequately and is not meeting citizens' needs.

or this reason the Commission believes that a federally
sponsored national program offersa promising vehicle for
dealing with the problem.

-
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II. THE MAIN ELEMENTS OP A-NATIONAL PROGRAM

The following pages propose a framework for a national program
of library and information service. It is the view of the
National Commission that any new national program must involve
a partnership between the federal government and state and
local governments in terms of both program planning and program
execution. To achieve this will require that all parties
involved have the fullest opportunity to debate the issues and
confront the problems before the promulgation of federal
legislation. For this reason, the Commission expects its
proposed framework to undergo many changes before it is finally
ready to form, the basis of new legislation.

Briefly, the National Commission proposes a new national program
for accomplishing an organizational and technological upgrading
of libraries and information centers in the United States. The
program advocates federal funding for the national elements of
the program and funding by the states for theirjurisdictional
shake.

The Commission suggests establishing a national authority in the
federal government that will administer a national program of
library. and information service. The program assigns interstate
planning functions as well as certain research and development
responsi9ties to the new authority. It also prescribes
standards f rthe states to folloW so that they may qualify
to be members of the program. The Library of Colltgress and other
national libraries are designated in the Program as national
collections. In addition, the facilities of the Federal
Telecommunications System are enjoined to provide the electronic
telecommunications necessary to exchange information messages
and interconnect relevant computer installations.

Future legislation would outline the role of the federal govern
ment, the national libraries, and the states in the development
and implementation of such a program; it would'Pecify the
functions which the new technology will perform as a central
service; and it would establiAh the basis for appropriate
federal and state incentive funding to guarantee a continuing
intrastate investment in the program.

Some of the key issues which the National Commission believes
must be addressed in developing the program follow.
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ORGANIZATION

The National Commission regards as axiomatic that any effort
to bring organization to the nation's libraries and information
centers must result in the simultaneous maximization of: (1) the
benefits'that come from being pakt of a'national program; and
(2) a degree of local autonomy that is equivalent to that which
libraries have always enjoyed. This philosophy, after all, 'is
one that is common to many federal/local enterprises and that is
implicit in the word "federal" ibkelf.

At present there is no central authority in government empowered
to set information science policy, direct a national program, or
create a general purpose national network. Evan though various
parties in and out of the federal government have tried for
decades to, attain some degree of centralization in the nation's
information services (at least at the policy level), no focal
point yet exists in the federal,estabiishment to'formulate:and
execute policies relating to those activities'.

Therefore, one of the important issues to be resolved in pursuing
a national program for libraries and information service is
deciding what kind of permanent operating agency is required at
the federal level to establish policy and implement programs. of
national concern. Regardless of the ultimate structure chosen,
it is evident'that some central activity is needed to coordinate
national library and information center development, to set and
enforce national policies, and to undertake functions consistent
with the federal government's responsibility.

Once the functions of an operating agency are defined it will
then be necessary to recommend where the agency should b
located organizationally in the federal government. At ent,
there is no natural home for libraries in the federal est lish-
ment. Should a National Library Agency be created? Or, p
a quasi-governmental organization for libraries and inform
centers like the Corporation for Public Broadcasting? Are
other more desirable organizational formats?

, .
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RESPONSIPILITIES OF THE FEDyAL GOVERNMENT

The National Commission has identified the following principal
responsibilities which 'belong at the federal level, but there
may be more

Planning the. national? program as a total system. This means
giving' continuing direction to the coordinated Aevelopment .of
the nation's libraries, information centers, and other knowledge
resources to make sure they evolve as part of an integrated'
national plan.

Administering the interstate portions of a national program. The
interstate portions liclude such activities as providing national
computer and telecommunication facilities; setting and enforcing
standards for systems compatibility among states and regions; acrd
coordinating library and information science research and
development in areas of common concern.

Safeguarding national knowledge resources. This implies federal
protection of unique resources of major importance to the, nation
and creation of central services, like.periodical.banks and
bibliographic centers, under4federil sponsorihip for the use of
all the states.

Designing a national network. This means doing the initial
-planning and subsequent systems development to achieve the
interconnection of relevant national information resources.

Supporting intrastate network programs. This implies establish.-
ing a working technical partnership and a matching fund relation-
ship between the national network and emerging state networks.in.
order to achieve consistent mutual development and minimum
duplication of effort.

Operating an extramural program. To achieve a technological
and organizational upgrading of libraries and information centers
will require new approaches to manpower development, continuing
education, technical training, and other matters relating to
human resources. In this area, the .federal government has a
responsibility to.ensure that people required to-operate a
national program are educationally prepared and qualified for
their jobs . , .

Cooperating with similar international programs.

Publicizing theilDrogram in, the U.S.

(

J
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF STATE GOVERNMENTS

It is the view of the National Commission that any new national
program would rest on the understanding that the federalogovern-
ment would fund those aspects of the program of common con ern
nationally, e.g., telecomtunications, in return for the states'
willingness to accept responsibility for funding libraries
within its own jurisdiction. If this type of quid pro quo
PhilosOphy were adopted it could very well create a national
program that over the years would grow simultaneously from the
bottom.up and-the top down. To achieve this, howeVer, requires
that the federal government and the states work out appropriate.
matching fund.forniulae that ensure that ,most steps taken by
either,will be mutually.reinfording. Federal legislation would
spell out the obligations incurred by the states when joining
the program, describe the services they would receive in return,
and set forth matching fund criteria for development of the
intrastate parts of the national program.

It'may, be that each State will choose to prepare corresponding
state legislation that ensures a continuinvotate commitment to
the national program, tethe- financial supporkof all types of
librargs within the state., and to the exercise of its program
responsibilities, such as: P

. Designating a major state organization to represent it in
the national program and giving management direction to the
development of libraries and information centers within the ...

state.

Finand.ng the state's share of its obligation to the national
program and to state library development, according to
formulas which take the entire state population into' account.which

Supporting libraries within the state so that they meet
standards which qualify them to receive the benefits art
services available through the national progpam.

Promoting the use of the national program among the people
residing-in the state.

Forming an intrastate network or regional networks with
other states where appropriate.

0
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THE ROLE OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Because of its size, stature and comprehensive collections, the
, Library of Congress is the hub of the'nation's bibliographic

apparatus. Although the Library of Congress is not officially
designated as a national library, it does, in fact, perform
many common proddssing services and provide many, user services
for the libraries of the country. It 'receives and catalogs the
bulk of the same titles received by other American libraries
and the intellectual work which it does centrally offsets the
need for local reduplication. The Card Distribution Service
and the MARC (Madhine Readable Catalog) Program, which includes
making current cataloging information available on magnetic tape,
are prime examples of the central work done by the Library of
Congress which accrues to the benefit of mosit'American libraries.
The machine records of MARC may eventually form the nucleus of
a computerized information system for a national network.

The Library of Congress is crucial to the' organization of
national network because it has the capacity and the materiels
to perform many common services in both the areas of technical
processing and reference and becausd it can set national biblio-
graphic standards for tilt program. New legislation may be
needed to designate.the Library of Congress as having respon-
sibility for integral aspects of a national prOgram.-

Examples of national function which the Library of Congress
could perform alone or,in con rt with other libraries are:

Expansion of national lending services and management of
a national interlibrary lending system with the Library
of Congress as the library of final resort.

,

Expansion to worldwide coverage of tile National Prograrjt
for Acquisitions and Cataloging.

Expansion of machine-readable cataloging to include
cataloging in substantially all languages of current
monographic, serial and other significant materials
acquired by the Library of Congress.

Expansion of the MARC data lease retrospectively to at
least 1968, and then to the earliest date which can be
shown.to be cost beneficial.

Establishment of a National Bibliographic Center and
development of uniform bibliographic procedures with

- the National Network Collections,

Operation of a comprehensive national reference and
referral service.
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Distribution of bibliographic data through on-line
_communication.

Operation of a national serials service.
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The Commission recognizes that there are, other institutions 'in
the United States in addt-ion to the Library of Congress, in "

both the public and private sectors, whose collections and
services constitute unique national assAt. The National
Library of Medicine in the field of medicine, and the Center
for Research Libraries in the field of academic research are
just two of'many collections in different fields that could
play important roles in a national program. A new national
program should_have the means to protect and nourish these
national resources Whether they be research libraries,
periodical banks, indexing and abstracting serVices, special
libraries, or data bases. In their respective specialized
domains, they would offer user services to all libraries in the
country affiliated with the national program.- Nothing .

,currently exists to permanently.safeguard or to develop these
resources so that their use can be extended nationally.

A national ptogram would be responsible for identifying these
institutions and for supporting their continuation and
maintenance. The program would also sponsor the establishment
of othpt national information activities when it could be

-proven that a central service clearly, would have cost/benefit
advantages for the country. Examples, include a national
periodical bank, a national lendins library, a national audio-
visual repository, national documents services,' etc..

It is true of almost any organization. that some of its functions
are better performed locally than centrally. However, in many
aspects of library operation, no centralization exists at all;
many libraries are duplicating effort, performing repetitive
processing, storing similar materials, and giving incomplete
or limited service to the public. ,National services that now
serve the library and information community at large would be
incorporated intact into the national program and others that
are needed would be established. The criteria to be followed
in'designating national services or in recommending their
establishment will need to }fie carefully articulated in

46,

proposed legislation.

lt
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THE NATIONAL NETWORK

The computer would ultimately become central in the operation of
a national network. Many computer centers will be needed to help
transform the machine - readable., bibliographic records produced by
the'tibrary of Congress and other national libraries into by-
products for local distribution, such as cards, book catalogs,
special bibliographies, SDI services, etc. For each library to
own its own computer installation would be prohibitively
expensive, so the cooperative, multi-institutional approach to
computer usage isyroposed by the Commission as the most economic.
and efficient solution.

1,

Computer installations in the network would be of two types,
the first dedicated to bibliographic production (the processing
of machine-readable tapes produced by the national libraries
into by-products required by the local institutions), and the
second,devoted to service uses (recording holdings, making
referrals, managing interlibrary loans, searching data bases,
performing interactive searches of bibliographies and abstracts,
etc.).

Existing MARC tape processing centers are examples of what the
first_type.of computer center may be like. The second type, in
its interlibrary loan version, would resemble the System of
Interlibrary Communication now under study by the Association of
Research Libraries. The existence of such computer...centers
may not offset the need of some libraries to maintain independent
computer centers--possibly minicomputers--to satisfy local
internal processing needs.

Federal legislation would designate the number and the )ncation
of Type I and Type II centers and support them with research,
software, technical guidance, and perhaps even funds for equipment.
Computers at this level of the national network would be a se
of large, fast, time-shared information computers with many
receiving, sets in libraries. Computer usage usually implies
economies of scale, suggesting-that Type I and Type II instal
tions will be massed to serve the' processing and service need
of many: institutions on an intrastate, m4ti7state, or regiona
basis.

The critical part of the national network concept is .the means
of interconnection of libraries and information centers over
to ecommunicatior lines. It is in regard to this element of the
network that the greatest change in our thinking, aboubtyays of
dealing with reco±ded knowledge and about the very information
metabolism of the nation, is required. Any system that transmits
the volumes of information implied in interlibrary resource
sharing will require great channel capacities. Recent develop-
ments in laser technology and micrographics portend advancements
in the communication of information. Lasers and millimeter

2 7,
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wavelength radiation, between them, are capable of bringing
,telecommunthations costs down by a factor of five by 1980,
and with volume usage, no doubt even more than that.

A national network must, therefore, incorporate the means for
communicating among the nodes of.the network. While it is
true that AT&T, Western Union, Microwave Corporation of AmeriCa,
and other companies are in the process of upgrading their
commercial lines for domestiq use, it seems that library
network exception to the federal telecommunicati ns regulations
will.be needed to guarantee low telecomMunicati n rates.

Needless to say, since the main purp e of a national network
is to place the user in contact with is material, rapid and
inexpensive telecommunications among libraries could turn out
to be the greatest boon ever to the national distribution of
knowledge for education and progress.

Whatever the cost to a member library ight be in the usage of
telecommunications facilities, there a e still bound to be
inhibitions. The federal government i in a position to give
the whole'network system an initial shot in the arm, through
subsidization, until the entire scheme reaches a volume usage
that ensures its economic viability. Tlyis it can do through
legislation authorizing network participants the right to use
the Federal TelecommunicationseSystem free of charge or at a
sufficiently reduced rate. Many European countries have already
begun to provide communication links at lower tariff rates in
,order to influence and stimulate the development of national
information systems.

241
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III. EPILOG

Unless we ake steps now to develop a unified program of library
and inform tion service in the*United States, the National
Commission believes the current systetrof libraries and informa
tion centers will be unable tb cope with the nation's growing
information requirements.

The Commission views the outline of a new national program
presented in this paper as a beginning. We hope during the
coming year to refine our ideas.by exposing them to the widest
possible range of pvblie and profesdonal opinion "and criticism.
Our goal, however, is clear and we are firmly committed to it.
We want to give evaryone in the country, regardless of social
or economic condition, equal access to the richtn66rmation
resources this.country.possesses.

Certainly the task will not be easy. It will take intense
professional enerike.to work out the complex problems inherent
in such a program. and to weigh the potential benefits and costs
of new concepts and new solutions. But we are confident that
by the end of a year, and with your help, we will have
solidified the case for recommending new federal legislation.

f7, ^Tt.
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